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USES OF THIS REP<1. __ 

This report is No. 15 in a series OD' "'Scope 'and Method" of re
search in the various sub-fields of agri<:ultur..t economics and rural 
sociology. This series of reports is part of a program of assistance 
to research in these fields, upon which the Advisory Committee on 
Social and Economic Research in Agriculture set forth in 1925 
under instruction from the Social Science Research Council. Each 
report will undertake to outline the research of some sub-field of 
agricultural economics or rural sociology and then discuss the 
problems in methodology that are peculiar to it. The outline of any 
sub-field will be in large part in terms of a listing and discussion of 
specific research projects that have been undertaken or might be 
undertaken. Hence the discussion of methodology will be largely in 
terms of specific projects. 

It is expected that these reports will be useful in the following 
ways: First, directors of experi~ent stations and chiefs of divisions 
of agricultural economics and of rural sociology in land-grant 
institutions in the United States, and persons similarly responsible 
for direction of the research in agricultural economics and rural 
sociology of other types of institutions, will find the outlines of the 
various suh-fields of much help in laying out continuing programs of 
research for their institut.ions. Second, individual research workers, 
graduate students looking for thesis subjects, and- teachers con
ducting research seminars, as well as the agencies above named, 
will find the listing and discussions of projects helpful in choosing 
suitable research projects. Third, the descriptions of research al
ready done win save research workers from duplicating other work 
and help them to find a way of building upon it successfully. Fourth, 
the discussion of the nature of a project and the qualitative back
ground will reveal the body of the subject-matter which needs to he 
mastered for its intelligent prosecution, and the difficulties involved, 
and thus save many research workers from launching forth upon 
projects for which they have nof yet qualified themselves, or whieh 
may be too difficult for all but the chosen few. Fifth, the analysis 
of -;"ethodology will furnish a basis for a more intelligent decision 
as to the procedures and methods which will lead to valid and usable 
results. Sixth, the discussion of methodology will also suggest helpful 
devices in technique and details of procedure that might not other
wise be hrought to the attention of the research workers. Seventh, 
the discussions of both scope and methods will make clear to those 
organizing research in any field the contributions which workers on 
different subjects have to offer to it, and point the way to the form 
of colla.boration needed. 
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Research In Agricultural 
Cooperation 

-Scope and Method--
INTRODUCTION 

(By H. E. Erdman) 

The farmers of the United States have organized cooperatively in 
nearly all lines of economic endeavor--selling, insurance, buying, 
credit, production, communication, transportatiODa However, they 
ha"e made much more use of cooperative methods in selling than in 
other lines, in contrast to the emphasis upon cooperative credit in 
most other countries. Cooperative insurance probably ranks next to 
coopera tive selling in importance in the United States; then buying, 
credit, etc.,. in the order of the above listing. A large part of the cn
operati.-e buying is ronducted by the same organizations, or sub
sidiaries thereof, a. do the selling. Perhaps half of the coOperative 
selling associations in the United State. do more or less buying, 
and in some areas with some types of associatinus, sucb, for example, 
as grain elevators in the areas where farmers have largely changed 
from grain growing to livestock farming, the buying has beeome more 
important than the selling. 

Cooperative marketing has deveioped in the United States as a 
response to an opinion long prevalent among farmers that the exist
ing methods of marketing farm products were inadequate to meet 
the n.eed. of the time, .hoth from their own point of view and from 
that of consumers: They have felt that the spread between their 
prices and ,those of consumers was unnecessarily wide because of sup
posed excessive profits llnd enormous waste. Moreover, many of 
them have been restive under the belief that commercial agencies have 
maintained their profitable margins by more or less fixing of prices. 
They have tried cooperative seUing as a remedy, over and over again, 
in all parts of the country. The large number of failures, some of 
enormous proportions, of the Granger and Farmers' Alliance periods 
scarcely did more than retard the progress of the movement. The 
available records of organizations in operation at various periods 
are very incomplete, especially for the earlier periods. However, the 
Federal Farm Board had actual records in 1932 of 4,725 purchasing 
and/or selling associations in operation in 1913, the year in which 
the Office of Markets of the United States Department of Agriculture 
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was establishro. The number had incr"ased by 1920 to 1 0,588 and 
reachro its maximum of 12,007 in 1924, at which figure it has re
mainro practically constant. Membership, however, i. ealimatro to 
have increased from 2,700,000 in 19'..!5 to 3,100,000 in 1930.' 

This report will deal wth research in all lines of cooperative 
activity. but the emphasis will be entirely upon cooperative .elling. 
Much of the analysis, however, will be pertinent to cooperation in 
other fields than aeIling. The objective of the report i. to outline 
agricultural cooperation as a field of research and review from the 
standpoint of methodology the research already done or in progre .. 
in this field, or involvro in a list of projects selected for special con
sidera tion. 

COOPERATION AS A FIELD OF RESEARCH 

(By John D. Black) 

For the purpose of this report, cooperation is defined as including 
only forms of organized collective effort of the bu..me ... ·type. This 
excludes organization for recreation, community improvem~nt, edu
cation, politics, propaganda and legislation, etc., covered under Rural 
Organization and Agricultural Policy. To be classified al coopera
tive, enterprises must be ownro and democratically cont.rolled by the 
members, and managed in the interests of those who furnish the bUBi
ness, 80 that the returns and savings are distributed in proportion 
to the business handlro and not on the basis of equities held in the 
organization. The intent is to exclude farmer organizatio1f,l/ (like 
the Grange) and all consideration of farmer movementa, except a. 
these may affect business cooperatives in various way.. (See Rural 
Organization and Agricultural Policy.) 

Thus limiting cooperation to organizations of the busin ..... type 
does not mean that the non-pecuniary valu". in co.operation, the values 
commonly associated with the idea of welfare, will be ignored; or that. 
the sociological !lnd psychological phases of cooperative activity will 
be largely suoordinatro to profil-seeking and financial gains. It will 
be recognized throughout that these are important factors in the 
success of cooperative endeavor, and .ome will be covered in projects 
indicated as joint with Rural Social Psychology. 

In its early days, cooperaton of the type we are considering was 
eosentially voluntary organization among the weak, its main object 
being to secure 80me of the advantageo that accompany an increase in 
strength through combination of etrort. Today it hal evolvro, in the 
case. of our large-scale commodity marketing organization ... into 

(I) See 814twtkl of Fa,.".", Be/Un,. tmd B"lfooll Organioalw..., Federal 
Fann Board Bulletin 8 (1982), pp. 72-74.. 



intricate highly formal structures. Consequently organization and 
structure must constitute a considerable section of a research pro
gram in this field. 

One tendency must be recognized, namely, for cooperative organi
zation to ally itseIt with government, as illustrated by (1) the com
pulsory pooling arrangements provided for in some countries and 
constantly being advocated by others; (2) arrangements for financ
ing and the like (the Federal Marketing Act of 1929) ; and (3) in 
its extreme form, by the role of cooperation in a socialistic state. 
Some attention must be given to this phase of the subject in modern 
research programs dealing with cooperation. Projects of this nature 
will commonly be indicated as joint with Agricultural Policy. 

The report on Research Relating to Marketing of Farm Product. 
contains the following paragraph which will serve as a hasis for dis
tinguishing the field of agricultural cooperation from the rest of agri
cuI tural economi~ : "Another separation which has been made in or
ganizing the whole project in 'Scope and Method' is that between 
marKeting and cooperation. The interest of agriculturists in co
operation is such that it has been deemed advisable to set up a special 
suh-field of research devoted to it, in which the unifying principle is 
the coOper~tive mode of economic functioning as distinguished from 
the private or competitive; and all matters involving especially, or 
peculiar to, the cooperative mode of economic functioning, have been 
separated out of the sub-field of primary production (farm manage. 
ment). and out of the sub-fields of credit, insurance and transporta
tion as well as out of the sub-field of mal'keting. The line of demarca
tion which ha. been established between cooperation and mal'keting is 
as follows: Matters equally relevant to both private and cooperative 
enterprise in marketing are included in marketing; those especially 
relevant to cooperative enterprise are included under cooperation. 
Thus membership relations are peculiarly a p ... blem of coOperative 
marketing; likewise pro-rating of pool expenses and pool receipts." 

The foregoing reference to the cooperative mode of economic 
functioning as distinguished from the competitive must not be un
derstood to imply that all competition disappears when cooperation 
enters. The members of the cooperation still compete, but only as a 
group with other group., instead of also with one another as in
dividuals within the group. In fact, competition between groups 
may even be intensified as a result of organization into cooperatives. 

This statement should be supplemented by indicating more clearly 
what is included under membership relations and pooling ,,\entioned 
above. and under other relevant aspects _of cooperation. as in the 
following li.t: 

vLegal basis of organization and operation-frequently provided 
for under special sta tut",,_ . -



, Corporate set-up-dilTerenCCII in the ownership of atock, in right 
of transfer of stock, in size of shares, voting rights, etc. 
Many cooperative organizations are of the non-atock type. 

Operating ... t-up-dilTerences in dcpartmentizatiOli, in di.trict 
organization, in types of locKI unit, in relation. between the 
central office and the district and local units. 

Relations between members and the organization-the member
ship contract relationship in its various forma and degrees. 
division of power between the officers, the executive com
mi ttee, the hoard of directors and the membera ; arrangements 
for securing participation of members in dclermination of 
policies; and responsibility of the organization to its mem
bers. 

'Educational values to members from participation in a coop
era tive organization. 

Security of patronage and control over supply of produd_ 
in contrast to non-cooperative type. of buaine... Thi. may 
include control of time of delivery. 

, Possibilities of securing orderly production. 
Possibilities of control of quality. 
Possibilities of monopolistic practices through control of lupply, 

dilTering in nature at least from the related practice. of 
proprietary orgilniza tions. 

'Nature and source of "earnings" and arrangements for their 
distribution; accounting procedures that should be adjusted 
to the foregoing. 

'" DilTerences in the earnings and their distribution according to 
whether the organization is of the pooling type, and ACcord
ing to the area of the pool and its period. and the method of 
handling differences in grade and quality. Similar questions 
for handling distribution of expenses. 

Certai" business practices such as advertising anrl selling which 
assume special aspects in cooperative organizations. For 
example, there is a definite relation between the control of 
quality and the developing and advertising of brands. 

Several of the foregoing aspects apply to coOperative selling 
only. Most apply alao to cooperative production, buying, credit., 
insurance, etc., with adaptations to Buit the special charaderistica 
of each type of business. Thus the concept of control of quality 
applied to credit and insurance beeomes a matter of the selection of 
risks and the prevention of losses. ' 

Although; as indicated ahove. the report. on "Scope and Method" 
of Research Relating to Marketing, Farm Management, etc .• will 
cover the phases of organization and business practice which are 
common to hoth proprietary and coOperative units, many are .uffi-
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cienUy different for cooperatives, and even for different types of CD

operation, to need special consideralion in programs of research in 
cooperation. Moreover, the features which are peculiar to c0-

operative types of organization are likely to be so closely related to 
the considerations .common to both that no clear-cut separation i. 
possible. Consequently project. will be included in this report" in 
which the cooperative business unit is the subject for analysis and 
all the different phases of organization and operation are con
sidered, although always with emphasis on those with most coopera
tive significance. Projects of this type will commonly be indicated 
as joint with Marketing, Credit, etc. 

Another important aspect of cooperation is its relation to prices 
of the products sold or commodities and services bought. This re
lationship takes very different forms with different cooperative sales 
policies-for example, pooling "8. buying for cash, collective bar
gaining .... selling in a public market, etc. A,number of the projects 
will therefore be indicated as joint with Prices. 

Moreover, this report does not constitute ua program of research" 
in cooperation such as a particular institution might layout for 
itself. It i. instead a presentation of the material. out of which an 
institution may build a program suited to its special circumstances, 
such as the. needs of its constituents, the types of marketing 
agency in it. territory, its resources and its staff. It is recognized 
that ... practi~e the major portion of the research in cooperatio .. in 
many ImtitutloM rcill be carried on in project. whick combi"'" mar
ket.mg a. uutli'1led in the report 00 researck in that field "",tk co
~erati<m 48 flUtlimed in this report. This is a matter of program
making, not research analysi.. To develop a project" representing 
this combination, an institution needs only to use the two reports in 
conj unction~ , . 

The alternative to the plan adopted would have been to have in
troduced cooperative principle and procedure into the several re
ports on marketing, production, credit, insurance, etc. "The Ad
visory Committee on Agriculture felt that under this plan coOpera
tion as such would not be adequately developed. 

The approach which at present promise. to be most helpful in 
the field of cooperation i. to try to determine the essential char
acteristics that distinguish the cooperative mode of economic func
tioning from other modes, and the essential associated differences in 
the structures and procedures, and then try to reJate the .. in detail 
to the special circumstances associated with each of the various 
fields of economic activity in which cooperation occurs. The re
search program for this field must take account of this situation 
and include a strong emphasis upon developing .. body of cooperative 
theoFY· 

Research in this field pertains closely also to fundamental suh
jects in the general field of economic theory. Not until coOperative 



'procedure takea its place on a par with the competitive in the 
standard treatises on economic principles .hall we be able to .ay 
that cooperation has found a place in our economic .y.tem. 

Following is a li.t of subjects fundamental to coi;peration and re
lated theory which need to be dcveloped by ,research in thi. field: 

The eIBentiat nature of cooperation, in 10 far •• it eRn be 
.tated at preaent-relation to pooling, buying for caah, alock 
"DI. non-stock organization, dividend. on .toc k, non-member 
business, etc. 

'The speeial characteristics of the cooperative mode of economic 
functioning, in 10 far •• they can be stated at present. 

-The economic basis of cooperation. 
The legal ha.i. of cooperation; adaptations of legal theory to 

fit cooperation. 
The general theory of competitive price. 
The theory of monopoly price; of collective bargaining; of 

monopolistic competition and duopoly; temporary monopoly; 
local monopoly. 

Price stabilization theory. 
Theory of orderly marketing and gains from holding. 
Theory of market differential •• 
Theory of gains from "going around" the central markets and 

selling more directly. 
Federated ow. centralized type. of cooperative organization; 

intermediate types. 
Function of local and district units. 
Integration a. applied to marketing. 

"Pooling, pooling period. pooling area, pool price. 
\ Prorating theory-pooling and distribution of expenses. 
\. Theories pertaining to methods of paying according to quality; 

quality poots; etc. 
Membership contracts. 
Theory of gains from advertising. 
Theory of incidence of marketing costa and gains. 
Theory of the relation of the state to coOper&tion. 
Measures of the success of a cooperative enterprise aa di ... 

tingui.hed from a proprietary enterprise. 
-, Adaptations of accounting theory to lit cooperative enterprises. 

These various theories will be discussed as the basic qualitative 
analysis of the different research projects outlined in the body of 
this report. 
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HISTORY OF RESEARCH IN AGRICULTURAL 

COOPERATION IN THE UNITED STATES 

(By H. E. Erdman) 

. What was probably the first attempt at a comprehensive study 
of agricultural cooperation in the United States was conducted by 
George K. Holmes of the United States Department of Agriculture. 
In hi. report for the year ending June 30, 1898, Secretary of Agri
culture James Wilson says concerning the work of the Division of 
Statistics (p. LIX): 

"Among the subjects which have been investigated by the experts 
of this Division are . . . • the application of the principle of 
cooperation to farming or for the farmers' benefit. .. 

The next year we are informed' that: 
"An investigation into the extent and results of the application of 

the principle of cooperation to irrigation farm and livestock insur
ance, the distribution of agricultural products, the purchase of no. 
agricultural commodities, and in other directions in which farmers 
have mterest in common is well advanced, and it is expected that 
some definite .results will be available for publication in a short time .... 

The report was never published, but much' of it seems to have 
been incorporated in an unpublished manuscript on "Farmers C0-
operation" now in the files of the Historical and Statistical Section 
of the Division of COOperative Marketing, of the Agricultural Credit 
Administration. It was concerned mainly with the extent and nature 
of coOperation and with reasons for success and failure. 

Holmes seems to have continued hi. interest in the subject and to 
have renewed his work on it, for in 1913 be published his "Systems 
of Marketing Farm Products and Demand for Such Products at 
Trade Centers .... 

The history of research in agricultural coOperation from this point 
on can be read most effectively from the bibliography of the studies 
whose results have been published, as available in Balletin No. 6 of 
the Federal Farm Board, .J. Seleded aM .J.fIftOtated BiblM>grt;ploy 
mIlo Special Re{ereflCe '0 Marketing, P"rcloaring, aM Credit (1931). 
A few groups of studies, however, will be selected to represent stap 
of development. 

In the early work of the Office of Markets, and of the later Office 
of Markets and Rural Organization, agricultural coOperation re
ceived particular attention, Professor T. N. Carver assisting with 

(1) Report of the -"'7 of Agri<ulbue, 1899, section devot..l to "Report 
of the· Statistician". p. 266. 

(II) UDlt..l Statu DoperIm<nt of AgrkuItu~ 08Ice of Seeretsry. Report 
98 (1918). 
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this phase of the work while on I.,ave from Harvard tTniv .. roity.· 
The work at the 8tart consisted largely of a general .urv .. y, and 
again concerned itself with the nature and extent of cooperation and 
with causes of failure and success. Presently, however, the emphalil 
turned to questions of bu.iness practice and accounting.' 

The .tat.,. also began to make studies during this p .. riod. Colorado 
published a bulletin on (ruit as.ociations a8 early a8 1907." Mi .. ouri 
published in this field in 1911,' and Ohio, 'I'e"". and Minne."t ... in 
1913 and 191t.' These studies and others following their pattern 
have attempted to set forth the extent and nature of cooperation 
in a state. A still larger group of studies have been devoted to co
operative marketing of lome one commodity in a etate. All of the 
foregoing studies have included relatively simple .tati.tical pre
sentations of numbers and distribution8 of cooperative. and member
ship, volume of husine •• and busine •• succes., and in addition have 
commonly attempted to set forth the rea80n8 for .ucces. and failure. 

During the past decade a group of studi ... have dealt in more 
detail with individual association8. The firat Was a .tndv or the 
American Cranberry Exchange." Other typical .tudi ... of this group 
dealt with the California Fruit Growers Exchange,' the Missi .. ippi 
Staple Cotton Association,'· the Land O'Lakes Cream and Butter 
Association," and the Poultry Producers of Southern Cali-

(S) The OfIIce ot Markets wu ""tablWJed May 16, 19111. The n ..... wu 
later changed to Office of Markets and Rural Organlz.atlon. which wu n.panded 
into the Bureau of Markets In 1917. See Caroline B. Sherman, l1ulo,., of IA. 
B .......... f Marks/" Mimeographed, U. S. D. A. (1920). 

(40) The following studi .. are typical! J. 11.. Humphrey and Wm. n. Ke .... 
A By.t ..... f Account, for F ..... orr Oooporal"'. EIftIa/Or" U. S. D. A. Bulletin 
236 (1915); J. R. Humphrey and G. A. Nahstoll, Accou"l1.., n""urtll for a ....... 
,." Oromnm .. , U. S. D. A. Bulletin 559 (1917); G. A. Nablltoll and J. B. Hum
phrey, A SY"Mn ofAc""""""g for F""U Bhippinl/ O,I/ ........ tl<nv, U. S. 1>. A. 
Bulletin 690 (1918). 

(6) Wendell Paddock, Frv,t Grow ... A"ociatlmu, Colorndo State Bulletin 
JlI2. 

(6) William H. ChandiOT. a •• p.ratioa A1M1JfI Ff'tJi1 Gr.." .. " l<lllMUri IIul
Jetin 91. 

(7) F. 'I'lIeUlICh, ntwal aooplrmlioa mM aoop •• _. Markstl.., In Oklo, 19111. 
Ohio Cireolar 141. 

George S. Wehrweln, aoop ..... tioa ito Agricul_., MarbUng and Btwal Or"", 
University of Texas Bulletin 85". 

L. D. H. Weld, Btalul;,,, of aOOfUr..uo.. Among F4t'JJIH. In Mlnn ... Ia, 1918, 
Minnesota Bulletin I.e . 

../ (8) Asher Hobson and J. B. Chaney. Bal$. M.tholll OM PolfciH of .. G._. 
NGtitmal MMksti.., Ag ... cy, U. S. D. A. Bulletin 1109 (1923). 

(9) A. W. McKay and W. McKenzie Stev ..... O.ganizGtioa _ D_10fT"U"t 
., a a •• " .... ti'O. Oit ...... Fndt Mmrk.ting Ag_g, U. S. D. A. Bulld:ln 1231 
(1924); also Opn4ling 1I.OuIII. lind Ilz".... of Coop.r41io# Citnu-Frutt )JfU~ 
_n, A,,,,,,,",o, U. S. D. A. Bulletin 1261 (1_). 

~ f (10) A. V. Swarthout, F_.". Ooop ... "'*"- B_ ....... 8htdy: Tn. 8tGpu 
v coel<>o Cooplf' .. tirl • .4,.".;,u1on, U. S. D. A. CIrcu1ar 897 (l926). 

(11) H. B. Price, Mo.lut"'g a"" .. ,,,, ar-V Butt ... by .. aoopllratlf1. 
B.u. A,...." Min ...... ta Bulletin _ (1923). 
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fornia." These studies aimed to'ascertain the practices and policies 
that had made for success or led to trouble and also to set up 
standards by which to judge other associations. 

Another group of studies have approached the problems of co
operatives from the point of view of statistical comparisons and' 
analyses of samples of cooperatives engaged in similar activities. 
Many of the .. were not restricted to cooperative associations, though 
the latter usually predominated. The most thorough was that of 
J. D. Black and E. S. Guthrie, of the organization of 88 Minnesota 
creameries." Since these studies frequently include proprietary .. s 
well as cooperative enterprise., they are interpreted in this series as 
belonging more particalarly in the field of marketing. The report 
on Research in Marketing of Farm Products shows that this type 
of study had had a slow but certain growth, particularly in the 
state experiment stations (p. 17). . 

In recent years, studies of cooperatives have tended to deal with 
special phases or problems, such as: legal phases, membership a t
Htudes and sales policies." 

This discussion of the history of research in cooperation omits 
several studies dealing with the historical and evolutionary aspects 
of the cooperative movement in given commodity groups; for example, 
citrus frnit, grape, and livestock IIIJl.rketing." .. 

When the Advisory Committee on Agriculture of the Social 
Science Research Council made it. survey of research in agricultural 
economics and rural sociology in 1926-27, it classified 24 projects 

(12) J. M. Tinley and E. A. Stokdyk, .4na!1IM of Op ..... !1oM of Potdtry vi' 
Producer. of South .... Oalif.rnia, 1M., California Bulletin 616 (1981). . 

(18) E."""", .. .4." •• 10 of Cnamff1/ Orgcmialtitm, Minnesota Teclmical Bul- V 
letin 26 (1924-). 

(14) L. S. Hulbert, 1.8ga! Ph", ... f Cooporativ • .4'8ociations, U. S.D. A. 
Bulletin 1106 (1922). V 

Carle C. Zimmennan and J. D. Black, M(If'k.ting ~UittulR of MinftftOta.Farm-
81"_, .Minnesota 1'eclmical Bulle-tin 4I.i (1926). 

J. W. Jones and O. B. Jesness, Mtmtbsr6hip RfJlatioM of C06pst'ativs A. •• ocitJ.. V 
0; .... (Ootto" and Toba • ..,), U. S. D. A. Circular 4O'T (1927). . 

H. E. Erdman and H. R. Wellman, 80f1U1 Economic Pf'OblMM Ift'OOlv.d 1ft. tTa.' 
Pooli.ng of Fmt, California Bulletin 432 (1927). _ 

K. B. Gardner, Joint U •• of G Saln Org~itm by Tulo Ooop,rati'Ocf A..,o- V 
cialiou, U. S. D. A. Cin:ula-r 10 (192't). .~ 

E. A. Stokdyk, Sal.. At .thoa. and Policiu of tn. Oala.,. OFO'll!'" .fOali
f""';", California Bulletin 539 (1982). 

(15) W. W. Cumberland, Coopsrlltiw Mark.tmg: It. Advtmtagft (V a:Um.-. /' 
plijiJla in ~1a. Califorma PnM' (Jrornrr B~g. (Princeton University Press, V 
1911). . . 

H. D# Phillips, Coopnotiw Mark.tin9 m tM Oltautauqua-E';' (Jr,.. Indtutry 
Camell Bulletin 27 (1919). ' 

E. G. Nourse and J. G. Knapp, Th. Coop.rati". MMutmg 01 /AN6took 
(Brookings InsUtution, 1981). 

(16) Fo. other aspects of the history of ..... rch in the fteld, see, 1. T. 
Horner, "'The United States Governmental Activities In the Field of Agricultural 
Eeonomics prior to 1913", J"..,.....u of Fa .... E._ ... (October 1928). VoL 10. 
pp. 429-60. . • 
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as concerned primarily with cooperation." The publilhed lilt of the 
Office of Esperiment Station. for the lame ycar cla .. ified only 16 
project. in this field. The difference was due largely to the defIni
tion of cooperation or marketing under which project. were clal.i
lied. Dr. Youngblood's Clauified Lid of Project. in Agricultural 
EcOft01lUc. and Rural Sociology (1931) li.t. only 15 projech" .s 
dealing with cooperative marketing, but at least 10 in thole lilted 
under marketing appeared from their description. to be dealing 
largely with cooperative enterprises or with problema primarily con
cerning cooperatives. In addition, at least & Bcore of marketing 
projects were dealing with cooperative aspeela of problema ... i"ci
dental to other aspeets. Letter. sent to project leaders report at 
least 12 projects on cooperative marketing actively under way in 
1932-33. This indicates that the volume of research in cooperative 
marketing has scarcely held its own during this period. No doubt 
there haa been a definite decline in recent yeare while the volume of 
research in agricultural economics in general hal been expanding. 

Research in cooperation, 1Ike research in marketing, hal been 
greatly influenced by developments in the federal government. Dur
ing the very early period, a. above indicated, cooperation received 
most of the attention and marketing as auch very little. With the 
establishment of the Bureau of Market. in 1917 an extensive pro
gram waa developed in grades and standards, inspection, market 
news service, warehouse regulation, with a certain amount of ac
companying research, in which cooperation aa luch entered only 
inore or less incidentally. In fact, the policy of the Bureau of 
Markela wa. in general to offer no services to cooperatives which 
were not equally available to proprietary enterprise.. The creation 
of the Division of Cooperative Marketing within the Bureau 01 
Agricultural Economics by special act of Congress in 1922 Dot 
only led to a considerable expansion of research in cooperative mar
keting, but also had the effect of carrying much of the federal 
economic research in mal'keting into the coiiperative field. Since 
that time, as stated in the report on Research in Marketing (pp . 

. 12-20), the Bureau of Agricultural Economic. has confined it. 
marketing research largely to technological problems, .tudi ... of 
market outlet. and consumer's preference being the principal ex
ceptions. Furthermore, with the transfer of the Division of C0-
operative Marketing to the Federal Farm Board in 1929, ita re
search for the most part beeame centered on current problem I of 
organization, structure, loans and outlets lor existing IItIppliee. 
This change is likely to become still more pronounced now that the 
Division of Cooperative Marketing has been absorbed in the new 

I (17) Pr.!imiftGry Roporl of .. Bs,..,., of Eeo1IOflIic R.,_.,. '" .Agrfcun •• 
'" tit. United Bklt .. Dvn .. g eM Y ..... Eadilog JtIIM, JfJU; ..., the oectIon .... 
"CoopeTation" by E. G. Nourse. 

(18) Office of Experiment Stati_ W uhlngtoD, D. C. 
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Agricultural Credit Administration. The future of federal research 
in cooperative marketing is probably dependent upon the. establish
ment of a section on marketing research in the Department of Agri
culture. 

ANALYSIS BY PROJECTS 

We now come to the main purpose of the report: to' outline the 
field under discussion in terms of a suggested list of possible re
search projects, and to discuss methodology for each. This list is 
not intended to be inClusive of aU possible project., but instead to 
be representative of their topics and methodology. The projects 
were selected with the thought in mind of the agencies likely to en
gage in research in agricultural cooperation-an agricultural ""
periment station, the United States Department of Agriculture, a 
research institute. The choice of a project by such agencies de
pends upon what projects have preceded it, the resources of men 
and funds available, and a host of other considerations. According
ly, the projects are not mutually .exclusive. Some are comprehen
sive, calling for macroscopic analysis of a large subject; others are 
confined to narrow subjects or to limited areas. Under such circum
stances, the broad projects may cover the same field as several 
narrow ones, but in fa.r less detail. Several of the narrow projects 
might be combined into a detailed study of a rather large subject. 
This is most likely to be done when a limited area is to be- covered, 
as in some of the case studies outlined helow. In some instances 
projects -overlap, but approach thp subject from different directions. 
In the actual discussion an effort has been made to avoid duplication 
by cross-referencing to other projects, but a certain amount is in
evitable. Finally, some projects have been listed that are not likely 
to yield tangible results, at least for the present, since neither ade
quate data nor satisfactory methods of attack are available. It 
seems likely, however, that progress will be furthered by calling at
tention to these problems, and by stimulating deductive and qualita
tive analyses which may lead to the coUection of more adequate data 
and the development of more effective methods of attaok. The limi
tations to present attack on such problems are, however, indicated 
in the discussion. 

The committee responsible for this report prefers to have it re
garded more &s an outline of the field and the problems involved than 
as an analysis of methods and procedure. to be used. So few work
ers in agricultural economics have recently had first-hand experience 
with re.earch in agricultural cooperation that it has been impossible 
to obtain much specific discussion of methods. Morevover, space 
does not allow full development of all the avenue. of thought and 
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analysis indicated in the outline. 1\Iany of the project. are theM!
fore merely listed, or sketched very briefly. 

Throughout the discussion are reference. to RI'.~arcA Method aM 
Procedure. This is a general discussion of me{bod publi.hed in 
mimeographed form as an introduction to this preaent aerie. of re
ports on particular fields. It is available in the libraries of mOlt 
research agencies of the country, since nearly a thou8nnd copies 
were distributed before the stencils Wore out. 

SECTION ONE 

COOPERATION IN GENERAL 

The projects in this report are divided into two section., those 
dealing with cooperation in general, and thole dealing with eo
operation by form of economic activity. The project. in Section One 
are directed at the development of a body of principles and relation
ships for cooperation in general, under tbe heads of structure or 
"set-up", procedure or operation, economic or other social baais, 
legal basis, public relations. Moat of them will incIud. cooperation 
in the various forms of economic activity-marketing, production, 
oredit, insurance--and will attempt to discover, among oth.r thingo. 
the differences in structure and procedure, according to form of 
economic -activity. Consequently, the emphasis in these project. wiD 
be upon analysis suited to peculiarities first of structure. then of 
procedure. of each aspect of cooperation named above. 

GROUP A 
Projeet. Relating to CooperatiH S'ruelurs 

The project. in this group deal with the set-up of eooperative 
organizations; whether corporate or not, and the form of corpora
tion; the operating set-u~tralized or federated, subsidiaries, 
departinentization. division of authority and responsibility, etc., the 
fonn of membership contract; the financial set-up-BOurcl! of capital, 
arrl'ngement of indebtedness; the economic .et-u~i7.e oE unit, di .. 
tribution of investment betw .... n plant, equipment and operating cllpi
tal, and combination of input factors in relation to coab.' Thil 

el) "E<onomie set-up" i. not a jZood _ 10!' ~ phaae of Itructure, but 
no one has tDt18 far BUqested a better tenn. "Pactoral orgaDization" IDay be 
used by those who p",'er it. 



set-up is determined at the time the cooperative is started, or upon 
occasion of subsequent changes in any of the foregoing details of 
organization, many of these arrangements being prescnbed in' the 
articles of incorporation and by-laws of the organization. Group B, 
in contrast., deals witb questions' of procedure and operation which 
arise either at the time of the development of the association, or 
from year to year, month to month and day to day in the conduct 
of the business after it is set up. Obviously no hard-and-fast line 
can be drawn between details of procedure and operation and of re
organization. 

Research on some of the foregoing features of Set-up is so nearly 
the same for propnetary as for cooperative enterprises that no 
special analysis will be presented in this report. 

PROJEcr I. Operating Organization-Locals 

OBJECTIVE: To determine the factors alFeeling the form of 
operating organization '-I suited to various forms of ec0-

nomic aelivity, commodities, communities, etc. 

(By Paul L Miller) 

The term operating organization refers to the layout of the work 
to be done, its division between the various parties making up the 
operating unit., and the arrangements f~ keeping the unit going 
from day to day. In a large enterprise, such organization may in
clude a complex problem of departmentization and lines of authority. 
In a small local cooperative, the problems seem relatively simple. 
pertaining to different arrangements of officers, boards of directors, 
commitllees, management., and specialization in management and 
labor, and to the powers and responsibilities of officers, board me_ 
bers, managers and members. They seem simple because only a small 
personnel is involved. Actually the range of types of work to be 
done and problems to he solved is no less than in a large organiza
tion. The circumstance that all are handled hy a few persons may 
complicate in some ways as well as simplify in others. Projects 3 
and • deal with operating organization in larger types of enterprise. 

The principles involved are discussed for the usual types of busi
ness enterprise in treati.e. bearing such titles as "Business Organi
zation", "Business Administration", "Industrial Organization". A 
brief presentation will be found in Chapters XIX and XX of J. D. 
Black'. Production Orgtmizano... 

?tIore specifically, this project will undertake: . 
(1) To describe and characterize the operating organization 

of various types of local cooperatives and to discover the 
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(2) 

(3) 

signific .. nt vari .. tions .. mong them in the powerll and 
reaponsibilitie. of the employed m .. nagement. o/lic<'r' and 
bo .. rd of directors and members. This p .. rt of the proj
ect must distinguish carefully between the "paper" and 
the actual organiz .. tion. 
To .. scert .. in the powers and responsibilitie. of the em
ployed management, the bo .. rd of directo .... and the mem-
bers that .. re essential to the successful conduct of variou. 
types of loc .. l cooper .. tives. " 
To aho,!" how the exercise of various powers by the dif
ferent elements in the operating org .. nization affect. the 
conduct of the business of v .. rioua typea of local coopera
tives and wh .. t .. rrangements .. re moot.conducive to their 
complete functioning. 

Some of the practical queationa to which answers are lOught are 
aa follows: 

Just how h .. ..., local ~oijperative8 org .. nized themselve. to .. c
complish their objectives? H .. ve they perfected a .moothly func
tioning operating organization? Or, h .. ve they in many instance. 
only complied with legal requirements and more or Ie •• tailed to 
implement the cooperative properly for the conduct of ita bu.ine •• ? 
Do the ... organizations operate in accordance with the declarations 
and specificationa of their by-laws or is there a wide diacrepancy be
tween these provisioJlll and the actual conduct of buaine.s? Wh .. t 
important variations are there in the more essential by-law pro
visions? In what elements of the operating organization are weak
ness ... and defects most common? Do these defect. pertain to the 
conduct of routine business or to policy-making? From a study of 
cooperativ ... in .. ction. what c .. n be learned concerning the elBenti .. 1 
powers and responsibilities of each of the three element. in an or
ganization? 

How does .. capable man .. ger work with hi. board of direetoraP 
JUBt wh .. t responsibilities reside with the board of director. in it. 
relation to the man .. ger, and to the members? Just what arrange
ments and procedur... on the part of bo .. rd. of director. are beat 
calculated to maint .. in .. high interest and full participation in the 
enterprise on the p .. rt of members? Is memberahip .upport weak 
because of vague definition of and lack of emphasis upon the qu .. li
fications and responsibilities of member. or because of neglect and 
indifference on the part of membersP In the c .. se of ASsociations 
whose perform .. nce is below re .. sonable expectation., wh .. t element. 
in the oper .. ting org .. nization are commonly at fault? 

The literature on this subject ranges from brief general .tatement. 
concerning the duties .. nd responsibilities of members or of board. 
of directors to analytical studies of the operating organiz .. tion of 
cooperatives. Ex .. mples of the former type of material .. re: T1u 
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B ... i1Ie .. Set .... p of a Coop1..~tive Marketing A8Sociatioo, by C. L. " 
Christensen, United State. Department of Agriculture Circular 403; 
Director. of Farm Cooperati'DeB-Their lJu,tie. and Re.po .... bilitie •• 
by H. H. Bakken, Wisconsin Extension Circular 245. Analytical 
studies of the operating organization of coOperatives usually appear 
as parts of more comprehensive studies of large individual enter-. 
prise., and therefore are more closely related to Projects 3 and 4 
than to the present project. Cooperative M iJlTketing: Ib Ad'tJa .... 
tage • ... EiCemplified in the CalAforma Fn£it GTO'TIJer" EiC~hange. 
byW. W. Cumberland, furnishes an excellent analysis of the operat
ing organization of one such cooperative. FtJ.f'm4'r,' Cooperative V 
Buying and Selling Orga""""tilmo in Michig_, by C. F. Clayton 
and J. T. Horner, ·Michigan Special Bulletin 171, is worthy of 
special note for its analytical treatment of the operating organi~ 
zation of various types of smaller cooperatives. An example of 
another type of study that deals with an important aspect of the 
subject of this project is 7'he Farmer.' PaTt in Cooperati'De Mar- V 
keting,.by W. W. Fetrow, Oklahoma Bulletin 174. 

ProceduTIl 
Statistical analysis of samples of cooperatives can have little 

place in sucQ a project, since very rew of the significant facts can 
be reduced to numerical statement, and the dilIiculties in securing 
the requisite information preclude covering large numbers. The 
basic procedure must therefore be to select a limited number of co
operatives for case analysis. Once certain categories have been elf
tablished, it will probably .be possible to include sufficient additional 
cooperatives to establish the relative prevalence of dillOTent forms of 
operating set-up and the results associated therewith. 

The selection of cases for any problem i. difficult, and is likely to 
be unusually so in this study because of the wide range of variation 
likely to be found. The basis of selection is discussed in Re.earch 
Method and Procedure in AgriC1dtura! ECImO'llliC8, and in various 
projects in this series that use the case method, especially Projects 
22 and 23 in the report on Farm Family Living, and Projects 21 
and 37 in the report on Farm Management. 

The first requirement for a proper selection of eases is a clear 
understanding of the significant variations in the form of operating 
organization. The first problem then is to prepare a classification 
of types or forms of operating set-up. If it is agreed that operating 
organization is defined in terms of the duties, powers and respons'hil
ities of three organization elements, the manager, the board of di
rectors and the members, then the problem of classification of types 
turns upon variations that may exist among cooperatives in the 
relation of each of these elements to the enterprise as a whole. The 
main variation may he with respect to the relation of members to 
their cooperative. In some instances their duties and respons'bilities 
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may be definite and exacting, in othera \indefinite and optional. In 
a given project, particular atten,.tion might be centered upon th'. 
phase of operating organization. But other important pha_ invite 
study in almost any group of cooperatives. Among these is the 
working relationship between the board of directOR and the mana~r. 

If little is inown about the type. of organization repre.ented 
among the cooperatives coming within the purview of the study. a 
reconnaisance is advisable. Thi. should take the form of informal 
intervicws with officer.., mana~r. and members of a varied a •• orl
ment of cooperatives. Ordinarily a month .pent in this way in th" 
field, combined with evidence from business reports made to .tate 
departments, or copies of by-laws kept on file with the Secretary of 
State, or perhaps even returns from special mail qUeslionnairea, 
should furnish a basis for the classification and selection of .uch 
representation of the classes or types as is desired. 

From each case selected as the basis for thi. sludy, informalion 
will be required concerning (1) the conduct of busin ..... and (2) the 
formulation of policy. The test of an operating organization i. 
twofold: does it conduct its business efficiently, and does it provide 
for adequate formulation of policy? From the by-laws and from 
observations of the manner in which the busines. is conducted, in
formation is available for an analysis of the functioning of the or
ganization from these two viewpoints. The distinction between the 
by-law provisions regarding powers and duties and the powers and 
duties actually assuml'd should be carried throughout the ana[y.is. 
In actual practice the members of many cooperative. a .. ume little 
or no responsibility for maintaining their a .. ociation even to the 
extent of contributing their. full patronage. Also, boards of directorl 
very frequently only go through the motions of exercising their 
powers and responsibilities, giving insufficient attention for prudent 
and skillful management. Too frequently the board i. only a rubber 
stamp for the manager or possibly for an overhead agency. Many 
local boards know too little about their enterprise. to be able to die
cover proper steps toward greater efficiency in operation. Failure 
with respect to this responsibility m('llns incompetency with respect 
to the formulation of poli"ies for the projection and development of 
the enterprise. Undoubtedly the .uccess of a cooperative i. more 
dependent upon the manner in which the operating organization 
functions than in the form of the operating set-up itself. 

nata concerning the effectiveness of an operating organization are 
more allusive than those pertaining particularly to it. structure 
and manner of functioning. Cooperatives fail for many re&lOns 
other than defective operating organization. Sometimes they have 
a large degree of success in spite of a weak operating organization. 
The investigator must look beneath the surface for information £On
ceming effectivene... Careful attention to the hi~ory of an en
terprise will yield much useful inform .. tion. Has membership and 
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volume increased? What changes have taken place in operating 
methods or services performed? In what way have circumstances 
affecting the association changed?' What has been it. financial 
history and what efforts have been made to surmount any persistent 
financial weakness? What opportunities for improving, projecting 
and developing the enterprise have been opeo? To what extent have 
they been exploited? From data relevant to questions sucb as these, 
it is possible to create a background for the facts characterizing the 
features and, mode of functioning of an operating organization. 
Such a background of information will serve to reflect the degree of 
effectiveness of the operating set-up of the association and its adapt
ability to the circumstances surrounding it. 

The data thus obtained will 6rst serve for a characterization and 
appraisal of each enterprise separately. Its circumstances are 
bound to be somewhat different from those of other as.ociations. Its 
success or failure may be fortuitous or at least only remotely related 
to the form and functioning of the operating organization. On the 
other hand, there may be a close rclation between results and form 
and conduct of the enterprise. The analysis must diselose these 
relationships clearly enough for comparison with those discovered in 
other enterprises. The data may theo serve for comparisons and 
contrast. a(llong enterprises of the same and of different types. In 
so far as comparative study can be made valid, it will support 
definite conclusions concerning the adapt abilities of particular forms 
and arrangements of operating organizations. 

EDrroa~1I NOTE-The foregoing discussion touches only brleflx the most 
important part of such a project, namely, the actual' analysis of the enter
prises. Anyone undertakinlf such a study who has not had experience 
with the case method is likely to achieve only fair success with it on his 
fi:rst trial and many researche1'8 never attain any 1Ueee88 with it. The 
least that one can do who lacks case experience is to spend a. few months 
upon the literature of the method and reading the l"eSults of ease studies, 
and a similar period upon trial analyses. The references above cited, a 
number of the analyses in M#thodl irI Social ScWnCtl,1 and Project 41 of 

'the report on the S~ia1 Psychology. of Rural Life will serve as a be
ginning. 

The so-called "participant observer" method should also be con
sidered for this project. Project 22 in the report on Farm Family 
Living furnishes an outline that could readily be adapted to the 
problem in hand. The best entree into the activities of coOperatives 
i. likcly to be as an extension specialist in cooperation. A person 
experienced in the use of the c'ase method, and familiar with the 
problem in hand, could combine exteosion and research to good ad
vantage in this 6eld. 

The outline may seem to call for" larger expenditure of energy, 
and resources than is likely to be available in many states. However, 
few, if any, types of research project in cooperation are likely to 
be inore worth while. We have spent much too large a part of our 

(1) Stunrt A. Rice, Ed. (Social Science Research Counell, 1981). 
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resources thus far upon the euperficial aspects of cooperation. We 
need most at this stage an under.tanding of it. innet working.. of 
how the human material that i. inyolved actuany performa. 

In scope, such a project can be. and probably should be in moat 
instances. limited to the local cooperatives in a etate or ""gion eeilin, 
a single farm product. However. the problem. win not be underotood 
until similar studies are made for other products and for other form. 
of cooperative activity, and for diiFe""nt type. of community and 
population groups. 
Otlu,r ,._'''Mea,: 

E. G. Nourse. "History and Structu"" of Cooperative Llv .. tock Marketin('. 
A"' ......... C""P"rntioJl, 19tt1, 'Vol. t. pp. 71-77. 

H. Bruce Price, "The Busineae Set-Up of Fannen' Eluaton", .4 .. rica. 
Coop.mtioJl, 1916, Vol. II. pp. 299-4108. 

H. J. Ramsey. "Relation. Between Local and Central o..gonl .. Uonl". 
A_ric .... C""P"r_, 1911, Vol. n, pp. 698-617. 

PROJECf 2. Capitalization Structure 

OBJECTIVE: To analyze the dift'erent forma and type. of cap" 
tal-stock cooperativea in dift'erent linea of economic aetlvlt, 
-marketing, produclion, credit, etc.-in order to determine 
the adaplibililies to these diBerent linea of aetlvity and 
10 special circumstances aBeeting cooperation. or diBel'flnt 
arrangements as to type&. .ize and Dumber of .hare. of 

'.tock. aa 10 restrietiona upon dividend.; limilar analysl. 
for membenhip arrangements In Don-atock cooperatlvel4 
a comparative analY81. of the .pecial adaplahilltlea 01 the 
.tock and non-lltock types. 

Contrasting attitudes of prospective member. toward the atock 
and non-stock types should be taken into account. Needs and con
ditions of financing will no doubt be a limiting factor in many ca .... 
The point of view in this project is that of adaptability auuming 
adequate financing (See Project 6 for financial set-up). Particular 
attention should be paid to those cooperativea which were started 
before the passage of special enabling acts for cooperatives and which 
do not conform to the supposed cooperative standards in aome of 
the respects above listed. 

PROJECf 3. Operating Organization-Decentralized Typeat 

OBJECTIVES. (1) To deseribe the aetual .tmeloN of • fed
erated cooperative association; (2) to analyze the (unction-

---
(1) The term .uc .... tralko .. Is used In place of fedented boca_ It 10 reeog

nized that some ~led federatlona have more _tralIzatlon of Jl"Wn than 
some non-federations. Thome. clasoUIed &I decentralized are of ......... u.- with 
a low degree of centralisation.. 
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ing of its several parts in relation one ·to another; and (3) 
to appraise Ihe 8uitability of this type of organization to the 
character of the commodity, the structure of its market, 
qualities of ils personnel, and other pertinent elements. 

(By E. G. Nourse) 

The local unit in the decentralized type of cooperative organi
zation has been covered in the preceding project. The present 
project is concerned with the overhead or interconnecting organi
zations which render services of various types to the local groups or 
their members. One of the oldest overhead organizations is the state 
farmer-graindealer association. These have heen primarily auditing 
organizations hut have done something in the way of supplying local 
managers, in organizing the joint purchase of supplies or insurance, 
in serving as legislative representatives, and in promoting (or ob- • 
structing) terminal selling organizations. 

Historical and analytical research into the farmer-grain dealer as
sociations in each of the ten or dozen states where they have existed 
would be highly serviceable to the cooperative elevator movement. 
It would show how the demand for certain activities not within the 
scope of the local elevator organization has arisen and the way in 
which these" service. have been supplied by overhead organizations. 
They should be studied not only with reference to the coordination 
of the work of the local cooperative groups hut also in terms .of thei~ 
relation to a federation of state federations and to the wheat pools, 
the terminal selling 'projects which have arisen from time to time, 
and to the national marketing proposals of the early Sapiro move
ment, the Farm Bureau grain marketing effort, and the Farm Board 
activities. 

Cooperative grain marketing as an illustration of the decentralized 
type may be divided eitherhorizont&lly or vertically, the latter 
scheme being illustrated by the comprehensive projects for the study 
of state associations suggested above. Horizontal divisions which 
suggest themselves are (a) the study of manager training and plaee
ment, (b) the perfection of types of accounting and the furnishing 
of auditing service, (c) joint purchasing, (d) joint selling, and (e), 
legislative, protective and. lobbying activities. These functional 
studies could most profitably be carried on not merely as internal 
analy .. s of the operating organization and its results in the field of 
grain marketing; they could be greatly strengthened and enriched 
by being made as comparative studies of the organization of func
tion. in grain marketing federations and of federations marketing 
other commodities whose problems and experience seemed sufficiently 
analogous to furnish helpful suggestions. . 

The livestock marketing movement furnishes another important 
illustration of the decentralized type. Quite a group of studies of 
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varying degree. of completen" •• and merit have been made of local 
livestock shipping a •• ociations." A few studies have· been made of 
terminal selling agencies but generally with more emphasis on the 
performance of their selling work than on the relationship between 
them and local groups." One interpretation hilS been offered of the 
comprehensive livestock marketing organization projected in the N a
tional Producers Company and amplified in the Farm Board', 
National Livestock Marketing Association.' It would be highly de
sirable, however, if each of the experiment stations in important live
.tock marketing .tates could make .tudie. of the interrelation. of 
local shipping associations, terminal selling agencies with:n their 
state boundaries, and overhead service agencies where they uiat, 
all with reference to the division of function. and the results attained 
as parts of a national livestock marketing system. 

(Z) E. D. Dunnd, Ooo".rntiv. Liv .. to.k Bhippmg A 'Of)cinti<mo '" MiMIHota, 
Minnesota Agrieultural Experiment Station Bulletin IG8 (1918). 

R. W. Clark, Ooop.rat/v. MarkoUng 0' Livul<1ck, Colorado Agrleultural Col
lege Extension Bulletin, Series I, No. I~ (1918). 

" B. H. Hibbard, L. G. Footer and D. G. Davia, W ... ....", Ln.,,'o.1o Shipping' 
,b.ocinlw..., Wlseonsln Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 814 (1920). 

j 

O. B. Jesnes. and Dana G. Card, 000"..0/"'6 Ln. .. t .. 10 Bhippmg ""'80_w.... 
'" Kentucky College of Agriculture Extension Circular II1l (19Z1). 
,. E. G. Nours. and C. W. Hammano, Coopo",l;"o Ln..doclo Bhipplng flo It1fIJG flo 

I9l0. Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 200 (IWI). 
T. Ro. Reid, Coopsrotivo Bhipping of Li~.,""'''. Arkansu College of AgrI<ul

ture ·ExtenBlon Circular 102 (IWI). 
K. A. Keithly. Ooop .. aliDo Marketing Df Li .... 1ock ItI Virg"*'. Virginia 0... 

partment of Agriculture and Immigration Bulletin 174 (April 19ZZ), pp. 18-20. 
, Ralph Loomis, Coop_liDo Ln. .. ""'k Bhippmg A ... oialw... ItI M".",.,." 

Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 199· (1928) • 
.J E. W. Gaomnltz and J. D. Black, Orgammtlon and M "nag_' of Lo"", 

Ln..do.k Shlppifsg in Minrunola. Minnesota Bulletin lIOl (1922). 
-./. B. A. Wallace. OooportJtiDo Livulo.k MGlrI .. 11ng flo Ohio, Ohio Agrleultural 

Experiment Station Bulletin B7G (1_) . 
..J Harold Hedges and H. C. Filley, (Joopor"U"o M MUtl"g 0' Ln. .. , .. " '" 

Nobr ... "". Nebraska Agricultural Experiment Statlon Bulletin _ (19211). 
Theodore Macklin and Marvin A. Schaars, Maf'k.ti1l-g Liv .. tlMk CQ(I'Putdiwl, • 

• Wi9Consin Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 881 (1_). 
Alva H. Benton and Harold E. Seielotad, Coop .. "t'" Markotlng 0' Ln. .. to." 

ItI North Dakota, North Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin ~ 
(1928). 

J W. W. Annentrout, BlJlcimtcy 0' (Jooporat..,. T..;vodock Bhipping Allocinti<mo 
ItI Wut Virum ..... West Virginia Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin lI4II 
(1932). 

(8) Theodore MacldIn and Marvin A. SclJaaro, (Joop_iDo BGiu OrgtJftu... 
lion for LiNdo.k. Wlseonsln Agricultnral Experiment Station Bulletin 894 

,(1927). 
" C. G. Randall. O.op .. "Uv, Marbling 0' Ln..doeli, ItI lho Un/t.d Bltll., by 

T"""ionl ""uociGtw.... U. S. Department of Agriculture TeclmIeaI Bulletin IYT 
(1928). 

J Kelsey B. Gardoer, A B_ •• A_1/'" 0' tho Prodacon Livuro.,. (J"".. 
", ... ion A .. orialio" of National Btock Y"rd#. W., U. S. Department of Agri
culture Circular 88 (1_). 
J John H. Lister, ""","1/'" of 1M 01'_ of " coop",,,e..,. Ln. .. "",,, 0". ._.alioa Po>nt. U. S. Department of Agr1cultnre Circular 14Z (1981). 

(.) E. G. Non ... and J. G. Knapp. Tho Coop.r.mr.. M,.,./uUng of LivuI<1ci 
(The Brookings Institution, Waohingtoo, 1981). . 
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The butter and cheese marketing movement has charactel"istically 
taken on the decentralized or federated form, whereas fluid milk 
marketing has ordinarily been of the centralized type within each 
particular metropolitan zone. The experience of the National Fed
eration of Milk Producers' Associations presents an instance of the 
development of an overhead agency in the decentralized organization 
of locally centralized units. It seems highly improbable that the 
collective bargaining or group seiling function will he centralized into 
a national or intermarket cooperative organization. On the other 
hand, it seems highly probable that the present trend of develop
ments will force coordinated action to equalize price differentials and 
regularize competition between the several markets. Researches 
should therefore be undertaken as to the possibilities and require
ments of a decentralized type of selling federation in the fluid milk 
field. Likewise projects for the study of the creamery federations 
in states where they have not yet been examined, and of bringing the 
analysis down to date in states where earlier stud'e. have been made, 
should be undertaken. 

The horticultural field also offers numerous examples of coopera
tive federations. Much has been written about the California Fruit 
Growers' Exchange but rather by way of description than functional 
analysis which would have greatest value to other decentralized co
operatives. 

Source. of information 
The information collected must include whatever is necessary to 

determine the "paper" and actual separation of powers and responsi
bilities and the relations between the locals and the central office 
groups, the organization of the locals into districts and separation 
of powers and responsibilities of the local and the district offices, 
and the district and central offices; also the departmentization of the 
work and lines of authority and responsibility between departments. 
This departmentizo.tion frequently takes the extreme form of setting 
up subsidiary enterprises, and hence this phase of the organization 
must especially be considered. Financial aspects, d'scussed in Proj
ect 6, will also be involved. This project will include, in addition, 
some aspects of membership agreements, treated in detail in Project 
5, and of economic organization, treated in detail in Projects 7 and 8. 

Obviously the data necessary for studies of this sort are not avail
able in public records or statistical compilations. They must be 
secured by field work and first-hand contacts with the cooperative. 
to be studied, and will be forthcoming only if the investigator draws 
up his project in 'realistie terms which promise helpful results for 
the cooperative itself. In fact, the framing of the project may well 
be the joint work of the investigator and the officials or salaried 
personnel of the cooperative. It will thus represent both the co
operative'. judgment as to the practical questions to be answered 
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and the professionally trained worker'. view of the fundamental 
i.sues to be analyzed. 

Even though the inquiry in .. particular state may be directed 
primarily at the functioning of an overhead .erviee or selling agency, 
the data bearing upon the question of effective organization and 
division of functions must rest upon a great deal of information 
gathered from local organizations and individual members. But to 
complement this data, much information of other kinds must be 
secured from terminal selling agencies or overhead directional bodies 
at terminal market center.. This fact calls attention to one of the 
difficulties of fitting such researches into the limitations of existing 
state experiment station organization. Station workers should be 
able to collect all pertinent data for organizations having head
quarters within state lines, including primary markets and, in a 
few favored instances, central markets. To complete the work of 
as~hling data recourse must be had to correspondence, to the 
work of investigators outside .tate lines on their own traveling ex
pense andlor time, and to collaboration with per80llB in other in
stitutions interested in the same or closely "llied fields. Occasionally 
the thesis work of a graduate student or staff member can he utilized 
while he is in residence at another institution. Every effort and all 
the ingenuity at the command of persons in charge of mBl'keting re
searches should be I!X!'rted to make the collection of data cover the 
whole field logically embraced by the problem. 

Method. of ana/,lIm 
To only a limited extent does this type of problem and the avail

able data admit of quantitative analysis or the use of statistical 
techniques. In the main, reliance must be placed npon qualitative 
theoretical analysis, which seeks to generalize principles of ~cient 
organization and effective division of function from the comparative 
study of aetnal commercial experience by coOperative and non
coOperative agencies within the given commodity field. The method 
of analysis will be .. eomhination of that called "qualitative descrip
tion" and that called the "case method" in Re.earch Method and 
Proced .... e. See Project 1 for comments on the case method. 

Other references: 
}{nute Eope. "A State FederatIOn of Shippers and its Field of 8<_, 

A.Briccm. Oooperation .1926, Vol. I, pp. 1S7~9. 
J. S. M<mtg<>me<y, "The Organlzatlon and Work of the Central CooperatIve 

Cornrowslon Assoeiation", Americcut Coopnatw. 19M, VoL I" pp. 169-86. 
E. G. Nourse, "History and Structure of Cooperative Livestock Marketing" • 

.t.fmericGfl Coopeutiolt J91J6, Vol, I, pp. 11-1'1. 
E. G. Nourse. "Potential Development or Functions and Senfees by State 

Federatloti of _ Elevators~, -'1_ Co.,....- 1_. Vol II, 
pp. Ml4-48. 

H. E. ErdmaD, "DIstribution of Control In the Cooperatlve". A .... ric"" Co
op • ....u"" 19f7. Vol II, pp. _ 

Paul S. Armstrong, "Organization and Operation of the California Fruit 
G_ EKhangoe". -dJRHiccno C."P' .... n .. 19118, Vol I, pp. 106-\11. 



1 .... S. Haigh"4 "Organization and Operation of the California Fruit Excbange": 
A'mencan. COopM"atkm 19f8J Vol. I, pp. 194.-99. 

Carlyle Thorpe, "Plan of Operation and Organization of the Califomia Wal
nut Growers Association", ..dmflnca. COO(J6f'atifm 1~, VoL. I, pp. 91-1a.. 

James S. Hathcock! 4'Policy-Making in Cooperatives", Am.erican G'ooperatWfj 
1_, pp. :J8/l-96. 

E. P. Hibst~ ~~ganizaU<m and Operation of the Michigan Potato Growers 
Exchange", A m~n OOOP6T«tio1l 19110, Vol. II, pp. 68-76.. 

PROJECT 4. Operating Organization-Centralized Type. 

OBJECTIVES: To determine the charaeteristieo of the cen
tralized form of cooperative usoMation, emphasizing the 
adaptabilities of ito organization realores that are in c0n

trast to those of decentralized cooperatives. 

(By J. G. Knapp) 

Typically, the centralized type of large-scale cooperative asso
ciation differs primarily from the decentralized type by being directly 
connected with the producer, usually by means of a contract. The 
decentralized type discussed in Project 3, on the other hand, pro
vides that the producer should be a member of a local association 
which in turn is connected with an overhead organization set up by 
the local associations. The responsibility of the producer to the 
centralizEd association is direct while it is indirect in the case of the 
federated a·ssociation. However, centralization must be considered 
as more than a matter of direct or indirect tie-up with the central 
office groups, since more power may be given to the central office 
in . sOme federations of locals than in some centralized coOperatives. 

The.. differences in organization are of particular importance 
in .such problems as membership contact, operating efficiency, flexi
bility in meeting economic disturbance, and stability of financial ar
rangements. It is, for example, a question of great importa~ce 
whether it is desirable to have a producer tied directly by contract 
to the centre! office of a large-scale association. The answer would 
seem to depend upon the efficiency of the organization iit establish'ng 
and maintaining membership contact, the type of prooucers, and 
the nature of the product. also upon the type of product and degree 
of concentration of production. While it may be admitted that 
the federated form of organization i. especially suited to areas where 
local functions of marketing can well be handled through coOpera
tive effort, it i. less apparent that the federated form lends itself to 
use over a wide territory of scattered producers or in a ,narrow terri
tory of heavy individual producers. For example, the Canadian wheat 
pool, a centralized type was, in the opinion of many, well suited to 
the geography of the situation. The California Walnut Growers 
Association, operating in a relatively concentrated area, is another 



example of a decentralized type of a880ciation adaptt'd to gro
graphical and crop production circumatancea entirely different from 

· those in Canada. Analyaia could well be directed to the determina
tion of those territories and products be.t luitt'd to the use of cen
tra1ized or federated types of organization. Queationa luch &I the 
following may be raiat'd: Is not the wheat-pool type of centralized 
organization better adapted to the lolution of the wheat farmer'. 
marketing problem than the farmers' elevator ft'deration plan 01 
organization now in vogue? 

One of the disputed advantages of the centralized type of ano
,dation is that it is able to achieve luperior marketing and operating 
'elIiciency . through large-kale operation and control. The question 
"ariaea whether thia does not depend upon the organization studied. 
Does it not assume ideal cooperation on the part ofmembera which 
may be more nearly given to a local a88ociation than to an ano
ciation with officea at a·distance? Other queation. that arise in 
studying the centralized type of association are: the form and 

· proper 'use of membership contracts, the form. of control ..,t up in 
the contracts (delivery of product, type and quality of product, 

"'time of 8ale, etc.), the type of publicity needed by centralized a88O-
· ciations, the use of subsidiary agencies such aa warehouse corpora
)ion8, disposal or i:!y-product corporations, credit corporation •• 

Scope and Method: There have been but few .tudies which center 
· attention on the above problems, although the pioneer .tudy of J. D. 
'Black and H. B. Price, Cooperative Central M arketmg Orga1JiJra-
· film' indicates a general method of approach to studies of this anrt. 
That study. however, conoidered both the centralized and federated 
types of organization in a general way. It would seem desirable to 
confine projects to selected organizations clearly of the centralized 
type with attention focuat'd on specific problema • 

. In recent years several case .tudies have been made of a •• ociations 
of the centra1ized type, for example, A. V. Swarthout, The Staple 

· Cotton Cooperative A .. ociation,' and John J. Scanlan and J. 11-1. 
Tinley, Bmine .. A nalyril of the Tobacco OrOUJcr.' Cooperative .4160-

· ciation,' but they have not analyzed structure and organization with 
Sufficient thoroughness for the purposes of this project. Cooperative 
organiza tions go through evolutionary growth, and studiea of this 

,kind should be made of the same organizations periodically. It may 
be that the centralized type of organization is tending to change to 
federation or vice versa. Studies at interval. would help to interpret 
such changes. 

The following outline for a study of 11 .tate eotton cooperative 
assoeiation is suggested as illustrative of the kind of .tudiea of cen-

(I) MIn""",,!a Bulletin 211, (I~). 
(2) U. S. Department of Agriculture Department Clreular 1lP1. 
(3) U. S. Department of Agriculture ClraJlar 100 (JlI29). 
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tralized associations which are needed! I. Reasons for existence of 
organization; II. Its history; III. Nature of the administrative or
ganization--central office set-up, local and district set-up, separation 
of powers and' duties, lines of authority and responsibility, con
tractual arrangements with members, subsidiary set-up; IV. Opera
tion-actual exercise of powers, duties, etc., in terms of the detailed 
conduct of the affairs of the association; V. Effect .. 

Such a study would call for ability on the part of the investigator 
to analyze critically an entire marketing organization of the cen
tralized type, and analyze in detail its operations from day to day, 
over the year and from year to year. Similar studies of several cen

·tralized organizations need to.be made, preferably by the .ame per-
80n, before many conclusions taking the rank of generalizations can 
safely be made. If a different person underta~es the later .tudies he 
should plan them with a view to combining their results. with tbose of 
prior studies. 

Obviously it will be desirable for the researcher to have full access 
to the confidential files and records of the association. The study 
should not ordinarily be attempted without the full sympathy of the 
organization, unless it should be necessary to make the study as. a 
.public duty. To get full cooperation it is essential that the trust
worthiness. tact and ability of the investigator be "'Pparent. The 
.conclusions reached, however, must be independent of the opinions 
ileld by the officials of the organization studied. Most of the in
formation necessary for studies of centralized associations is, how
ever, generally available in annual reports, house organs, newspaper 
files. interviews and correspondence which are not controlled by the 
association; so that a reasonably satisfactory analysis may be pos
sible without much cooperation from the organization. In any case 
every possible source of information should be canvassed. 

In making such studies the compilation of information is perhaps 
less important than ability to make use of it. Many data concerning 
centralized associations are available but intelligent conclusions .con
cerning them are still rare. 

OU.er ~.fntMCu: 
C. D. Cavaliers. ''Organie.tion and Operation of the California Prune and 

Aprirot Growers Association", Amsrica7l CO~iOB 1918J Vol. I, pp. 
209-18. 

Vema EIsinger, liThe Burley Tobuoo Growers Experiment", ..41J'Ifl"icaft Do ... 
operation 19M, Y oJ.. II. pp. 499-581. 

W. E. Grime~ "The Marketing Program of the Federal Pann Boa.~J 
Am.riC(lft. Coop.Nticm 19:!, pp. 9s-.1040. 

E. G. Nourse, "CooperaUve Structure and .Farm Board PolleT' .. d:t'JNf"iccua 
.C.op ..... t~ 1931, pp. ~98. 

E. G. Nourse. '"An Evaluation of the Livestvck Marketing Work of the 
Federal Farm Board", 4fmericJml OtWp'''~ 19n, Vol I, pp. 12-11. 

(4) J. G. Knapp, TIN Hat'd WI .. t.,. Wh •• e Pool> (University of o.:cago -J 
Pras, August 1988). . 
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PROJECf S. Memberahlp Agreements 

OBJECIlVES: To deseribe and r1lW1ify the vanou. lypH 01 
agreement between cooperative organizaliona and their 
membera, discover under what clrcumslaDcea different aype. 
01 agreement have come to be Ulled, analyze their worklng 
and determine their adaplabiliti .... 

(By John D. Black) 

The agreements with member. may be in the form of contract. 
or of by-law provisiona. They include, in the cale of s aeUing or
ganization, the arrangement. with the membera sl to delivery 01 
product, control of product after delivery, time and method of .elling, 
advances on product delivered, reaponsibilitiee a •• uml'd by the or
ganization and method of allocation of expense., and &I to renewal 
and termination of membership. 

Thi. project is not concerned with questiona of marketing and 
credit procedure. and policies al euch, but only with que.tion. of 
what authority is granted to the organization in determining IUch 
procedures, and how the authority is exercised. 

In scope, such a project may be limited to the coOperatives selling 
one product, or expanded to include all producta and other form. of 
cooperative activity. Not until aU have been brought into the analyai. 
will adequa te ~eraliza tion be poo8ible. In practice, anyone pro j
eet is likely to be limited in .cope, but it should be planned with a view 
to the combination of its results with those of similar .tudies. 

An effort should be made to obtain the facta concerning all the 
different forms of membership agreement in use in the field incloded 
in tbe project. These facts can be ascertained from copiH of the 
by-l,aws and contracts of the a8sociations, obtainable in many etat .. 
from state officials (secretary of state, commi.aioner of agriculture 
or markets, etc.), or by correspondence. The other information 
needed concerns the experience of the organization in the use of the 
contract or other forms of membership agreement, and must be ob
tained by field work among the as.ociation8, from their records, 
court records in some instances, and from representative member •• 
It will include (a) the e,xtent to which the various term. of tbe agree
ment are actually fulfilled by the members, (b) effort made to obtain 
fulfillment, including legal procedure., if any, (c) the manner in 
which, and success with .... hich, the organization haa exercised the 
powers granted it, (d) the attitudes of the members toward the ex
isting agreement, and (e) needed changes in the present management. . 
. The foregoing information must be digested thoroughly, firat, from 

a legal point of view by a person with adequate legal training .... ho 
has already devoted considerable thought to coOperation, or i. will
ing to work his way into this subject; and second, from the point of 
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view of cooperative practice by workers experienced ~in this field. 
The legal analysis should classify the various arrangements from a 
legal point of view, and furnish a legal interpretation of them, and 
likewise of the experience of the organization in its attempts at en
forcement. (See Project 15 for a consideration of the problem of 
contract enforcement.) Then the manner in which each feature or 
phase of the membership agreements in use functions should be 
analyzed in terms of the economic results obtained and value in use 
to the organizations and members thereof. This part of the analysis 
will probably be most effective if confined to a limited number of care
fully selected cooperatives. At least, the analysis of membership 
attitudes must be thus restricted. (For discussion of this latter 
problem, see the report on Rural Social Psychology, particularly 
Projects 5, 6 and 4.0.) 

Other "!ef'Me.': 
w. T. Jaynol". "Membership Contracts and Crop Mortgages", d:merican Co

op,rati ... 1m, Vol. I, pp. 862-6'/'. 
1. S. Hulbert, ~Present ~ Status of Membership Contracts", .of __ 

Cooplftt'D.tion 19f8k Vol. I. pp. ~. 
Milton Sapito, i4Withdrawal FeatuTeS of Cooperative Contracts", A:mmcan 

Coopuation 19f8" Vol. Is pp. 219-801. 
Edward J. Tracy, "Contracts 01' Other Membership Control Methods" • 

.of",erican C<>op • ...- 19U, Vol. 1, pp. 1IOO-1I3. 

PROJECT 6. Financial Set-up 

OBJECTIVE, To determine the adaplabilities as in the above . 
projects of durerent arrangements for financing cooperative 
organizations of various types at time of establishment or 
npon occasion of subsequent reorganizations. 

The arrangements to be considered include types of stock (com
mon, preferred, etc.); types of bonds, interest rates, dates of" 
maturity, provision for retirement, etc., financing of subsidiary cor
porations; raising funds by deductions from proceed. of sales; the 
various revolving finance plans designed to maintain an adjustment 
of investment bv members to their use of the facilities; methods of 
raising funds with non-stock cooperatives; etc. 

PROJECT 7. Economic Organization-Locals 

OBJECTIVES, To analyze. for independent local cooperative 
units, the relations between proportioning of investment b.,.. 
tween plant, equipment and power, ~d between different 
classes of management and of labor, and between volume 
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ofbusin.... and the aeeompliahmenla of "ooperatift or
ganizationa .. meaaured by unit _... prieea. .. vlnp. liCe 
and growth of the organization. ete.1 a180 between romblna
tiona of different produrta or different linea or bual_ and 
similar measurement of areomplishment. 

(By J. D. Black) 

The analytical problems involved in the statement of objectives are 
discussed fully for small independent marketing enterprise. in 
general in Group C of the report on Marketing of Farm Produch. 
The preliminary discussion of "General Methodology of Organiza
tion Analysis" coVers most of the questions that will arise in similar 
analysis for small local cooperative enterpri...... Furthermore, the 
major portion of the analysis of local marketing bUline" unit. thu. 
far has dealt with cooperatives rather than proprietary unite. At 
least, this is true for local grain elevator. and creameries. Accord
ingly very little additional discussion will be needed here. 

One aspect needing development will be that of mea.ures of suc
cess. In the first place, the success of a coopera tive, even con.idered 
a. a strictly business enterprise, cannot be judged in the IBme terml 
as that of private enterprises. Such measures al net income and net 
return upon investment do not fit a cooperative. In the caae of a 
selling cooperative, net return per unit of product delivered to the 
coOperative i. the nearest equivalent; in a buying cooperative, net 
cost per unit to the CODsumer member; in an insurance cooperative, 
the ratio of loss payments to insurance payments, .te. Even on a busi
ness basis, however, such a comparison is not entirely adequate. A 
private business i. willing to sacrifice present profit. for future 
growth and goodwill-to build for the future; but probably not to 
the same extent as a cooperative. Such measure. of .ucce •• as life 
of the enterprise and increase in membership and clientele, therefore 
have unusual significance in the case of cooperatives. Clom y akin 
are values associated with unusual knowledge of the market and 
market prices, and of the product sold or aernce readered, improved 
attitude toward fellow producers, increased ability to cooperate, 
and increased participation in community alf air.. Success values 
may be measured by the technique of attitude analysis dilcuosed in 
the report on Rural Social Psychology (See Project 11 below); 
other. by the technique discussed in the report on Rural Organization 
(See Projects 12, 14 and 16 eepecially). 

The foregoing may be illustrated simply by raising the queotion 
whether a given local enterprise should carry a certain article in 
stock. If it is a private enterprise, the analysil will run in termo 
largely of whether it can .. 11 the article at a margin that WIll pay 
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the special expenses and contribute a little to the overhead expenses. 
Some little allowance may be made for· the value· of, possible added 
goodwill among customers. . If it is a cooperative enterprise, the 
reasoning will run in considerahle measure in terms. of whether the 
trouble and expense of carrying this article reduces the service ren
dered on other articles or raises the average expense ratio; but it 
should also take cognizance of the effect of this decision upon the 
place which the coOperative will hold as a community institUtion., 

The analysis should make use of all significant measures and re-, 
lationships, including those entirely pecuniary in u.ature; but it 
should not stop with pecuniary mellSures. Bqilding the neW creamery 
on a splendid site just off Main Street, and making it an attractiv~ 
building appropriate to the site, may cost an additional quarter-, 
cent per pound of butterfat over the succeeding twenty years; but,. 
it may mean several times thi~ in value of prestige and pride of 
ownership among the members and people of .the community. Such 
ratios should be worked out to assist the members ill making their 
decision; but the members also need. to. have their attention called to 
the incommensurable values.' Case study. comparisons between .,.,., 
operatives pursuing different policies with respect to such matters 
may contribute to more rational <!ecisions. ,At least, the analysis 
needed to supplement the statistical comparisons mus~ be lar~y in~ 
terms of individual comparisons. '-' ,:. . 

The studies thus far have been of one type of enterprise in an area 
at a time. :\lore studies of this sort are needed. But presently, the 
results of the, separate studies, not only of similar types, but also of, 

. enterprises as divergent as creameries and elevators, or cooperative 
stores 'and livestock shipping associations, need to be brought to
gether to lay the foundations for a general body of doctrine relating 
to the "economic" basis of cooperative organization. . 

B.!,rftCtB: 
E. G. Nourse, "History and Structure of Cooperative Livestock Marketing", 

.d'ml!lf"icGn. Coopff"Otion. 19£6, Vol. I, pp. '11-11. 
R. M. Green. ''Operating Problems of Kansas Local Elevators""t ..4tMNOft. CO-: 

op.,,.atioft 19£6, Vol. II, pp. 820-M. 
Hutzel Mruger, ~Reducing Costs in Cooperative Elevators", A:m.riceA Coop,,"',on 19t6, Vol. II, pp. -'00. 
H. B. Price, "The Business Set-Up of Farmers" Elevators", Am6t'iccm Ot>-

op,,,atiotl 19~, VoL IIJ pp. 299-808. 
Gordon W. Sprague, "Operating Costs of Poultry Producers' Cooperative A ...... 

ciation", AllMrictl1J C<lOfH'nmO'B 19B9~ Vot II, pp. 6M-68. 

PROJECT 8. Economic Organization--Combinationa 
, 

OBJECTIVE: To analyze, for federated and centralized organi
zations, the same types of problem as outlined nuder Proj
eet 7, but for the.looal and district (if any) and central units 
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lleparalely; also the relative eeonomy of h4lnnR dUrerenl 
activities performed by the local. diatric& and eentral unit., 
and the eeonomy of variona for .... 01 horIzontal and vertleal 
combination. 

(By John D. Black) 

Such studies will deal with the economy of the varioul type. of 
marketing enterprise which combine locals into federation. or carry 
marketing from the farm into the central market itself. Such ente .... 
pri_ usually represent a composition of both horizontal and vertical 
combination (integration). Local. are combined in order to obtain 
the volume of busine88 needed to enable the producer. to carry their 
selling or buying into the central market. The probleml that need 
especially to be analyzed are the relative price of maintaining luch 
central office organization ver .... selling to dealer., through com
mis.ion merchants or by auction; the relative economy of having 
certain services performed by the local. diotrict or central agencies 
(control of grading. inspection, carlot assembling, direction of .hip
menta, storing, accounting, pricing); the relative advantage of 
handling one product by one coOperative organization wrnu com
bining several related products, or both buying and selling, or selling 
and credit, in one organization. 

The procedure required is obviously nothing less than painetaking 
analysis of the records and expenses of individual cooperative com
binations, selected if possible so as to throw differences in organization 
into relief. No conclusive anowers will be possible on many pointa. 
For example, it may be difficult to determine whether a cooperative 
group has gained by oupplanting private butter dealers with its own 
oaleo offices, since prices may have been affected aa well aa expense., 
and spreads between grades of butter. 

~f"'tmC": 
. H. Bruce Price,. "Group Management far FannerI' Elevaton", AfMrkca Co

op ..... tw.. 1917, VoL I, pp. 1'12-86. 
Earl Elijah, "Cooperative Concentration Plants, TheIr Advanlages and Limita

tions" • .A:m#J'i.can COQf'Mtdion 1931, VoL II, pp. 66-14.. 
John Manley, "Operation of Cooperatiye Line EJe1'atortr, AmMica. COOfJ"tr 

tw.. 1931, Vol. II, pp. 22841. 
Harry Hartlre, "Eft'ect of Centralization of Own,""']p of Milk DIotributln, 

F!"'ilitles over Wide Areas", .4_"' .... Ooopllf'alierJ 19111, pp. 186-91. 

PROJEcr 9. Growe ... • Rigbla in Combinationa 

OBJECI'IVE: To determine ahe form of organization. _d 
arransemenla as to membership needed I to give tbe proper 
degree of freedom of __ to membership, with a minimum 
restriction of or inlerfe ...... .,., in aft' airs of produce.... or 
producers' loeaI OrganizatioWl co...u.tenl with good market-
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ing; to give freedom of action to producers, or intermediate 
organizations, without fear of discrimination or expulsion on . 
_unt of attitudes expreased, and 10 ""cure equality of 
treatment among members in large cooperative organi.~ 

ations, particularly those regional or national in scope. 
(By John M. Wright) 

In large coOperatives involving thousands of farmers member in
fluenee becomes, particularly diffuse, and tendencies to director or 
management control are more marked than in smaller combinations. 
The large cooperatives may acquire some of the aspects of mono
polies providing the only cooperative access to markets and in 80me 
instances to desirable financing. Positions or contractual relations 
with the cooperative acquire larger importance. To trace member
ship interests and rights, in detail and amount, is more difficult. Case 
histories should be studied to determine the effects of the .. facts. 

Questions for which answers may be desired, may be as follows: 
(1) What are the special weaknesses of the large cooperatives 

with respect to proper protection of the interests of the 
grower. (or member associations) in tbe points above indi-
dicated? -

(2) To what extent are satisfactory member relationships de
pendent upon statutory control and to what extent have 
the large cooperatives developed protection in articles of 
incorporation, by-laws and marketing agreements? 

(3) What general and specific changes in membership relations 
will improve members' protection in the aft'airs of the co
operatives? . 

The project maybe developed in either of two wa yo. The first 
may be a critical analysis of the corporate and contract structure of 
a Bingie cooperative and an examination of its history to note the 
methods of protecting members' rights. The second may be a com
parative analysis of the corporate and contract strnctures and his
tories of several large coOperatives for similar purposes and to d.,. 
termine the .tructural causes and remedies for advantages or dis
advantages displayed by the comparison. In the second, the asso
eia tions examined should include successful and unsuccessful or
ganizations and those operating under a variety of statutes and 
market "onditions. Examination should be narrowed to the purpose 
of the report-the determination of the legal means of securing the 
greatest protection to the rights of members. Divergent views and 
instimees of failure adequately to protect the members' interest, and 
situations of potential danger or difficulty should be studied closely, 
as should remedies which, in other instances, have been of value. 

The study should cover: 
(I) Type of organization in relation to commodities, production 
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areas, and methode oC marketing; centralized aa cQmpared with 
federated type.; Cunctions oC dietrirting; election, qualification.
farmer or manager--functions and duration of office of diatrict 
representatives, nature and work of local organizations; power., 
duties and functioDB of federation as compared with memMr. in 
federated type, with particular attention to facility ownerlhip. 

(2) Representation and meetings: basi. of representation
minorities, procedure at meetings, qualifications, function. of mem
bers or representatives. 

(3) Membership relations: qualification. and reetriction.
nature and method oC enforcement-by statute, charter, by-laws, or 
by general determination of directors; rights of memMrs in the c0-

operative, nature and method of evidencing-.tock, membership, cer
tificates of indebtedness, termination of membership, publicity, with
drawals, ground for expulsion, effect on equities in cooperative a .. eta; 
separation of control of membership relations from busin"u manage
ment and directorate, use of producers' or advisory committees. 

( 4) Management and control: number and qualification. of di
rectors, terms of election; publicity for proceedings; authority over 
membership relations; part played by members in the selection and 
development of operations involving fundamental policies and theory, 
information available to members; inftuence of vested interest.; 
accounting, taking into consideration memben' property intere.t in 
the combination. 

There should be an examination of the corporate papers, including 
statutes, articles, by-laws, agreements and certificates upon which 
members' rights are based. Particular points of history and of de
viation from the ordinary should be noted. Significant developments 
should be studied closely. Histories of amendments will be helpful. 
~neral information concerning the cooperative should be analyzed to 
show weaknesses or strength in its organization. 

This information may develop suggestions and general outline. of 
the need. of. such cooperatives. There may also be developed " 
schedule to be used as a guide or basi. for interview. with officera, 
and members of the cooperatives, paot or present, more than as " 
source of statistical data. Interview. may well include counsel for 
the organizations and representatives of any governmental agents 
dealing with them. 

The report should include a critical analyBio of the information ob
tained with specification of the common and outstanding weaknesses 
and the accomplishments displayed. 
B6("rtmCu: 

H. J. Itanu!ey. "Relations bdwreJJ Local and CeDtral Orgaaloatl.,...... Af1Uf'fea. 
Coopnst ..... l9n, Vol. II. pp. _611. 

James S. Hathcock, "Policy-Making In Cooperatl ...... Am#rlc_ COOf''''_ 
1930, Vol. I. pp. 886-96. -

W. L. Hutcheson, "The Diudor's Part in Managemmt and Pollq>". A_Fie_ 
Coop"'-1980, Vol. I. pp. 896-402. 



PROJECT 10. Responsibility to Growers and Grower 
Interest. in Combinations 

OBJECTIVES: To determine the type of organization, the 
metbod of representation on boards of directors and of 
determination of Dlemhersbip on boards of directors. and 
the methods of voting and conducting of referenda, needed 
to provide proper responsibility to grower senliDlent and 
maintain grower interest, in a large cooperative organization 
(such as a national). 

PROJEcr II. Employer-Employee Relationships in 
Cooperatives 

OBJEcrlVE: To determine the Dlethods of hlring managers 
and other employees of cooperatives needed to offset the' 
circumstance that they do not have stockholder interest in 
the en!erprise as commonly as do employees in ordinary 
corporations. 

GROUP B 
Projech Relating III Cooperati"" Procedure 

Most of the details of procedure or operation of cooperative enter
pris .. will need to be studied for cooperative enterprises by the same 
methods 08 'for proprietary. The procedure may not be exactly the 
same, but the differences will not require any special research pro-, 
cedure. Projects covering the .. detsils are discussed in the reports 
on research relating to Marketing, Agricultural Credit, ete. For 
example, in the report on Marketing see Projects 86 and 87 dealing 
with grading and preparation for market; Project 89, dealing with 
directing shipments to different markets; Projects 40 and 41 dealing 
with hedging and advertising. Certain other aspects of procedure, 
such as determining when to sell and at what price, and accounting, 
are deemed to offer special research problems for cooperative enter
;prises, and will be represented in this report by projects. Among 
the pha .. s of operation peculiar to coOperatives are the following: 
promotion and enlistment of membership, subsequent membership re
lations, enforcement of control, improvement of quality, control of 
production and delivery, pooling, making advances., prorating ex
penses. 
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l PROJECT 12. Methode of Developing Cooperallyea 

(By A. W. McKay) 

A study of the development of a cooperative should flret examine 
the genesis of the organization. Did it develop from a recognition 
by the members of their need for apecial ..,rvices? In other words, 
is the or ganiza tion indigeneous to the region and to economic eon
ditions within the region? Or was the cooperative developed as the 
result of external stimuli; that is, did recognition of the need come 
from public agencies, or individuals outside the membership group? 

. Or, finally, was the organization the result of outright promotion? 
Was it developed by an individual or a group for perlonal profit or 
advantage which to them was paramount to the services the organiza
tion might ,perform? 

Obviously the genesis of a cooperative may be foimd in such widely 
different motives as those arising from the resolve of a grolW of 
farmers to improve marketing conditions, or from the ambitions of a 
machinery salesman. The BOil from which the organization grew h ... 
a bearing on the method. of cultivation employed and .. fully as 
responsible as promotional methods for success or failure. Small 
local organizations most frequently develop from local initiative. The 
feder.ation ofpre-existing locals is also likely to be the result of 
the members' recognition of the need for the coordination and ex
tension of existing cooperative services. The formation of a large
scale centralized organization, on the other hand, may result from a 
recognition of needs and opportunities, by a few leaden, none of 
whom may he active farmers. Their ideas must be traneplanted, and 
methods employed gain in ~ortanee. 

Again, dissatisfaction with price or other conditions may be crysta
lized by a dynamic individual into a strong demand for coOperation. 
This discontent might just as readily have cry.talized into a demand 
for government price-fixing or regulation of private trade, and again 
an examination of method. will throw light on the probable per
manency of the organizatiolL 

An association may be promoted by a man looking for a job, by 
individuals with plants or machinery to sell, or by an agency with 
money to leod. Methods in such instances are guided principally by 
expediency. 

I. What methods were employed to arouse interest among 
farmers in the proposed organization? 

1. Who were the farmers' leaden in the movement and what 
was their background? 

2. Who were the non-farmen who partieipated; what agencies 
did they represent; what were their qualifications; their 
motives? 

3. Were eommittees of farmers formed? What were their 
duties? 
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i. Was a pre-organization survey made? 
5. Were public meetings held? 
6. Was a program of discussion and education undertaken? 
7. What mediums of publicity were employed? What was the 

nature of the material sent out? 
8. How completely and accurately were the program and ob

jectives of the proposed organization presented? 
In the development of local associations, activities preliminary to 

organization are usually informal. In other ca.es, a carefully planned 
campaign of educa tion a~d publicity may be undertaken. These 
activities merge into the solicitation of membership, but as a rule this 
activity develops after the organization is formed and its business 
structure determined upon. 

IL How were the type of organization and business structure de
termined? 

1. Was a survey made of conditions in the region to a.certain 
the most suitable type? 

2. 
8. 

i. 
5. 

6. 
7. 

If so, did prospective members participate? . 
Was the plan determined througll conferences with repre
sentatives of the farmers? 
Was technical assistance obtained? 
Did the directors assume responsihility for the developments 
of the plan? 
Was a cut-and-dried plan accepted? 
What plans were made for financing the organization and 
to what extent did member. contribute_to capital? 

8. What loans or contributions were made by outside indi
viduals or agenciesi' 

9. What provisions were made for the election of directors and 
the se'ection of a manager? 

If members participate in the formulation of organization plans, 
the cooperative is more secure than if a ready-made plan is accepted. 
Through ;participation they become thoroughly familiar with the 
plan and are also ready to accept it a. their own and defend it. If 
the plan is brought into the community methods employed to present 
it to the memhers are important. A process of education is involved 
which too often is neglected in favor of high-pressure methods. Even 
though a fairly definite plan is presented, it should he studied and if 
necessary modified by committees of farmers. 

Financial participation by memhers i. advisable. J. F. Booth has 
found a correlation hetween the success of farmers' organizations 
and the proportion of invested capital owned by memhers.l 

Organization plans and business structure vary greatly in com
plexity, and assistance of attorneys, accountants and marketing 
specialists may he required to set up the more ~omplex organizations. 

r 
(1) Far.m.,.. COOfUirat"" ~uriM'" Oi"gaflizatioM ,It N,. Yorll .. CorDell URi-V 

versity Bulletin 461. 
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lll. What methods were employed to solicit and maintain 
membership? 

1. Were members obtained principally through the activities 
of the farmers? 

a. Were membership committees appointed? 
b. Were meetings of farmers held? 
Co Was a farm-to-farm canvas, made? 

2. Was a definite membership drive undertaken? 
a. What time was set for the completion of the drive? 
b. What goal was set? 
c. Was a director of organization employed to conduct 

the drive? 
d. What was the personnel of hi, campaign organiza

tion? 
e. Were solicitors employed? If JO, on what b ... i. 

were they paid? 
3. What mediums of publicity were employed? 

a. To what extent were local newspapers, circulars, 
personal letters, the radio, etc., used? 

h. Was a campaign paper established? How long wa. 
it published? 

4. What type of appeal was made to prospective members? 
a. Did it consist entirely or principally of factual ma-

terial? 
b. Was it inspirational or emotional? 
c. Was it an appeal to group consciousnessi' 
d. Was it an appeal to prejudice? 
e. Was monopoly control of price .tressed? 

5. How is the membership of the association maintained? 
a. Do the services of the association appeal to farmere 

to the extent that no special efforts are required to 
increase or maintain membership i' 

b. In what way. does tbe aBSOciation keep members and 
prospective members informed concerning its activi
ties? House organ? Employees? Directors? Meet
ings? Conferences? Advertising? 

c. Is a staff employed wholly or partly in maintaining 
membership? 

d. Do these employees perform services for -members, 
or are their contacts with farmere principally a. 
solicitors? 

Methods of Bolidting membership may consi.t merely of local 
meetings or conferences, with solicitation of farmere by their neigh
bor. functioning as members of a commit tee or on their pereonal 
responsibility. If the proposed organization covers a large region, 
a more extensive membership organization is reqnired. Local or 
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countt' groups are organized as sections of a central committee. The 
wo~lil' to be performed by each member is definitely outlined. Solic
itors may be employed; or certain farmers paid expenses or a per 
diem allowance while engaged in membership work. The assistance 
of a state or federal specialist is often obtained. Farm papers, busi
ness men and others may take part in the campaign. 

As a further development, a definite membership drive maybe 
undertak .... an organization director employed and solicitors hired. 
Usually such a drive is conditioned on obtaining within 30 to 90 
days contracts representing a sizeable percentage of the product. 
Meetings are .scheduled; committees and s<\licitors .are drilled and 
special articles, posters, circulars, ete., prepared. 

The type of appeal is likely to v&ry directly with the pressure 
under which the campaign is conducted. A leisurely discussion and 

. weighing of facts may he replaced. during a drive by appeals to 
emotion or prejudice and by general predictions as to the success 
of the ne .... organization. The kInd of appeal made to members has 
a greater inOuence on the future of an organization than methods 

. U8ed to present it. 
Jones, Manney and others have pointed out in severa! publications 

of the Uni~ State. Department of Agriculture that failure of mem
bers .to support an organization is often directly traceable to the 
failure of the coOperative to fulfill impossible promises made by its 
promoters. 

IV. What effect have methods of promoting the organization 
had on its success? 

1. Were the methods employed calculated to give the members 
a clear understanding of the services and objectives of the 
cooperatives? 

2. Do members believe they were fully informed at the time of 
organiza non? 

3. What specific misconceptions, if any, were created? 
4. What do members now know and think about the coOperatives? 
5. Do informed, disinterested individuals believe the cooperative 

has performed the services for which it was set up as they were 
understood at the time or organization? 

The support a cooperative obtains from its members and the 
volume of business it enjoys may be inOuenced by organization 
methods. In brief, success is correlated with the understanding 
farmers have of the purposes of a proposed cooperative and the ex
tent to which they participate in its development. 

R_f'*w,,, .. : . 
And!'eW Caims,. "Organization of Canadian 'Wheat Pools"', .tftn.nca. COOptnl-

_ 19B6. Vol. II, pp. 640-49. 
Alva H. Benton, "'Getting a New Elevator Startecr" .Jltftft"icaa c~ 

1m, Vol I, pp. 18ll~. 
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P. L Betta. "How to Start • CooperaU ... Cram..,..-• .4_ CIT.er-u'_ 
1M1/, pp. Ill-Ill. 

D. N. Geyer, "How to Build a Fluid Milk ~tlOD~ • .4_nc... Coop'" ~io!o 
1919, pp. 106-11. .... 

Jim,.,. Arena, "'l'he St".,.,. of Land O'Laka~ • .4-n.- C....".....- 1910. pp. 
86-96. 

earl c. Taylor. "Factora Entering Into A M .... benhip Campaign In Cooperatl .. 
Marketing". A __ COOfJft'Gtw.. 1930, Vol. I. pp. 196-llO'1. 

A. D. Lynch, "When, Where and How to Organlac • Fluid Milk Morkctlo. A .. 
aoclation" • ..4merieGfl Coop.ratioa 1931, Vol I, pp. 117-9"-

PROJECf 13. Cooperadve AUllude. and lnIormalioD 

Studies of this type are needed. a. follow.: 

A. Before organization-knowledge of and attitude toward ex
isting agencies and coopera tion, and toward specific t ypea 01 
cooperation. as a guide to organization work. 

B. Knowledge of members of an organization about it, and 
attitudes toward it and its method&, al a basi. of handling 
membership relations and a8 a guide to policies and praeticea. 

C. Same for a defunct organization soon after ita failure, &I a 
guide to further attempt. at cooperation in the .ame or aimi
lar areas. 

The knowledge or information part of these project. i. fully ... 
important as the attitude part, and more likely to give reault. that 
are tangible enough to be of use. 

This project is developed as No./) in the report on Rural Social 
Psychology. The technique reqnired i. discussed in several other 
sections of the same report. 

R_t..-MlCft; 

Charles H. Tuck (Leader). "Conf.rmce 011 Membenblp Prob ...... ". A ... _ 
Coop .. atlO7l 19~6. VoL II. pp. 137~2. 

F. E. Stewart, "Memberahip Polici .. of the Su .... MaId RaIoID Growen", A",orie<a 
Cooporatloa 19ts, Vol. 1, pp. 2611-61. 

earlyle Thorpe. "Selective Memberolrip Policies for CooperaUvea"'. 4_ 
00t1f1_tloa 19ts, Vol. I, pp. ~l-M. 

Verna Eisinger, "Method. of MainlaiDlng CODtacta with Membe .... , .4mnie ... 
Cooporatw.. 19~, pp. __ 81. 

J. W. Jones, "LacaI Repreaentatives ... a .Factor In Memberahlp Relation", 
AmnieaJI Coop.-ratlon 19f9, pp. 289-97.. . 

T. B. Manny, "Some Social Factors in Membership Relations", .4"'- Co
oporatloa 19Z9, pp. 807-33. 

T. B. MannY7 MSome Ohio Trends in Membership Rdatkma," AfJUrictn C .. 
OPlratw.. 1930, Vol. I. pp. 171-96. 

Clyde C. Edmonru.. "Problema of Memberahip Rdatlona". _"- Coopor,""", 
1981, Vol. I. pp. 4001-UI-

W. L. StahJ7 "Relations with Members", AfMric4IJ Coopna.ti4ft 1931, VoJ. II,. pp. 
241-61. 

Vema Eisinger (Chalnnan). "Report of Ronnd-Table CommIttee on Manber
ship Problems" • .ifmlriraa COOfHratiMJ 1931, pp. 610-14. 
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PROJECT 14. Inter-area Comparisons of Cooperative 
Attitudes and Information 

A project like No. 13 but including sufficient organizations or areas 
so that factors both causal and consequential associated with dil
ferences among them in knowlege and attitude can be determined. 
The different organizations or areas will need to be treated a. ca.e., 
and selected according to the principles involved in case statistical 
analysis. 

The project is discussed as Project 5 in the report pn Rural 
Social Psychology. 

PROJECT 15. Voting Procedure. 

A case analysis of the problem of votiog by members in large asso
ciations-getting members to vote, preventing active minorities from 
causing trouble, voting by mail, etc. Some reference to these prob
lems will be found in the discussions cited in Projects 2, 3, 4 and 13. 

'PROJECT 16. Membership Information Service 

OBJECTIVE: To determine and appraise the eO'ectivenes. of 
various types of membership information service developed' 
by cooperative ... 

(By E. A. Stokdyk) 

Four distinct phases are involved in this project: (1) a survey of 
the information service developed by present cooperatives; (2) a' 
determination of the information which non-members as well as mem- • 
bers have concerning the cooperative, together with a determination 
of its accuracy and the sources from which they acquired it; (3) an 
appraisal of the effectiveness of specific types of information service; 
and (4) an estimate of the cost. of various typ,es of information 8erv-
icea ' 

The data for' the first phase will be obtained by interview and 
correspondence with officials and employ .. s of cooperatives. The 
types to be considered are house organs. form letters, personal let
ters, advertisements, publicity, hulletins issued by public agencies, 
field representatives, meetings, schools for leaders, radio talks, ana 
personal contact between member and official, employee and another 
member. The survey may uncover types of service not generally 
known, yet which may be markedly effective. . 

After the data from the first phase are obtained, the information 
services may be classified upon various bases. One possible clas
sification i. of those cooperatives which (1) use literature primarily, 
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(2) rely mostly on field representatives, and (3) employ memberohip 
meetings mostly. 'fhe purpose of this classification i. to furni.h a 
basis for the selection of cooperatives to study in detail with re.ped 
to the effectiveness or their information services. Betore the or
ganizations are definitely selected, a preliminary survey .hould be 
made of the business operations of the cooperatives being con.idered 
for detailed study in order to familiarize the investigaton with the 
organizations and to determine whether particular organization. 
are conducting membership information service extensively enough 
to warrent detailed study. 

The most important part of the project i. the examination of 
members and non-memben with respeet to their information about 
the cooperative in their territory. The questions will cover both 
descriptive and analytical points. That i., question. will be asked 
to determine whether member. know what the cooperative is doing or 
trying to do. and why it does things one way rather than another, or 
why it ha8 adopted one policy rather than another; also questions to 
determine the 80urces from which information wal obtained and which 
of various sourceS 11'88 believed authentic, whether members and non
members know busine •• details which are of a confidential nature. 
These questions should be supplemented by others to determine the 
ed1,1ca tion and cooperative experience of those in terviewed. The 
questions should be arranged so that previous questions and answers 
will not suggest anawers to the questions which follow! 

The data thus obtained should be summarized question by que .. 
tion in order to show differences with respect to the various point. 
covered in the ·inquiry. But they should be further lummari7.ed by 
coOperatives and by individual members. A system of grading or 
&COring somewhat as used in college examinations can be adapted 
for this purpose. This will be facilitated if the questions partake 
somewhat of the nature of the so-called "objective examination .... A 
lIWJlDlation and comparison of the points scored by members of co

.operatives receiving various types of informational service may aid 
in appraising their relative effectiveness. Combinations might also 
be made of various types of information service to ascertain if there 
is any marked relation between combinations of services and members' 
knowledge of cooperatives. 

The data obtained in the replies to questions by non-members 
should serve as a check on the data obtained in the replies from mem
bers, and also aid in an appraisal of the effectiveness of information 
service. H non-members are 88 well informed a. members, it may be 
inferred that the information service is of doubtful utility. Ho .. -
ever, other factors .. ould have to be comidered before such an in
ference could be drawn because non-members might obtain information 

(1) S<e J. W. Jones ""d O. B . .1 .... _ Mtmb.nhip B.lalioM of COOf1I'<JIiH 
.Am)""tioM, U. S. Circular ~ (1!l21). 
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from well-informed members, or the educat:on or cooperativ¢ ex
perience of members and non-members might differ markedly. 

The factors of education and cooperative experience of persons 
from whom data are obtained will be important in drawing inferences 
from all data because one type of information service. such as mimeo
graphed and printed material, might be effective with producers who 
have had considerable education or cooperative experience, while it 
might be of slight effectiveness with producers with little education 
or cooperative experience. Other factors which would have to be con
sidered in drawing inferences i. the type of organization, that is, 
whether it is federated or centralized, its size, and the character of 
the commodity handled. 

The data on the costs of services will be obtained from the account
ing records of the cooperatives whose information service is being 
studied. Some difficulty may be met because accounts are not suf
ficiently detailed; also some employees may divide their time between 
membership information service and other duties. It may be neces
sary to reconstruct with the aid of the management an estimate o( 
the cost of various types of service. The data obtained will be sub-' 
j~ct to considerable error, but should be of value to other cooperatives 
in determining the type of service that can be utilized economically. 
It might be found, for e"",mple, judged by the knowledge of members, 
that the employment of field representatives is the most effective kind 
of membership information service, yet the expense tor & given co-' 
operative might be prohibitive. . 

This subject has been discussed frequently at conferences and in
stitutions of cooperative workers, but not always clearly. For ex
ample, in practice, many of the cooperatives in their earlier years 
have· combined information service with solicitation of new members; 
and have mostly .been thinking about the latter. Other cooperatives 
have interpreted information as "propaganda", that is, as mOre or 
less ill-informed or considerably biased statement. coneerIling their 
organization or its proprietory competitors. 

RqIJrtmUa: 
D. J. Carter, "Keeping the Members Informed", .d'tMrican. COOfJ~ 19t/1, 

Vol II, pp. 721~ 
P. G. E~ "Reaching the Members through the Mail", ..4~atJ Co~ 

19171 Vol. lIt PP. '181-48. 
Vema Eisinger, "Methods of Maintaining Contacts with Members",_ Am.nc4fl 
Coop_ 1!n9, pp. 884-81. . 

J. W. J...,.., "Lqcal Represent&tiVf!!l as a Facto. in Membership ReI.t;.",..; 4_ .... 
ic«ft Coopn-otiml 191!9, pp. 289-9'1. 

D. O. Thompson, "Utilisatloo of Radio B .... d<BSting", 4m ........ Coop __ 
191!!J, pp. 721~. -



PROJECf 17. Enfo...,ement of Conlrada with Membe ... 

08JESTIVES. (l) To ascertain the predae responalbllltl ... and 
obligation" pJ...,.,d upon membe... by virtue of their pa .... 
licipation in cooperative BIIIIOciatioDll; (2) to examine the 
legal devices, commercial proeedu""" or .oeIal preslurel 
relied upon in memberahip contracla for the enforcement 
of their terms; (3) to "tudy the aetual performance of me ..... 
bera in 8ucb contractual "ituation"l and ( .. ) to appraise the 
IIUeee&ll or raiture., together with the reaaona, in attaining the 
objeetivea of the aoclal effort through luch me8lu .... 

(By E. G. Nourse) 

Much controversy has waged over the desirability or efficacy of 
membership contracts. A certain amount of agrerment on t .. o pro
positions seems to have emerged: (1) that the formal requirement. 
and restraints of a legal contract will not aS8ure .atisfactory per
formance on the part of cooperative. unle •• the sernce rendered i. 
found to be satisfactory and the term. of the contract meet the 
approval of a majority of the group; and (2) that, in certain in
stances at least, where sernce i. reasonably .atisfactory a moderate 
al)d socially approved form of contract may a,8ure more complete 
and dependable functioning of the memberl than if their performance 
or non-performance were left to le88 formal understandings. The ... 
hypothe .... should be tested by research. 

Source. of data 
The actual form and working of eoiiperative contract. can ordin

ariIy be secured without the sligh ... t dilliculty from the auociation. 
in question. Such data need, however, to be supplemented bycareInl 
analytical statements of preeisely what conduct or .pecific acto an 
required under a wide variety of different .ituatiOllll .. hich may ari ... 
in tbe course of a marketing enterprise. After getting a cl .... r picture 
of what i. caned for or desired by the coOperative. recourlle8 must be 
had to detailed field work to secure a aullicient aample of their ""rn
modity. The next .tep is to build up a corresponding record of the 
action taken by cooperative oIIic:ials or employ ..... to induce desired 
lines of action or to prevent an unsatisfactory course on the part of 
members, including the institution of suit. or the resort to other of 
the remedies prescribed in the contract. Where legsl action haa been 
carried through, the court record will of course aft" ord the fullest and 
most trustworthy account of the force brought to bear upon the 
recalcitrant member. This record must, hOW'ever, be complemented by 
a further report showing the degree of compliance eventually secured 
and an other results, favorable or unfavorable. which appear to have 
hern achieved by the contract and its enforcement or attempto to en

. force it: for example. the withdrawal of the disciplined member at hia 



first legal opportunity, the withdrawal of other members because of 
disapproval of the measures to whieb recourse was had to enforce 
the contract, the cost of policing, legal expense, etc., on the asso
ciation, the alienation of support among the general public, or other 
pertinent facts. 

Ana/uBi. and cooclusiom 
With such historical and descriptive materials in hand if become. 

the task of the research worker to analyze, classify and correlate the 
apparently related facts in such a way as to produce trustworthy or 
at least persuasive generalizations as to the effectiveness and wisdom 
of the use of the contract and of the various enforcement devices in 
particular marketing situations. The task is essentially qualitative 
and logical and cannot be reduced to any hard-and-fast proeedure. 
The research worker must take into account the total situation, in
cluding many factors of individual and group psychology as well as 
the economic and financial situation of both the member and the asso
ciation. Careful sifting of the evidence, however, should yield some 
tentative conclusions as to the extent to whieb and the manner in 
whieb specific contractual relationships between member and c0-

operative are likely to prove helpful and as to the principal pitfall. of 
form or procedure which should be avoided. 

RIJ!fWftD88 : 

John O. Miller, '"Cooperative Statutes and Membership Contracts", .A-mnicatJ. 
Coop.ratiOft. 1925, Vol.!,. pp. 800-18. 

Robin Hood~ "Recent Changes in Cooperative Contracts", A1fUj)nctJIl Coop.ration. 
19n, Vol. I. pp. 94-106. 

t. W. Heaps, uControl and Disposal of Surplus Milk", AmMiccm C'oop4ratSOI'I 
19U, Vol II, pp. 88_ 

Edward J. Tracy, "Contracts or other Membersbip Control Methods", Ammc4ft 
C • ." ..... I"'" 19E8, Vol. I, pp. 802-28. 

PROJECT 18. Funclione and Aclivities of Local Units 

OBJECTIVE. To determine the role of local units in central 
organizalions. 

(By O. B. Jesness) 

The place and function of local units of central cooperative 
marketing associations vary in different organizations. In a federated 
organization, such as the California Fruit Growers Exchange and the 
Land O'Lakes Creameries, the local units are incorporated organi
zations which own property in the form of receiving houses or 
creameries and participate in the processing and handling of the 
commodity. In a ,centralized association, such as the cotton,'co
operatives. wheat pools and milk producers associations, local units 
are informal groups not participating actively in the handling of 
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the commodity or having a definite legal control over polici~. and 
programs. In the former, the local unita constitute the memberohip 
of the overhead organization (either directly or through di.trict 
units). In the latter, the individual farmers hold membership dirffily 
in the central and the local units are groupings of convmience for 
election of directors and carrying on informational and educational 
work among membera. 

The problem to be studied and the procedure to follow will vary 
with the type of organization, local circumstances and the com
modity. The aspects to be considered can best be designated for 
centralized associations and federations separately. 

A. Informal local unit. in centralized associations 
1. The place of the local unit 

a. It. relationship to the central 

2. The service of the local 
a. Maintaining contact. between members and the central 

(1) Keeping members informed of a .. ociation 
affairs 

(2) Keeping officer. informed of members' view. 
b. Advisory to the central in mattera affecting the locality 
c. Nomination of delegates and dirl'clors to give indi

vidual members a more definite voice in election. 
d. As an agency for the education of membero in co

opera tive principles and practices 
e. Securing additional members 

3. Its organization 
a. How should it be organized and operated? 
b. What type of leadership is needed? 
c. How is this leadership to be located and selected? 
d. What program of activity i. needed? 
e. Who shall assume responsibility for outlining, develop

ing and carrying out this program? 

B. Local units in federation. 
!. The relationship of the local to the central 
2. -Relationship of the member to the local participation in 

meetings and election. • 
3. The informational and educational service of local. 

a. Regarding the central association 
b. Regarding coOperative principles and problema 

This project is concerned more with the funelion. of local units 
in maintaining membersbip support than with their operation. as 
business unit. in the handling and processing of commodities. The 
latter are covered in other projects. Research work on phases of this 
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problem has therefore been approached mostly from the viewpoint of 
membership relations and attitudes. Examples are found in United , 
State. Department of Agriculture Circular 407, Membership Rela
tic .... of Cooperative .tt8sociotion.t (Cott<>n and Tobacco), by J. W. 
JOlles and O. B. Jesness; United States Department of Agriculture 
Circular 41, Me.nbership Relatioru of Cooperative .tt8sociotion.t, 
(Fluid milk), by J. W. Jones; United States Department of Agri
culture Circular 144, Farmers' E:rperience. and Opinions as Factors 
Influencing their Cotton-marketing Methods, by T. B. Manny. 

The problems .elected for study and the type of approach em
ployed will vary widely with circumstances. A preliminary step 
should be to consider carefully the circumstances in the situation to 
be studied in order that the plan of attack may be adapted to the 
needs of the case. Among the problems may be mentioned the follow
in~ . 

Po7IJtJr. ve.ted ... the locaU: The first step in such analysis is to all
certain what "etual authority is granted the locals, what questions 
they are given p.ower to decide or to participate in deciding. Dill
tinction should be made between powers granted and powers exercised. 

M ember.1Up ,.~latic ... and attitudes: The studies mentioned above 
approached the problem from the viewpoint of ascertaining what 
representative members think of their organization and what they 
know about it and its problems. This i. important, particularly in 
ascertaining the need for means of dissemination of information and 
tbe maintenance of contacts. This approach also gives some indi
cation of the type of education and information most needed and may 
be suggestive of the sort of machinery which sho~d be set up. 

Study of .pecific local ..... t.: Because this project is concerned not 
only with the crystallization of the problem, but also with the meanS 
of its solution, an important line of procedure is the studying of 
actual local units. Information needs to be assembled with respect to 
their plan of organization and their actual functioning. Conditions 
surrounding the original establishment of the units should be as
certained and as complete a history of their development as possible 
should be obtained. The amount and kind of guidance supplied local 
units by the overhead organization should receive careful attention. 

Local leader.1Up: Careful attention should also' be given to 
assembling available information regarding the type of leadership 
found in local units. The training, experience and other qualifica
tions of those placed in positions of leadership should be noted aa.a 
basi. for setting up certain standard. of leadership. 

Population make .... p: In areas having considerable variation in 
farm population from the standpoint of race or nationality, 'com
parisons of different local units under these varying circumstances 
may make possible the drawing of certain conclusions with respect to 



the influence of the population make-up on the problems and oJ'M'a
tions of local units. Variations in the proportion of tenant farmers 
may be used' similarly. If the association includes certain types of 
producer rather than others, the effect on the local unite may be 
worth considering. 

o..tkide agencie. and ~.: The part played by other agen";e., 
both favorable and unfavorable. has a place in assaying the work of 
local units. Have the local units been assi.ted by educational 
agencies such a. the extension service, Smith-Hughe. high achool. and 
rural school? Are other farm organizations present? If 10, doe. 
their presence help or hinder the local unit? What i. the attitude of 
local business interests? Do they support or oppose the cooperative? 

Program of work: An organization is not worth continuing unle .. 
it has a program of sufficient merit to justify its exiatence. Careful 
attention there!ore needs to be given to the program. of local unita. 
What is their nature? Who originate. them, the central, the local, 
the county agent, or .ome One else? How are the programs carried 
out? What ends appear to be served? This .tudy .hould lead to 
definite conclusions as to what constitute. strong and weak points in 
building and carrying out programs of locals. 

The information will need to be gathered in the field from oflieen 
and leaders of local units, individual farmers and representatives of 
central organizations. Where local units maintain books of minute. 
or other records of their programs and activities, such records should 
be used to the fullest extent. Records of the overhead organization 
of volume of business, membership, membership contacts and material. 
and suggestions supplied local uni ta bear on thi. problem. Census 
records of population make-up, type of farming and tenancy will be 
useful in comparing conditions in different localities. 

Much reliance will have to be placed upon personal interviewl Bnd 
the ability of the field workers to observe lignificant facta and to 
draw correct conclusions. Definite schedules may be employed where 
it is desired to test the information po ..... sed by individual. or to 
determine their attitudes on certain questiona. Studie. of member
ship attitudes such as those referred to above will offer guidance in 
this aspect of the project. Attitude studies have been diacu.sed in 
connection ~th other projects. A somewhat detailed consideration 
of this method of research has been outlined by Dr. C. C. Zimmerman 
in Project 43 in the report on Research in Public Finance in Relation 
to Agriculture, and still more detaillf are outlined in the report on 
Rural Social Psychology. 

The contents of the "house organ" sent to the members are worthy 
of systematic review because of the information thia will supply with 
respect to the activities of local unita and their relationship to the 
central. 
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Where possible, .tudies should be made of different organizations 
as a basis for making comparisons and verifying conclusions. This 
project need not be restricted to organizations having local units. In 
fact, it will be worth while to study organizations where local units 
are not employed, if they are available. In this event, attention will 
naturally be centered on determining tbe reason for the absence of 
local nnits and the means which are employed as suhsitutes for them. 

PROJECf 19. Control of Production by Cooperatives 

OBJECl'IVES: To determine the extent to which cooperatives 
have 'been able to inlluence the volume of produetion of 
their membe ..... and develop 8U~tions as to possible lines 
of progress in this direction. . 

(By J. D. Blaele) 

Production control as an aspect of cooperation was discussed 
rather fully in a round table of the American Institute of Coopera
tion in the summer of 1932, a report of which is published in A men
can Coopertiti&n 193!. pp. 453-562. This discussion considers .the 
following forms of production control: 

A. Outlook and adjustment work, ranging from merely supply
ing producers with facts as to trends in production, consump:
tion, competition, prices, etc., and educating them in inter
preting these in terms of the special conditions in their areas 
and on their farms, to the other extreme of indicating defi
nitely to the producers in each area or each type of farm the 
changes in production they need to make. Such a procedure 
assumes the participation of public agencies. 

B. The foregoing in collaboration with the cooperatives in the 
region or area, the cooperatives participating in the inter
pretation of the results and in decisions as to recommenda
tion .. if any are mad", and finally undertaking to intiuence 
their members in the making of the right adjustments. 

C. Production planning by cooperatives for their own member., 
accompanied by educational work with them. It i. to be 
assumed that the cooperative in this case will make its de
cisions in terms of advantage to itself and its members. 

D. Diversion by a cooperative of some of its products to lower
order uses-whicb is production control only in a special 
sense. See Project 21. 

E. Agreements with members for limiting the harvesting to a 
fraction of the crop that can be marketed at a reasonable 
price and paying the members for the crop not harvested. 



F.' Basic-rating and 8urplus plan. used by lIuid-milk coOpera
tives. 

G. Compulsory cooperation extending to production limitation, 
aa in the proposed Engli.h hop plan. 

H. Government valorization acheme&--like tho"" undertaken for 
coffee, rubber and aisal. Ordinarily cooperatives are not 
parties in control of such ventures. 

I. Government collaboration with cooperatives ih contractual 
arrangements for the control of production-as is po .. ible 
under the new Agricultural Adjustment Act. 

J. Control of production through control of credit granted by 
cooperative credit corporations and the like. 

'l'he more important from ihe standpoint of cooperation are B, C, 
E, F, and possibly I; Borne involve cooperation only indirectly. 

In analyzing these proposals, distinction mUBt be made between 
restriction of marketings and restriction of production. Some of 
the plan. named are confined principally to the first. Experience, 
however, has shown that limitation of the rate of marketing i. seldom 
adequate for long. Even the basic-rating and 8urplu. plans for lIuid 
milk have had difficulty in keeping surplus production from expanding 
to burdensome proportions. 

The principal research in this project will conoi.t oC the analy.i. 
of the experience of cooperatives that undertake or participate in any 
of the above types of production control. Thi. should include the 
aims and thinking of those respon.ible for such ventures, the actual 
programs carried out, the immediate and later effects on production 
and prices, the gains or losoes ensuing, other effects, and conclusion. 
as to the form further efforla should take. 

The measurement of effects will encounter problem. of separating 
changes due to other inlluences. For example, the increase in pre
duction of walnuts, grapes, lemons and oranges in CaliCornia for 11120 
to 1930 may have been less than would have occurred without edu
cational work with members, and would bave been Ie •• if price. had 
not kept up because of expanding consumption. The actual anal Yli. 
will involve research in pricea and elasticity of aupply and demand 
such a. outlined in the reporl on Prices of Farm Product •• 

The experience of cooperatives with rising production following 
improved prices also has a bearing on thia project, and can be ana
lyzed in connection with it. Comparisons of production response to 
price within cooperatives and witbout, with various forms of edu
cational work by the cooperatives and without the ... and with other 
forms of production control in uae, may in the end furnish some of 
the most important evidence as to wha t has been and call be accom
plished. 

Lastly, surveys of individual growers, of the sort outlined in Proj
""to 13 and 16, cle8igned to ascerlain theiw points of view regarding 
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programs of curtailment of acreage, and willingness to participate 
in them under various circumstances, rna y be worth undertaking as 
a preliminary to actual ventures of this sort. . 

If the administrators of the Agricultural Adjustment Act use the 
plan of allotments to individual growers, as is provided for in the 
Act and now being seriously considered, evidence will be available of 
a far more important nature than any yet produced. Hence this 
venture needs to be followed closely, and research agencies in the 

. various states may well devote some of their, limited resources to 
projects of this nature carried on concurrently with the administra
tion of the Act. 
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PROJEcr 20. Improvement of Quality and Standardization 
of Product by Cooperatives 

OBJECI1VE: To lRlalyze the practices of diBerent eooperatives 
with respect to improving and standardizing the product 
delivered, together with the ..... ul18 obtained. 

(By H. B. Price) 

More specifically the purposes of this study are: 
(1) To determine the policies and practices of cooperatives that 

affect the quality and standardization of products. 
(2) To ascertain the attitude of cooperatives toward improving 

quality. The attitude of the management, in particular, is a very 
important factor in the progress of improvement. 

(8) To measure the improvement in quality and standardization 
attained, and 

(40) To determine the importance of factors affecting quality im
pro~ent. 
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A cooperative marketing a880ciation may control the quality and 
8tandard of ita products by several method.. Firat, it 'may exercise 
influence over farm production practice., a. in the adoption by 
farmer. of a unifo"" breed of chickens or a .imilaf variety of cotton, 
or in the introduction of more sanitary methods of producing milk 
and butterfat. Second, it may bring about a change in the methods 
of processing and packaging either to improve the quality of it. 
products or to obtain uniform quality and package. Third, it may 
introduce new methods of storing, shipping and handling product.. , 
Fourth, it m~y develop a system of grading and inspection in con
junction with a pooling and price policy that elTed greater dis
crimination in paying farmers for products. 

The project may thus involve research in related field. of agri
cultural economics, depending upon the policy of different coOpera
tives with respect to control of quality, and it may call for collab
oration with commodity and farm management specialists, and per" 
haps even with price analysts. 

Most of the data can be obtained' from the cooperatives studied. 
Where there are central cooperative sales agencies, the collection and 
classification of data are greatly .implified because much of the de
sired information is at a central point and already classified, and be
cause field men of the cooperative may be utilized to collect supple
mentary information from oparating units 'and from farmer member. 
of the organization. Otherwise, the fie'd work i. likely to be much 
more expensive, especially where a aeIected number of .mall c0-

operatives without uniform records are included in the study. The 
classification of data is also more laborious in this instance because 
of the non-comparableness of much of the primary data. 

Because there are great differences in tbe opportun'ties for im
proving and standardizing quality of various products, and because 
cooperatives undertake to secure improvement and standardization 
by various methods, it is imp08sible to outline the research procedure 
and the, method of analysis in deta.il. Generally speaking, the nature 
of the product and the regular methods of marketing mu.t be under
stood. Comprehensive information will be needed concerning the 

(. policies of the cooperatives with respect to improvement and atan
I dardization of products, aod dilTerences between these practicea and 
I those of other middlemen. Tbe results of such policies will have to 
be stated largely in descriptive terms, but lOme statistical data will 
be obtained showing such changes as in the amounts mark"ted in the 
dilTerent grades, and in the fat content of butter or the length of 
staple in cotton. A comparison of such data over a period or at 
regular intervals will indicate the progress of cooperative marketing 
in handling this problem. If siuular data can be obtained for 
proprietary firms, which i. unlikely for moat commoditiea or situa
tions. the conclusions .... oald have greater significance. 
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It will also be important to secure as many data as possible for the 
various factors that may affect the ·progress of cooperatives in im
provement and standardization of products. For example, if the 
federated sales agency of a group of local cooperative creameries em
ploy. field men, it will be desirable to know how much time they spend 
with each member creamery and what they do at each; if field service 
is given to dairy farmers who patronize creameries, it is important to 
know its nature or what advice is offered and what practices are 
recommended; also the number of farmers who have followed the 
recommendations, in 80 far as it is possible to obtain this informa
tion. Such data will probably not be obtained in sufficient detail, 
however, (especially for a group of creameries or for a large sales 
organization) to allow statistical measurement of the relative im
portance of the various factors, because in most instances factors 
thal determine quality or uniformity of quality cannot be expressed 
quantitatively. 

Very liMle research has been done on this project and very little 
has been written. This is very significant in view 'of the great 
opportunities open to cooperatives and the large amount of effort 
they have'expended to improve quality and standardize their pro
ducts, Probably this situation can be explained largely by the lack 
of data essential to measure quality, particularly among small asso
ciations, and to a considerable extent among large organizations. 
This in turn traces hack to the lack of systems of grading farm pro
ducts that would furnish an adequate measure of quality. Such 
studies can be made very valuable for extension workers in coopera
tive marketing and to managers of cooperative associations in point
ing out policies and practices that affect quality and in a general way 
indicating the significance of cooperative marketing practice, 

Minnesota Bulletin' 2+40, Marketing C<niAl>try Creamery Butter by 
II Cooperative Sales Agency, is the only analytical discuss:on known 
to the writer of the effect of a cooperative association on the quality 
of its product. Minnesota Bulletin 211, CooperatifJe Central M aiket
ing Organization, discusses certain phases of the problem, as does 
also an article by R. W. Balderston on "The Standardization Pr.". 
gram of the Agricultural Cooperatives of the United States", in the 
Annal. (Vol. 1+2). Projects 32, 33, 85, 37, +6, 59 and 6+ (mostly 
listed) in the report on Marketing, deal with related phases of the 
same subject. . 

l/.., ......... , 
F. G. Swoboda. "Organizing for Quality In Ch....,.., .4 .... rioGa 00 __ 19U, 

Vol. II, pp. 96-10.. 
L E. Card, "Flocl< Management Practices that can he Aided by Cooperative 

Organizations·t • Ammcaft, Coop ..... atiolt Ifn6, Vol. J, pp. MG-58. t 

A. A. M('Pheeters. '"Standardim.g Eggs frum Fann Stocks'\ AmericGa OOOPtmJ
tioto 19U, VoL I, pp. _. 

H. R. Leonard, "The Standardisation of Dol.,. Product.s", .4""";_ 00"1'"_ 
.., 1W1, VoJ. I!, pp. MI:-50 .. 
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A. W. Chri.tle. ·Standardisatlon of Walnuts", A"' ......... C..", ..... I/o .. 19t1J, Vol. 
n, pp. 16-29. • 

Earl J. Shaw. "Standardisation of Dried Prunea", ..... ricaa Coop".'_ 1918, 
Vol. n. pp.~. 

Earl W. Benjamin, "'Facton Involved in Improvlng the Efficiency of Coopna
live Marketing of Poultry and Eggs'", ......tmnicall Coop.rotiOft 1931. Vol. I, 
pp . ..-

PROJECI' 21. Diversion or Produeta by Cooperallvn to Lower
order U_ (Joint wilh PrI.,.,. of Farm Product.) 

OBJECI'IYE: To analyze and appraise the experience or COo 

operativea in tbe diversion ofproducta to lower-order u ..... 

(By E. A. Stokdyk) 

A cooperative may divert products to lower-order use. for two 
distinct rea80n8: (1) to 8alvage the portion which i. of inferior 
quality and which cannot be marketed to advantage for high-order 
uses, and (2) to increase the total returns on the portion marketed 
for higher-order use.. If the former was the only reason for di
version, the scope and method of analysis will be markedly different 
than if the latter is the primary reason. 

An. analysi8 of the gross returns from and the cost of diverting 
products to lower-order uses will be the principal basis for apprailal 
of the practicability of engaging in diversion activities if the primary 
objective is to salvage inferior qualities. Such an analy.il i. heat made 
on an additional cost basis, that is, only those costs which are in
curred by the cooperative as a direct result of the diversion to lower
order uses are charged to do the lower-order products. If gro •• re
turns are more than the .. costs, it win be concluded thn t diversion' 
is economical. A difficulty which will probably be encountered in an 
analysis of this kind i. the lack of proper accounting recorda. It 
may be necessary to ask a cooperative to keep special recorda (or 
a year or two before such a study is undertaken. 

On the other hand, if diversion to lo .. er-order use. ia undertaken to 
increase the total returns on the portion marketed for higher-order 
uses, an analysis and appraisal of Buch activities will include: (1) 
study of the factors affecting the prices of the commod:tiea in ques
tion, (2) a determination of the elasticity of demand for them, (3) 
a series of calculations based upon the data obtained from (1) and 
(2) to determine the extent to which total returns to growers can 
probably be increased by diverting varying quantities to lower-order 
uses, (4) a comparison of such calculations with the amount actually 
diverted to lower-order uses to determine the extent to which return. 
to members have been increased compared with the extent to which 
non-members' returns have been increased (l188Uming that non-mem
bers have marketed all of. their products for higher-order ··UIeI while 



members have marketed less than 100 per cent of the quality they 
could have marketed in higher-crder uses because the cooperative 
practiced diversion to lower-crder uses), (6) an analysis of the effect 
of the situation outlined in (5) on the membership in and the pro
portion of the total crop controlled by the cooperative, (7) an analy
sis of the producers' response to prices, and (8) an appraisal of the 
effect of diversion to lower-crder uses on subsequent production. 

From the analysis under (1) and (2), it might be found that the 
elasticity of demand i. such that total returns are lowered by di
version of a portion to lower-order uses; if so, it would be concluded 
that this practice i. unjustifiable. If, however, this analysis shows 
that total returns can be increased by diversion, the calculations 
under (3) and (4) will indicate how effective this practice has been 
in increasing returns, and also whether it will be practicable to di
vert a large or smaller amount to obtain the highest total returns. 
The calculations under (5) and the analysis under (6) will indicate 
whether the coOperative is likely to lose a large portion of its mem
bership and tonnage if diversion of a portion of its members' pro
ducts is continued.. If it is apparent that diversion will result in 
serious los. of membership and tonnage in the cooperative, it would 
be concluded that the cooperative should abandon such activities un
les~ competing agencies will divert a proportional share of their 
marketings. • 

The analysis indicated under (7) and (8) might be made into a 
separate project. However, it is of marked significance to an 
appraisal of diversion activities if their objective is to increase the 
total returns on the portion marketed in higher-crder uses. If the 
analysis indicated that the cooperative had conducted diversion 
activities to such an extent that they were responsible for a marked 
increase in acreage and production, it would be concluded that the 
cooperative should curtail its diversion activities. 

Several difficulties are likely to be encountered in the foregoiog 
analyses, chief of which is the lack of adequate data, particularly 
in the phases of the project listed under (7) and (8). 

R.!MMJCU: 
H. R. Leonard. "Mark~ting By-products of the Whole Milk Organhationft, 
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PROJEcr 22. Control of Time of Dellvery 

OBJEcrl\'E: To ascertain the ...... ul .. obtained from allowlnl 
members differenl degreee of freedom In Ihe delivery 01 the 
prodUel 10 the organization and in the .. boiee of the lime 
of aale. 

Research will undertake to ascertain the practices in delivery. the 
experience with varioua practice., prevailing trends and the realon. 
for them. Since it must consider the relation of the different methodl 
to marketing and credit programs, it has many ramificBtion •. 

PROJEcr 23. A Case Analyaia of Different Practieft In PooII.., 

OBJECl'lVE. To analyze lor tbe partieular eommodlty and eo-
operative _ociation _dee eonelderalion I 

A. Period of lbe pool; 
B. Territory 10 be covered by the pool; 
C. The haDllling of dilJ'erencea In the grade, quality and 

eharacter of the produel; 
D. Prorating the vBriona iteme 01 expenae among the eon ..... 

bulon to the pool; 
. E. Optional pool .. 

(By Hutzel Metzger) 

The study must he of a particular commodity and coOperative 
association. especially with respect to the period and territory to be 
covered by the pool, and in some degree to differences in grade and 
quality. The project i. concerned with the equitable returna to the 
producer., the competition with Don-pooled returns on the average, 
the satisfaction of the grower with the arrangement and the ability of 
the grower to secure both quick returns or initial advance. and final 
returns at the earliest date possible. It may allo take into conoid
eration the desirability of the pooling arrangement a. a .ouree of 
financing, especially production finance as carried on by an agri
cultural credit corporation financing through our Federal Inler
mediate Credit Bank Sy.tem. It may consider the risk involved 
where a long-time pool is concerned. 

The use of the pool has been confined almost mtire1y to coOpera
tive organizations. The business of eBch cooperative association em
ploying the pooling method of marketing it. producta should COD

stitute the businesa unit who.e practices are to be analyzed; a numbe-r 
of pools organized under aubstantially aimilar circumstances ,bould 
he studied. 

The investigator should first determine what have been the prac
tices in a particular cooperative business unit and then proceed to 
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analyze their effect: on the organization's selling prices and policies 
with special reference to the tendency to offer at a lower price where 
a well-organized market for the commodity does not exist; on equit
able returns to the growers; whether the practice has tended to in
crease the supply of the commodity, if sold in a particular market; 
whether the pooling system tended to take away from certain pro
ducers some economic advantage which, because of their location, ex
perience and proximity to market, they posses. and realize if they 
market individually on a non-pooling basis; and if so, whether there 
is a tendency for them to leave the organization for such an indi
vidual system of sales. 

A. Period of the pool 
The length of the period over which the pool should extend will 

depend on the commodity to be marketed, and in some degree, on the 
neces.ity for prompt payments to the producers. Competition with 
commercial organizations. may also be a factor. In a market milk 
organization, if for years payment by all dealers has customarily 
been twice a month it may be necessary to pool by 15-day periods al
though there is no other reason. The expense may be greatly in
creased by too frequent pooling. The practice may have been initi
ated by the cooperative and be unnecessary, and a monthly pool may 
be less expensive and just as satisfactory to producers. On the other 
hand, in a dairy organization the pool should not be of such duration 
as to give the producer, whose output is increased in a. surplus period 
at a time when a decline in prices may be expected, the advantage of 
pooling the commodity produced in that period over that produced 
and sold when prices are normally higher. Nor should tbe duration 
of the pool penalize the producer who incre ... es hi. output when it 
is most wanted. 

Generally the pooling period for an annual non-perishable crop i. 
likely to be greater than for a perishable crop or one that is produced 
intermittently throughout the year. Where a large part of the 
crop may be delivered from the farm within a relatively short period 
but its marketing is to be spread throughout the succeeding 12 
months, as in wheat or cotton, if the pool is to eliminate the risks to 
the grower of fluctuating prices, it may extend over the marketing 
period. If the peak of the marketing period occurs near the time of 
delivery, as for example, in dried prunes where over 50 per cent of 
the crop normally moves to the trade by J &Duary 1, it may be ad
visable to close the first pool by early spring. This will encourage 
early deli"ery, make possible an earlier settlement on a greater por
tion. of the producers' output, and place more directly on the pro
ducer the risk of holding until the late season, which may be largely 
dependent on the outlook for production during the ensuing ""ar. 
Such a practice has a tendency to lessen carryovers. On the other 
hand, it may be impossible to close out the first poor at an early date 
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if the portion remaining unsold is large. The investignlionl of 
problems of this character must necessarily be conlh\ed 10 f,'wer 1'001. 
than when the pooling melhods and operations oC orgl1nizationa such 
as cooperative creameries, where pooling in many instances take. 
place under substantially similar circumstances are .tudied. 

B. Territory to be covered 
The territory to be covered by the pool may depend on the product 

to be marketed. If the commodity is fluid milk it should include those 
areas from which the prices in the market naturally attrnct the pro
duct. If more distant localitiea that are not economically com
petitors for a given market wilh thoae nearer it are brought into the 
pool the total supply is increaaed and the price. are lower than th~y 
btherwi.e would be. If too small a territory i. included in the pool, . 
unless the cooperative is organized and pOS"" •• '" faeiliti ... for the 
purchase of milk outside the regular milk-shed to Bupply di.tributoFl 
whenever necessary, the distributors may be expected to buy milk out
·side the usual shed whenever there i. a shortage. Once thi. outside 
supply gain. access to the market, to prevent it from continuing 10 
come into the market i. difficult, although it may be needed for only 
·a short period. The linal result is an over-supply, except during the 
low production periods, Ilnd a lower average price to produce... Any 
study of the territory to be covered by a pool for a commodity of thi. 
kind should determine the optimum area from which a .upply .hould 
,be drawn for a: given and associated marke·ts; also whether thi. can 
be most adequately handled by means of a single pool, or whether 
the milkshed should be divided into a number of poole ""!IOeiated with 
·secondary as well a8 with primary markeh. A careful study of the 
supplj, consumption, uses and transportation cost. Ilnd faeilitie. for 
the product in the particular milk-shed is involved. For commoditiel, 
such as butter, cheese or grain, wliich enjoy a countrywide market, 
the territory to be covered may be dependent on transportation and 
. other costs if there is a physical pooling of the product at con
centration points. If not, it is likely to be limited only by the territory 
in which a product of a given grade, quality and character i. pro
duced, as for example, the Southwide pool of the American Cotton 
Cooperative Association which covers the CoUon Belt. 

C. The handling of difJertmce& in the grade, quality and character 
" of the product 
. The proper handling of diITerence8 in the grade and quality of the 

product may be a deciding factor in the BUCCes' or failure of tbe pool 
and the cooperative organization sponsoring it. The pool return. 
should reflect to the producer the differencea in actual return. for 
different qualities and grades of product delivered. It must recog
nize competition. It must be baaed on what theBe qualit'e. and 
grades "bring in the market. Generally, competition will have forced 
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commercial operators buying on a cost basis to tend to reflect these 
differences in prices at which they buy from producers. 

Where a system of grading has been established and recognized 
the problem is not so difficult, providing the grades adequately de
scribe differences in quality and market value. In some commodities 
the pooling is done by grades. In others, as in certain Pacific North
west Apple Cooperatives, pools are by varieties with predetermined 
differentials between grades. These differentials are of course based 
on probable differences in selling prices for the different grades. 
Where an attempt i. made to pool each grade, quality, class and 
character of product the number of pools may become so great as to 
complicate seriously the operation and practicability of the pools. 
The larger the number of pools the greater the difficulty in financing, 
particularly since some of the government agencies require joint 
responsibility of all producers, unless it i. provided that the prO
ceeds of one pool may be applied to repay indebtedness incurred by 
another pool. 

Studies of existing pools or looking toward the establishment of· 
pools should seek to determine the most probable values for difference. 
in grade and.quality of a commodity in the market. The aim should 
be to set up pools so that the producer ",!,ould receive the net dif
ferentials his product returns to the pool, and at the same time reta'n 
any advantages of such collective selling. The practical operation of 
the pool must, however, always he kept in mind. 

D. Prorating ea:penJle8 
In prorating various items of expense among contributors to the 

pool the attempt should he made to allocate the costs to the pro
ducers equitably and as nearly as possible wherever incurred .. Each 
instance must be considered on its merits with this in view. Direct 
expenses can of course be charged. where incurred, and an approxi" 
mation should be attempted .in the distribution of indirect expense •. 
At times it may be on a phy.ical unit basis, or on a value or other 
basis. Units of a commodity may incur the same storage costs re
gardless of value, as in the case of bales of different grade and 
staple of cotton or boxes of different varieties or grades of apples, 
yet the value of one may he almost double that of another. Storage 
charges are the same on either grade and snould be so reflected back 
to the producer. Sales expenses of a high-grade product may be 
les. than of a lower grade. A value distribution of expenses mayor 
may not be equitable. In some instances competition may make 
necessary a change in the method of allocation of expenses. 

It. is often impracticable to pool actual expenses in short-time 
pools since money expenses cannot be determined by the end of the 
pooling period. Many cooperatives have kept pools open for a 
longer time than necessary because of this fact. A common practice 
is to fix a definite charge per unit which it is deemed is fully adequate 
to cover the cost of performing the sernces. Any saving derived 
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from the exc ••• of the estimated cost over the actual ia returned to 
the producers at the end of the year aa a refund. 
E. OptWnal poolo 

Until recent years pooling of annual crops such as wheat or cotton 
involved only seasonal pool.. The oppo.ition to thi. long-time pool, 
unsatidactory returns in periods of declining price., and competi
tion for volume with commercial agencies have forced some of the 
cooperative. to adopt the so-called "optional pool". Thi. i. in e!fect 
a very short-time pool in which the producer names the time of ... Ie. 
That is, a producer of wheat or cotton who does not wi.h to place 
his product in a seasonal pool or to sell it Cor cash at date of de
livery places it in the optional pool. On delivery the grade and 
quality is ascertained and the producer given a warehouse receipt. 
On any day he desires he can order the product sold, and a'l .ale. 
for the particular day are pooled. After deducting the COlt of 
handling he receives the average for the day'. sales in the pool. 

In some instances a,ll premiums are determined at the time of d .. 
livery, and ouly changes in price are accounted for at a later date. 
The "optional call pool" of the American Cotton Cooperative Aa
sociation is of this character. Under this option the member places 
hi. cotton in the association and fixes the basis or premium aa of 
the date of delivery, but leaves unfixed the base price. If the ass0-

ciation can sell his spot cotton at the time of delivery it can then 
mote adequately protect itself through a hedging operation linee 
it has only to be protected against 6uctuations in the baBe price and 
not against 6uctuations in premium. 

Only where an organized futures market exists is it practical for 
a cooperative association to offer the privilege of "optional pooling" 
to its members. To do 80 without thiB method of protection would 
mean that the association was carrying all the risk of speculation 
in the product placed in the pool. If the calling of these options 
were continuous throughout the marketing season thi. might be 
feasible without an active futures market but lOch continuoUl exer
cise of options is hardly probable for any commodity. 

The literature on studies of pooling operations i. rather meager. 
The following publications discuss various phases. The lint di ... 
cusses principles and practices of cooperative as.ociation. in the 
operation of their pools. The second hal a8 a basi. pooling opera
tions of California coOperatives and indicates that no single pooling 
),lan may prove best for all coOperative marketing associations. 

'-./Pooli"!l (II Pl"tJctic.d by Coop.ratiD. Mark_ting AI.oci4tv.n..~ UnJUd StataJ 
Department of Agriculture, MilouDan ...... Pnblleatlon l' (1929) • 

....[ 8em. Ec~ Problftu Ift'f1oJ".d is eM Pooliag 01 Ff'1Ilt. Californl& BulJet10 
.aa (1921). 

"Ajlricultural Pool. in Relation to Re""lating the M.,..ement and Price 01 
C<lmmoditiea", A--,1 of Political 8_. New YOl'k. Proc.odirtfI., Vol. 
1I (I-J. pp. '185-88. 

"The Early Wool Pools". Coopnat .... Morbli .. , J",,""" 2. 1711-8) (May 1928). 
f ":Wool Marketing Thl'01ljZh Regional Pools", M_ri State Board of Agrieulture, 

-J/ BuOetin V, No. 10 (1921). 
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PROJECT %4.. Pr ..... di>"« Est_ere 

OBJECTll"E: To eompare the p ... Iices'" ....... .-"~""""""'" 
Ii-.. in the aD_tie. of expease5 between ..................... 10 

deterrrnioe the adaptabilities ." eadr.. 

('By J. D. Black) 

n.e inteot is not to define the term DOD-pooling in any D&rI'OW' 

_ but to include in the project the praetices of aD c:oDpaatives 
operating short-period pools (daily, ..-.ekIy or IIlCIIIItbly). Only the 
expense pba.se of the pooling .,..;n be eousidered.. Problems of pooling 
differences in quality, or of changes in price oYer a short period, 
.,..;n not be eousidered.. 

Pooling expenses constitute a major problem of such c:oOperatifts 
as creameries, grain de ... to .... and Iin&toc:k- and frnit-shipping ... 
IIOciations.. Minnesota BuUetia 201, Orgmtizalitnl .-d MalUJ~ 
Proble.. of LH:6l Lir1afoc1c Sltippirag Auariafimu ;,. MiouJuota, 
deocribe& five methods that were ..-I by these .&IIOciationa at !bat 
time (19"22). and presents oome comparative ""P'" ? for dilrerent 
items of ~ """h as might be defuend by a farmer OIl 8JIy 
day- ealf, three ealTe&, a light cmr, a beery &terr, a load of bogs-
attOrding to the different prvrating mrihods and aecording to the 
kind of car in wbieh shipped wbether mixed or straight, ... bether a 
full ear or • lightly loaded ear, ete.. An told, &enD dilrerent it ...... 
of loeal expense. eight items of """traI market ~ and height. 
totaIiog .boot 50 per earload, ....... involved, to be computed in 
terms of &ingIe shipments or &ftI'IIg"B OYer the year, per bead, per 
hWJdredweight, per earloed or ~tage of Tal..... n.e dilrereo .... 
in the results obtained might easily under oome cin:umstanres be 
au1Iit:ieot to driYe & member oot of an nsooation-for example, as 
mueh aa a doDar or two per head of eattle. or fifty cents per head 
of -me. at prices in 19"22.. n.e method of prorating expenses in 
many Minnesota creamerie& in 19":?5 ....... such as to make dairymen 
with eo .... freshening in the autumn pay too large a share of the 
overhead expen&?S 

The princ:ipallines of researeh for this problem are as foll ...... : 
A. Analpe the records of a &eJected number of associationa 

representing the important yaristiona in eooditiona in_ked, to as
certain how the prvrating methods used baYe affected eba<ge& to 
different classcs of items and different members; YOrk out the results 
witb other prorating methods that might be used; eompare results 
and determioe the procedure wbieh _old make for the most equitable 
distribution; weigh equity against cost and other eonsiderations.. 

B. DeYeIop improYed systems, if possible. and try them out in 
practice in ...."....J associ. tiona for a year or tYO, keeping record 
of the time and expense in .... iYed, effects on distribution of erpen ...... 
ete.. 
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R.!nftfC •• : 
Frank Robotk~ «Prorating Problems of the Local ManAger",' AftU1Wd'IJ C~,.. 

lion. J9£6t Vol. 1, pp. 9tj...166~ 
Sam H. Thompson. "Major Problema of Local Ship'pinl Association.", Am~ 

Cooperat'o" 19M, \"01. I, pp. 78-93. 
Gordon W. SpTnI"'e, "Operotinlt ca.!. of Poultry Produ~ .. • Coopuallve A .. 

sociations", ,thMriCOft t.:oopuation J9f7, Vo!. 11, pp. 6M-68. 

PROJECI' 25. Cooperative Aeeountlng and Record. for 
Cooperative Organization. 

OBJEcrIVE: To develop prineiples 10 be f'ollowed In selting 
up systems of recorda for cooperalive buelnessea. . 

(By F. A. Harper) 

The criterion of the best system of records for any cooperative 
would be the availability of the greatest amount of valuable informa
tion at frequent intervals with a minimum of time and expenae in 
keeping records. 

The purpose of financial records in a cooperative organization 
differs from that in Ii non-cooperlitive business because of difference. 
in ownership and distribution of benefits. In the regular bUline .. 
corporation, ownership in the net worth i. in proportion to the linlin
cial contributions as represented by shares of stock. In a coopera
tive, on the other hand, ownership in the net worth i. baaed not on 
financial contributions, but on either patronage Dr membenhip. 
Another difference is that most cooperatives sell produce for mem
bers according to some pooling plan, whereas in a non-cooperative 
business corporation each purchase is a unit. Because of these dif
ferences, a cooperative should usually keep more record. than a non
cooperative business. Furthermore, adequate recorda are particular
ly needed in a cooperative because responsibility ia usually Ie .. cen
tralized than in a non-cooperative business corporation. 

The detail. of the system of records most suitable for a particular 
organization depend on its need.. Its size is generally a determining 
factor. A complex system of accounts i. usually more "ssential for 
a large organization than for a small one, because of the necellity 
for detailed information and a division of labor in keeping the 
records. The system for smaller organiza tiona should be complete, 
but ordinarily need Dot be as comprehensive. Some form of multi
columnar journal generally best fullills their needs, because of it. 
simplicity and compactness aDd its adaptability where one pereon 
keeps all records. The number of columna depend. on the fre<Juency 
of the different types of transaction. 

The nature of the organization's operations is another factoJ' in 
determining its accounting system. The special hook. of original 
entry depend upon the number of business transactions of different 
sorts; Many similar transactions may be combined into one book, 
entry. 
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Special features of the plan of operatioll also affect the system 
of records. For instance, if the organization sells ,produce for its 
members according to some plan of pooling, the income and expenses 
for each period involved must be segregated. 

The ability and training of those who are to !<eep the records may. 
induence the system that should be adopted. Their ability and traill,~ 
ing is seldom so poor that a simple but complete system cannot be 
used if outside help .is given in ~tarting it. In certain instances, 
however, the limitations of training and experience ,may postpone 
indefinitely the time when features in addition to the minimum re. 
quirement for a c()mplete system should be added. 

Certain features that would not be desirable if the organization 
had been operating for ,a time with some other plan might well be 
included in a system for a new organization. T)le advantages to be 
gained by changes in some minor details from the system in use may, 
not \le sufficient to justify the change if those keeping the records 
a,.e slow to adopt it because of their attitude or lack of ability. ' 

But whatever the adjustments for particular orgal!izl'f,iol)S, records. 
should be sufficient for (l) the preparation of financial statementsti 

including a statement of income and expense, financial condition and, 
changes in net 'worth, (2) the proYision of information at regula>:,. 
or irregular intervals during the year that will se",e ,as an aid to, 
management; (3) furnishing a check on important .. accounts such'as 
cash, accounts receivable, accounts payable, and notes payable; (i) 
determination' of the amounts due the producers when, products 'are 
pooled; and (5) calculation of each member's share in the net wor'th. 

Additional information' may be recorded and i. often desirable. 
For', instance, : cash and credit sales may be recorded separately. 
Sometime. it is desirable to classify sales and purchases by types' of' 
prodl,lct or merchandise. Some organizations may need a perpetual' 
inventory of merchandise on hand. If figures on cost. or the results: 
of operations in certain diYisions of the business are desired, special 
records must be incorporated in the system. These additional fea
tures should be built around the fundamental accounting system, sO 
tha t later they maybe dropped or added to without disrupting the, 
whole scheme. ' 

A double-entry system usually gives sufficient internal check on 
the business to justify the small amount of extra time required in 
keeping the record.. ' 

A gep.eral ledger is desirable but not absolutely essential. Sum-, 
mUrles may be made directly from the books of original entry, and, 
sometimes the opening of a general ledger should be pOstponed until' 
those'keeping the records have become thoroughly familiar with the. 
other elements of the system~ . . . ' : ::~ 

If the organization does business only for cash with its members,' 
obviouslvno members' ledger is needed. But if credit transaction;; 
with me;"bers are numerous, ,.ledger containing the indebtedness ;,t 

,\ . ." .'':1'. 
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each member to the organization i. required for a permanent r~ord 
in a form that i. readily accessible for reference. . 

A ledger for account. payable may be desirable if purchases and 
expense bills are numerous, and payment i. not made promptly. The 
need is 11'88 than for a members' ledger with the .ame number of 
transactions, however, because the bills themselves can be filed 10 .. I 

to aerve essentially .. s .. ledger. 
The need for other special record forms, luch aa a note. receivable 

ledger, is dependent on the frequency with which luch transaction. 
occur. 

The value of an accounting .ystem increases with the length of 
time that it is used by each organization, and with the number of 
similar organizations using a similar system. Large organization. 
that have ownership or control of several local units Ihould use es
sentially the same system of record. for each, because thereby com
parative analysis as a meana of improving the efficiency of the local 
units can best be made. The opportunity of comparative analyoi. 
is open to independent local organiza tiona in 10 rar al a uniform 
system of records can be adopted, and the re.alts periodically made 
available to each. The advantsge. of such a program among in
dependent local organizations are such that most individual whim. 
regarding the best system of records might well be ignored in order 
to.obtain as much uniformity as poasible. 

A system of financial records, simple but adequate, with sa high 
degree of uniformity 81 possible between similar organization. pro
vides the means whereby managements may be aided and the .uccc .. 
of the organization more definitely assured. The accounting .ystem 
haa no appreciable direct effect on efficiency of operation, but ita 
indirect effect is almost limitless. Failure of many cooperatives can 
be traced to those things that an adequate accounting system thould 
protect against. The success or failure of many cooperative organi
zations depends upon the accounting system and the use made of 
recorda obtained therefrom. 

The fo~egoing discussion is in terms of financial records only. 
COOperative associations handling any appreciable value of bUline •• 
will need in addition a careful set of operating record. giving rather 
complete information aa to physical volume of deliveries by member. 
or member associations, aa to grades and quality of product de
livered, as to in-shipments and out-shipments, as to hedging opera
tions, if any, a. to the activities and accomplishments of the different 
field men, as to .&1 ... and prices received in different marketa, and 
a score of other important subjects. In general coiiperativea have 
been more deficient in the keeping of such records than in keeping 
financial records. A coOperative a880ciation working upon a cam
paign of improving quality may have no records to thow whether 
any improvement has been made, or which locala have made improve
ments and which not. 
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Research on the problem will probably consist of the' following 
step.: 

A. Analysis of the needs which records must serve in this type 
of cooperative enterprise. 

B. Analysis of the financial and other records actually in use 
to determine their form and condition and their adaptability to the 
needs of the organization. 

C. Development of tentative systems of ,'recordi, financial and 
operating. 

D. Installation of these on an experimental basis, followed by 
further development and testing. 

Bsf6'r6ftC·" : 
George R. Wicker, '"The External Audit &S a Guide to Management,u AfMricaft 

Coopnation 19£5, Vol. It pp. 481-500. 
F. F. BUKhard, «Office Management and Accoun~" ..AmsMcatJ Coop.,.aticm 

19M, Vol. I, pp. 480-81. 
George R. Wicker, "The External Audit as a Guild to Management,." ..4:m.nccm 

COOP8f'4tiQA 19$5, Vol. IJ pp. 465~. 
Budd A. Holt, "Some Problems of Elevator Aeeounting," d,,"nCaft Coop#ratm 

1966, VoL II, pp. 899-409 • . . 
PROJECT 26. Loan Practiees--Shorl.term (Joint 

with Agricultural Credit) 

OBJECT1VE: To analyze the experiences of cooperatives in oJ.. 
taining short-term financing from various sources. 

(By J. D. Pope) 

This projEct is designed to answer the following questions: 
(1) What are the most economical and satisfactory sources of 

short-term credit for cooperatives? 
(2) How is short-term financing inJIuenced by (a) ihe financial 

set-up, and (b) the financial practices and policies of the cooperative? 

In setting up the project, it is important to distinguish betwe~n 
the various types of short-tenn credit used by cooperatives, since 
the purpose of a given loan, its inherent liquidity, its basis of secur
ity, and other factors, aft'ect the cost and readiness with which it 
may be obtained. Following i. a brief statement of some of the 
principal types of short-term financing employed 'by cooperatives. 
This list i. not intended to include all possible categories, but to il
lustrate the need for differentiation. 

1~ C&mmodity lOlJm, based on commodities in storage or transit, 
are usually made in order that all or a part of the proceeds to be 
derived from the aale of the commodity may be paid to the producer 
in advance of final aaleby the cooperative., Such loans are often 
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secu~ by warehouse receipts or billA of lading. LOllnA of this type 
may also be made for the purpose of financing the purcha.e of goods 
or supplies for members of a cooperative. Commodity lonn. may be 
classified into two sub-groups, (a) those on commoditic. whose price 
is fixed immediately, as by hedging, so that there i. practically no ri.k 
from possible changes in price, and (b) those based on commoditi,·. 
held in pools for a period, during which time the price may lIuduat •. 
(Discussed in Project 28.) In the cas. of pooling operation. a 
much smaller percentage of the market price of the commodity i. 
loaned. Commercial banks and the Federal intermediate credit bann 
have constituted the ,most important sources of such loana to co
operatives. The Farm Board has made many loan8 of thi. type to 
cooperatives, but they have usually represented secondary advance. 
in addition to primary advances already made by commercial or 
Federal intermediate credit bank •. 

2. Harve.ting and marketing loam are made to producer. for the 
purpose of aiding them in harvesting the commodity or in carrying 
it through the final stages of the production process, ao in the calli! 
of pre-shearing advances on wool, or finishing cattle in the reed lot. 
Such loans differ from the ordinary production loan8 in that they 
do not cover the entire production process. They are based on the 
commodity in process and are, in a sense, self-liquidating. All agen
cies, have made loans of this type to cooperatives either directly or 
through financing institutions affiliated with the cooperatives. 

3. Production loana are made for the purpose of aiding the pro
ducer in financing the proce •• of production, a. for example, seasonal 
crop production. They are often subject to the hazards of weather 
and price. They have been made by commercial banko, the Federal 
intermediate credit banks and the Farm Board, usually through 

,affiliated credit corporations. A leading study of this type i. W. H . 

..)
' Rowe'. Agricultural Credit Corporatiom Affiliated fI1ith Cotton Co
operative Marketing Al8ociation., U. S. D. A. Technical Bulletin 
322 (September 1932). 

The project should either be limited to certain definite ciao ... of 
short-term financing, or it should include representative samples of 
each type of loan 80 as to provide an adequate bllSi. for comparative 
study. Comparisons of production loans with commodity loan., for 
example, would not afford a basi. for evaluating coOperative ex
periences with different lending agencies. A comparison of com
modity loans made from commercial banks with .imilar loans made 
under similar conditione from }'ederal intermediate credit bank. 
would afford a basis for useful analysis. Sullicient coOperatives 0p

erating under comparable conditions should be included to afford 
a basis for dependable conclusions. 

The data on loans obtained from cooperative. should include the 
date of the loan, the amount, the maturity date, the security, and 
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the rate of interest and other costs involved. A record of install
ments paid on the loan, renewals, and date of final liquidation should
be available from the records of individual cooperatives. Generalized 
data. on loans may possibly be obtained from lending agencies, but 
information on individual transactions is ordinarily held confidential. 
Since the cost of money in the central markets fluctua.tes, a series of 
quotations of money rates which would be applicable to the group 
of cooperatives and the type of short-term financing under consid
eration should he obta.ined. For example, the rates of bankers' ac
ceptances, of Federal intermediate credit bank debentlll"es, and the 
customary. rates on given types of loan ordinarily charged by com
mercial banks and applicable to the area included in the study would 
be useful in studying the loan experiences of a given group of co
operatives. 

Data on the financial set-up and policies of the cooperatives will 
. include such factors as capitalization, working funds, reserves, sales 
programs, method of price determination, and practices with respect 
to settlements with members. 

That phase of tne analysis which is directed to a study of com
. parative cost. of obtaining financing from different sources will con
sist of comparisons of interest rates and other charges made by the 
different lending agencies for given types of loan made under com
parable conditions. The size of the loan, its security and duration 
are factors associated with the costs. The as .. ts of the cooperative 
and the previous experiences of lending agencies with short-term ad
vances made to it will also affect the costs· and services obtained 
in connection with such financing. Such factors as the percentage 
of the market price of the commodity advanced, the ease with which 
renewals and extensions may be obtained where needed may likewise 
be evaluated in terms of their significance for the cooperatives. The 
availability of given sources of credit to cooperatives at all times 
when needed i. another factor which should ,be taken into account. 
From the foregoing analysis, generalizations may be reached which 
will give the cooperative a basis for choosing the best sources for 
its short-term financing. 

The features of financial organization of different cooperatives 
which may have a bearing on short-term financing need also to be 
analyzed. For example, if an organization depends too heavily on 
borrowings for its requirement. for permanent capital, its ability 
to negotiate short-term loan. satisfactorily may be affected. The 
relative soundnes •. of the policies and practices of the cooperatives 
with respect to sllles programs,. pricing, etc. will likewise influence 
short-term financing and should be evaluated from that point or 
view. 

The analysis may well include a study of how cooperatives may 
improve the quality of the "paper" they seek to sell to financial 
agencies with a vie.w to. lowering costs of credit. Practices and pro-
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cedures follo .... ed among different coOperalivt'S .. s th~y a«ed tM 
kinda of financial services obtained .... ill thro .. light on this problPIII. 
The pointe of view of the lending a~n"il'. thmlseh..,., and their 
experiences with cooperatives should be helpful in arriving at lig
Dificant conclusions for the cooperatives .tudied. 

B.t ........ : 
Reuben Hall, Lead~. "Confel'M~ oa the Flnaodng of DaIry CooperatiT ... • 

..4 ............ Co.". ... ,;"" 19M. Vol. II, pp. 1113-7l1. 
George R. Wleke •• Leade •• "Conf~ OD Flnan~ Prabl ...... • A_ 0 .. 

"P'rtJtimo 19M, Vol. I, pp. _. 
Ward M. Buckl.., "Pinandng Fruit Marketing,· ..I ............ Coop .... li ... Il1n. 

Vol. II. pp. __ . 
E. H. Thomson, ~Pinandng the Dairy CooperaUft,· ..I_nco. O.,.".,..lio& 1m, 

VoL II, pp. 211-~ 
Jobo Lawle., "The Revolving Fund Finao ... Pbm, In Ope-r_Hon,· A ... nie .... C .. 

.".rtJtimo 1918, Vol. I. pp. 4611-79. 
Jam"" J. Brennan, ~rati.e WithholdIng FinaMe, Plan of the California 

Frolt EIeban~· ..I......., ... Coop .... _ 1918, Vol. 1, pp. 46I-f11l. 
F. A. Cornie&, MFinance Probl ..... of the National Cheae Produce .. FeeIeratlon," 

AmoricGto C.,.",....,ioIo 195, pp. ___ 
A. G. Blade, "Additional Credit Needo of CooperaU .... • AMoricGto Coop.rtJtimo 

lin(}, Vol. I, pp. n.88. 
O. E. Metsger. "Credit Probl ..... Resulting From the Handling of Slddln .. In 

Local COOperatlv ... • AmoricGto O.,.",....,ioIo 1981, Vol. II, pp. _78. 
J. D. Blade, "A CooperaUve'. Credit Poll.". .. to Coauoodlty aod Fadllt)' 

Loana,- A....nc ... Coop .. "'ioIo 1931, pp. 1"'-65. 

PROJECT 27. Credit Nee'" of Cooperativee 

OBJEC11VE: To analyze tbe 118ft and neeU of _elit In tob_ 
marketing.' 

(By James M. Tinley) 

The purpose of this project is to analyze the credit requirements 
of cooperative aaaociationa marketing tobacco with a vie .. to _r
taining' 

(1) Purpose and length of time for .. hich various types of credit 
are required. 

(2) Nature. cost and source of credit. 
(3) To what extent credit elements bave been responsible for 

the non-Buccess of several cooperative aaaociationa handling va rio ... 
types of tobacco. 

( 4) Whether it is possible to devise some more satisfactory 
means for meeting the credit requirements of cooperative aaeociationa 
marketing tobacco. . 

Such a study should deal preferably with only one type of tobacco 

(l) Tobacco marketing .. taken merely .. AD example. Dr. TInley thin ... 
that at pnoent there would be nttle value in working out oueb • proJeet wItb 
tobac<o. Iin« Ita marketing .. 10 Ia.~y in the haDda of large eorpor_ able 
to provide all \he hmda Deeded. 
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or similar types of tobacco, but need not he confined within the 
boundaries of any particular state. 

A knowledge of 80me important facts concerning the marketing, 
use and manufacture of tobacco is essential; for example: 

(1) The uses to which some types of tohacco are put make them 
virtually non-competing commodities, e.g., cigar tobacco is not used 
in the manufacture of cigarettes. 

(2) Most types of tobacco (especially ilue-cured and burley) 
are bought by a more or less restricted group consisting of a few big 
manufacturing companies and a few independent leaf dealers. Four 
or five big concerns probably buy over 80 per cent of the annual pro
duction. 

(3) Tobacco (other than that handled from time to time by c0-

operative associations) is nsually sold for cash either on the farm or 
over an auction warehouse door .. 

For 'tobacco sold in this way, marketing credit is not an important 
consideration. Tobacco farmers a8 a whole have to he paid enough 
to call forth the needed volume of production. The prices farmers 
are paid proDably depend mainly on the size and quality of the crop 
and the reqnirements of the manufacturing and exporting companies. 
It is possible, however, that for any particular year, di1Iiculty ex
perienced by any of the big companies in obtaining credit may affect' 
the prices paid to producers. 

(i) Auction warehouses are usually erected by individuals, part
nerships or joint-stock companies. It is believed that most markets 
are well supplied with warehouses. The commission and other charges 
of warehouses are more or less established by cnstom or fixed by state 
regulation. 

(5) Tobacco i. not required innnediateJy after purehase from 
growers for manufacture into cigarettes, cigars, snuff, pipe tobacco, 
but is held to mature for a year or longer. Before being put into 
storage most tobacco has to he "redried" 80 that excessive moisture 
maybe expelled from the leaf. 

A cooperative association that undertakes to market tobacco 
(especially ilue-cured and burley) is confronted with several difficult 
problems involving long-term and short-term or intermediate credit: 

(1) It is necessary to purchase or rent receiving warehouse 
space and sometimes redrying plants. 

(2) If all tobacco is not to he sold for cash under the auction 
system, loans have to he obtained for advances to members to pay 
charges on tobacco and to meet the op .... ating expenses of the main 
association, and where they exist, of subsidiary warehouse corpera-
tions. . 

(8) Tobacco held for later sale has to he redried either at a pro-
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prietary or an association redrying plant. Loanl a,re ne.,.",.8ry to 
meet redrying costs. 

As receiving warehouses have to be rented or purchased in most 
producing areas and tobacco has to be carried for one or more years, 
the volume of intermediate and long-term credit required will be con
siderable--probably running into many millions of dollare. 

Subsidiary corporations financed by the issue of bonds and share. 
have in the past been formed to finance the purchase or erection of 
receiving and storage warehouses and redrying plants. Paymen .. of 
advances to members on leaf tobacco delivered, and also for current 
operating expenses, have been met by loans from banking institutions, 

It will be valuable to analyze how existing and defunct tobacco 
marketing associations financed their operations and the purcha.e 
or erection of building., 

The principal sources of data or information are a. follows: 
Records and financial statements of existing and discontinued aun
dations (if records of the latter are still available) ; records of state 
departments of agriculture and experiment atations; bankers, ofllcial. 
of associations, and other persons connected with aS80ciation.; 
Federal Trade Commission reports, etc., book. of independent ware
housemen and tobacco buyers, owners of redrying plant •. 

The study could include all methods adopted at one time or an
other to obtain credit for all associations that market different kind. 
of tobacco, or could be restricted to credit requirements for one type 
or more or less similar types of tobacco. The larger .tudy would 
give a more complete picture- of the problems involved, but the more 
restricted problem would make it possible to place greater emphasi. 
on the peculiar difficulties and details involved in obtaining credit 
for marketing of one type or similar types of tobacco. 

The study should show whether these difllcuIties of financing, build
ing or purchasing warehouses or redrying plants, and of advance. 
on tobacco and operating expenses, are such as to make cooperative 
marketing of tobacco impracticable except on a cash basi.. It is the 
opinion of the writer that in the case of burley and flue-cured tobacco, 
cooperative associations should restrict themselves to the operation 
of auction warehouses for the CBsh sale of green leaf tobacco. The 
big manufacturing companies have the necessary storage facilities 
and capital necessary to carry and mature tobacco and .. ill oppose 
any movement which might lead to the inadequate utilization of their 
warehouse facilities. It is even possible that it would be unwise for 
cooperative associations to acquire warehouses--especially if it .. ere 

f practicable to put the proposal contained in U. S. D. A. Circular 
'-I No, 100 (pp. 123-2") into operation." In such an event, the mar

I 

'~--
::i (2) J, J. Scanlon .nd Jam .. Tinley, 8!udy'of Ma""g • ......e _ 01"'" Prob

IMnl 01 Toba.cco Orowerr Coopttratw# A •• oci4lilm .. This Rudy g~ in .IOD1C' 
detail, into difficulties oConnect~d with credit MeCls at luch &88CXiation& 
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keting association would act largely as a bargaining body repre
senting growers' interests. 

R~ftIrfmC .. : 
J. E. 'Wells. "Financing the Ownership of Physical Facilit:ies," Am6ric:cm. Co

Op81'01i01l 1999, pp. 50'1-15. 
Harry Hartke. .... Financing Dairy Facilities as a Problem of Managemen~tt Am.rka. CcwlHJrali&R. 19~~ pp.. 535-4'1. 
C. G. Randell, "Financing of Cooperative Livestock Faciliti~» AmtJrica. Co-

operatiOtt- 19S0~ Vol. II, pp. 174-81. . 
Eric Englund. "Production Credit as Related to Cooperative Marketing,'" Am

......,. CfWPf'oli<m 1981, Vol. I. pp. 85-9'1. 

PROJECT 28. The Amount of Commodity Advanees 
(joint with Aeorleultural Credit) 

OBJECTIVES: To determine the factors aBeeting the amount 
of the ad, ..... ee to he made on eommodities in season pools 
at time of delivery. 

(By John D. Blaek and Mordecai Ezekiel) 

This problem is analyzed in some detail in a paper read before the 
1932 American Institute of Cooperation.' A type of analysis that 
has sometimes heen undertaken is to compare the average prices of 
the delivery months (April and July) for a considerable period of 
years with the average of prices in the lowest months in these years. 
This assumes that the cooperative would have been so stupid as to 
sell all its wool in the lowest months each year. On this hasis, taking 
wool for the last 31 years (to 1932), an advance of 100 per cent 
would have heen safe in 2 seasons, or 6 per cent of the years; of 95 per 
cent in 16 seasons, or 52 per cent of the years; of 90 per cent in 22 
seasons, or 71 per cent of the years; of 85 per cent in 26 seasons, or 
84 per cent of the years; of 80 per cent in 29 seasons, or 940 per cent 
of the years. 

In o-..e of the remaining years, 1920, the price dropped 53 per 
cent after the delivery months. 

Similar ligures for cotton for the last 25 years, assuming the even 
more preposterous action of selling on the day when prices were 
lowest in the January-to-July period, would indicate that an ad
vance of 100 per cent would have been safe in 5 seasons, or 20 per 
cent of the years; 90 per cent in 15 seasons, or 60 per cent of the 
years; 80 per cent in 21 seasons, or 840 per cent of the years; 70 per 
cent in 23 seasons, or 92 per cent of the years; 60 per cent in 24 
seasons, or 96 per cent of the years; 50 per eont in 25 seasons, or 
100 per cent of the years. 

(I) :1.' D. B1aek, "A Cooperati*s Cftdit Polioy as to Commodity and 
Facility Loans", ,A~ Coop_rill. 1"'# pp. 147-65. 
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Two obviou. and readily admittoo deficiencie. in thole figure" are 
_ that they do not include carrying charge., amounting to 11,4 to I1h 
cents per bushel per month for wheat, and 20 to 811 cent. per bale 
per month for cotton, and the expense. of operating the cooperatives. 

Another deficiency is that they are largely affected by the fact 
that from 1900 to 1919, and again from 1921 to 1929, the price 
level for farm products was definitely rising, and rose appreciably 
even within anyone year. These figure. therdore will not do for a 
period of level or declining prices, such as may develop for anyone 
commodity, a. it has recently for wheat or for all farm products 
combined. Moreover, even in a period of rising prices, break. will 
occur which in a year or two will offset all the gain. of a long 
period of rise. In iliree seasono, 1920-21, 1929-80 and 1931-82, 
occurred price declines that fully equalled the gain. of all the other 
years. _ 

Counting these experiences as only 3 seasons out of 31 greatly mi ... 
represents the facto. Operating a season' pool on wheat or cotton 
in this period, on the hasi. of an 80 per cent advance, a cooperative 
would have been reasonably safe, allowing for carrying charge. and 
operating costs, and assuming a normal selling program, in all hut 
one or two of ilieoe years, other than the three had year. above 
named. But in almost anyone. of the three bad years the decline in 
pri!!e was severe enough to wreck any cooperative making an 80 
per cent advance. If ilie price history of all farm product. i • • tudied, 
several will be found to have been more affected by levere price de
clines than even wool and cotton. The Minnesota potato coopera
tive ran into this kind oC season in the first year oC ita opera tion, 
and was wrecked almost before it started. 

The losses in such times are commonly so severe that from 8 to 
10 years of deductions from future returns are required to make 
iliem up-and until the Farm Board was created. seldom was a 
credit agency willing to wait SO long. The hanks were fearful, and 
wiili reason, that the members would desert before all ilie collection. 
were made. 

Accordingly it behooves every cooperative to he "specially watch
ful for the bad years, and to reduce itS advances to very low per
centages whenever they are iIi prospect. They are most likely to 
occur in connection with II. general business depression. But they 
occur at oilier times also for certain commoditie., especially for 
minor or specinl crops, like beans, grass seed and nuts, for which a 
small increase in absolute acreage or yield will produce a severe 
market glut. 

At this point, however, II. difficulty ariacs. It ia just at ilii. time 
iliat ilie members of the coOperative are likely to feel, and feel 
strongly, iliat the price is too low, and to want their cooperative to 
come to their rescue, give them a large advance, hold the crop for a 
higher price and .tiffen the market. Indeed such tactics frequently 
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do stiffen the market. The non-members may then follow either ,of 
two courses of action: they may flock to join the cooperatives ,to 
secure the high advance, 'Or sell to the private buyers at the higher 
prices that have developed. Presently, however, the private huyers 
will have hought up what they can and have hurriedly disposed of it 
while the market is still holding firm; the cooperative finds itself 
holding the surplus of the crop, which must he sold at a low price 
or carried over to another year, ordinarily at a stm greater loss. 

It is thus evident that any program of withholding a crop from 
the market to raise' the price seriously jeopardizes the safety of a 
commodity loan. If it accomplishes its purpose, a price decline later 
in the year is almost inevitable. Any h .. nk will certainly take this 
into consideration in passing on a loan. Any cooperative that hopes 
to continue in husiness and serve its members year after ye .. r Can 
think in no other terms. ' 

The other serious difliculty with the kind of analysis outlined ahove 
is that it fails to take account of the carryover from year ,to y .... r. 
Any year that production is .. hove normal, there will be .. larger 
carryover than normal, and the cooperative will ordinarily have to 
handle its share. In the past, it has commonly handled more than its 
share. On 'tbis carryover, first of all, carrying ch .. rges will h .. ve to 
be p .. id,in effect for an extra year. Second, the risk is incurred of 
low prices the second year also,or even the third. To be complete 
the analysis must follow the price hazard through to the second and 
even third year for any part of the crop that the cooperative must 
carryover. 

The following outline of the plan of analysis ·indicates what is in
volved in the problem. Any coOperative should have such an analy
sis made for the commodity which it handles. Until it has done so, 
it has no proper hasis for a loan policy. 

Procetfure for atudylring .. loan policy 
Start with a particular year-1910 will probably he a good start

ing point for most commodities-and make an 80 per cent advance 
on the basis of current market prices during the principal marketing 
season. , 

Assume that the entire product is sold through the cooperative; 
that the cooperative carries over all the amounts which actually were 
carried over, according to available reports (perhaps excluding min
imu·m mill stocks, etc.); that the cooperative sell. at the normal 
rate of marketing for the portion sold within the crop year. (Use 
data of Bureau of Agricultural EconoDllcs if available.) 

In milking the calculations, apply storage costs to whatever is 
stored for the part of the year that it is stored. Combine price 
movements for the year with the storage costs and determine. the 
margin of safety on the loan, 

Follow the same procedure for each year since 1910. In some in-
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atances there wiD be a lower price in the year following, with • atill 
larger net carryover. 

Where the commodity does not deteriorate perceptibly. a.aume thnt 
the stored quantities are held until the ye .. r when .. ctual carryovers 
beg .. n to diminish; th .. t the c .. rryovers were reduced n8 f ... t al they 
actually occurred; that the products longest in atorage were .old 
first; and that the sales were distributed through the marketing 
season irr proportion to sales by farmer.. Where the commodity 
deteriorates somewhat in storage, 10 that long storage i. undesir
able, as.ume that the c .. rryover from each year is sold out the follow
ing year, but that fresh qu .. ntities are Itored .s .hown by the actual 
record of carryover. Where carryovers were increa.ing, the n~w 
amounts put into stor .. ge would exceed the old amounll taken out nnd 
sold. 

Combine resulta by aections of the period (say 191()"15; 1915-19. 
192()"22; 1923-28; 1929-31) to ahow totallosaea"from over-advancea, 
and net profit. or losses from .torage. Repe .. t the above procedure 
for 70 per cent \oan., pos.ibly also for 85 and 75 per cent. 

Work out differences from the above results if the pool include. 
one-half of the crop only, and sell. all of it by the end of the .... son, 
distributing its sales according to the normal rate of marketing • 
.Assume first that changes in carryover are reduced one-half from 
what they were, and aecond that carryover is maintained aa it ..... 

Again work out differences if the pool carries over twice ita ahare 
of the carryover. This may be modified by n8suming that the pool 
carries twice ita ahare when prices are low, and only half ita share 
when prices are high. 

Some definite quantitative basi. should be established for high or 
low. Perhaps the percentage departure of the current price from 
the average lor the three previous season., and the .tandard d.vi .... 
tion of the .. departures might be calculated. Then when the cur
rent price exceeded the average of the five previous ,.,ulOns by one 
unit of deviation (which would be roughly one y.ar out of .ix) the 
cooperative would .e11 more freely than usual, and when it f.1I below 
the average by one unit or more, it would .. II Ie •• freely than uaunl, 
and hold instead. If this does not give satisfactory result. in given 
commoditiea, other criteria of highne.s and lownes. might be developed 
--such as whether the price decline. during the m .. rketing season 
(hold) or advances during the marketing Beason (seU). 

In any"case where the carryover at the end of the season i8 a .. umed 
to he different from that which llctually occurred, the following pointe 
will require examination: (1) How much would the price during the 
season have been raised in consequence of the increaaed holding? 
(2) How much would the production during the next season he in
creased as a result of the higher price? (3) How much would the 
price during the subsequent season or seasonll he reduced by the 
presence or s .. le of the increaaed carryover and increaaed production? 



( 4,) How much would production in the subsequent season be re
duced by the lower price? And so on, ad infinitum. (See article by 
Ezekiel in Journal of Farm Economics, April 1929.) 

This type of analysis should be supplemented when possible by a 
study of the experience of cooperatives in pooling the product, made 
along the following lines: Develop a history of the pooling and selling 
practice of the cooperative pools handling the product, including an 
estimate of the extent to which the pools have sold less rapidly than 
is normal for the product, or more rapidly, and of the consequences 
in making advances more or less safe; and point !lut the bearing on 
present advances in pooled products, assuming a continuation of 
former selling policies. In this analysis, one should watch for in
stances in which with-holding has made prices higher in the earlier 
part of the season. and lower later, than under more normal market
ing conditions; .and similarly higher one year . and lower the year 
following. This is no doubt an important factor in making pool ad
vances unsafe. 

R.(_rau: .. : 
Andrew Kopperu~ "Financing Cooperative- Marketing by a Fedtral Intermediate 

Credit Bank.tt dnu:ricaa Coop.,.Gti<m 19!6, VoL II, pp. 864-$). 
Sam L. Morley, uCommodity Credit Needs -for Cotton, U .a!""';"aa Ooop.ratWtJ 
19~, pp. 661-11. 

Harry Williams, "Financing the Marketing of Cotton," .d~ Co~ 
191!9, pp. 611-80.· . 

Paul Bcstor,. "Governmen~ _~~ci;l!ties for Agri~tu~ CreCnt," .Amsrlcan CO
op81'Gtioa l~e#. pp. 166-'16. 

PROJECT 29. Price Policies of Cooperatives 

OBJECI'lVE. To deJ.,...mne the proper bases for priCe' policies 
of cooperatives. under yarions circumstanceS •. 

This important' project i.' outlined very sketchily-as Projects 59 
and 60 in the· report" on Prices of Farm Products. 

R.' ........ ' . 
A. W. Chaney, "Cranberry Price Policy," .AmMictJfto Cooperat1ma. 1915; Vol: -II, 

pp. S21-311. '.. . . . .. " 
"Conferen« 1)D Price Problema," .AmmcOtl_CoopM"GtiotJ 19M, VoL UJ pp •. 809-28. 
c.. E. Houghe ~1)asic and Surplus M..ilk Classification Polley," ..41A4ricaa Co-

opifflltioll 19U, YoL II, pp. 252-61. . ' - _ . ~' 
H. D. Allebach, "'The Conference Method of Determ1ning Price," .dtUt"icG1t Co

opMattoa IfJM., Vol. II, pp. 271...sa 
W. H. Bronson, '""Milk Price Fonnulas," 41ftlltricaa CoopfnJtiora 19M .. VoL 11,. 

pp. 286-91. . . , 
Bradford B. Smith. uplift: Problema of Cotton Pooling," .4mBric. Coo~ 

19%6,'1'01. II, pp. 661-80. .. . . 
Holbrook Working, "'Wheat Prices and Marketing PoUcies," Amnic:Ga Coopera-

tloA 1916. Vol. II, pp. 629~. . - t 

Paul L. Miller, I'Relation of Direct Marketing to the Detennination of Prices,," 
A.mcaa Coopet'Gticn. 1931, Vol II, pp. 92--115. 
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GRoupe 
Projecr. Relating CO ,he E"onomU: and Olher Sodal 

BlUe. 0/ Cooperation 

The objective of the projects in thi. group i. to determine thl 
economic and other social factor. which explain the exi.tenee of thl 
cooperative mode of economic functioning and control or limit ill 
development. Special circumstances that apply to cooperation ill 
particular lines of activity will be discu.sed in Section Two. 

PROJECT 30. Competition between CooperatiYH 

OBJECTIVE: To determine the extent of "';mpetition between 
cooperatives and the degree of unification which will maxi
mize returns to produce .... 

(By W. P. Morten89n and A. C. HolFman) 

The Agricultural Marketing Act of 1929 set up greater unity in 
marketing a8 one of its objectives. and the Federal Farm Board 
interpreted this a8 an instruction to work for luch unity to the extent 
of eliminating competition between coOperatives 10 far as po •• ible. 
Accordingly the Board proceeded to U8e its various powers, including 
its authority to make loans. to the end of having one cooperative and 
one only handle one product in a g:iVi!l1 terri tory. Thil policy 
aroused considerable opposition from some of the cooperative. and 
criticism from many students of cooperation. The controversy came 
to a head at the 1932 Annual Meeting of the National Council of 
Cooperatives, and the debate between the Honorable Carl M. William. 
and Dr. E. G. Nourse before the 1932 meeting of the American Inlti
tute of Cooperation i& reported in full in the proceedings.' 

This project is concerned mainly with competition a8 luch, that i., 
with effects upon prices received. But in practice it i. not po •• ible 
to divorce from price effects two other aspects of the problem, namely, 
(a) the effects upon costa of marketing services (aasembling, grad
ing, packaging, transportation and proce8sing) of having the pro
duct handled by a few or by many cooperatives; and (b) the effect 
on programs of selling, including nse of branda, advertising and oet
ting up sales agencies in outlet areas, of having the product c0n

centrated in large volume under one management. On many oceasi.".. 
in the last year or two of the operation of the Farm Board ita mem
ber spokesmen set forth possible advantages of these two sorts a. 

(1) A .... ric<m Cooperat ..... 193~ pp. 11-146. 
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the major reasons for concentrating a large vOlume in one coopera
tive. But as often did these same or other spokesmen members also 
stre .. the importance of control of a large "fraction of the supply". 
This practice is reaffirmed in the debate cited above. The,project as 
here outlined deals primarily with this fractional control and its 
effect on prices; but the other two aspects will be mentioned at the 
end to furnish a basis for complete evaluation of the issue. 

I. Effect. on price •. 
Monopoly control of price rests upon control of the supply. The 

supply of agricultural products is in the hands of large numhers of 
competing producers, or of coOperative marketing organizations 
handling so small a fraction that they can have at the most ouly a 
limited amount of monopoly power. So far as price enhancement is 
concerned, the fraction of the commodity commonly handle~ by one 
cooperative is 90 small as to be of no great consequence. However, 
for short periods (during which producers cannot materially increase 
the supply) and in isolated markets, a substantial degree of such 
power may be present. The Canadian Wheat Pool and the stabili
zation corpo.-ation for wheat set up by the Farm Board, by reason of 
the substantial part of the crop under their control, were able at 
times to raise the price of wheat. A~sociations of fluid-milk pro
ducers around cities are able to obtain higher prices for their pro
duct in so far and as long as they can exclude outside milk. In case. 
of the latter sort, the price obtained by producers may depend upon 
the number of competing cooperative marketing agencies and the 
policies followed by each. If the fluid milk supply of a city is handled 
by a single producers' bargaining association, it may seek to establish 
a price for base milk which will maximize the average price received 
for both base and surplus milk. Part of the supply may be diverted 
to cheese and butter in order to maintain the price for fluid milk. If 
the same producers are organized into two rival organizations (duo
poly), each organization will attempt to get a larger share of its 
milk into fluid uses at the expense of its competitor, thus increasing 
the proportion of the total supply going into fluid milk and lowering 
both the base and the average price. As the number of competing 
agencies increase (oligopoly), the price, according to Cournot, is 
lowered· still further toward that which would prevail under eon
di tions of complete competition.' 

The situation in the Canadian Wheat Pool was somewhat dif
ferent. The nature of the competition hetween rival fluid milk or
gann.ations is such that each is likely to hold its supply fixed and let 

(2) This discussion is based upon Edward Chamberlin's TIL. Theory of 
MOftopo~tie Competitioll (Harvard University Press, 1933). Dr. Chamberlin's 
analysis furnishes an excellent basis for study of this problem.; see also J. D. / 
Black and H. B. Price, OOOfJ.ratw. Cfttral Marketing O"gat:rizatioa, Minnesota ..,f 
Bulletin 211. 
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its price be encroached upon by its competitoro; t~e Wheat Pool, 
however, held Cor a fixed price, and its competitor. encroached upon 
its .ale6. 

The problem of monopolistic competition i. further complicated by 
the retalia tions of the competing agencies to one another'. action., 
and the extent to which retaliations are anticipated. If, under duo
poly, a seller believes tha t a cut in his price will be met by a more 
drastic one from his competitor, he may refrain from making it. The 
price will then be a monopoly price, even though the sellen are en
tire!y independent, each following his own interelli. Uncertainty 
as to whether competitors will hold their amounts or their pricea 
constant, the nature of the retaliation and the extent to which it i. 
anticipa ted, will make the outcome different in almo.t every in.tance 
of monopolistic competition. Quantitative analyois of the problem 
is therefore extremely difficult and must be tempered by careful con
sideration of the qualitative elements involved. 

The research upon the problem .may include mathematical treat
ment such as suggested by Coumot, Edgeworth and Bowley, if the 
necessary data are availa.ble." Preliminary to such treatment the 
slope and characler of the demand curve of the commodity must be 
determined. Simpler projects might be set up involving price com
parisons in different market. operating under varying degrees of 
monopolistic competition. The effect upon price of a changing de
gree of monopolistic competition in the same market might also be a 
means of attack, but instances in which these effects can be clearly 
isolated are rare. Moreover, great care must be exercised in drawing 
conclusions from the foregoing comparilons. Other factora may 
account in part or in full for such differences and irregularities as 
appeal:. Further details of method are discussed in the report on 
Prices of ;F ann Products. 

II. EfJecta 0tI COlt. of marketing .eroice. 
The problem in this phase of the project i. to determine the extent 

to which competition between cooperative. relulll in waste and dupli
cation in perfonning the functions of marketing, and in setting up 
units too small to avail themaelves of the economies of large-oeale 
operation. Where instances of increasing costa obtain for one aerv
ice (for example, assembling) and decreasing coats obtain for an
other (processing), the problem becomes one of determining the point 
at which the increasing cost of the one function offaets the gain. from 
decreasing costs in the other. This problem appli"" particularly to 
a local cooperative, although it may apply with equal force in .ome 
instances to regional.. Adequate coot data for such analysis will 
not, generally be available. To mu.trate. in determining the extent 
to which competitive local cooperativel duplicate proces_ in alsemb-

(8) See Chamberlin'. diacus8ion, "1'Ait., Chapter III and Appendls A. 
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ling, hauling costs will he difficult to obtain -since few if any haulers 
keep liccurate data and only in rare instances are truck operating 
costs available. However, case studies might be made of a limited 
number of trucks which would afford some criterion of the cost per 
mile of operation on various types of road. Duplication in hauling 
can he worked out by the use of a small plat map indicating the farm 
and seetion lines." If this problem were analyzed on a regional basis, 
the increased trucking cost due to hauling less than a full load, or 
railroad transportation costs of hauling less than carlot. would also 
ngure as part of the competitive costs of a system. In general, three 
different factors need to he considered separately: the technological 
factors, including the use of machinery; the use of specialized labor 
and administrative ability; and intangible factors such as member
ship relationships. Such factors as the type, availability, adequacy 
and effectiveness of services rendered can in most instances be studied 
only qualitatively. Likewise the supply of facilities to care for the 
product, the speed, and care in assembling, transporting and handling 
the commodity at the terminals do not as a rule lend themselves to 
quantitative measurement. 

The importance which competition plays in the foregoing services 
varies appreciably with the type of the commodity. For instance, in 
the problem of marketing perishable fruits and vegetables, a careful 
analysis would be necessary to determine the gains from the techno
logical improvements which would probably accompany larger volume 
of business up to a certain point, and the losses from deterioration 
which woold result from the extra distance and delay in assembling 
accompanying larger volume. 

III. Effect. on .eUing 
Only when a cooperative seeks to carry its products farther to

wards the consumer, to distinguish its product hy "a brand or trad~ 
mark, to seek to increase its sales at the expense of its competitor .. 
will this third phase of the project be siguincant. So far relatively 
little attention has been given to selling as the term is here used, and 
research is needed to assist the cooperative movement in formulating 
a policy with respect to it. If cooperatives are to engage in advertis
ing and merchandising practices, they must know how much regional 
and national unilication is necessary for best results. Organizations" 
along the lines of a single commodity mayor may not make for the ut
most efficiency in jobbing and wholesaling operations. New develop
ments in the neld of market distribution, notably the chain storeS, are 
to be reckoned with, and the cooperatives must "decide whether they 
witf go through, or around, these agencies. If advertising is to he 
done, decision must be made whether to advertise along brand or 
commodity lines. To be effective; advertisement by brand must he 
based upon differences in the product which the consumer considers 
signincant and which he ·can, or think. he can, detect. Research 00: 
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consumer habits and preferences, &8 outlined in the report on l\Iarket
ing of Farm Products, will therefore fit into tWa project. 

In general, the analysis of this phase of the project will be along 
linea of least-c08t and highest-profit combination. St!lling coats, like 
production costs, may be analyzed into outlay. for the economic 
factor., and the most effective combination of theae factorl win be 
sought for any given expenditure and for the performance of any 
specific marketing function. The ultimate aim, of course, is to 
ascertain the type of marketing organization and the degree of 
vertical and horizontal integration which will make poasible the moat 
efficient use of these cost factors in performing the aales function •• 
The beat type of organization i. not an absolute, but will vary with 
the nature of the commodity, the scope of the market, and the func
tions to be perlormed. St!veral factors must be taken into account. 
In the first place, consideration must be given to the possible econo
mies of large-scale operation which admit of greater apeeialization in 
all phases of selling activity (administration, selling and advertising). 
Second, markets and buyers are not all equally accessible. Those 
markets in wWeb unit selling costs are lowest will be exploited first, 
and cOOperative must then choose whether to go into other markets 
or attempt to reach the le88 accessible buyers in the present markets. 
Decision must also be made whether one or several commoditiel are 
needed for an efficient sales program. Cost analysis involving com
plementary and supplementary relationships can be used in treating 
theSe problems. Projects 22, 38 and 58 in the report on Marketing 
of Farm Products contain pertinent discussion. 

The final decision as to the advantage of concentration of larger 
or smaller fractions of a product in one cooperative mu.t be baaed 
upon a combination of the conclusions from the three foregoing linel 
of attack. The conclusion. reached will vary with the commodity, 
the market and the immediate situation; and no conclusion stated 
in highly positive terms can safely be ventured. At hest, too many 
unknowns will be present. 

PROJEcr 31.. The Genesis of Cooperative Enterpri_ 

OBJEcrIVE: To discover the eireu ..... lanee eonneeted with the 
ineeption of cooperati .. es and the eonditiona which are eon
dueti .. e to their sueeess or failure. 

(By B. H. Hibbard) 

It is unlikely that a thoroughly definitive treatise will ever be 
written on the origin of each and every phaae of agricultural eo
operation. For one thing, the evidence in many instances is not 
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wholly convincing. Cooperation involves the working together of 
human beings, and the motives which underlie the plans by which 
this union of forces is brought about involves psychological attitudes. 
Such motives do not lend themselves to statistical measurement, yet 
they do distinctly lend themselves to discussion through which one 
may arrive at an understanding of practical import. The following 
discussion i. intended to serve as a guide in studies which rna. y aim to 
cover the whole field as a major undertaking, or a limited part of it 
as occasion may arise in connection with specific studies, the main 
emphasis of which more than likely will be centered on the preseot 
activities of the cooperating groups rather than on their origin. 
However, an understanding of the genesis of cooperative enterprises 
already in existence may have a salutary influence on the very vital 
matter of how, why, or why not, to undertake new ones. 

It has been customary in treatises and farmers' bulletins on agri
cultural cooperation to outline certain circumstances as favorable or 
unfavorable to the development of cooperatives.' It is indeed time 
that the .. statements be check against actual experiences. The co
operative history of the past two years probably furnishes a basis 
for considerable revision. A project should therefore start with 
the .. statements as tentative hypotheses. 

No doubt agricultural cooperation has developed for the most 
part from: A, industrial or consumers' cooperation; B, propaganda, 
i.e., from an organized movement; and C, spontaneously from cir
cumstances. The research will therefore consist in determining to 
what extent particular cooperatives and cooperative. in general have 
arisen from these three and other possible circumstances. 

The first approach to the problem is to examine the literature on 
cooperation and cooperatives. Not much is available on the early 
history of agricultural cooperation. For Europe the writings which 
in more recent years have been a source of inspiration to other 
students of the subject and to farmer cooperators are H. W. Wolff, 
.AgricuUural Cooperation. and C. R. Fay, Cooperation at Home omd 
.Abroad. Fay gives a carefully selected bibliography which will he use, 
ful to any student interested in the genesis of cooperation.. For the 
United States and elsewhere, bibliographies are available in United 
States Department of Agriculture Miscellaneous Publication ISO, 
and Federal Farm Board Bulletin No.6. 

So far as one who has given passing attention to the literature as 
it has appeared can judge, the earliest farmer cooperatives appear to 
have been the simple, unorganized groupings of neighbors in the man
ufl,lcture of cheese. Possibly the first instances pertaining to dairy 
manufacture were nothing more than the community use of the 

. 
(1) See Agricultural O'''Peration, Wisconsin Bulletin 28S (1911), F ............ 

Coopenstiotl. i,. MifffUllota. Minnesota. Bulletin 284 (ISI9); Pa .. ibiliti., sm4 Lim--.,/" 
ita""", of Ooopor""'" Jlariutiag. California Ci~ar 298 (19211). 
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utensils. Cooperative cheese-making, as now underBlood, set'ma to 
have .tarted in Switzerland, and from there spread to north"e.tern 
Europe. It was a manifestation of mutual helpfuln .... , not unlike 
the working together of pioneer. in building houae. and road.. In 
Wisconsin an instance of cooperation in cheese-making i. recorded 
for the year 1841.' This undoubtedly grew out of the immediate 
circumstances of the neighborhood. 

However, not much progress was made in the way of fannt'r ,,0-
operation in the United Stat... until the advent of the Grange. Dur
ing the next few yeara, i.e., from 1870 to 1875, under Grange in
spiration, cooperation attained much prominence. Under Grange 
leadership many cooperative undertaking. were started: atores, ex
changes, creamerie., cheese factories, livestock shipping auociations, 
insurance companie., and even factories and bank • .' That Granger 
thought was influenced by earlier efforts in Europe may be gathered 
from many 80urce.,' The Alliance a few year. later .tarted many 
similar organizations.' The Farmers' Union has also .tarted many 
cotton, grain and livestock marketing companies, including com
mission companies in many cities. The American Society of Equity 
has fostered tobacco and livestock companies. 

The Farm Bureau was instrumental in starting and reorganizing 
many cooperative ventures. The Grange Dairymen's League and 
the Bureau have organized, and are running in Ithaca, New York, 
the largest cooperative distributive company dealing with farmers in 
the United States." 

While a considerable proportion of the agricultural cooperative 
companies trace their origin to propaganda organizations, the in
stances of spontaneous beginnings are many and unmistakable. 
European evidence concerns cheese factories in Switzerland and 
France, credit banks of Germany and of other countrie., and the 
development of cooperation in Denmark! The American evidence is 
the rapid extension of cooperative elevator. from 1902 to 1915 in 
the United States and later in Canada, the rise of the fruit-market
ing cooperatives, and the rapid growth of cheese factori.s and 
ereameries subsequent to the period of Grange and Alliance in
fluence. 

The analysis will of course not be complete unless it consid .. rl the 
influence of individuals, e.g., of F. W. Reiffei .. n, Schulze-Delitszh, 
Horace Plunkett, T. L. Haecker, G. Harold Powell . 

... 1 (2) Wioconri" Dai.yma .. •• A""ciaIUm. Vol. I. Report S. p. 95. 
----til) Ser, especially, S. J. Bock, Th. a',,"g.r M"" .... ...t. 

(4) See early proceedings of ~ National Gran,re, Proc«dlngl of WIa<on .... 
Grange" 181~; Wuc01Uin Graog~ .BuiUtin, 1878 and 181 •. 

(5) See J. D. Hicks, TM P~I M_t, and E. Wiest, A,ricull1lraJ 
Of'ganiztdiOfl -in. th" Umted 8tat~ •. 

J (6) See Agrieult ... al CoopnatUm. Nonmber 28, IlI'lS. 
'-I --(1) See C. 1.. Christensen, U. S. Bulletin 1286. 
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It must also consider the influence of commercial propagandists, 
such as the creamery promoters of about 1890 to 1905.' 

The second step is to study the circumstances under which a large 
numher of individual cooperatives have arisen, and their later success 
or failure. There is rich field of such study in the history of the 
cooperative movement in the United. States since 1920-&11 of the 
Sapiro cooperatives, the Farm Bureau Federation ventures and the 
Federal Farm Board ventures were made in the period. Much in
formation concerning existing cooperatives can be obtained by cor
respondence; but in most instances, from a day to a week must be 
spent in interviews and examining records on the· scene of the co
operative'. activities. . Important· information ca,! also be obtained 
from public officials in Washington and in the states who have worked 
with cooperative organizations, and from officers of national asso
ciations of cooperatives. 

This second phase represents so large a volume of work that one 
person could not expect to encompass it in less than five to ten years. 
It may, however. he fea.ibl~ to obtain ,!ssistance from persons in the 
state. who are in contact with· the cooperatives, and in this way be 
able to cover the subject in two or three years. Project 82 con
tains many suggestions that will he helpful in the study of individual 
cooperatives. . 

PROJECT 32. Factors Associated with the 
Success of Cooperatives 

OBJECTIVE: To analyze cooperatives with ·a view to determin
ing the reasOns for· success or failure. 

(By I, G. Davis and Lauren H. Brown) 

The important studies of this kind that have been carried out were 
the work of members of the staft' of the Division of CoOperative Mar
keting of the Bureau of Agricultural Economics of the United Stat .. 
Department of Agriculture. The Buoine .. Analysia of the Tobacco 
GrOWJer.' AIBociatiofi, by John J. Scanlan and James Tinley (Cir
cular 100 of the United States Department of Agricnlture), should 
be read by anyone contemplating work in this field. The breadth of 
the study, the integration of qualitative and quantitative methods, 
the inclusion and careful weighing of institutional factors and the 
use of judgment in arriving at conclusions all stamp ita. containing 

(8) See Ph.D. thesis, Orgtmizatitm of Cr ........... and 01 ..... F""'C ...... ... 
eh. Uflit.d Stat". unpublished, by Theodore Maek~ University of WiscOnsin; 
also flIes of AmtJncon Cr'~. Vol. VI. and later issuea; Ho~. DairytJ'101t, 
Vol. 83; and RurfD 1'( tm1 Y Of'kcr, Vola. 68 and M. 
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valuable suggestion. for economists who wish to analyze the factora 
making for successful cooperative.. A similar study i. Th# Sta.pl4 
Cotton CoiiperatilJ(l by A. V. Swarthout (Department Circular a97). 
The studies dealing with success or failure which have heen conducted 
by the states, or are in the course of presentation, are intensive 
studies of one or more specialized phases of cooperative policy or 
operation. The researcher, in preparing for a study of this kind, 
should review carefully the projects dealing with cooperative 
structure, policy and operating practices al set up in this report 
and in the report on Marketing of Farm Products. He .hould be 
thoroughly familiar with the literature of cooperative marketing, 
should have a broad experience in cooperative problema and the 
maturity and saneness of judgment which grows out of luch ex-
perience. . 

Criteria of 81J,Cceu 
In approaching this project, it i. eS8ential to define what we 

mean by a successful cooperative. Survival may but does not nece ... 
sarily mean sueces8. Cooperative. may have survived over a con
siderable period and nevertheless have failed. A cooperative may 
have heen successful in attaining anyone of a number of objective. 
or functions which it was set up to perfonn and neverthelen have 
failed to achieve the broad general objectives which it should have 
heen expected to attain. Such limited objectives may include. among 
others, the following: 

1. To perform certain services at the least possible COBt. 
2. To effect an improvement in the farmer's p08ition with relation 

to the marketing system and his market. For example, to improve 
the (armer's bargaining position. 

3. To stabilize successfully a given industry in respect of pro
duction and price for a limited or longer period. 

In general the criterion of success which we shall uoe i. the effect 
of the association on the net income of its members or of producere 
in the industry over a considerable portion of the time it has been 
functioning. If the objective is to determine the factors associated 
with success rather than the factor. associated with turvival, then it 
is necessary, first, to establish the fact of succe •• or the nature of 
failure. In determining this, the effects of the association both on 
net money incomes and on the welfare or convenience of the farmer 
must be considered. 

Afeaaurea of BUCce •• 
To measure the success of relatively 8J11allloeal associations,lairly 

definite quantitative methods may be employed. The best seem to be 
those of price comparillOn. However, the error of comparing pricee 
paid by the cooperative with other prices paid on the same market 



over the same period of time must be avoided, Very seldom is a c0-

operative so insignificant that its price policies and the product which 
it controls do not have an appreciable effect on the general level 
of market prices or of farm prices for that product. The prices of 
different unit. of the same commodity on the same market move in 
such close sympathy that we may accept it as a fact that if the 
association affects prices, the price change will be transmitted to all 
other units of the same commodity in the same market in greater or 
le.s degree. We may, however, make comparisons between different 
market. over a long period, including both the period during which 
the association has operated and that prior to its operation. We 
may, for example, set up price series for markets A, Band C. Let 
us assume that a given cooperative association i. in operation in 
market A and that the comparability of conditions in these markets 
with respect to other factors that might affect changes in price has 
been established. If, under these conditions, the prices in markets 
A, Band C move together in a certain fairly definite relation during 
a period when the association has not been in operation, then during 
the period of association operation in market A, the movement of 
prices in A relative to the other two markets has showed a pro
nounced change, a very strong presumption is created that changes 
in market A have been the results of the operation of the given asso
ciation. Care must, of course, be exercised to be certain that grades 
have not been changed in the three markets over the period of stUdy, 
and that the product in market A is the .am~ product relative to the 
other two markets that it was in the period before the operation of the 
association in that market; also that transportation rates and the 
like have not changed in such a way as to affect relative prices! 

Incom11le1l.81J,rable fUJetor. 

The services which must be performed by the farmer, the incon
veniences to which he is subject, and the extra costs which are in
volved both in selling through the association and in independent 
selling must be taken into consideration. The changes in price which 
are deemed to have oecurred as the result of the operation of the 
association must be corrected by these factors. It i. also necessary 
to consider the effect of the association on the business organization 
of farms within its influence. A changed volume of business or a dif
ferent proportion of enterprises may have been made possible as a re
sult of the merchandising program of the association. To establish 
correctly the effect of such an association on the farmer. net income, 
it is desirable to have not only historical price series on the given 
and comparable markets as noted above, but also farm ~usiness 

(1) For uample. sud! a comparison as of diee.s. prices in WlSCODsin and 
Ore~ before and after tile freight chanf{C:S of the Wal" period would scarcely 
serve as evidences unless corrected for the transportation factor. 
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records for a few typical farm. of various type. covering the period 
,rior to the operation of the association and during -ita operation, 
,nd to have similar records, if po •• ible, on non-association farml em
ploying other methods of marketing, and in other aupply area •• 

In many, perhaps the majority, of instances, it will be impo •• ible 
to make acceptable quantitative measurements which would eatabli.h 
the fact that a given association baa been succeasful, lucces. being 
defined in the ahove terms. This will be true of commodity-wide 
associations and of larger associations operating over a wide serie. 
of markets. No quantitative method suggests itself by which in luch 
larger associations the effect of technological change, of change in 
demand, of changing methods of merchandising, and of the impact of 
new competitive situations can be isolated clearly from the effect. on 
price imputable to the association. General concluaion. may be 
arrived at by the exercise of good judgment, thorough-going qualita
tive analysis of an economic character, combined with luch quantita
tive analysis al may be possible or de.irable. In luch analy.i. our ob
jective is still to determine the net value of the a880ciation to (armeN 
constituting its membership and to the industry a. a whole. Some of 
the considerations which must be appraised and duly weighted are a. 
follows: 

1. Has the association enlarged or changed the demand for the 
given commodity, increased rates of consumption and built up an 
efficiently integrated and organized system of merchandi.:ng? 

2. Has the associ~tion succeeded in eliminating unfair' and ob
jectionable trade practice. which would otherwise have the effect of 
nnduly or nnnecessarily depressing prices? 

S. Has the association succeeded in freeing producers from the 
domination of those undesirable or unsocial types of credit and 
supply agencies which in periods of stres. tend to exploit the pro
ducer? 

4. Has the association succeeded in cushioning the indu.try and 
ita members against the full effecta of seasonal and accidental .upply 
changes and in working out a price policy which hal tended to 
stabilize the relationships of production to demand? Thi. is particu
larly important in the milk industry. 

5. Has the association succeeded in giving ita memben intelligent 
nnderstanding of the economic force. underlying the movements of 
price in the commodity involved and a thorough appreciation of the 
principles of busines. management and of coOperative organization 
whiell'must be employed and supported by them if the a.oociation 
is to succeed? 

6. Has the association established and maintained an efficient 
system of business organization and operation? 
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Factor. as.ociated with ... eee •• 
-The natUl'e and .xtent of success or failure having been appraised 

or established, the next step is to determine those elements in organi
zation and management or in the environment which can be asso
cia ted with the success or failure found. This phase of the pro j
ect does not lend itself to mass treatment. A complete study of one 
enterprise represents a rather extensive piece of work and in most 
instances the case method should be followed. The general pro
cedure consists of a rather complete historical study of the industry 
or segment of industry involved and of the association, including the 
facts leading up to its organization as well as the history of its ex
istence and operation. The character and attitude of farmers and 
the extent of their education and economic condition and limitations 
and other institutional factors may be traced throughout pre-asso
ciation and association periods. The history of the association 
should be carefully and critically analyzed from the following points 
of view: 

1. Structure: Structural organization should be examined criti
cally with Teference to the objectives of the association, the com
munity of inteTests that may exist between diWerent elements in. the 
membership, central~ation of control, and its flexibility and respon
siveness from the standpoint of ability, on the one hand, to meet de
sires of the membership, and on the other, to concentrate control in 
order to meet the business. situation eWectively. . 
. 2. Membership relationships and membership attitudes within 
the organization throughout the period of its existence. Particular 
attention should be given to reasons which led its members to join it 
at its inception, the. functions which they believe it will be able to 
perform and their original expectations regarding it .. The member
ship's attitude towards price policy is particularly important. Every 
eWort should be made to· trace its evolution throughout the history 
of· the ·association. For example, an association may.have been 
committed to an uneconomic price policy in the original membership 
campaign. This or any similar circumstance may have colored the 
members' attitude towards the association and may prove to be the 
significant element accounting for succe .. or failure. 

S. Price policy in itself is very often· responsible for either sue
b.ss or failure. 'I'he relationship may sometimes be traced directly, 
but ·more often it is obscure and must be worked out through care
ful, logical qualitative analysis using the quantitative tact. available 

. with good judgment and the greatest care. The price policy and 
price and production history of the association and the relationship 
of price to production and demand must be siudied carefully and 
with a view to identifying its remote as well as its immeruat& con
sequences. The history of the price policy of an association can 
probably be studied best through the records of its board of directors, 
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its current press releases, and if litigation haa """n involyC'd. through 
court records. The accounting records of auociationa, where aYail
able, are of course. valuable first-hand eyidence. The price and pro
duction history of the commodity must be tracC'd through the best 
statistical price and production seri". available. It may be necea
sary to construct such series through securing the .pecial coopera
tion of dealers and through a study of association recorda. Pro
duction history is usuaUy best studied in the regular crop or liv .... 
stock reports of the United States Department of Agriculture or of 
the states, and in census data. Such reports, howeyer, are not alway. 
accurate and must be scanned criticaUy. 

If the association handles only a portion of the commodity rather 
than controlling its volume, studies should be made of the relation
ship of member prices to non-member price.; particular attention 
should be given to the association'. surplus control plana where ita 
disposal of surpluses or storage operations tend to raise the average 
price of the commodity for the whole industry at the expense of ita 
membership. The seC'ds of membership dissatisfaction and the even
tualdisruption of an association may often be found in a Burplua 
disposal or storage policy. 

4. Operating practiceg. It often happens that certain practices, 
such as methods of payment, stipulations as to delivery, practices in 
pooling, or attitudes of the association towards its memberehip con
stantly irritate the members or create the feeling that injustice i. 
being done. The accumulated effects may constitute the aeC'd of dia
solution or may lead to eventual failure. Probably the be.t way to 
secure eIues to such factors i. to obtain a picture of the basic mis
conceptions in the mind. of the membership concuning the purpos .. 
and policies of the association. Through interview. with member. 
and others familiar with the association the attitude of the member
ship and its notion of and belief in what the a88ociation i. trying to 
accomplish and why and how it is trying to put ita program into 
effect may be ascertained. The attempt should be made to get re
actioDS Dot in terms of people's opinions of the a88ociation, but of 
their conception of what its policies are, its purposes, the way. in 
which it operates and the mistakes which it i. actually making. Sur
vey record blanks must he carefully framed to register attitudes 
rather than opinions. _ 

6. Operating efficiency. In studying the functioning of a co
operative association over a long period, efficiency i. an important 
factor in success or failure. A group may organize and operate with 
relative inefficiency for a period of a year or 80 on the strength of 
membership loyalty,- but to survive in the long run it muat reach a 
plane of efficiency comparable with competition, or lose business and 
fail. 

In general the data for studying operating efficiency may be Db-
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tained from the accountant's records or by careful surveys.' Tbis 
implies adequate' accounts. When they are lacking, careful surveys 
are necessary and must be used cautiously. Operating ratios, care
fully applied, afford a basis of comparison with similar competing eQ.-; 
terprises in which like ratios are available. They may be used to test 
the efficiency of labor and capital units as well as of management. 
When comparisons. are made it is of prime importance that the re,
searcher should assure himself that tbe amount, character and 
quality of the services performed and the conditions of operation are 
similar and properly comparable. The ideal study would be carried 
out along these lines over several accounting periods. 

6. Character and amount of competition. In attempting to ex
plain the reasons for the success (as defined above or in terms of 
survival), or failure of a cooperative association, it is important. to 
consider carefully the nature of the competitive situation which it 
ha~ faced. 

a. The association may be operating hi competition' with large, 
highly organized, financially competent and well ... stablished cor
porations, capable of using political influence, intrigue, propaganda 
and questionable trade practices to defeat its program; 

h. The association may have entered a field which is' relativery 
disorganized, operations being conducted by numerous marketing 
functionaries-country buyers,' shippers, truckers, brokers-and iil 
which important economies and improvement can easily be eWected 
without powerful or organized opposition. 

c. The association may have been set up for purposes which are 
not in any important way competitive, but are supplementary and 
useful to existing trade agencies and likely to enlist their coaperation, 
A study of the character and amount of competition entails a study 
of the business organizations with which the cooperative must cori>' 
pete or integrate its activities.' An appraisal of the competitive situ
a tion and of tl!e interaction of competitive forces and association 
policy, an estimate of tbe wisdom of the management's policy with 
respect to competition involves historical research requiring mature 
judgment, well-balanced analysis and discrimination. 

7. Financing and merchandising policy. Financing must be scruti
liized from the standpoint of it. adequacy and flexibility to meet the 
exigencies of the business and needs of the members., Merchandising 
policy must be studied from the standpoints, amoQ.g others, of its 
effect on price, demand and the continued satisfaction of the trade 
served. 

, In studying the history of the association in the foregoing and in 
other respects, special care must be taken that the researcher fully 
understands the inter-relationships of the different factors; price -
policy, operating efficiency, and association practices, etc., are all 
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yery cloRdy .... oci .. ted with membership relation. policy .. nd otM. 
facton. A anund .. nd well-organized memberlhip relation. program 
on the other h .. nd, may reinforce price policy and racilitate, operat
ing practicea. While the details of luch a Itudy run into quantitativ" 
me .. suremenb .. t many poinh, the final objective i. attained I .. rgely 
through the e"ereiRe of careful an .. lysil and the beat judgment of the 
person conducting the reRearch. Frequently, conc1ulion. cannot be 
made too definitely or in too rigid a form. They are often implicit in 
the deacription of f .. ct and the an .. lyaeo which constitute the .tudy. 

PROJECT 33. Economic Benefita (rom Coopel'lltlv_ 

OBJECTIVES: To determine the direet pecuniary or bualn ... a 
gaine derived (rom aucce&8(u1 cooperaflv.,., clauilying them 
by source or lyp_.g •• higher price&, better quality, lower 
ens ... 

(By Paul L. Miller) 

Relatively few of the publiahed studie. of coOperative. in tb. 
United Statea deal very fully and adequately with bu.inc •• gain •. 
One obviou. reaBOn iR that investig .. tor. have thus far been more 

,jlOl\cemed with the legal, organizational and financial aapecta of. co
operation, with the operating method. and general importance and 
progress of coaper .. tivea. The demand for inform .. tion h .. s run 
along i:heRe lines. Perhaps, though, the moat import .. nt re,,"on i. 
~he difficulty of discovering these gains from the data readily .. v .. il
.. ble, .. nd the highly dyn .. mic conditions and comple" circumst .. ncel 
surrounding the conduct of many of theae enterprise.. Thi. il 

. especi .. lly true of coOper .. tive marketing enterprises, even the .im
plest of which preRent difficulties to the investig .. tor interested in the 
sources and extent of pecuniary gaina. Studie. of cooper .. tion in 
the United St .. te. have dealt for the mo.t p .. rt with lpecific typeo of 
cooperative marketing .. gencies. The Cooperative M arketi1lg of 
Livestock by E. G. Nourse and J. G. Knapp. Cooperatrue Markel
ing: III Advantage. /U Ezemplificd ... the California Fruit GrO'lHr" 
E.rchange by W. W. Cumberland, Grain Gr01J1eN' CooperatiofJ ... 
We,krn Canada by H. S. Patton, are outotanding critical economic 
st .. dies ofthi. type.' 

(1) The following an also valuable ret'erem:eo on thb topic. 
R·. S. Vaile, "Some Long-time Etfecta of Cooperative M .... ketlng, .. JtlfM'ft<lJ of 

.J F_ E""""",iu (January 1921). 
E. G. Nourse, Fifty Y_ of FMTMf"r E~ "" I"""., Iowa Bulletin til. 

~ J. 1'. Booth. O""1'"r"',,,. Mark.lmg 0/ Oral .. in Wm .... OGflJUlo. U. S. D. A. 
Teclm!cal Bulletin 6lI. 

E. G. Nourse and C. W. Hamman., Ooop ... _. LiD __ k 81o~ A .. oeiatlMw 
ira IfJ'ffIIJ is 1910, Iowa Bulletin 200. 
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Nature of the problem8 , 
Invariably when authors discuss the question of benefit, they recog

nize the inherent difficulties. Dr. Nourse well states the case in Iowa 
Bulletin 211, page 256, when he raises the question of "what has been 
accomplished" hy the cooperative elevators of Iowa. Dilliculties 
",rises because the financial and competitive success or failure of 
marketing agencies i. no indication of their business benefits to 
farmers. Cooperatives have frequently failed because they could not 
outpay the traders, which at the same time have been of such pecuni
ary benefit to the· producers in the ~rea. Even though returns 
from a cooperative are no greater than those from local sales to 
dealers, the cooperative may be profitable to farmers, as pointed out 
in Pro jeet 82, by virtue of its effects upon the level of prices in the 
locality. If price comparisons are unreliable for this purpose, 80 

also are comparisons of the margins and costs of cooperatives with 
those of independent operators. . 

But pecuniary advantages in themselves are far from adequate a8 
a measure of economic gains from cooperation. Such a measure 
assumes that the farmer's relationship to his cooperative is the same 
8.8 hi. relati.!>nship to the independent operators, which is not true in 
a properly formed cooperative. Where it is true, we may say that 
farmers in reality have not organized to function cooperatively, but 
rather have only gone into business in competition with independent 
operators. Where this is all that cooperation amounts to, pecuniary 
gains will suffice as a measure, if demand over a sufficiently long 
period i. considered. The appraisal of economic benefits must be 
analyzed in term. of the services rendered the members, or which the 
members are able to render themselves through the cooperative. The 
valid comparison is really between the performance of the association 
and that of the farmer. acting separately; it is not between the per
formance of the association and that of independent operator •. 

The source. of gain depend upon the functions of t.be cooperatives 
in question. Where the functions are simple the source. of gains, if 
any, are fairly evident. Where they are complicated and involved 

, 

Continued from page 90 
B. H. Hibbard. _, o1.J Witcouift Lir1UtOfllt; Bhippaag' ..4:,.'OcN1tWMJ Wlaconsin 
• Bulletin 814-
H. B. Price, MM'k"mg a_ry a_ry Butt ... by aoopor_ BalH <lfg_. V 

Minnesota Bulletin 244. _ ./ 
Hutsel Metzgu. ao,,?"r."". M ... k.ling 0' Fluid Milk. U. S. Do A. TeclmIc:al V 

Bulletin 179. 
G. O. Gatlin. a""porat' .. M •• u .... g 0' aollon, U. S. D. A. Bulletin 1892. 
B. M. Gil., Tho BIG,... 0' aoopnal' ... Markotiag ... <lfrk<mH>. Arkansas Bulletin v' -. 0. B. Juncsa, TAl .. Coopuativ. J!4rk.mg of T.obacco. Kentucky Bulletin 288. 
L. G. Foster, A B ........ ' Study or tho Ohio Poultry Pr<>dvc •• " aoop_iv. A.V 

Mctaliott., Ohio Bulletin ti74 . / 
c. F. Clayton and J. T. Horn .... F._" a~. B"ying and S.Umg Or- V 

,ani.:atioM ... MioAig ..... Michigan Bulletin 171. 
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the sources of gain may be quite obscure and difficult to locate. To 
find the economic gains from cow-testing alaociatipna i. easy com
pared with the problem in the case of marketing aeaociationa. In 
either case, however, the proce .... conlists in (1) a discriminating 
analysis of the functions or servicee performed, (2) determination 
of the net returns to farmere, and (8) a comparilon of these reaults 
with an estimation of those that farmer. might secure without the 
assistance of the cooperative. 

Even under most favorable circumstances for conducting a atudy 
of cooperative selling, final resulta in many instances cannot be highly 
precise. Conditions do not remain constant. In a mea.ure re.ulta 
are cumulath·e. Even where a program hal been continuously well 
conducted, ito efrecliveneu will appear to vary. Certainly any 
progress toward increasing the merchantability of the product i. 
likely to be gradual .and the resulta during any particular period 
more or les. uncertain. After all, farmers who ·achieve much succe •• 
in cooperative selling must learn how to improve their efrorb as they 
proceed. The process and the conditions surrounding it are dynamic. 
Yet, busineSB judgment concerning cooperatives justify themselves 
and sometimes they do not. Where results are obscure, all the more 
need exists for the services of the investigator. 

Method of stuiI!J 
The case method seems most appropriate to this project-...f 

single enterprises, if the enterprise is unique, as for example, Land 
O'Lakes Creameries, Inc., or the Western Cattle Marketing Asso
ciation; of several well-selected examples if there are many to choose 
from. The member must be sufficient to indicate the range in per
formance of those that are successful. The intent of this project i. 
not to answer the question whether farmer. have gained from co
operation in general, but rather to discover .. hat growing co
Operative concerns are accomplishing. The period of observation 
should be from two to five year., or long enough for adequate ob
servation of the elements of value in the services performed. 

Care is required in analyzing the services or function a of a ca
opera tive sales agl'ncy. Important aspects or elementa of the .ervice 
may be overlooked. Cooperative marketing i. a very general de.'g
nation. Programs may vary widely, even among associations of the 
same type and form. For example, 80me cooperative elevator. etore 
grain when they are able to sell a future against it at a ... ti,faclory 
premium over spot prices. Such companies have a wider service than 
those that do not undertake such operations. Some local livestock
marketing cooperatives assume full responsibility lor the decision 
when to market a lot of stock from a particular farm. Others do 
not even pretend to advise farmers on tbi. matter. Still othe .. do 
not even require farmers to li.t their .tock in advance of delivery. 
The majority of local grain and livestock-marketing agencies confine 
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their services to that of finding outlets for such products as farmers 
delh·er. 'The farmers themselves, unassisted by their cooperatives, 
decide the important queAtions concerning the kind and quantity of 
the commodity to be produced and the time for marketing it. Co
operatives that undertake a full-fledged marketing program offer 
services that may perhaps be said to fall into the' following cate
gories: (I) Broaden market outlets or widening and perfecting 
market contacts, ineluding collective bargaining, (2) developing and 
standardizing the product in effective form for selling, and (3) 
deciding upon the quantity to be sold at a given time or within a 
given period. 

The next step is the determination of net returns to farmels from 
coopera tive functioning. In the case of a marketing agency, net re
turns are prices at point of delivery realized by farmers through the 
cooperative. These prices are the function of two variables: (1) 
prices secured by the cooperative less (2) the cost of the cooperative 
service. Data required for this analysis are records of sales by 
grades and accurate data on operating costs. It is necessary to dis
tinguish sharply between actual expenses and deductions for capital 
requirements.. So-called "sinking fund" deductions by creameries and 
outlays for sales promotion work by many cooperatives are examples 
of items sometimes treated as current expenses, although they may be, 
in whole or in part, in the nature of capital investment. Expense 
analysis is as important as price analysi •. ' A cooperative may secure 
excellent price. but incur expenses that make gnins to farmers doubt
ful. Under such circumstances perha p. costs can be cut.. Revealing 
the essential costs of the service will do much to clarify the character 
of the functions performed and benefits secured. 

The final step of the analysis i. to show the net benefit to farmers, 
i.e., to interpret the achievements of the cooperative in the light, of 
impinging conditions and circumstances. The question in the case 
of cooperative selling is how much better are farmers doing by means 
of their cooperative than they could do ·without it. First, it is 
necessary to show just how the cooperative secures itS' results •• Did 
they derive from new and better outlets. or from better contllct," and 
rl'iations with the old or regular outlets in the community? What 
part did any improvement in the form of the commodity, better grad
ing and more uniformity in lots, have to do with prices secured? In 
so far as the cooperative had jurisdiction over the quantity sold dur
ing a given period, how well did it time its sales to price fluctuations? 
For the answer to these and similar questions, an analysis of sale., 
shoYling prices received by grade, an<! outIet, and the distribution of, 
sales with reference, to the course of market prices, will furn~8h a 
basis. . . 

The second part of this analysis deal. with results farmers can 
.ecure without the cooperative. Some of the questions to be answered 
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are: What outlcla are there for individual farmere? How many do 
farmers contact in making a eale? What i. the' price relation of 
these outlets to thoee eecured and maintained by the cooperati,,'" 
What is a fair estimate of marketing expenee. of farmer. who do 
their own eelling? Do the farmers sell on the riee or the fall of price.? 
How does the time distribution of sales compare with that of the c0-

operative? Wbat information and report. do farmer. who do their 
own selling rely upon? To what extent are farmer. able to grade 
and sort ao aa to take advantage of variation. in buyers' pricea by 
grades and kinds of products? Is the basia of buying in the locality 
such that individual farmera are able to' secure what appear. to be 
full market premium for quality in the product? What effech doe. 
the cooperative appear to have had upon competitive buying in the 
locality? 

To answer these questions, much information it required in addi
tion to that secured from an analysis of the business of the coopera
tive. It can be drawn in part from salea records of representative 
farmers as well as from records of purchaee. by representative buye .... 
From farmer's recorda of sale. data may be secured giving the period 
of sale, prices received, manner of pricing with reference to quality, 
and the character of the lob sold, whether mixed or well sorted. 
Dealers can supply schedules of buying prices, a record of purcha ..... 
and information concerning their grading and pricing practice •. 

Such data and other information concerning trade condition. and 
practices in the locality furnish a basi, for evaluating the effective
ness of farm selling. Such an evaluation, together with an analy.i. 
of the busine.s of the cooperative, makes possible a well-considered 
estimate and explanation of the pecuniary gaina from cooperative •. 
B".,_n: 
J. D. Blaclc, "Economic P_lblllti .. of Couperatl ....... 04 __ C."".ratioa 1916, 

Vol. I, pp. 85-91 •. 
Jooepb S. Davis, "Wbat the Country Expects of the Cooperative," 04""';"_ Co
"1',,,- 1980, Vol. I. pp. 88-41. 

O. B. Jesness. "An Evaluation of the Grain Program of the Fed.ra1 Fsnn 
Boardr" AtUric .. CODpn'cditm 1911, Vol III pp. l~. 

E. G. Nou .... "An Evaluatloa of the Uv..tock Marketing Work of the Federal 
Fann Board," A .... ric .... C."".ratioA 1981, Vol II, pp. Ill-If. 

M. R. Benedict, "An Evaluation of the Cooperative Wool Program," A",,"_ 
CO.",. .... lioA 1981, VoL ll, pp. 26S-86. 

PROJECT 34. Social Benefits of Cooperation (Joint with Rural 
Social PBychology and Rural Organization) 

OBJECTIVE: To determine the non-peeuniary and indireet 
gains from au_ful eooperativ .... elaaeified by _ree or 
type. 

(By Carle C. Zimmerman) 



Work upon this particular project should be an extension of in
vestigations already outlined in other reports in this series. Project 
40 in the report on Rural Social Psychology and Nos. 12, 12B, 17, 
20 and 23 in the report on Rural Organization deal directly with 
major aspects of this problem. The .project involves a.combination 
of the methods and technique used in several fields of investigation. 

The general proeedure to be followed.s similar to that outlined 
under Project 16 in Rural Organization. An attempt must be made 
to detennine the relative differences between communities which do 
and which do not have a number of business coopetatives as the in
stitutional basis for many of their extra-family organizations. The 
social organizations of these communities may be classified into those 
built about the family, ,the church, the political parties, the com
mercial interests of the towns and the business cooperatives. There 
will probably be in addition a great amount of spontaneous and ran
dom group action having very little institutional basis. A study of 
these various communities according to the distributions of their out~ 
fits of social organizations should give a quantitative and qualitative 
soci.l organization profile for each. The object of the investigator 
will be to differentiate in· a quantitative and qualitative inanner be
tween the profiles of those communities or areas in which the orgaoi

. zations are centered around successful' coOperatives and those of 
other communities in which these organizations are not so segregated 
or do Dot exist. ", 
. Once the investigator has secured a definite understanding of the 

differences in social profile between these two types of community, he 
must go further and try to ascertain how much of this difference is 
due to the economic gains ordinarily connected with successful c0-

operatives. Only by so doing can he isolate the indirect and non
pecuniary gain. which are the objects of attention in this investi
gation. 

A quantitative measurement of the differences is very difficult for 
the simple reason that the economic and non-pecuniary gains, if they 
exist, always seem to appear together, and the method of concomitant 
variations does not seem to apply. This problem' may be solved 
through the use of the historical method, as outlined in Project 17 
in Rural Organization. If there i. a direct causal-functional re
lationship between successful business cooperative organization in .. 
community and its profile of non-pecuniary organizational behavior, 
this will have developed only by accretions associated wtlli the growth 
of the business institution. The successful' business cooperatives 
ordinarily reach their period of greatest efficiency by the process of 
development described by Alfred Marshall in hi. discussion of the 
"representative firm". By comparing communities in different ~tages 
of their development of successful business coOperatives, the investi
gator should be able to differentiate the iniluence of the~ organiza-



tions upon the non-pecuniary forms of beh"vior. 
The investigator cannot assume that an organization or • com

munity type of behavior which is associated with a cooperative a .. o
. ciation i. due to it. They may have existed previou!,ly and have be
come attached to the new organization. Furthermore, the inv .. U
.gator" should not make the fallacious assumption that quantity of 
.ocial contact ia a valid I¥a.~re of the influence of the locial organi
zation. 

The classification of cooperatives should be the lame al that uled 
earlier in this report. It may be found that differencea between many 
types are not in the pecuniary gains associated with the cooperative, 
but in the non-pecuniary results. Furthermore, the non-pecuniary 
gains may make the pecuniary organization succe.lful by building up 
the e8prit-de-corpa of the community. 

Only highly qualified investigators should undertake auch a proj
ect. It should grow with the investigator. The reaulta in the field of 
this research are exceedingly complicated and difficult to untangle. 
However, when one vi.it. among communities with welI-organized 
busineu cooperatives, one soon haa a feeling that something exiata 
there in addition to the economic IUcceS.. The peroon undertaking 
this project should try to discover the objective basi. of thia feeling. 

PROJECI' 35. Cooperative .,s. Competitive Behavior 

OBJEcnvE: To determine the diReren.,.,s belween human 
behavior in woperative and in competitive forma of human 
activity_ 

This proj,ct is included in a general way in Project 40 in the re
port on Rural Social Psychology. The methodology ia of the sort 
outlined in that report, but person8 undertaking the pro jeet .hould 
acquaint themselves with cooperative methods and practices or coUab
orate with others who are already familiar with the field. There are 
those who maintain that cooperation never succeeds until it become. 
as much of a customary way of functioning a8 competition now i. in 
most countries. This hypothesis is supported by the general tendency 
of cooperative countries to become more cooperative. Clearly the 

. subject is well worth examination. 

PROJECI' 36. Comparison of Cooperative Functioning in Dif. 
f erent Fields of Economic Activity (Joint 

with Rural Social Psychology) 

OBJECTIVE: To wmpare functioning in diRerent Hnes of _ 
nomic activity witb a view to determining ita special adapt
ability to each. 
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PROJECI' 37. The Effect of Soeial Environmental Factor. 
upon Cooperation (Joint with Rural Organization) 

OBJECTIVE: To determine the effect of factors in the- social 
environment-populatio~ type, education, land systemS, 
credit, traditional altitudes, etc.-npon the form of c0-

operative and progress in cooperation. 

PROJECI' 38. The Relation of Farmer Movements to Coop
eration' (Joint with Agricultural Policy) 

OBJECTIVE: To analyze the experience of farmer orgam
tions in promoting cooperative developments, and the reJa. 
lion of farmer movements to cooperative activity. 

GROUP D 
Projecu Relating 10 r10e Legal Bag oj Cooperative 

OrganisDlion anti. Procedure 

The discussions in this group do not outline specific projects and 
suggest methods to be followed in executing them, as is usual in the 
other groups in this report. Instead, they present the writer's anal
ysis of the existing legal situation with respect to the subjects 
named in the titles. They may serve to assist reSearch workers in 
this field in that: . . 

1. They outline the development of the problem up to the present, 
making it possible to proceed from this point in the analysis of fu-
ture developments. . 

2. -The methods of analysis presented will serve as guide. to 
analysis of future developments. 

S. They furnish the general principles involved- which may be 
applied to particular situations that constantly arise. For example, 
a group of producers in California may he considering the establish
ment of a cooperative with certain features in its by-laws intended 
to stabilize production. Project S9 furnishes the basis for an anal
ysis of their proposal. A state may be engaged in revising its co
operative statute; Project 44 will be useful in devising the proper 
form. 

. It should perhaps be pointed out that frequently other forms of 
analysis need to h~ combined with the strictly legal as here outlined. 

(1) Luciu. Wilson, uS.rvloe. A General Fann Organization Can Render 
Cooperatives,," dm.ric_ Cooperoticm 191:1, Vol I. pp.. '18-88.. 
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TID. is clearly indicated in Dr. Stevena' diacus.ion of Project oWl, 
but is nearly at true for moat of the other project.. For example. 
the economic implications and effect. of compulsory pooling and the 
like need to be considered together with the legal. 

PROJECf 39. Legal Limitation upon Prlee and 
Production Policy of Cooperallves 

(By L. S. Hulbert) 

How far may cooperative a880ciations go for the purpose of in
fluencing or controlling the prices of the product. marketed by them, 
or of the services which they perform? 

The following propositions will be considered: 
(1) May a cooperative aaaociation enter into agreements with 

its members to restrict production? 
(2) Maya cooperative a.sociation determine the price at which 

it will offer its products for Iale and the rate at which its producll 
will be offered for market? 

(3) Maya cooperative association ref ule" to Bell to a particular 
person or refrain from making shipments to a particular market' 

tt W8I early established that an agreement among the producera 
of a particular product to restrict production thereof was illegal,.' 
Numerous cases have come before the courh involving the leg .. lity 
of cooperative aaaoci .. tionl th .. t have been org .. nized under the 80-

called "Standard Cooperative Marketing Act". These allOciation. 
have been repeatedly attacked on the ground that they constitute 
monopolies and were engaged in the unlawful restraint of trade. 
The courts have uniformly upheld the aasociationa agaimt .uch at
tacks. 

In so doing the courts have in many casea pointed out that the 
".80ciation in <iueation w .. s not engaged in restriction of production.· 
In this connection it should be remembered that none of the coOpera
tive m .. rketing acts authorize .... ociations formed under them to 
restrict acreage or production. nor have any of the .tate. adopted 
other statutes for this purpose. Certain .outhern .tate. in 1981 
and 1932 enacted "statutes" restricting the acreage of cotton, but 
these "statutes" were not to beeome effective until other statet enact
ed similar legislation, and as a sufficient number of state. did not 

(1) 81 C. J. 1112. 
(2) List "I. Burley Tob"""o Grow... Coopemtlve A_atlon, 118 Oblo 

St 861, lSI N. E. 471; Lee ., IJl " •• Clearwater GroweR A_tlon ., 1Jl, 98 
FIe. 214, 111 So. 122; To_ Growers Coop .... tlve A_allon " •. Jana, 1811 
N. C. _, 111 S. E. In, 88 ALR 231. 
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enact like legislation the statutes remained inchoate and never be
came operative.. A number of the states have provisions in their 
anti-trust statutes, or in other acts, designed to exempt farmers and 
other organizations from their anti-trust laws but, as indicated, no 
state has passed a statute authorizing or sanctioning restrictions 
on the production of agricultural products. Section 6 of the Clay
ton Act, and the Capper-Volstead Act, contain no provisions which 
in any way authorize restrictions on the production of agricultural 
products. In fact, the Capper-Volstead Act, which goes much fur
ther than Section 6 of the Clayton Act, applies ouly to agricultural 
commodities that have been produced. It contains not one word 
with respect to production. There has been no ease presented to 
the Supreme Court of the United States involving a cooperative 
marketing association, in which the right of the association to ~ 
strict production was involved.; but there have been many cas,,!, 
passed upon by that court, arising under the Sherman Anti-Trust 
Act, in which the federal courts have held that agreements entered 
into by competitors engaged in interstate commerce which operated 
to limit or restrict production violated that Act.' The .Supreme 
Court of the United States has held that an agreement among coIq
petitor. concerning the prices to he charged for the article. manu
factured by them iu aud of itself constitote. a violation of the Sher
man Act regardless of the reasonableness of the price. named.' In 
my opinion the federal courts would hold all agreements having for 
their object the restriction or the reduction of the production of 
agricultural commodities, entered into by a .uffici~t number of pro
ducers to accomplish results, to be in violation of the Sherman Anti
Trust Act, regardless of the reasonableness of the reduction in pro
duction that might be involved. In this connection it will be remem
bered that the Sherman Anti-Trust Act applies to cooperative asso
ciations of producers when they are engaged in doing things that are 
not authorized by the Capper-Volstead Act. 

In the recent case of the Appalachian Coals "0'. United States, de
cided by the Supreme Court of the United States on March 13, 
1933, in which the Supreme Court upheld a common selling agency 
formed and operated by a number of independent producers of coal 
as legal, the court said: . 

"We agree that there is no ground for holding defendant.' plan 
illegal merely because they have not integrated their properties and 
have chosen to maintain their independent plants, .eeking BOt to 
Umit but rat"er to facilitate production.'" 

In the light of state and federal law at this time there is little, if 
any, justification for the view that a cooperative association may 

(3) Addyston Pipe &: Steel Co. N. U.i~ States, 175 U. S. 211, U.it.d Stat.. 
.... Keystone Watch Co., 218 F. 802, Gibbs " •• McNeeley .t 01, 118 F. 190. 

(4) United States w. Trenton Potteries" 278 U. S.892. 
(8) Appalachian Coal. " •• United States, 83 S. Ct. '71. 
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legally reduce production effectively, 10 as to bring about an in
creased price for the agricultural product involved. 

An individual or a commercial corporation engaged in a private 
business is free to determine the prices at ... hich it will offer it. 
products for sale. The Capper-Volstead Act, ... hich waa approved 
February 18, 1922, expressly authorizes farmers to a .. odat" to
gether in associations incorporated or otherwise, for the purpose of 
processing or marketing the products of their member. in interstate 
or foreign commerce. This statute leaves associations entirely free 
to determine the prices at which they will offer their products for 
sale, except that if the Secretary of Agriculture, who i. charged 
with the administration of the Act, is of the opinion that any a.so
elation haa unduly enhanced the price of the product which it i. 
engaged in marketing, he may file a complaint against luch an asso
ciation, calling upon it to show cauae "why an order should not be 
made directing it to cease and desist from monopolization or re
atraint of trade." To date the Secretary of Agriculture hal not 
filed any such complaint against any association, although hundreds 
of cooperative associations are operating in interstate and foreign 
commerce. The Capper-Volstead Act may be said to .peciHcally 
confer on associations meeting its terms the power to determine the 
prices at which they will offer their products for 88le, .ubjcct only 
to the restriction that such prices shall not be unduly enhanced by 
reason thereof. The statutes that have been enacted in the variou. 
states, providing for the incorporation of cooperative as.ociation., 
show on their face that it is contemplated that associations formed 
under them may control the marketing of all of a particular agri
cultural product that may be produced in a given area or state. No 
appellate court to date has found that an anociation Wal illegal 
because of the prices it was ohtaining for its agricultural product.. 
The fact that a state specifically authorizes the incorporation of an 
association which may control the marketing of all of a particular 
agricultural commodity produced in a given area or ata te .hould 
be accepted as conferring upon the a .. ociation the aame rights 
and powers with respect to determining the price. at which it will 
olTer its products for sale, as would be poaae .. ed by an individual 
or commercial corporation. 

Subject to the restriction heretofore discussed, contained in the 
C:apper-Volstead Act, regarding the enhancement of prices, an a_ 
clabon may determine the rate at which it will market its product •. 
It may decline to market any of a particular grade, subject to this 
restriction, if the prices offered therefor are not satisfactory, or an 
association may divert a part of its lupply to one use and a part to 
another, just as a private corporation might do. In this connection 
attention is called to Section 13 of 15 USCA: 

"It shall be unlawful for any person engaged in commerce, in the 
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course of such commerce, either directly or indirectly to discriminate 
in ·price hetween different purchasers of commodities, which com
modities are sold for use, consumption, or resale within the United 
States or any Territory thereof or the District of Columbia or any 
insular possession or .other place under the jurisdiction of the United 
States, where the effect of such discrimination may he to substantially 
lessen competition or tend to create a monopoly in any line of com
merce; PROVIDED, That nothing herein contained shall prevent 
discrimination in price hetween purchasers of commodities on ac
count of differences in the grade, quality, or quantity sold, or that 
makes only due allowance for difference in the root of selling or 
transportation, or discrimination in price in the same or different 
communities made in good faith to meet competition: AND PRO
VIDED FURTHER, That nothing herein rontained shall prevent 
persons engaged in selling goods, wares, or merchandise in commerce 
from selecting their own customers in lIona fide transactions aod not 
in restraint of trade. (Oct. 16, 1914, c 823, ·.2, 88 Stat. 730)." 
This section is as applicable to cooperative associations as it is to 
other sellers, but the general character of this law, plus the fact that 
it specifically.states that those engaged in the selling of goods in com
merce may select their own customers in bona fide transactions, where 
such selections are not made for the purpose of restraining trade, 
has operated to restriet the !,pplicat,ionof the law. 

. Consideration will now be given to the proposition whether an 
association may refuse to sell to some parties and may refuse to 
supply certain markets with its products. The courts universally 
hold that one engaged in a private business at common law may 
arbitrarily refuse for any reason to .ell or to buy from others. 
The United States Supreme Court has said:· 

"It is the right, 'long-recognized', of a trade engaged in an en
tirely private business, 'freely to exerdse his own independent dis
cretion as to parties with wliom he will deal.'" Il'here is no basis 
in law up to this time for the conclusion that a rooperative asso
ciation i. not engaged in a private business. In a well-known case 
the Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company brought suit against 
the Cream of Wheat Company to sell cream of wheat on its standard 
terms, but the court held that although the Great Atlantic and 
Pacific Tea Company was willing to purchase on the same terms 
under which others bought cream of wheat, that it had no legal 
right to do 80. T 

Even a druggist or a doctor, in the absence of a statute requiring 

(6) Federal Trade Commission w. Rilymbnd Co.1 268 U. S. l565. 

(7) Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company tI •• Cream of Wheat Company. 
227 F.4II. 
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him to .. rve all who come. h .. s the right to determine arbitrarily with 
whom he will h .. ve de .. lings.' 

It may, therelore, be accepted ... est .. blished that, in the .. bal'nce 
ol .. statute requiring coOper .. tive .... oci .. tion. to leU to .. II on like 
terms, .. cooperative association h ... the legal right to decline to lell 
to .. ny person lor any reason. Likewiee, .. n ... soci .. tion m .. y refuse, 
for .. ny reason s .. tisfactory to iteelf, to make Ihipmcnh to a par
ticul .. r m .. rket. 

R.!.f"ftCu: 
John D. MUler. "Coor.erative Statut .. and MOIIlberohlp ContractJ," Am"""'" Co

",, __ 19U, Vo. l, PI" 8O()..1S. 
Reuben Hall. Leader, ·Conference on Legal Probl ........ A ............ 0"",, __ 

19f6, Vol. I, pp. 379-98. 
W. E. Rumble, "Legal Probl ..... of Cooperative Price Malting,- Am_a" Co

""....mOIl 19U, Vol. I, pp. 84O-Il1l. 
Frank Evan .. "The Trend of Judicial DlvI.lona In Cooperative Marketlng,w .4_ 

m"f'icmJ Coop"rtJtioft ItnS, Vol. I, pp. 269-99. _ 
1,. S. Hulbert, "Present Legal Statu of Membership Contraeta,w Am'""", Co

oporati<m 191111, Vol. I, pp. 824-4Il. 
1,. S. Hulbert, "Legal Statu. 01 Plan. for PToductlon Control," Am_GIl Co

oporati<m 1981, ppo 11M-Ill. 

PROJECT 40. The Legal StatuI of Cooperatives ae m.. 
tinguished from Ot,her Typee of Corporation 

(By L. S. Hulbert) 

In 19H the Clayton Act was passed by Congress;' Section 6 
reads as followa: 

"That the labor of a hwnan helng .. not a """,modlty or arHo!. of """,. 
meree. Nothing contained in the antl-truot lawl ah&II be conatrued to forbid 
the exlatence and operation of labor, agricultural, or horticultural or"&nl
.. tiona, instituted for the purp..... of mutual help, and not ha.lo, capital 
stock or conducted for profit, or to forbid or restrain individual memhen 
of such organizations from lawfully ""rryln, out the legitimate obJectI 
thereof; DOl' shaU such organisatlona, or the memben thereof, be held or 
cooatrued to be illegal combinationl or COIlBplraclea In reotralot 6f trade, 
under the anti-trust lawl." 

Thia was the firat legialative action by Congress for the purpose of 
specifically authorizing organizations of farmers. As will be ob
served from a reading of the Section, it applies only to non-.tock 
organizations and hal no application whatsoever to organizatiODl 
of farmera that .. re formed with c .. pital .tock. Ooly a few ca_ 
involving this Section have come before the courta, and although 
the courta have not .pecifically so decided, this Section would ap
pear to prevent the di •• olution of an organization meeting the con· 
dition. it prescribe., namely, that it is a "labor, agricultural, or 

(8) Urrutia 'fl'. Patino, 297, S. W. 112-
(I) 38 Stat. 730. 
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horticultural organization"; that it.is ''instituted for the purposes 
of mutual help" and does not have "capital stock" and last, is not 
"conducted for profit". If an organization of farmers meets the 
conditions of this Section, in so far as interstate and foreign com
merce is concerned. it would appear to permit the organization to 
exist and function in a normal manner. In & casez decided by the 
Supreme Court of the United States, involving the legality of a 
secondary boycott by a labor organization the court said. with 
reference to Section 6 of the Clayton Act: 

"It seems to us its principal importance in this discussion is fOr what 
it docs not authorise and for the limit it sets to the immunity conferred. 
The section assumes the nonna! objects of a labor organization to be legiti
mate, and declares that nothing in the anti-trust laws shall be oonstrued 
to forbid the existence and operation of such organizations 01' to forbid 
their members from lawfully carrying out tbeil" legitimate objects; and that 
such an organization shall not be held in itse1f-merely because of its ex.
istence and operation-to be: an illegal eouiliination or conspiracy in restraint 
of trade. But there is nothing in the section to exempt such an organization 
or its members from accountability where it or they depart from its norma! 
and legitimate objects and engage in an actual oombination or conspiracy 
in 1'eStraint of trade. And by no fair 01' permissible construction can it be 
taken as authorizing any activity otherwise unla~ or enabling 8 nonnally 
lawful organization to become a cloak for an illegal combination or con
spincy in "restraint of trade as defined by the anti-trust law& no 

In a certain case' the Aroostock Potato Shippers' Association, 
acting through .. committee, blacklisted certain buyers of potatoes. 
Members of the association were forbidden, under penalty, to deal 
with such buyers. Persons outside the association who dealt with 
persons so blacklisted were also hlacklisted and boycotted. The 
defendants, members of the association, were indicted for a con
spiracy in restraint of trade and were fined. The court said with 
nference to the contention that Section 6 relieved the defendant.: 

.. . . . . I do not think that the coercion of outsiders by a sec
ondary boycott, which was discussed in my opinion on the former 
indictment, can be held to be a lawful carrying out of the legitimate 
objects of such an association. That act means, as I understand 
it, that organizations such .. s it describes are not to be 'dissolved 
and broken up as illegal, nor held to be combinations or conspiracies 
in restraint of trade; but they are not privileged to adopt methoda 
of carrying on their business which are not permitted to other law
ful associations." 

In 1921 Congress passed tbe Packers and Stockyards Act.. This 
Act, among other things, prohibits a livestock-marketing agency 
from rebating any part of its commissions. In order to avoid the 
contention that the payment of patronage dividends constituted the 

(2) Duplex Printing P ..... Co. w. Deering, 2M U. S. 404S; see also Buyer N. 
Guman. 271 F. ~ ... ~ 

(8) United Stat .. w. King, Il29 F. 275, 260 F. 908. 
(4) ,42 Stat. 159. 
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m .. king of .. rebate, the Act specifically provides th .. t "thi •• hall not 
prohibit .. cOOper .. tive ... sociation of producus from bona /ltl" re
turning to its members, on a patron .. ge ba.il, it. exec .. earning. 
on their livestock." Up to the present time the court. have not 
had occasion to p .... upon the language to which .. Uention hal been 
directed. 

In 1922 the Capper-Volstead Act' was paosed by Congress. It 
read as follows: 

"BE IT ENACTED BY THE SENATE AND HOUSE OF REPRE
SENTATIVES OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA IN CON
GRESS ASSEMBLED. That p0l'B0Jl8 eng.~ In the production of a!fri
cultural products as fanners. plantera. ranehmen. dairymen, nut or trult 
powers may act together in 888oci&tions. corporate or otherwiH!, with 01' 
without oapital stock, In collectively proceuing, p""parlng for market, 
handling, and marketing In Interstate and forelgu commerce, such products of 
persons 80 engaged. Su-ch auociationl may have marketing ageneiea In 
common; and IUch associations and their members may make the neftMlRry 
eontracts and agreements to "tfeet Buch pu~. PROVIDED, HOW
EVE~ That such 888O('iation5 are opef1lted for the Dlutual bmeflt ot the 
member. thereof. 88 such producersJ and conform to one or both of the 
following requirements; 

First, That no member of the UJOc1atlon i. allowed more than one vote 
because of the amount of stock or memherahlp capital he may own therein, or. 

Second, That the B830Ciation does not pay dividend. on llock or maniJer
ship capital in excess of 8 pM cMt1lm per GftRUfJJ.. 

And In any <ase the following. 
Third, That the ... oclation shall not deal In tbe products of non-""""hen 

to an amount 8"'ater In value than such as are handled by It for mem ...... 
. S .... 2. That If the Secr_ry of Agrialiture shall have ""ason to helieve 

that any such auoclation monopolizea. or ustralne trade In interstate or 
foreign commerce to such an extent that the priee of any agricultural 
product is unduly enhanced by nason the,..,or, he shall serve upon such 
association a complaint .tating his charge In th"t respect, to which complaint 
shall he attached .. r contained therein, a notice of hearing. speclfying a day 
and place not I ... than thirty day. "fter the serv1ee the,..,of. requlrlnj( the 
association to show oause why an OJ'der .honld not be made di~g It to 
<ease and desist from monopolization or r""tralnt of trade. An aasoclation 
so complained of may at the time and pIau so fixed show catlK why ludl 
order should not be entered. The evidence given on such a hearing .hall 
be taken unile. such rules and regulation. as the Seer_ry of Agriculture 
may presaibe, reduced to writing. and made a part of the record therein. 
If upon luch hearing the Secretary of Agriculture shall be of the opinion 
that such association monopolizes or restrains trade In inwstate or foreip 
commerce to .neh an extent that the price of any agricultural pYoouct II 
unduly enhanced thereby. he .hall issue and cause to be served upon the 
association an order reciting the facta found by him, directing well 8880-
ciation to ttase and desist from monopolization or 1'eStraint ot trade. OIl 
the request of such association, or jf such aB8Oclation faUe or nelliectll for 
thirty days to obey such order. the Secretary of Agriculture shall /lie In 
the district eouri in the judicla1 district in which IRIch uaoctation hal Ita 
principal place of bu.in.... a certified 'opr of the order and of all the 
~ in the proceeding, together with & petition asking that the order be 
enforced, and shall give notice to the Attorney General and to .. id uMcia
tlon of such filing. Such district court shaU thereupon have jurlJdlctJon to 
enter & decree aftinning, modifyin& OJ' setting aside aaJd ordu, or min 
such other decree as the court may deem. equitabl~ and may make nde. .. 
to pleadings and proceedings to he had In considering luch order. The pl_ 

(5) 42 Stat. 888. 
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of trial may,. for cause or by consent of parties, be changed as in other cases, 
The facts found by the Secretary of Agrieulture, and recited or set forth 

in .said order shall be prima, f~ evidence of such facts, but either party 
may adduce additional evidence. The Department of Justice shall have 
charge of the enforcement of such order. After the order is so flIed in 
such district court and while pending for review therein the court may issue 
a temporary writ of -injunction for-bidding such association from violating 
such order or any part thereof. The court may, upon conclusion of its 
hearing. enforce its decree by a permanent injunction or other appropriate 
remedy. Service of such complaint and of all notices ma.y be made upon 
such association by service upon any officer or agent thereof engaged in 
ea.rrying on its business, or on any attorney authorized to appear in such 
proceeding for such association, and such service shall be binding upon 
such association, the officers, and members thereof." 

No case involving the validity of provisions of the Capper-Volstead 
Act, or the proper interpretation to be placed thereon, has been 
decided by the courts. It is interesting to note that in a case' de
cided by the Supreme Court of the United States involving pro
visions of the Bingham Cooperative Marketing Act of Kentucky, the 
Supreme Court of the United States said: 

"It is stated without contradiction that cooperative ma.rketing statutes 
substantially like the one under review have been enacted by forty-two 
States. Congress has recognized the utility of cooperative association among 
fanners in the Clayton Act, 38 Stat. 730; the Capper-Volstead Act" 42 
Stat. 388; and the Cooperative Marketing Act of 1926,44 Stat. 802. These 
statutes reveal widespread legislative approval of the plan for protecting 
scattered producers and advancing the public interest.." 

In 1922 Congress enacted the Grain Futures Act.'. This Act 
provides that the Secretary of Agriculture is authorized and directed. 
to designate any Board of Trade as a "contract market", when the 
Board of Trade meets certain conditions, one of which i.: 

"When tM governing board thereof does not exclude from membership ~ 
and all privileges on, such board of trade, any duly authorized representative 
of any lawfttlly fonned and conducted cooperative association of producers 
h8\'ing adequate financial responsibility which is engaged in cash grain 
business" if such association has complied, and agrees. to comply, with such 
tenns and conditions as are or may be imposed la.wfully on other members 
of such board: PROVIDED, That no rule of a contract market shall for
bid or be construed to forbid the return on a patronage basis by such c0-
operative aSSOt'iRtion to' its bona Ii<h members of moneys collected in excess 
of the expense of conducting the business of such association." 

This provision has been passed upon by the Supreme Court of the 
United States· Ilnd upheld in accordance with it. tenor. 

The Federal Reserve Act· was. amended in 1923 to authorize Ilny 
federal reserve bank to discount "notes, drafts and bill. of exchange 
issued or drawn for an agricultural purpose or based upon livestock 
and having a maturity at the time of discount, exclusive of days of 
grace, not exceeding nine months." 

(6) Liberty Wa.rehouse Company 'V.r. Burley Tobacco Growerst Cooperative 
Marketing Association. 276 U. S. 71. 

(7) 42 Stat. _. 
(8) ChI"""" Board of Trade w. Olsen, 262 U. S. 1. 
(9) . .s Stat. 1+79. 
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"Not .... draft .. hill3 of noM""'!!" or .""'PI"" ..... l.....;t or d ...... by .... 
oJWrative markdin,r a..fi8fJctatiooa C'Om~ of prnd,Ut'f'ta of ...nroltural 
products .hall be deemed to h .. ft been l.....;t or dra ... for an apinltuNi 
purpose. within the _anln~ of this .edl"", If the p_ th ...... f h ..... 
~ or aft to be advanced by sut':h U80riaUon to any rnembton ~ for 
an a"ricultural pu~ or ha.., been or are 10 be Died by au"" _.1 ..... 
in making paymmu to any lIlftnbas the"",f OIl at"t"OUnt of a..,tnllturaJ 
produ("ts delivered by such mmlberl to the &MOlilltiOO. or If suC'h 1'nK"ft'd1 
bove been or are to be used by aueft aasoclatlon to meret "P"'dihl... 1ft.. 
"".red or 10 be Incurred by the _alloo ID con ...... tioD wllh the ~In .. 
p""""",in". pACking. preparaUOD for market, 01' markrlln« of anr apt..,.l. 
lural product handled by .uoll ......... Uon for any of Ita members. PRO· 
VIDEI>. Thai the esp_ enu,,",ratioD In thl. parBl"aph 0' oertalu d_ 
of paper 01 <ooperative markrlln" ......... tlono .. elljlihle for red ........ nl 
shall not be CORstrued at renderln" Ineligible any other duo 0' paper of 
8uch associations wbich ia now eligible for redlarounL" 

To date the courts have not passed upon the provision. referred to 
above. I 

In 1923 Congress amended the Federal Farm Loan Act'· 10 a. to 
provide for the organization and operation· of the Federal Inter
mediate Credit Banks. Such banks are authorized to make loano to 
cooperative marketing associations formed by agricultural produc
ers, if the notes or obligations representing auch loana are """cured by 
warehouse receipts and/or shipping documents covering" .taple agri. 
cultural products or livestock. No such loanl or advance. may ex
ceed seventy-live per centum of the market value of the product. 
covered by said warehouse receipts or shipping documents. 

The 1926 Congress enacted a statute" providing for the "atabli.h
ment of the Division of cooperative Marketing in the Department of 
Agriculture. The greater portion of this Act i. taken up with pro
visions defining the duties and functions of the Divi.ion of COOpera
tive Marketing, but there i. a provision in thi. Act which read. aa 
follows: 

"Persons en,...ged. as original prodo.,.... of aJ<ricultuNi produeta, at 
farmers, planters, rancltmen, dairymen. Dut or fruit Ifrowen, actin .. to
l!"Iher in _ationo, corporate or otherwioe, in collecti .. l,. proceatln«o 
p,..,paring for market, handling. and markrlln« In Interotate and/or ford,.. 
.,..."".rce such prodllcto of persona 00 engaged. may ""'fUl .... n"""" .... in
terpret, and disseminate pBS!, p ..... nt, and prospective crop. market, outlotl
cal. economic. and other .imilar information by dir«t ~change between auclI 
persons, and/or such _aliono or federations thereof, ami/or by ami 
through a commoo agent created or oe1ected by u-,." 

Up to the present time the courts have not been called upon to 
construe any of the provisions of the statuie juot referred to. 

In 1929 Congress enacted the Agricultural Marketing Act" which 
created the Federal Farm Board and authorized it to make loanl to 
coOperative associations of producer. for purposes and on terms 
therein specified. The Act also authorized the Board to recognize 
corporations meeting certain conditions, aa stabilization corpora-

(10) .2 Stat. 1-. 
(II) ~ Stat. 802. 
(IZ) 46 Stat. 11. 
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tions, and authorized the making of loans to them for stabilization 
purp..,.es. The courts have not had occasion to pass upon this Act. 

There is, no federal statute providing for the incorporation of 
cooperative associations and those interested in forming such an 
association must do ·so under the laws of one of the states. All.tates 
except Delaware have statutes specifically enacted for the purpose 
of providing for the formation of cooperative associations. The 
business corporation laws of the various states were not sufficiently 
flexible to admit of the formation under them of associations that 
would meet the needs of cooperators. It is true that many coopera
tive associations have been formed under the business corporation 
law of the various states, but there are obstacles and handicaps in 
many instances to the proper formation and operation of a coOpera
tive association under such laws. An obvious objection to most busi
ness corporation statutes is that they were drawn for the formation 
of commercial corporations, rather than cooperative corporations. 
In the case of cooperative associations it is highly important that 
they be authorized to issue voting stock only to producers and that 
they be empowered to prevent the transfer of voting stock to per
sons who are not producers. This illustrates the necessity for a 
special ineorporation act for coOperative associations of producers. 
Many of these cooperative statutes have been before the courts in 
numerous cases and in -each instance the coopera.tive statute has been 
upheld. A few of the states have statutes comparable to the federal 
Ca pper-Volstead Act. 

Inasmuch as the liability of cooperative associations for income 
taxes under federal and state statutes is being considered under 
another heading no discussion of this matter will be indulged in here. 

Be(.rencu: 
Alvin C Reis, "Cooperative LegislatioD,» .dmitf'ic<m CoopMation 19Z5, Vol. I. pp. __ 

Louis M. Cohn, "Legal Liabilities of Directors," Ammcan- Ooopsration 19M, 
Vol I, pp. 361-78. . 

Stanley Reed, "Legal Phases of the Grain Cooperatives," A.sman Coop~atioa 
1931, Vol. II, pp. 251-540. 

PROJEcr 41. The Liabilities of Parties in Pooling 
Arrangements, Both Formal and Informal 

(By L. S. Hulbert) 

If a group of farmers, without incorporating an association, c0-

operate together for the purpose of pooling and marketing their 
products the responsibility of the farmers to others is substantially 
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that of partners. In an Arkansas case' in which a number of farm
ers joined together in a aweet potato v"nture a . suit .. as brought 
against two persons who signed note. on behalf of the unincorpora ted 
association and also against sixty other persona .. ho 1Vere alleged 
to have been interested. The question for decision .. a.--.. ho are 
liable on the notes? The Supreme Court of Arkanlal in palling on 
this question said: 

"It 'Was a .o]unwy unlnrorporated usodatlon. In eff't"d: a. l'artnenhlpl 
and • • • • the only question In the _e ..... the Identity of the m
Bons who composed the aoooclatlon at the time the notes In the itUlt were 
executed." 

The fact that the names of the sixty odd peraons did not appear 
on the notes waa entirely immaterial, because under the principles of 
partnership if a man is a partner it il entirely immaterial that hi. 
name does not appear on a partner.hip note. In relatioD to the 
world, all producers who may be interested in aD informal pool for 
the marketing of any products are personally responsible for all acta 
which they directly or indirectly authorize or sanelion in connection 
with the pooling arrangements to which they are partie.. A. between 
themselves, the intentions of the parties to any such arrang<'ment, 
after they have been ascertained, will be enforced. It would be a rare 

. case indeed in which there was not some previous undeutanding with 
respect to the manner in which the pooled product. were sold, ex
pens.s deducted and the net proceeds divided. In any case in which 
it appeared that the partiea had no understanding, oral or other ... iae, 
a8 to how pooled products were to be handled, sold and accounted for, 
the court would effect an equitable adjustment a8 between the pra
duc.rs concerned. If the "manager" of an informo.l pool incurred 
obligations for and on behalf of the pool, unIca. he apecificall y COD

tract.d that he would not be personally liabl., the parties with whom 
he enter.d into such obligations could hold him personally responsible 
th.refor! If the association through which producers pool their 
products i. incorporated and has ... ritten agreements .. ith the pro
ducers prescribing the terms and conditions under which the products 
will be pooled and accounted for, this contract control. a. between 
the m.mbers and as bet .... en the m.mber. and the a.sociation. Pool
ing is, of course_ an averaging proposition, an av.raging with respect 
to products, prices, exp.naea, returns, or all of them. Any pooling 
arrangem.nt regarding any of the foregoing matters is valid, pro
vided that the producers have agreed thereto! 

Nearly all formal pooling arrangements give the aB8ociation the 

(1) Harris ".. Ashdown Potato Curing AasocIatkm, 171 Ark. 3911, ~ S. w. 
755. 

(2) FuU •• " •. lked .1 aI., M N. D. 707, 2111 N. W. 14,7. 
(3) Washington Cooperative Egg and Poultry Aasoclatlon .... Taylor, 122 

Wasb. _, 210 p. 806. 
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power to determine the grade of producta which it rece;V1!s from ita 
members and, a. has been established, if an association is given this 
authority it may conclusively determine the grade of the products in~ 
valved.' In the case of formal pooling arrangements through an in
corporated associqtion, neither the officers, directors nor members are 
personally liable to third persons. As between the association and its 
members, there is no responsibility on the part of the association, if 
it can show that the products have been pooled and handled m 
accordance with it. marketing contracts and by-laws. 
RtJjtlnneIJ:'" 
Wilfred E. Rumble, "Some Legal Problems of Cooperative Shippers' Assocla

tions," AmBric4ft Ooop8,atiors. 19!8. Vol. I, pp. 121~2'1. 

PROJECT 42. The Legal Slatus of Compulsory Pooling Bnd 
Produetion Allotment Arrangements in the United States 

(By L. S. Hulbert) 

Up to the present time (March 1933) no statute providing for the 
compulsory pooling of agricultural product. has been enacted by 
Congress or any state. The decisions of the Supreme Court of the 
United States do not justify the belief that a state 01' federal statute 
for compulsory pooling would be upheld. The state of Oregon passed 
a statute requiring all children of school age to attend the public 
schools of that .ta teo The Supreme Court' held that this statute 
was unconstitutional. that it interfered with the righta of parenta to 
educate their children in such schools as they might choose, and with 
the rights of those engaged in the conduct of schools. In other words, 
the Supreme Court held that the compulsory educational pooling of 
school children was contrary to the federal constitution. It is dif
ncult to believe that that court would hold that a state had more con
trol over the marketing of agricultural products produced therein 
than it had over the matter of who should attend its public sehools. 
The fixing of prices for products is Ies. revolutionary than com
pulsory pooling and yet our Supreme Court has repeatedly denied the 
power to do so. In one case' it said: "the fi}";ng of prices for food, 
clothing. of house rental or of wages to be paid, whether minimum or 
maximum, is beyond legislative controI." 

Up to this time no "statutes" have been enacted compelling or au-

(40) McCauley w. A rkansas Rice Growel'S' Cooperative Association. 171 Ark. 
1155, 287 S. W. ~19. 

(1) Pierce ",. Sooiety of Sisters, 268 U. S. 61!l. 
(2) Ribnik w. McBride, 217 U. S. 360 48 S. Ct. MS and eases therein cited. 
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thorizing requirements r".tricting the production of agricultural pro
ducts. In Project 39 reference i. made to the attempt. along thi. lin .. 
in the Southern states in 1930-31. No reason is apparent why a .t .. t .. 
could not adopt a atatute which would authorize the producer. of a 
given agricultural product to enter into agreemenlo among them",lve. 
or with an association, for the purpose of determining the amount of 
an agricultural product that "ach farmer might produce. In other 
words, a state could adopt a statute authorizing the produc .. r. of a 
given agricul tural product to adopt and put in force an allotment 
plan with respect to production. This, of course, ia totally unlike a 
compulsory reduction in production beeau", it would be purely 
voluntary. Because it would be voluntary, such a plan could have no 
elfect on parties who refused to cooperate. If a stotute were enacted 
by a state for the purpose of milking compulsory production allot
ment. among producers, provided that a majority or some other 
number of the producer. in a given .tate or area were in favor there
of, it i. not believed that such a statute would be upheld. Our courb 
have held that the right to contract ;. property, likewise the right to 
produce is property, and in my opinion, the courb would hold that 
any compulsory allotment plan which restricted the amount that a 
given producer mi~ .. ht product> would be held to be the taking of 
property without due process of law,· 

PROJECf 43. Synlhe.is or Cooperalive Law 

(By L. S. Hulbert) 

During the la8t fifteen years the appellate courts of the variono 
states have passed upon score. of ca ... s involving cooperative market
ing associations. Nearly all involved cooperative marketing a.so
ciations that were formed under the so-called "Standard Cooperative 
Marketing Act." On fundamenhd questions the similarity of the 
holdings in the ... cases i. obvious. These ca .... e.tabli.h certain basic 
propositions. Among them i. the right of farmera to unite in aD 
association for the collective handling and marketing of their pro
ducts. The right of such associations to provide for and recover 
reasonable liquidated damages on account of the f .. ilure of a member 
to abide by hi. marketing contract, tbe right of an association to 
compel a member to perform 8pecifically hi. agreement and to enjoin 
him from breaching the Bame are established. The Supreme Court 

(3) The Voluntary Domestle Allotm .... t Plait as contmtplab!d In the AI¢
cultural Adjrurtment Act .inee pS8Bed ("ontain. no compul.ary feature; It don, 
however, include indueemmts to participate in sudJ allotment. that are expeeted 
to cause most producel'l to do so. 
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of Minnesota declared invalid a provision' in the Cooperative Market
ing Act of that state which' made it a misdemeanor for any person 
knowingly to induce .. breach of a marketing agreement, and which 
autborized an association to recover a penalty for each such olfense; 
but the Supreme Court of the United States' upheld a sm.ilar pr .... 
vi.ion in the Bingham Coope"ative Marketing Act of Kentucky. C .... 
operative marketing associations now have a status and a standing 
comparable to that of any otber type of business organization. 

PROJECT 44. A Cooperative Stalule for a Slate 

(By L. S. Hulbert) 

Act. providing for the incorporation of cooperative marketing 
associations of producers are a relatively recent development. The 
form of these statutes has been m.proved from time to time. A c .... 
iiperative marketing statute should be so drawn as to (1) permit of 
the formation 'under it of associations of producers possessed of all 
the powers that are desirable to enable such an association to ac
complish its purposes; (2) enable a.sociations to be formed easily, 
with no undue restrictions on their operations, or the manner in which 
they are required to function: (8) give latitude for the rellection of 
any plan or device that may b. deemed helpful in a particular case. 
It may be that in the case of a given association it will be advisable to 
have special provisions included in its charter that are not necessary 
in the case of an association formed for the marketing of a different 
product, and the statute should authorize the inclusion in the charter 
of such special provisions. In view of the fact that it i. frequently 
desirable either to increase or decrease the number of directors thai 
an association has, the statrite should permit the number of directors 
to be increased or decrea ... d by action of the members, without 
amendment of the charter. In view of the fact that associations fre
quently operate in a number of states'it is desirable to include a pre
vision in the statute authorizing meetings of members and of the 
dh'ectors in states other than that of incorporation. The statute 
should authorize associations formed under it to become members or 
stockholders of other associations, whether formed under the same act 
or an act of another state. Some cooperative acts specifically au
thorize associations formed under them to become stockholders or 
members of other associations that are incorporated under them, but 

(1) Minnesota Wheat Growe." Cooperative Marketing Association 0'. Radke, 
168 Minn. -. 2M N. W. 814. . 

(9) Liberty Warehouse Company" •. Burley Tobacco Growers" Cooperative 
Marketing Association. 276 U. ~ 11, 48 & Ct. 291. 
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do not cont .. in .. uthority (or association. (ormM under other al .. tutes 
to become stockholders or members of them. This i. 11 di.tincl handi
cap to the development of a national 1l8.0("iation coml'oaed of co
operative associations. A coopcrlltive .. ct .hould authorize ... 00-

ci .. tions formed thereunder to enter into marketing contract. with it. 
members, either of the .. gency or purcha.e and ."Ie type. Such 
statutes should authorize the formation of a.80ciationo, either with or 
without capital stock and should permit the i •• u .. nce of prt'ferred 
stock that does not c .. rry the voting privilege. This permih the sale 
of stock to those who are not engltged in agriculturt', while the con
trol of the a.sociation will be maintained hy the producera who are 
members thereof through ownership of the common .tock. Without 
intending to minimize the high importance of incorporating a co
operative association under a carefully prepared .. nd well thought 
out cooperative m .. rketing act, it should constantly be borne in mind 
that sound management h .. s more to do with the succe .. of a co
oper .. tive .. ssoci .. tion th .. n .. ny other factor. 

PROJECf 45. The Liability of Farmers' Cooperative 
Associations to Pay Income Taxes 

(By L .. wrence Dum ... , Jr.) 

FEDERAL INCOME TAX 

> Even in the .. bsence oC a specific exemption a cooper .. tive market
ing associ .. tion would not be required to p .. y a net income tax if it 
had no net income. A. explained by Attorney General A. Mitchell 
Palmer, in the Houlton Grange Association c .... :' "The tax, however, 
i. levied not on the gros. income hut the net income-that ie, upon 
the profits which it makes by buying and selling merch .. ndise. If it 
operates under a plan by whlch it sells to member ... t actual coot. 
no profits .. re realized, there is no net income, and no t .. x i. paid. If. 
on the other hand, it seU. ..t a profit. like .. ny other de .. ler in 
merchandise, it h .. s a net income .. nd must pay the tax on it." Ob
viously this i. also true of marketing .. ssociation. 80 long a. the, 
sell ..... gent. Cor their memhers and tum over to them the proceedo of 
the ... le, Ie •• oper .. ting expenses. Now, if the .... ociation purch .. _ 
the products of ito memhers from them and resell. them, the only net 
income it h .. s will be the exce •• oE the selling price over the purch ..... 
price .. nd the operating> expense.. Ordinarily the purcha .. price will 
be the .. mount the .... soci .. tion received on the .ale8, Ie •• operating 

(1) 31 Opinions or Attorney General (1919) pp. 408, 406. 
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expenses, and consequen tl y there will be no net income. However, if 
deductions are made to be used for paying dividends on stock, for 
accumulating a reserve fund for future contingencies, etc., there will 
be a net income to this extent. 

Under the Revenue Acts of 1913 and 1916, Congress -exempted 
"farmers', fruit growers', or like associations, organized and op
erated as sales agents for the purpose of marketing the products of 
members and turning back to them proceeds of sales, less the neces
sary selling expenses, on the basis of the quantity of products fur
nished by them", from taxation, although as above indicated these 
associations would have had no net income in any event. In 1918 
the exemption was extended to include associations purchasing for 
producers. The Revenue Act of that year covered the following: 

uFarmers', fruit growerss,. 01' like a.ssociation~ organized and operated as 
sales agents for the purpose of marketing the products of membel's and 
turning back to them pl'OCeeds of salest less the necessary selling expenses. 
on the basis of the quantity of products fumished by them; or organized 
8ntl operated as purchasing agents for the purpose ot purchasing supplies 
and equipment for use of membel'S anti. turning over such supplies and 
equipment to members at actual cost plus necessary expenses."2 

As has "already heen seen, these associations would have had no 
net income and so would not have heen taxed, even had not this ex
emption heen granted. The ostensible purpose for granting this ex
emption was to remove a supposed penalty placed on the cooperative 
method of marketing agricultural commodities, which would have re
sulted from the fact, that, if the association had a net income, it would, 
in the great majority of cases, be greater than the total income taxes 
of its members. It was intended that these associations should be 
assured of an exemption and that they should not have to depend on 
the possible interpretation of the meaning of net income by the 
courts to secure that exemption. 

Congress granted no Qounty to the farmers because the individual 
members of a cooperative association will still have to pay a tax on 
their profits, including those derived from goods marketed through 
cooperatives, if any. Of course, if the individual receives no net in
come over $1,000 (ul\der the Revenue Act of 1932) no income taxes 
will be due. 

The wording of the exemption of farmers' cooperatives was not 
changed in the Revenue Acts of 1921 and 1924, but the regUlations 
under the 1924 Act were greatly liberalized, so as to exempt those 
cooperatives which the Commissioner of Internal Revenue considered 
true non-profit farmers' associations. The courts have recognized 
the fact that the Bureau did permit exemptions not strictly allowed 
by the Act, and although they did not disapprove of the exemptions 
they indicated that only Congress and not the Commissioner had 

(2) Section 231 (11) of the Revenue Act of 1918. 
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power to grant them.' Congress, however, recognized the wi.dom of 
the Commissioner's liberalization, and to prevent a po •• ible ""trench
ment, embodied the liberalization in Section 231 (12) of the R""enue 
Act of 1926, which reads as follow.: 

uVanneJ"s'., fruit growers', or like auoMntlon. ol'llBniud and o~rntM on 
a t"OOperntlve bas;" (s) for the pu"""",, of ma,ketlnp: the product. of ......... 
bers 01' othe-r producers, and turning btwk to thrm the P1"O('ft'(ia of tllll ..... 1f'Aa 

the neeessary IrnlrkeUng expense-. on the basta of either the quanUt, or the 
value of the product. furnished by them, or (b) fo, the pu"""",, of pu .... 
('hasing supplies And equipment for the UR of mell~rll or othf'r p.non., 
and turning IWer such supplies and equipment to them at ortunl cost. plus 
necessary expenses. Exemrtion .hall not be denied any lueil AMO<"hdJon 
because it hILS capital stock, If the dividend rnte of 8urh .tock II fixf'd at 
Dot to exceed the lef{&l rate of Interest in the State ot Incorporation 01' 8 
,,~,. Cfl'ntum 1'." a.nn-, whichever 13 greater, on the y.due of the C!OftaJtJ.. 
el'ation for which the stock was issued. and If lullJ1tantially all auclt ItOl"k 
(otber than non-voting prete1'red stock. the ownen of which .~ hOt en-
titled or penniUed to participate, directly or Indlreetly. In the p,uftto of the 
associatiOll, upon diuolution or otherwjse, beyond the ftx.ed dhideod.) I. 
owned by producers who markd their product. or 'purcluUle their aupplle8 
and equipment throuldJ the 8B8odatloo; nor shon exemption be drnled any 
such association bee-ause there .. A«umu1ated and maintainf'd by it a rHerve 
1'equired by State law or a vastmable reserve for any n("~JllUlry purpoae. 
Such &n ASSociation may market the products of non-member" In an amount 
the value of which does not exceed the value 01 the r.J'OCIUl"U mnrketed for 
membersJ and may purchase 8upplies and equipment 01' non-nll'!lnhuB In an 
amount the value of which does not exCft'd the value of the Imppllet and 
equipment purchased tor members, provided the vlllue of the pUr<'hun made 
for persons who are neither members nor ,froducers doel not ncud 1. 
'PH CIln.tfIhB of the value of all ita pureh8Jle8. 

There has heen no change in this phrasing in the Revenue Acta of 
1928 and 1932.' 

In order to be exempt it i. clear that a cooperative a88ocialion 
must be one of producer.,. whether it markets or purcha.e. Cor them. 
It can purchase and sell for non-members to the extent of fifty per 
cent of the value of it. total busines.: but it cannot make more than 
fifteen per cent of the value of the purchase. for non-m .. mben who are 
not producer.. There is no such limitation on it. marketing activi
ties, but that is unnecessary because ordinarily the aBsocia tion will 
only market the products for the persons who produce them. 

The association must not accumulate profits or di.tribute them al 
dividends on capital stock except to the extent of eight per cent, or 
the percentage which represents the legal rate of intere.t in the .tate, 
whichever is greater. No profits are allowed on non-member buaine ••. 

(3) see: Riverdale Cooperative Creamery Aooociation "1. CommI .. Ion., of 
Intemal Revenue, 48 Fed. (2<1) 711 (C. C. A. 9th, IIl1ll) , Smtth Carolina Pro
duce Assn. fl •• Commi .. ioner of Internal Revenue, lIO Fed. (2<1) 7~ (e. c. A. 
4th, 1981). 

(4) See: Section 108 (12) of the Revenue Acto of 11128 and 1002. 
(6) One who produces any kind of product ordinarily _aUd .. Ith fann

ing, such ao cattle, eggs, poultry, fruit, would be up:orded ao a prtHhU1H. and It 
would probably not be ne<:elloary tbet he produce the artkl.. ma,keted by the 
lI88OclaUon, .,d _ •. 

(6) See: Riverdale Cooperative Creamery A800. TJI. Commlaoloner of Intemal 
Revenue, 48 F. (2<1) 711 (C. e. A. 9th, 1931). 
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The .... ociation must market only on a patronage basis, turniog-back 
the proceeds of the sale, less necessary marketiog expenses, aod this 
i. true whether the goods marketed are those of members or of non
members.' Supplies- must be furnished members .. nd non-members 
alike on the hasis of cost plus necessary expens ... • Thus it seems 
that patronage dividends must be paid to non-members on the basis of 
their busioess done, but the commissioner has ruled that such divi
dends need not be paid immediately but may be payable out of a 
reserve fund set up for such dividends at .. future time.· When the 
by-laws m .. ke no provision for payment of patronage dividends to 
non-members, but a specific credit to the iodividual accouat of each 
non-member is set up on the books of the association, when the hy
laws make no provision for the payment of patronage dividends to 
their members and/or non-members, but it is shown to be the con
sistent practice of the association to make such payments to members 
and non-members alike within a reasonable period, and when the 
patronage dividends are not payable until the non-member becomes a 
member of the association, either through the payment of tbe re
quired amount io cash or the accumulation of dividends io an amount 
equal to the purchase price of a share of stock or membership, the 
exemption is· not denied"· 

Deductions may be made for the limited dividends (eight per cent 
or the rate allowed as interest by the state) and for any reserves 
requirea by state law (the fact that the state law permits a certaio 
reserve fund is not sufficient), or which are reasonably nece .. ary. 
Whether a reserve fund is reasonably necessary i. a question of fact 
io each case, but it has been ruled that having a reserve fund to pur
cha .. facilities or machinery, to retire the indebtedness of the asso
ciation or to cover losses by depreciation, does not exclude the asso
eia tion from the exemption. 

An association may issue capital stock iostead of membership 
certificates and still retain its exemption, provided (1) that the divi
dends on all this stock are limited to the legal rate of interest io the 
state or eight per cent p~r annum. whichever is greater," on the 
value of the consideration for which the Btock was issued (not on the 
par value of the stock), and (2) that substantially all of the stock 
i. owned by producers who market their products or purchase their 

(1) Produce .. Creamery Co. .... u. S .• lIS 1'. (2d) 1~ (c. C. A. 6th, 1932); 
Riverdale Cooperative Crenmery Assn. tt.. Commissionel' of Internal Revenue. 
48 1'. (2<\) 111 (CO C. A. 9th, 1981) held that a deduction to pay debt. was not 
a necessary expense of mling. 

(8) Fruit Growers Supply Co. tn. Commissioner ot Internnl Revenue, .56 F. 
(2<\} 90 (C. C. A. 9th, 1932). 

(9) X-3O-<i15O, Mlm. 3886 (1931) (Internal Revenue Bulletin, Vo]. X, No. 110). 
(IO) Id. 
(U) An assoC'iation paying ten per cent dividends was denied an exemption.. 

South Carolina Produce Assn. N. Commissioner of Intemal Revenue" 50 F. (2d) 
142 (c. C. A. ~th, 1981). 
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Bupplies and equipment through the association (else any surplll' 
accumulated would go a8 profits to non-producers IHld the aaaociation 
would be a profit-making enterprise). What i. "substantially all 
of the stock" depends on the fact. of ,,"ch particular cate. No 
general rule hll. been announced. It is required that the a •• ociotion 
affirmatively show that its stockholders are produ~e .. , and it will be 
called on to explain any non-producer stockholding. It haa bt-o>n 
ruled that if by datutory requirement all offi""rs of an a88ociation 
Inust be shareholders, the ownership of a share of .tock by a non-pro
ducer to qualify him as an officer will not destroy the exemption. 
Likewise, it has bt-o>n ruled thnt the a •• ociation retaina ita escml,tion 
where a .mall amounl of stock i. held by those who have cenoed to be 
producers after the stock was issued and, because of a con.titutional 
inhibition or other rea.on beyond the control of the association, it 
is unable to purchase or retire this stock. 

An "'ssociatio~ may issue fWn-.,OUng preferred 6tock to anyone, 
without compliance with the foregoing restriction., and still retain 
it. exemption, provided that the owner. of this .tock are not entitled 
or permitted to participate, directly or indirectly, in the profits of 
the association, upon dissolution or otherwi.e, beyond tile fixed divi
dends. 

The Commissioner of Internal Revenue has provided in Regulation 
'n, Article 532, that an as.ociation will be allowed an exemption on 
either its marketing or its purchasing activiti". if it comllli". with 
the requirements of the exemption as to the one of the two .. diviti". 
(marketing or purcha.ing) but not the other_ Where an a.ooeilliion 
sold boxes to non-members, making a profit on .uch ... Ieo, it wao tas.-d 
only to the extent of this non-member activity," but the qu"stion of 
legality of allowing an exemption was not considered by the court. 

Article 532 (c) of Regulations 77 provide. thai corporations or
ganized by farmers' cooperative marketing 01" purchasing as.ocia
tions, or the member. thereof, for the purpose of financing the 
ordinary crop operation. of such members, or other producers, are 
exempt, provided the marketing or purchasing .... ociation i. exempt 
under .section 103 (12) and the financing corporation is operated in 
conjunction with the marketing or purchasing associa t.ion!' The 
provisions concerning reserve funds, Burplus and capital .tock, are 
held to apply to such financing corporations. 

The last mentioned provision. of the Commissioner, a. well al 
others, are extremely liberal interpretation. of the ReV('Due Act," 

(12) See: Fruit Growers Supply Co . .,0. CommIJ!.loner of Internal Revenue. 
56 Fed. (2<1) 90 (Co c. A. 9th. 1932). 

(13) Cf, BUIT Creamery Corp. 23 B. T. A. 1007 (1931) holding that a ....... 
poration.. aU of whose stock is owned by an exempted cooperative anociation, ia 
not entitled to claim an n-emption. 

(14) South Carolina Produce Assn. "0. Carom",,;.,...,,. of Intemal Rev ... "", 
... pra. 
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and this, despite the general rule that exemptions from taxation 
are strictly construed." Inasmuch as the cooperative will not object, 
so long as they are allowed a greater exemption by the Bureau than 
they would be by the courts, the legality of the Commissioner's ex
treme liberalizations is not likely to be passed on by the courts. The 
rulings of the Commissioner have fleen upheld by the courts in every 
case, except one, a very recent decision by the Federal Distr,ct 
Court of Missouri, as yet unreported. 

STATE INCOME TAXES 

In the following states there is no income tax applicable to cor
porations: Alabama, California, Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, 
District of Columbia, Florida, lllinois, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, 
Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, 
Montana, Nebraska, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New Mexico, Ohio, 
Rhode Island, Tennessee," Texas, and Utah. Most of these states 
have franchise taxes on business corporations, but inasmuch .. s the 
ordinary farmers' cooperative association is not regarded as a busi
ness corpor.rtion it is not subject to these taxes. 

AIl of the other states have income taxes imposed in language 
sufficiently broad to include cooperative associations. The usual 
type of farmers' marketing or purchasing cooperative association has 
no net income and so is not affected in any way by a net income taL 
Even so, some states have specifically granted an exemption, perhaps 
because the legislatures wished to make assurance doubly sure or 
perhaps because the legislatures have blindly copied the provlsions of 
the Federal Revenue Act of 1913. "Farmers', fruit growers', or like 
organizations, organized and operated as sales agents (agent) for the 
purpose of marketing the products (produce) of its members and 
turning back to them the proceeds of the sales, less the necessary sell
ing expenses, on the basis of the quantity of products (produce) fur
nished by them", are exempted from net income taxes imposed in the 
following states: Arkansas, Georgia, Missouri, North Carolina, 
Oregon, South Carolina, Vermont (franchise tax.measured by net 
come)." 

Idaho has a net income tax on all corporations, but there coopera-

(III) See: Riverdale Cooperative Creamery Association w. Commissioner of 
Internal Revenue" ftJprB; Producers Creamery Company tI.J. United States, 55 
Fed. (2<\) 104 (0. 0. A. 6th, 1932). 

(16) An income tax providing for an exemption for cooperative marketing 
associations which complied with certain provisions was enacted but the whole 
,tatnte was held unconstitutional. 

(11) . Arkansas, Act llS of 1929, p. fi'73t See. 6 ('1).; Georgi~ E.S.L., 1931, 
Act No. 18, Sec. 6 (b). Missouri, R.S. 1_, Sec:. IOIlG (Eleventh). North Caro
lina, Rev. Act of 1931, See. 314 (8). Oregon, COOe 1930, See. 69-1811 (G.L. 1921, 
~7,~. 11), as amended by G. L. 1931, c. 273,~. 1 (h). South Carolina, Acts 
1921. No. I, Sec. 6 (7); Ver~ont, P. A. 19B1. No. 11, Part II, Sec. 18 (k). 



tive association. are specifically exempted in the following I .. nguage 
(copied from the I .. test provision, of the Federal R~venue Act.) : 

RFa~n' fruit lfl'OWen', or Itke asaoclatlona OlltAniard and (J~ratM on " 
rooperall .... bll8is (a) for the purp6"" of marketl"1! the prOOueto of members 
and turning b.~ to them the p_eed. of ... 1.,., 1_ the n..-..or, mark"I"!! 
""pen_ on the basis of elth.... the quanll!,! or the value of the prOOurlo 
furnished by them, or (b) for the pu'l""'" 0 purrh ... ln!! o"ppU •• and "'1"11'" 
ment for the use of members and turning ovn orb RUl'pll~. Bnd l*fIulpmrnt 
to them at actual cost, plua necessary ex~nAe" F.xemrUOJI "hall not be 
denied any au ... _alion beea""" It hOI ""pltal at~. I the dlvlrlmd .. te 
of au ... otock I. fixed at nat to exceed the lellAl rate of Int~PPOt In the Stale, 
on the value of the ronsldrration tor whh"h the stnrk WM 'PUffl l Rnd it 811 .... 

• tanlially all su'" .t~ (nther than non-volin!! preferred .tork. the 0......,.. 
of whieh are nat entitled or permitted to participate, directly or Indl ... tly. In 
the prollts of the _allon, upon dl .... lutlon or atherwlll .. beyond Ihe IIxed 
dividendo) 10 owned by prOOueers wbn market Ihelr product. or pureh .... 
their oupplies aDd "'1uipment throu"h the """""allonl oor ""all ...... "Ilon 
be denied any BUcb auociatlon iJ«8.UBe there Is Il("(WUmulatrd and maintained 
by It a reserve required by State law or a re&IIOoabJe reoe"e fur any _ 
881'1 purpoae".1& . 

Wi.col18in exempts the following cooperative .... ociation. 'rom 
paying the income tax: ...... cooperative a •• oeiation. or cor
porations engaged in marketing farm products for producero, which 
turn b .. ck to such producers the net profits of the ... Ie. of their pro
ducts; provided, that such corporationl or ".lOdation. have at 1"38t 
twenty-five stockholders or members delivering ,uch products .. nd that 
their dividends h .. ve not, during the preceding five yean, exceeded 
eight per cent per _m; .. Iso ........ oci .. tion. and corporatioDl 
engaged 80lely in processing and marketing farm producto for one 
such cooperative association or corporation and which do not charge 
for such m .. rketing .. nd proceosing more than a lufficimt amount to 
pay the cost of such marketing and processing and eight per cent 
dividends on their capital stock and to add five per cent to their 
surplua."'· 

The most simply worded exemption of all w .. , adopted recently by 
the Arizona legislature. From its net income tax i. exempted "the 
income of cooperative associations or corporation. engaged in mar
keting farm products for producer., a8 defined by Chapter 13, Re
vised Code of 1928."" The admini.tr .. tion of this tax ,tatut" will be 
easy, but it will make the exemption hinge on the form of the ".10-
eiation r .. ther than on it. method of operation, which i. probably in
advisable. 

New York pl .. ces a tax on the exercise of the corporate franchi.., 
measured by the net income of a corporation, but in lieu of thi. t .. x 

(18) Idahu Ex. s.... L. 1931, e. 2, See 28 (10). Not only a .... mnIooIon. to 
adapt the otatute to atate pu'1"""'8 made, hut a180 the laat....tenee of the YedDa! 
provision, pertainlnll to non-member businea, is lett out. The Idaho R,.ejlU1atlom 
No. 2 require the filing of an aflidarit by the _atlon as a prerequisite 10 Ito 
exemption from making a -return. 

(19) Wiseonsin otatuleo (11131). lIth Ed., See 71.011. 
(20) Ariwn& Laws of 1983, e. 89, Sec. 9 (f). . 
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it is provided tbat "farmers', fruit growers', and other like agri
cultural corporations organized and operated on a cooperative basis 
for the purposes expressed in and as provided under the cooperative 
corporation laws of the State of New York, sball annually pay in ad
vance an annual tax to be computed upon the basis of the amount of 
its capital stock within the state during the preceding year, and upon 
each dollar of such amount."n However. this provision for taxation 
applies only to cooperative associations organized with capital stock. 
If tbe association is a non-stock corporation it is specifically ex
empted from the payment of this tax'" It should he noted that the 
tax on cooperatives with capital stock is not measured by net income 
and so the tax is due whether there is any net income or not. 

Tbe following states have income taxe., but the provisions for ex
empting certain corporation. do not include farmers' cooperative 
associations: Mississippi," Oklahoma," North Dakota," Virginia," 
Washington." . 

Two states, Indiana and South Dakota, impose gross income taxes 
on corporations. This is a more serjous situation for the farmers' 
cooperative associations, because although under ordinary circum
stances the)' have no net income they certainly have gross income. 
The exemptions from the Indiana and South Dakota gross income 
taxes could not be construed to cover the ordinary farmers' coOpera
tive association.2S 

(21) C. L. New York (Cahill) Co 61, Sec. 188 (Art. 9a). 
(22) C. L. New York, 1931. supp. (Cabill) Co til. Sec. 188 (7). (Laws 1931, Co 

289, Sec. 1). 
(23) MiSSissippi G. L. 19241 ~ 182~ See. 18 (Code of 1921, Sec. 5666, Code of 

1930. Sec. 6fl.t.O) exempts ulabol'. R¥ricultural .or horticultural • .. Farmel'S~J fruit 
growers' <J or like associations,. Federal Land Banks and Farm Loan Associations, 
when organized and operated for public purposes and when no part of the in
('()ft1e inures to the benefit of any private stockholder or member." It seems that 
the requirement that the association be for a public purpose and that none of the 
Income inure to the benefit of any private .stockholder or member modi~ 
Ufannc1'S', fruit growel'S~, or like associations", as well as "Federal Land Banks 
and Farm Loan Associations." This was no doubt, an ovet'Sigbt. 

(:loll Oklahoma L. 1931, H. B. 480. Sec. 24, But cf •• Rules and Regulations, 
Income Tax, Art. 186. 

(25) North Dakota C. L. Supp. 1913-1925. Sec. 2Mtia8O. allows a deduetion to 
patro~ whether stockholders, members, or not., for amounts distributed by c0-
operative companies on a strictly patronage basis. As to other corporations 
there seems to be a tax on both the net income of the corporation and on the 
income of the stockholder derived fl'iml corporate dividend& 

(26) Virginia Tax Code, See. S\I. 
(27) Washington Initiative Measure No. 69. Sec. Sed) exEmPts co1JK>rations 

not organised 01' conducted for pKUniary profit. Fanners' eooperative asso
ciations would be regarded as such prol'ided the court looked at the natore of the 
torporation itself and not at the function it perfonned for stockholders or mem
bers. So query whether farmm~ cooperative associations are exempted from the 
Washington income tax. 

(28) Acts of Indiana, 1938, c. 60. Sec. 1(b) (effective May I. 1938), South 
Dakota Laws of 1938, Sec. s.. Senate Bm 101, whim includes See. 6610 of the 1919 
Revised Code and amendatory acts by reference. South Dakota Compiled Laws 
of 1_. Sec. 667U, include only agricultural and horticultural societies. . 
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PROJECf 46. Fai .. and Unfal .. Competition 

OBJEcrIVE: To dete ..... ine lair 0 .. unfair compellllon In a 
siven aituation. 

(By W. H. S. Stevena) 

In the field of agricultural marketing as eleewhere, the que.tion 
of fair and unfair competition must be approlu'hed from bolh the 
legal and economic angles. The reason ia that these two concept. are 
not alway. in agreement. The legal theory i. of course important a. 
determining what acta may be regarded as fuir und unfair and hence 
aa lawful or unlawful under the exi8ting law. The economic concept, 
which is broader than the legal, i8 even more import"nt, however, in 
providing a 80und theoretical test for competitive method •. 

The preaent legal concept of the distinction between fair and un
fair competition ia substantially act out in the statement of Mr. 
JU8tice McReynolds in the Gratz caae (253 U. S. 421). though thi. 
rule has been somewhat modified by more recent decisions. Thi • 
• ta tement is as follows, 

"The words 'unfair method of competition' are not defined by the It.atllte, 
Rnd their exact meaning is In dispute. It l3 for Ule ('OUrU, not the Cam-
missionJ ultlma~ly to detemdne u malta of law what thry IDelude. They 
Bre clearly in8ppU~able to practices never heretofore np;l1rded as opposrd 
to good morals buause characterized by deception, bad faith. fraud. or 
.oppression, or as against public policy because of theil' dangeroU8 trndmq 
undu1y to hinder competition or create monopoly. The act was ce!"tJUnly not 
intended to fetter free and fair competition as commonly undentood and 
practiced by honorable opponents In trade." 

For further developments and modifications of the legal rule, the 
student .hould examine the court decisions involving Section IS of 
the Federal Trade Commission Act in the Federal Trade Commission 
decisions, Vol. I to H. These decisions of the Circuit Court of 
Appeals and the United States Supreme Court will be found in the 
back part of these volumes. Particular attention should he paid to 
the Winsted Hosiery, Sears Roebuck, (j:ratz, Butterick, Pearsall 
Butter, National Biscuit, Mennen, New Jersey Asbestos, Beechnut 
Packing, Wholesale Grocers of EI Paso, Pacific States Paper Trade 
and Raladam caaes. The decision of the Supreme Court in Van Camp 
w. American Can Company (278 U. S. 245) should also be carefully 
examined, Statutes and Decisions, Federal Trade Commission, 1914-
1929, and Federal Anti-Trust Decisions (Vols. 1-10) are aiao valu
able. 

From an economic point of view as distinct from the legal, the 
question of fair and unfair competition must be examined with 
reference to our long-established public policy of competition. Com
petition, or the competitive process in trade and industry, consist. 
primarily in the struggle of producers and distributors to 8ecure the 
patronage of customers for their products. The basic reason for the 
adoption of the competitive principle a. a general rule of public policy 
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. in the United States is the assumption that the interests of c0n

sumers in prices, quality and incidental services rendered by the seller 
• will be better protected thereby than by any other system of bnsiness 
or industrial organization. In any given situation, therefore, the test 
to be applied is .... hether the acts in question do or do not constitnte 
a competition of price, quality and service. Obviously not all kinds 
of competition are of this character, but fair competition is. Fair 
competition in the economic sense may be described as & competition 
of producing and seDing eiliciency, in other words, competition 
which is so organized and directed that each organization competes . 
with the .. ther upon the hasis of its eiliciency in prodnetion and sale, 
obtaining that proportion of the total business which this efficiency 
enables it to obtain in competition with the producing and selling 
eiliciencies of other units. When competition is conducted on any 
other basis injury to ~e public inevitably results. By the introduc
tion of other methods, competitors are able temporarily or indefi
nitely to interfere with the operation of the competitive process and 
the consequent elimination of the less eilicient organizations. Thll8 
the public is deprived of this competition of eiliciency and hence of 
the resulting protection in price, quality and service. By methods of 
this character, ineilicient concern. may be able to remain in bnainess 
even though on acconnt of high costs or other factors they would 
otherwise be noable to survive the competition of more eilicient or
ganizations. In extreme instances, moreover, these methods may re
verse the sitnation and make it possible for the concerns using them 
actually to destroy the more eilicient organizations. IDustrations of 

• {the application of these principles to concrete cases will be found in 
V Stevens' Unfair Competition. and also in various sections of Federal· 

Trade Commission briefs in the United States Circuit Court of Ap
peal. and in the United States Supreme Court dealing with the __ 
nomic aspects of various. methods of competition in the fnllowing 
cases: Sears Roebuck, Gratz. Beechnut Packing, New Jersey Ashe&
tos, Kinney-Rome and Raymond Bros.-Clark. 

GROUPE 

ProjeC" Dealing tllilla ,he Publi£ Relalio ... .4.pecU oj CoopeTIlIioa 

The projects in the group are joint with Agricultural Policy, and 
need very much to he considered in the light of the general discussion 
of agricultural policy in the introduction to that report. 
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PROJECT 47. DiBusion of the Senefi .. of Cooperation 

OBJEcnvr: To determine tbe dill'ullion of ben .. fi .. from .,... 
operation among membe .... non.membe .... conaum ...... and 
the general public. 

(By H. E. Erdman) . 

The study designed to determine the diffusion of economic benelit. 
resulting from coOperative endeavor would in most in.tance. be eon· 
fined to a single cooperative or to a group of cooperatives handlillg 
mainly the same commodity or group of commoditiea. There ii, 
however. a wide range of possibilitiea. Such a .tudy might be con
fined to a single cooperative, luch a. a local creamery. operating in 
a single community. It might, on the other hand, be concerned with 
a large group-the cooperative creamem. of an entire .tate or 
region. Again. it might apply to a given coOperative holding a 
dominant position in an industry. But. whatever the unit studied, 
the period covered would be sullicient to allow result. to become evi
dent, or else the project should be restricted to those a.pecll on 
which results might. be expected to be immediately discernible. 

So many statements are made concerning the benelit. of coopera· 
tion or their absence that it aeems desirahle in so far III po.sible to 
ascertain the fact. quantitatively III well a. to develop qualitative 
analy.i. more fully on the basis of luch quantitative analysi ... ;. 
feasible. Furthermore, there are times .. hen it becomCi desirable to 
reason on the basis of the probable diffu.ion of benelit. which may 
be expected to follow re-organiza tion of the marketing facilities of & 

region. 
The way benefits are diffuaed will, of couree, vary, all may be iJ

.lustrated by a brief consideration of five cases: 

Case I-8uch handling by a large dairy cooperative that relatively 
more of the product fall. into the higher grades than prior to 
the establishment of the cooperative. It;. a"umed that the 
improvement consists partly in better care of the cream 00 the 
farm and partly in improved practices at the creameries. 

Case II-A large fmit-marketing aasodation increases the demand 
for it. product. by standardizing on a high plane, branding, 
advertising. etc. 

Case III-A local cooperative creamery deere ...... cost. of opera
tion su~tantially without curtailing service. 

. Case IV-A regional cooperative feed-purchuing asaociation 
makes substantial savinge by reduced cost. of operation and 
reduced prices resulting from iarge-acale buying. 

Case V-A coOperative having 90 per unt control of a crop pro
ce&Be8 a part of it, substantially raising retuma on the whole 
crop but with no net return on .urplua. 
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In the Drst three case. there would be higher prices to members. 
In the fourth lower costa. Non-members would doubtless share the 
gains promptly as a result of a sacrifice of profits by competitors of 
the cooperative in order to hold business. Frequently such benefits 
to non-members continue when the new competition stimulates com
petitors to develop or adapt methods that make it profitable for 
them to meet the cooperative prices. In the first case, the methods 
adopted by members to produce superior quality are likely to spread 
to non-members, though the latler may not at first fiod it possible 
to get quality premiums on the open market. Benefits to producers 
would tend to disappear to the extent that they were ultimately 
passed on to consumers and to landlords or were capitalized into land 
prices by the sale of lands to new producers. . 

Consumers of the products in question will share the gains in 
varying degree and more or less tardily. In the first case, they 
would share the gains when (a) the supply of the higher grade 
product becomes relatively great enough to narrow the premium 
over the lower gra.;!es, or (b) when the stimulus of better prices 
leads to such an increase of supplies that the general price structure 
is lowered. for the comm"dity. 

In the second ca~nsumers would benefit only when supplies 
were increased so aa to lower prices, unless, of course, one considers' 
that they are getting a better product. 

In the third case only local consumers are involved and they would 
ordinarily not be benefited unless the coOperative method were to 
become general, an.d with similar results, so that enhanced returns 
would lead to a sufficient increase in supplies to lower the price level. 
Local consumers might, however, benefit Buiistantially if an increase 
in supplies changes the locality from an "import" to an "export" 
hasi .. 

Certain groups of the general public not included above would 
benefit if competing product. (nut margarine or competing fruits) 
were lowered in price to meet the intensified competition. Land
owners generally would benefit if increased profitability of farming 
led to increased rental. and higher land price.. Owner-operators pro
ducing the commodity in question would not, of course, obtain an 
additional benefit though they might more advantageously re,ire from 
active farming or land ownership. 

. The 6fth case is quite different from the others in that, although 
the toto! returns to members are increased, the non-members get the 
same gross retu~s but bear none of the costs of the surplus control 
plan. It differs also in that consumers may actually suffer, except as 
they may benefit in certain ca_ by stabilized business or even im
proved business resulting from increased purchasing power placed in 
the hands of one group substantially prior to the time any price en
hancement reach.. consumers. Concerning benefits to land ... woers 
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the situation wouJd be similar to that discussed above except that 
there would ordinarily be avoidance of a decline illlltead or I'0litive 
appreciation. The result would, however, all be temporary if the 
arrangement were voluntary. since production outside the aosociatioD 
would increase if Ihe control price were such aa to make production 
profitable for non-members. The result might be 101l'er prices ulti
mately if and when the scheme broke down. 

To indicate the leading sorts of data to be colleck<! and method. 
of analysis only Case I will be considered in any detail: 

The first question to be asked is the extent to which production 
has shifted to the higher grades. This ahould be readily ascertain
able if sales records of the cooperative are avrulable for the period 
in question, or for earlier, intermediate and later portions of it. 
Simple percentage comparisons should suffice. I( similar data are 
availabJe for private firms as well, it may be possible to ddermine the 
extent to which non-members have shifted to the higher grade •• 

Any change (other than ordinary seasonal changes) in differential. 
between grades which may have arisen out of altered proportion. of 
the several grade. sold should be ascertainable by a .tudy of quoted 
prices at tbe leading market through which the product move •• 

Gains to consumers from lower prices either of the higher grade. 
from returns to members, or to member creamerie.. Data on returns 
should be obtainable from the records of the cooperative. If there 
has been a narrowing of the quality differentials note .hould be made 
of the portion of the period under study when the quality .hift .. a. 
taking place and when the differentials were narro .. ing, and account 
taken of the net results of the two changes. If priCCll paid by private 
firms for various grades are obtainable as well as quantities of each 
grade purchased gains to non-members can be similarly &ocerlained. 

Gains to consumers from lower prices either of the higher grad .. 
alone or of commodities in general would be more dillicul t to ascertain. 
If there has been no measurable narrowing of differential. between 
grade. it may be assumed that there has been no change in the level 
of the general price structure sufficient to pass measurable parts of 
the benefit on to consumers. A further check .. ould lie in an analym. 
of the relation of price to supply during various portions of the 

, period. A noticeable change in the trend of production coinciding 
with tbe period of cooperative effort might suggest the influence of 
enhanced prices. 

It would seem that ordinarily changes in price at the .. hole.ale 
market where detailed quotations are available would serve to indi
cate whether the benefits have been paoAed on to con.urner.. Thi. 
is on the assumption that there i. relatively little lag in retail price 
changes over .. hol .... le. 

The degree to which the benefits of cooperation are ultimately cap
italized into land prices would be moat difficult to ascertain. Unl.,.. 
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detailed land value studies are available dependence may have to be 
placed on census 'data available every five years and not wholly com
parable even for those periods. Farm management research data 
may in some instances be available and usable. Resort may, of course, 
be had to original land transfer records though at considerable ex
pense. 

The difficulties of quantitative analysis of such <inadequate data 
as are likely to be available for the type of study contemplated 
should lead to particular caution in making inferences. It should not 
be necessary to point out that positive correlation does not necessarily 
indicate cause and effect. Moreover, other influences than coopera
tive endeavor may either. obscure or exaggerate the apparent results 
of cooperation. Qualitative analysis is therefore of particular im
portance in such a project. 
B_ffINmCH: 
T. N. Carver, "The Incidence of Costs"t EconomW: Jovrncl (December 1924.). 

84., 576-88. 
R. S. Vaile, "Some Long-Time Effects of Cooperative Marketing'l:J JovrnaJ Of 

F ..... Economic. (January 1927). 9 (1) 82-93. 
H. E. Erdman .. "Who Gets the Benefit of Improvement in Agriculture?". JO'fIt.r'1I4l 

of Farm Ee....,..ie, (January 1929). 11 (1) 24-411. 
Geoffrey Shepherd, "The Burden of Increased Costs of Distribution". JOVIf'flal of 

Fa .... Economic. (October 1989). 14. (4.) 650-661. 
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PROJECT 48. Public Representation on Cooperative Boards 

OBJECTIVE: To determine the eircumstances under which and 
the extent to which the public needs representation in the 
management of cooperatives or upon collective bargaining 
boards. 

(By John D. Black) 

Cooperative organization of some commodities has res~hed the 
point wher ethe public interest. as well as the producer's interest 
must be specifically represented. This is most conspicuously true in 
collective bargaining between producers and distributors as to the 
price of milk. The distributors have for the past ten or fifteen years 
recognized that in normal times it is simpler to pay the producers 
what they want and raise the-price of milk a cent a quart to con
sumers than to follow the opposite policy, in any market where outside 
competition from other producing groups and other distributing 
agencies (such as chain stores) does not interfere. The protection 
of the consumer thus consists only in the fact that if the price to 
producers i. too high a surplus will develop. But even in this event, 
the surplus may be devoted to lower-order uses and the price to con
sumers maintained for a while. 
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The three most likely procedures for dealing with .u~h a lituation 
are: (a) Have the city or state appoint representatives with voting 
powers upon the boards of the cooper .. tivea, or on collective bargain
ing boards; (b) give a public authority power to establish the prices; 
(e) set up a public welfare board of some kind to observe and analyze 
conditions and report its conclusions to the public. 

The Capper-Volstead. Act was supposed to provide the third of 
these arrangements. Thi. feature of the Act has never worked en
tirely aa waa intended. In practice, those responsible (or ita admin
istration have a.sumed that potential increase in production protect. 
the consumers suflieiently. In several instance. the producer.' aBBO
ciation. themselves would have been greatly benefited if the foregoing 
assumption had not been made, aince the price policy they followed 
resulted later in disaster. 

The legislation of the apring of 1988 hal granted new powe .. to 
the Department of Agriculture, and it is too· early to determine 
possibilities. 

Public welfare boards have not ordinarily functioned very effec
tively. They have been disposed to pursue easy couroeo 80 long III 

they were not under pressure. Consume .. are seldom organized and 
hence exert Ii t tIe pres.ure. 

Research upon this problem could take the following lines: 

A. Ascertain the needs for such protection of the public intere.ts 
by studying the situation with V"riOUI commodities in different mar
kets. Several projects discussed elsewhere offer luggestiona aa to 
procedure-Nos. 27, 28 and 47 in this report, and several in the 
report upon Prices o( Farm Products. 

B. Review the analylia made by the Federal Trade Conlmi .. ion 
of situations involving coOperatives. 

C. Make case studies of any available experiences along any of 
the foregoing four lines, but more particularly along the Drat. Some 
significant foreign experiences should probably be analyzed. 

D. Outline plans that seem adapted to American condition. and 
endeavor to have them tried and tested. 

PROJEcr 49. Publie RelatiollA Maintenance 

OBJECTIVE: To determine the eBeetiveneaa of the praclicu 
and procedures of various cooperativea for attaining and 
maintaining desired relation" with the puhlie. 

(By M. R. Benedict) 

Before even the objectives of such a .tudy are set up, it i. de.ir-
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able to denne, or to indicate possible d~linitions for, certain of the 
terms. The public may be though~ of as the ,whole of society other 
than the members of the cooperative under study, This, however, 
embraces a number of groups which may have 'Very dilierent views on 
and reactions toward the program of the cooperative. We may men
tion, for example, those people who are primarily concerned as con
sumers of the product handled; other handlers of the product; non
member producers of the l'roduct; and .,yen groups of business men 
or consumers who are not directly aliected but who have pronounced 
views, fears or prejudices which cause them to favor or oppose eo
operative activities. Possibly even more often the person speaking 
of research of this type has in mind. not studies of public relations 
but of relations between the cooperap-ve and its members and pros- , 
pective members. . 

Nor is the concept of "desired" or, as sometimes stated, "proper" 
relations very accurately used. This means ordinarily, BO far as 
the cooperative is concerned, an attitude favorable either to working 
through the cooperative or to allowing it to do as it wishes, C01l:' 

straint being at a minimum. This atttitude on the part of the co
operative may even go so far as to include the disparagement of all 
informab'on except that supplied by tbe coOperative itself, thus 
tending to build up a blind and semi-fanatical loyalty to itself, a 
deVelopment which could' hardly be called "proper" from a broader 
public point of vie",. '. ":, , . " . '. " 

In the light of these comments we may indicate objectives of the 
study, in part at le .. st, as follows: 

1. To ascertain what various coOperatives regard as desirable 
pUblic relations and what constitutes the public they visualize. 

2. To identify and analyze the various groups which have sig
nincant attitudes toward the cooperative. (For example, it. com
petitors may be a very small group, but may, if thoroughly aroused, 
be more important in affecting the fortunes of the cooperative than 
a much larger group consisting of rather inactive consumers.) 

8. To identify the practices of the cooperative which are carried 
on with a view to influencing the attitudes of one or more of the 
above groups. 

4, To appraise the effectiveness of given practices and programs 
in attaining certain identified ends. . 

This is primarily a study in attitudes and in advertising methods •. 
The methodology indicated for Project 48 in BUlletin No.1 of .this 
series (Research in Public Finance in Relation to Agriculture) and 
in several projects in the report on Rural Social Psychology will be 
found helpful. The methods used in studying the eliects of given 
types of advertising will of course apply. See Project 41 in the 
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report on Marketing of Farm Product&. In considering poalible 
objectives of the cooperative'. program in public relations, much 
food for thought will be found in Bulletin 211 of the Minnesota Ex
periment Station, Coiiperatiw Central Marketi"fl Orgams.atioft. 
&for ...... : 
J. Clyde Maquis, "'Keeping the General Public Infonned,tf AfMf'itoCiG Oo"".ra

'ion 19t7, Vol. lI. pp. 149-68. 
Robin Hood. *'The Policy of a Cooperative Paper," Anuric. COOP#nJ:tioa 1917, 

Vol. II, pp. 181-111. 
J. W. Cummln., HWhot Should the Public Know ahoot a Cooperatlyef~, .A.1Mri

""" Coop.rlll;"" 1919, pp. 266-18. 

PROJEcr SO. Public Ilegulation and Supervision 
of Cooperatives 

OBJECTIVE: To determine the forms of public regulation or 
supervision of cooperatives that are beneficial to tbem and 
to the public. 

(By M. R. Benedict) 

To discuss either the objectives or the qualitative principle. in
volved in this project with any fullnes. would require far more 
apace than is allotted to it in this bulletin. Many of the principles 
and types of problem involved are much more fully developed in the 
report on Agricuitural Policy. Possible suggestive line. of develop
ment can only be mentioned briefly here. 

The specific objectives will include: 
1. Identification of the ways in which the activities of the co

operative affect the public. 
2. Appraisal of these activities in the light of certain identifiable 

and more or les. accepted criteria of public interest. 
S. Ascertainment of the forms of reguiation affecting cOOpera

tives. (This may bring into consideration some that are not in use 
as well as those that are now in effect.) 

4. Analysis of the influence of the reguiatory activitie. under 8 
upon the coOperative and upon the ways in which its activities affect 
the public. 

S. A coordination of 2 and 4 to determine wherein the interests 
·of the cooperative and of the public are in harmony and wherein they 
Clre at varia.nce~ • 

Public regulation and supervision di.pla.v wide variations in de
gree and in directness of relationship. Many phases of regulation 
are merely permissive and are intended to facilitate and encourage 
coOperation; others are virtually coercive, while still- other. are 
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regulatory in the more generally accepted sense in that they mark 
out certain specified lines of procedure which must be followed, or 
indicate certain limitations beyond which procedure in certain di
rections rna y not go. 

In the first class are the special provisions for incorporation of 
cooperatives, many of which give to these organizations privileges 
and liberties not granted to other types of corporation. Even the 
prescription of forms of organization and types of financial set-up 
may be interpreted in most instances as means of aiding the develop
ment of the cooperative by prescribing the procedure deemed most 
likely to make it successful as an organization, not as,a mean~ of 
protecting the public interest. 

The harmony or disharmony of interests with respect to these 
types of public authorization and regulation can be determined only 
in the light of certain criteria which rest on rather sweeping assump
tions. Such provision imply that the cooperative mode of func
tioning is desirable, and that it should therefore be fostered. Its de- . 
sirability may be predicated upon an assumed superior elIiciency, 
upon its different principles concerning the distribution of proceeds 
from sales, upon psychological considerations (e.g., producer atti~ 
tudes toward privately owned marketing machinery), or even upon 
a presumption that a different distribution of wealth resulting from 
some degree of monopolization would he in the public interest. Un
doubtedly the first of the .. bas been the one most prominent in public 
expressions on the subject, though tlte last has been hy no means 
absent, especially in meetin~ of farmers. 

Public interest is, of course, very difficult to define. The public 
is by no means a unit. Probably the consumers of the product will 
constitute the most definite and suitable group to consider in this 
category. Their interest will lie for the most part in sponsoring a 
more efficient system of functioning, especially if it appears that 
they will share in the gains. They will not intentionally authorize a 
monopolistic concentration of authority unless they regard it as im
possible for this to be used to raise th" prices they payor unless 
they feel that the disparity of income, for example to the farm group, 
i. so great as to constitute a menace to the rest of society and thus 
to warrant drastic means for the transfer of wealth from one class 
to another. To undertake a specific determination of this aspect of 
the problem would be beyond the scope of this project even were it 
a possibility in the light of the many diverse situations. Some as
sumption must therefore he made. The assumption usually made 
in recent years is to the effect that cooperative functioning affords 
sufficient possibility of greater elIiciency to warrant public approval 
and encouragement. One should not, however, lose sight of the fact 
that these authorizations are usually the outcome of agitation by . 
aggressive groups having special interests and do not necessarily 
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represent a ransidered weighing of the public intereat by Icgiolativo 
bodies. 

Much the same reasoning applies with respect to the coercive 
types of public action. These have come moat defl~itely into can
lider .. tion in the activities of the Federal Farm Board. Here fln .. nc
ing .. rr .. ngements by a gOvernment agency were r .. ther definitely 
designed to force farmers to m .. rket through certain cooperative 
agencies. Presumably the purpo.e was to raise the price. paid to 
farmera even though this might involve higher price. to consume ... 
Acceptance of this view implied an emergency lufticient to warrant 
governmental attempts to alter the distribution of wealth. the co
oper .. tive being merely the m .. chinery for bringing about luch tr .. na
fer. A .econdary objective which looked merely to the more rapid 
development of 8upposedly better m .. rketing m .. chinery w.... of 
course, also a consider .. tion. 

Both the coercive type of governmental action and that firet di .. 
cus.ed may wen he examined for their possible unf .. vorable effect. 
upon the cooperative in the long run." Cooperatives which .. re formed 
under presoure and in advance of adequ~te education" seem to lack 
something of the vigor of those arising under le88 paternalism. 
Special consideration of this aspect of the problem i. needed in con
nection with the growing interest in compulsory cooperation. The 
recent sh .. rp reversal of attitude toward the consumption of liquor 
may be an indication of a tendency to try control by peraua.ion in
stead of compulsion. 

Specific gnidance of cooperative. in management. grading ot 
product., branding, quality, ete., has as yet be .. n little undertaken 
by government except along educational lines. In 10 far a. these 
activities have been carried on they have apparently been concerned 
more with fostering the coOperative movement than with protection 
of the public. Fostering of cooperatives has in fact been the central 
thread of practically an the governmental activity up to this time. 

Methods of analysu 
The first objective resolves itself primarily into a determination 

of the effect of cooperative action on prices. This, of course, can 
he undertaken only in relation to given cooperatives and specific 
products, and is a matter 0'[ great difticu1ty. Since itl general pro
cedure is much more fully covered in various projects in the report 
on Research in Agricultural Prices and on Research in Agricultural 
Marketing than it could be here, it is not diacu.sed here. 

Analysis under No.2 involves identification of certain publie at
titudes along the lines indicated in Project 49 and relating to them 
the findings above indicated. 

Procedure under No. 3 i. sufticientl y obvious and need not be di .. 
cussed here. It i. mainly a problem of identification and cla .. iliea.
non. 
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Number 4 probably presents the chief difficulties from the stand
point of analysis. In the light of the conclusion drawn above that 
practically all of the public activity affecting cooperation i. in
tended to foster it rather than to curtail and restrict it, this study 
becomes one of the effects of given regulatory and paternalistic ac
tivities upon the attitudes of growers toward the cooperatives. It 
thus involves much the same type of approach as that indicated for 
Project 4<8; namely, that of attitude study, as developed in the 
report on Rural Social Psychology. 

PROJEcr 51. Public Aid to Cooperatives 

OBJECI'IVE: To analyze the public aid aspects of agricultural, 
cooperation _der the following heads, 

a. Loans for organization expenses 
b. Loans for plant and equipment 
Co Loans for advanees on produe18 or current opera .. 

ing expenses 
. d. As.istance in plamting set.ups 

e. Assistance in membership solicitations 
f. Assistance in management pl'Oblems--accountin~ 

record-keeping, analysis of operation problems, et .. 
g. Official shipping-point inspection 
h. Compulsory pooling 
i. The role of the extension service 
j. Prevention of unfair competition 
k. Inspeetion and supervision 

(By M. R. Benedict) 

Analyses of the kinds indicated in this project will follow much 
the same lines as those indicated for Projects 49 and 50. In this 
project, however, we are considering more than a permissive attitude. 
The question raised is, in the light of the assumed adVantages of 
.cooperation to the puhlic, how much the latter is warranted in sub
sidizing it. This does not necessaruy rule out consider&tion of such 
aid even if the advantages accrue only to farmers, if they are .suffi
cient to offset the expense. Various groups are aIded at public ex
pense, the advantage often being confined to a specific group rather 
than spread widely among the various groups, Such activities are 
not regarded as against the public interest if their benefit accrues 
to a fairly large group and on a sCIlle s"fficient to cover the eosts. 
. For actual study, except of the most general kind, the approach 

will have to be through case studies with attempts to generalize from , 
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these. Thu. anal ysia under subheads (a) and (b) may take lome
what the form outlined for Project 17-2 in Bulletin No. 3 of thi. 
serie8 (Research in Agricultural Credit); 8ubdivi.ion (e) could be 
approached 80mewhat along the linea indicated for ~rojecta 13 and 
17·2 of that Bulletin. 

The type. of aid indicated under lubheads (d), (e). (f) and 
(g) pre8ent extremely dillicult problems in the measurement of re
sults. These are not alone in deciding whether the general a .. ump
uon concerning the desirability of the cooperative plan of functioning 
i. warranted. They also involve a decision whether efforb and ex
penditures intended to aid in the development of a cooperative aC
tually resuIt in strengthening it, and if so, how much •. Furthermore, 
assuming that the effect on the eoill'erative <;an be increased, how 
much is such improvement worth to the coOperative and to the mem
bers for whom the cooperative is acting? Only after some estimate 
has been made concerning these items is it possible to approach the 
original question of the extent to which the government i. warranted 
in assisting. 

Viewing the matter first from the standpoint of the cooperative 
we may perhaps reach an approximate basis of eslimat" by Itudying 
the amount which relatively well-financed cooperatives find it worth 
while to expend for such services. Most cooperative. are not well
financed when they are being organized, but there are not infrequent 
instan .. s of re-organization where sullicient funda are available to 
provide any assistance deemed really justified. It must be granted, 
however, that th .. se expenditu:rea are frequently based upon un
warranted expectations as to the ",sults to be achieved by the or
ganization. This, however, is true of a great many buaine .. ex
penditures of all kinds, and is probably reasonably well discounted 
in the long run. Thus far the problem is largely that of determin
ing what the cooperative would do if it could, and of considering 
the possibilitiy of doing this at public expense if the cooperative i. 
not in a position to act. Thus the form of .ubsidy can be appraised, 
from the public point of view, only along the linea indicated in Proj
ect 58. Probably the most generally aceepted criterion will be that 
of increased efficiency of functioning, in terms of dollars and .. nt.. 
II then we attempt to estimate the savings which are po.siblc through 
performing given functions cooperatively a.compared with those made 
in the absen .. of cooperatives, we have .ome approach to a measurable 
result desirable from the development of the cooperative. It i .. ho .. -
ever, primarily from the viewpoints of the farmera and the con
sumers, and assumes that any advantage accruing to either or both 
of these groups is a public gain, iiDoring the fact that some of this 
gain constitutes a 10 .. to the small group which has previously been 
performing the given function. Whether auch transfer of income 
ia desirable depends upon one'. philosophy. 
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Such analysis may be carried out in terms of actual reductions in 
the required effort and investments for performing the function re
gardless of who supplies the effort and investment&. This would 
seem to be the,more solid ground for judgment as to the amount of 
public participation. If such an appraisal of possible savings in 
the gross amount and value of effort and investment can be made it 
would appear that public participation might be warranted in any 
amount up to this gross saving, letting the advantages fall where 
they may in the series of economic adjustments which follow. Even 
though such a ·measurement be approximated, it still leaves, of 
course, a second problem in the extent to which the activities here 
considered are effective in achieving the type and degree of coOpera
tion required to bring about the saving. . In so far as efforts are 
not fully effective, their valuation will have to be reduced. It is 
what they add, not the total accomplishment, that is sigaiGeant in 
the present study. 

The analysis is not complete even yet. If some gross amount of 
input by the public is found to be waTranted, the problem of deciding 
the relative extents of the vanous kinds of activity still remains. 
The relative costs of performance by the cooperatives and by govern
meot agencies may afford SOme help.· Assistance in planning set
ups may, for example, involve rapidly decreasing costs as more or
ganizations are served. Assistance in soliciting memberships may 
show relatively little vanation·in cost; that is, can perhaps be done 
about as cheaply by the coOperative as by a government agency. 
Assistance in management problems" -again, is -likely to show greatly 
increased effectiveness and lowered costs as more organizations are 
served. The .. general principles seem to pnint to rather definite 
differences in the desirability. of . government activity along these 
variansnnes entirely aside from the important differences. in public 
reaction to the different activities, a factor which needs to be con
sidered even thougft it may not lead. itaelf to measurement. It is 
possible that an unconscious recogaition of this difference in the cost 
of performing the .. different services is partly responsible for the 

, differences in attitude manifested I>y the public. 
Much the same reasoning applies to official shipping point inspec

tion. To accomplish the same results without it would require 
extensive advertising of brand. and very expensive promotional 
work. This i. not a service for cooperatives only but a means, under 
c .. tain conditions, of lessening materially the cost of selling products. 
The saving is fairly measurable and can he quite readily balanced 
against the cost of providing the service under given conditions. 
Possible developments over a JlI!riod of time must, of £ourse, be 
considered. ' 

Compulsory pooling raises other problems, but they ar~ not as 
inherently different as they may appear at Grst glance. Fostering 
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the cooperative plan of operation means an effort by the public to 
change the mode of functioning despite the oppo_ition of a given 
group, in this case the proprietary functionaries. 'Compulsory co
operation involves coercing a minority group, not of market func
tionaries but of farmers. The latter group i. likefy to be larger, 
but the same analytical treatment would seem to apply. 

The role of the extension service has, in a sense, already been 
discussed. However, whether it or some other agency of government 
is best fitted to perform the given services must still be decided. If 
public agencies seek to prevent unfair competition, especially with 
reference to cooperatives, a different philo.ophy i. implied from that 
which runs through most of the above discussion. This other phil
osophy contemplates the maintenance of a high degree of competi
tion among the various agencies, thus allowing those types which 
prove most efficient to become dominant. If this i. the basic policy, 
it is clearly indicated that the public should go to any reasonable 
lengths to prevent nnfair practice.. Difficult problems of definition 
and of control are, of course, presented in .uch a program. Except 
as it can be demon.trated that cooperatives are more vulnerable to 
unfair trade practice. than are private agencies, this is not specifIc
ally a relationship of the public to the cooperatives but one to busi
ness in generaL If this basic point of view is accepted, the types 
of amstance, encouragement and coercion indicated above are in
consistent with it and should be elimia ted. If lucb a view is not 
taken, action to prevent certain trade practices sho~d be viewed as 
additional governmental fostering of cooperatives unless it applies 
equally to all types of functionary. The one philosophy or the 
other should be carried through consistently. 

Inspection and supervision, if carried on with a vie .... to lostering 
and improving cooperatives, would be analyzed along lines already 
indicated. If with a vie .... to protection of consumers, a development 
of new criteria of an ethically sound basis is involved unless that of 
a high degree of competition is accepted. If there i. to be some 
fostering of coOperation and poaaibly even some attempt to change 
the distribution of income through certain t ypea of approved monop
olization, there is no existing standard as to how far this may 
properly go! 

In the analysis of all these aspects of cooperation there seems no 
feasible approach except to study many individual instances and 
to generalize from these. 

(1) Th. researcher attacldng probl..... of thlB type will find much In the 
.... y of suggestlv. prindpl .. and method In E. G. N ou ...... ankle, "Th. Economle 
Pbilosophy of Cooperation," In the 4fMric_ Ee_1e B"';"" (Deamber 192\1). 
pp. 6'1'1-97, and In Bulletin No. 211 of the Minnesota Agrleultural Experiment 
Station, Cooptmfotiw Control MtwJulmg 0"9"'"""_' by J. D. Blaek and H. B. 
Price. 
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AmBric4ta OOOpBf'<lmm. 19M~ Vol. I, pp. 594-608. 
C. W. Wal'burton, "Relation of the Department of Agriculture and the Extension 
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SECTION TWO 
COOPERATION BY FORMS OF ACTIVITY 

In this section, the emphasis is upon differences in structure, pro
cedure, etc., that arise from the differences in the form of economic 
activity, whether production or marketing, buying or selling, etc., 
and from differences in the commodity handled, whether perishable 
or non-perishable, etc. In the past, most cooperative research has 
been organized along these lines, and no doubt the larger part of it 
will be so organized in the future. This report departs from the 
usual to the extent of discus.ing research from the other approach 
first. This order has been adopted because research in the field has 
of late manifested little evidence of growth. Apparentl.:y when all 
aspects of cooperation are considered in one project, the treatment 
of each i. in danger of being very general and superficiaL There is 
of course a similar danger when one aspect is considered for all the 
different forms of cooperative activity; but the important differences 
overlooked will be those which have been receiving most attention 
thus far. Changing to the other approach for more projects should 
bring out the differences and details that have commouly heen over
looked in recent research. 

To discuss in detail all the important projects that might be 
listed under both Sections I and II would invulve much repetition, 
since the discussion in Section I is nearly all pertinent to most of 
the projects in Section II. The di,cu$.ion omitted from the projects 
... Section II Co'lic"",, O1!l.y the difference, and detait. that apply to 
l'artictJlar line. of activity and prodw:.t., commotlitie. or .ervices. 

GROUP F 
Projecu Relating to CooperalitJe Selling 

PROJECf 52. Cooperative Aspee18 of Local Selling ~nits 

OBJECTIVE~ To analyze the cooperative BSpee18 of a group of 
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the cooperative plan of operation means an effort by the public to 
change the mode of functioning despite the opposition of a given 
group, in this case the proprietary functionaries. 'Compulaory co
operation involves coercing a minority group, not of mark"t func
tionaries but of farmen. The latter group i. likeJ"y to be larger, 
but the aame analytical treatment would seem to apply. 

The role of the extension oervice haa, in a senoe, already been 
"discuaoed. However, whether it or aome other agency of government 
i. beat fitted to perform the given services must .till be decided. If 
public agencies seek to prevent unfair competition, especially with 
reference to cooperatives, a different philosophy i8 implied from that 
which rUD8 through most of the above discu.sion. This other phil
osophy contemplates the maintenance of a high degree of competi
tion among the various agencies, thus allowing thOle types which 
prove most efficient to become dominant. If this is the basic policy, 
it ia clearly indicated that the public should go to any rea80nable 
lengths to prevent unfair practice.. Dillicult problem. of delinition 
and of control are, of course, presented in luch a program. Except 
as it can be demonstrated that coiiperatives are more vulnerable to 
unfair trade practices than are private agencie., this is not specilio
ally a relationship of the public to the cooperatives but one to busi
ness in general. If this baaic point of view is accepted, the t ypea 
of assistance, encouragement and coercion indicated above are in
consistent with it and should be elimiated. If such a view i. not 
taken, action to prevent certain trade practices should be viewed &8 

additional governmental fostering of cooperatives uolen it applies 
equally to all types of functionary. The one philoaophy or the 
other should be carried through consistently. 

Inspection and supervision, if carried on with a view to faltering 
and improving cooperatives, would be analyzed along line. already 
indicated. If with a view to protection of consumers, a development 
of new criteria of an ethically sound basia i. involved unless that of 
a high degree of competition ia accepted. If there ia to be 80me 
fostering of COOperation and poaaibly even 80me attempt to change 
the distribution of income through certain types of approved monop
olization, there is no existing standard a8 to how far thia may 
properly go.' 

In the anal ysi. of all these aspects of cooperation there seems no 
feasible approach except to study many individual instances and 
to generalize from these. 

(1) The ...... rdJ... attaddng problems of thIo type wIJI flnd much In the 
way of suggestive principles .... d method In E. G. N ou ...... articl .. "The Eronaml<! 
Philosophy of Coopnation." In the dmHic"" ECOROmie B_ (December 19112). 
pp. 671-91; and in Bulletin No. 211 of the Minnesota Agtttultural E1 .... b._t 
Station, Coop .. "t."" C_al M .... lulilttg O'g"";"'_, by J. D. BIad< and Ii. B. 
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J. Russcl King. "'An Australian Dairy Produce Control Board." .AmBf'iccm Co
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SECTION TWO 
COOPERATION BY FORMS OF ACTIVITY 

In this section, the emphasis is upon difference. in structure, pro
cedure, etc., that arise from the differences in the form of economic 
activity, whether production or marketing, buying or selling, etc., 
and from differences in the commodity handled, whether perishable 
or non-perishable, etc. In the past, most cooperative research has 
been organized along these lines, and no doubt the larger part of it 
will be 80 organized in the future. This report departs from the 

. usual to llhe extent of discussing research from the other approach 

. first. This order has been adopted because research in the field has 
of late manifested little evidence of growth. Apparently when all 
aspects of cooperation are considered in one project, the treatment 
of each is in danger of being very general and superficial. There is 
of course a similar danger when one aspect is considered for all the 
different forms of cooperative activity; but the important differences 
overlooked will be those which have been receiving most attention 
thus far. Changing to the other approach for more projects should 
bring out the differences and details that have commonly been over
looked in recent research. 

To discuss in detail all the important projects that might be 
listed under both Sections I and II would involve much repetition, 
since the discussion in Section I is nearly all pertinent to most of 
the projects in Section II. The discus.ion omitted from the projects 
in Section II COftCem3 tmly the differmceg and detail. that apply to 
particular liM. of activity aM produc.ta, commodities or .ervice.. 

GROUP F 
Projecla Relating '0 CooperarifJe SeUmg 

PROJECI' 52. Cooperative Aspects of LoeaJ. Selling Units 
• 

OBJECI'IVE: To analyze the eooperative aspects of a groUp of 
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local eooperative selling unlta where marketing "ondltlona 
do nol vary greatly. Farmen' grain elevaton are here 
chosen merely as an example. 

(By H. B. Pric .. ) 

More particularly the purposes of the project are to analyze 
cooperative asprcts of the following: 

1. Corporate organization 
2. Operating set-up 
3. Membership agreements and relations 
4. Financial structure 
5. Economic organization 
6. Price policy, including pooling arran~ent. and method of 

paying patrons 
7. Competition 
8. Distribution of savings and accounting 
9. Combination of enterpri .... 

10. Accounting systems 

In practice, such a project is likely to combine the forms of 
analysis of marketing organization and business procedure discussed 
in Groups D and E of the report on Marketinc of Farm Product. 
with the analysis of those aspects of the foregoing that pertain 8-

pecially to cooperatives. Obviously there is need here to diacu •• 
oo1y.the latter. The strictly cooperative aspects of local lelling 
units are so closely associated with those common to all local .clling 
-units that the two cannot be kept entirely .eparate in analysis. 
Moreover, emphasis on the cooperative aspect. may be achieved by 
giving most consideration to those parts or problems of the bu.inell 
unit-financial structure, membership relations, corporate organiza
tion and the like-which are chiefly affected by cooperative practice, 
or by analyzing, in .0 far a. possible, only the phase. of each prob
lem that have cooperative marketing significance. 

The records of coOperatives constitute the best source of data. 
Records of central commis.ion or overhead cooperative selling agen
cies, commercial auditors and regulatory bodies are also important 
source. for marketing data but they are generally an unaati.factory 
source of information on the cooperative aspects of the project. 
The record. of the coOperatives themoelves must be the chief BOurce 
of this information. The field work requires field men who are 
thoroughly conversant with the detail. of organization and opera
tion of farmers' elevators and who have a good understanding of 
the principles of coOperation and the practices of cooperative., ... 
much of the information regarding coopecatiye practice mu.t be ob-
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tained from officials of the cooperatives, both because of the non
statistical character of some of the information sought ~d because 
of the incomplete systems of record-keeping among local market 
business units. The articles of incorporation and by-laws, the mem
bership agreement, and the business !>ccounts contain much data on 
cooperative business practice, but these sources must be supplemented 
by interviews with officials of marketing units to determine the ex
tent to which cooperative practices are observed and the reasons for 
variations in coOperative practice. 

The method of analysis suggested is a combination of statistical, 
based on surveys, and of case, based on supervised record-keeping, 
for a number of types in the region. The case studies are suggested 
to furnish detailed data to supplement the more general data ob
tained from the surveys. The special problems of cooperatives are 
not as well adapted to statistical analysis as those of marketing in 
general, and more reliance must consequently be placed on qualitative 
explanations of cooperative practice and reasons for the prevalence 
of unsound cooperative practice. ' 

The project can be aceommoda ted in size to the resources for re
search. As a minimum, 40 or 50 elevators will ordinarily he an 
adequate sample for the survey, providing there are not too great 
variations in the methods of operation or in the form of organiza
·tion of elevators. Two or three elevators for each important varia
tion in type will also generally suffice for case studies. The study 
can then he made as much larger as funds make possible. A well
trained research assistant, with a small amount of elerical help, will 
be required for a year to plan the stud:)' and collect and tabulate the 
data. More time will be required if the case studies are continued 
for more than one year, a desirable procedure if funds are available .. 
Another six months or a year, depending upon the size of the study, 
should be allowed for analysis of data. Factor~ to be considered in 
the selection of elevators for the study would be the combination of 
grains handled, the size and nature of sideline businesses, and the co
operative form of organization. Selection of elevators on the )basis 
of volume and nature of business may be facilitated by securing 
such data as are generally obtainable from auditors, commission 
firms, central cooperative sales agencies or the annual reports of 
elevators. Questionnaires mailed to the elevators will provide a 
limited amount of general background information in the area se
lected for study on the cooperative practices that can be used as a 
basis of sampling. The corporate form and cooperative business 
practices of farmers' elevators vary greatly. At one extreme, there 
may be some organizations established under general corporation 
laws tbat observe the spirit and some of the business practices of 
cooperative associations; at the other extreme are those organized 
under the cooperative laws and obse"'ing all the accepted practices 
of cooperation. 
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More research has been done on farmers' elevators than on any 
other local cooperative selling units. The pioneer work by the old 
federal Office of Markets and Rural Organization was on the account
ing and manag€IIlent problems (by Humphrey and Kerr) and the 
legal and cooperative aspects (by Jesness). '!'be Division of Agri
cnltural Economics at the Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Sta
tion started research in this field at about the same time. The ex
periment stations of Iowa, Nebraska and other important surplus 
grain-growing states soon followed with a similar program. The 
most comprehensive research project was undertaken cooperatively 
by the federal Divi.ion of Cooperative Marketing and the Agricul
tural Experiment Stations of Minnesota, North Dakota, South Da
kota and Montana, about 1925, a thoroughgoing analysis of all 
phases of farmers' elevators in the spring wheat producing areas of 
these states was proposed. The plan was to divide the work among 
the cOOpera.tive agencies according to interest, training and avail
ability of re .. arch personnel and to pursue the research for five 
years. Although unforeseen and unavoidable obstacles prevented the 
completion of tbe program- as outlined, the undertaking was success
fnl in correIa ling and directing much research subsequently under
taken in the spring wheat territory. More recently a similar project 
has been started in Missouri, Kansas and Oklahoma under the leader
ship of the Division of Cooperative Marketing. 

Much malerial on research in tbis 6eld has been published and 
only a selected list can be suggested here. Probably the best sourceS 
of general information are The Report of the Federal Trade Cam

I mission on the Grain Trade, VoL 1, Country {kai,1I. Marketing, and 
r-Yol. IV, Cosis and Margins in Grain Marketing; also America .. Co

operation 1925, Vol. 2, American Cooper-atw.. 1926, VoL 2, and 
America:n COiiperatw.. 1927, VoL 2. Various aspects of manage

L ment problems are discussed in Montana Bulletin 226, Current Prob
- ··· .. lem. uf Montana Farmer. Elevators; in North Dakota Bulletin 206, 

Far1Mr8 Elevators in North Dakota; Organizatian, Operating 
"--Methods IJ1Id Cost.; in M'mnesota Bulletin 224, M anay.ment Prob

lem. uf Farmer. Elevator.; l\£"mnesota Bulletin 251, Economic As
. -~pecto of Local Ele'Vator Organization; Ohio Bulletin 416, Econo-mic 
I . ..4..pect. of Ohio Farmer. Elevators; and varion. mimeograph pnb-

lications of the Division of Cooperative Marketing. U. S. D. A. ) 
Bulletin 236 presents a system of accounts together with instruc-
tions on its use, and U. S. D. A. Rulletin 371 discusses accounting 
aspects of patronage dividends. Iowa Bulletin 283, Retail Credit 

.--.... Iowa FarmeTs' Elevators, discusses the credit probl€IIl of handling 
sidelines. Iowa Rulletin 211, Fifty Yearo of Fa.--... Elevators,V 
although chiefly an historical treatise, includes a good analysis of 
the cooperative aspects of farmers' elevators. 

Two major criticisms lIlAy he made of the research work repro-
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sented by these studies. First, they have not emphasized sufficiently 
the coOperative aspects of farmers' elevators. Second, their ac· 
complishment. do not justify the large investment made over fifteen 
or more years. The period has of course been characterized by 
rapid .hift.s in personnel of research staffs and changing demands 
for research, with many attendant interruptions. It would appear, 
however, that more Ctmtnmo... research in the field by the various 
research agencies, better correlation of the research programs by 
the agencies, and perhaps a more aggre8sive leader8hip by the federal 
Buremu of Agnc.utural Economics would ha Ye given us much greater 
progress in this important field of research. 

PROJECT 53. Cooperative As...,- of a Commission 
Unit Operating in a Terminal Market 

(By L. B. Mann) 

COOperative livestock commission agencies are handling approxi
mately 16 per cent of all of the livestock in the United States 
slaughtered under fedoral inspection. On the specific markets where 
they are operating, cooperative agencies are handling from 10 to 40 
per cent of the total receipts. In 1932 the 38 agencies in operation 
handled approximately 13 million head of livestock. Consequently 
these agencies occupy an important place in the livestock marketing 
field. The following outline covers several points which should be 
considered in a critical business .analysis of It cooperative livestock 
commission agency: 

I. Character and caliber of board of directon and managemem 
There i. a direct relation between the management of the coopera
tive agencies and the success of the enterprise. 

IT. The valuation of serme. of vari""s tkpartments of the Imsine .. 
I. Office 
2. Yard (ahould include sales and purchases of livestock) 
3. Field 
Standards of service for the above-mentioned departments have 
been set up in Technical Bulletin 57, United States Department 
of Agriculture, 1928, by C. G. Randell. The .. standards are 
measuring rods to test the efficiency of operation in the various 
departments of the commission bu.in.... Circular 86, United 
States Department of Agriculture (1929), by K. B. Gardner i. 
a business analysis study of the Producers Livestock Commission 
Association of National Stock Yard., IDinois. 
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III. M ember~"jp rclatiom 
1. Most effecti"e type of publicity: 

A. Mao'ket lettera 
B. Pamphlets 
C. House organs 
D. Radio 

2. Most effective type of field work: 
Recently various method. have been devi.ed for the improvement 
of membership relations, but more work needs to be done in 
this field. 

A. Salesmen who appraise weighb and values of live.tock 
B. Field men who work with individual farmers and local 

organizations 
C. Members of board. of directors hired to do field work 

3. Studies of continuity of shipper performance and relative im
portance of shipper groups 

t. Field studies of shippers attitudes toward agencie. 

IV. .Adaptatilm of terminal cooperative .ak. agencie. to recen' 
trend, in livestock marketing 

1. Growth of direct buying by packers 
2. Correlation of direct marketing and terminal marketing needed 
g. Growth in movement of feeder cattle direct from range to 

feedlot 
4. Analysis of breeder-feeder operations where livestock i. fed 

on joint contract 

V. .A Hempts to market live8tock In an orderly maMU'r 
1. The Texas Livestock Marketing Association, which h ... cattle 

of its members on pasture in the Osage country of Oklahoma, 
and in the Flint Hill. of Kansas, i, directing and distributing 
the marketing of cattle to river markets which offer the belt 
demand. By 80 doing the association avoids gluts and help. 
to stabilize market values. In this connection representatives 
of the Farm Board have made detailed studies of livestock 
-supplies and market movements in the leading cattle-and 
sheep-producing and feeding areas in the seventeen western 
range states. Background information es .. ntial for setting 
up an orderly marketing program has thus been furnished. 
Further work is needed to appraise and evaluate the data 
collected and to discover the factors responsible for changes 
in time and volume of market movement. 

2. Consideration has been given to setting up a clearing-hou"" 
of information in the ollice of the National Livestock AlSO-
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ciation which would help to correlate terminal coi;perative 
selling activities with those of other cooperative agencies dOIng 
a direct marketing business. 

VI. Policie8 of livestock terminals with respect to livestock financing 
1. Some agencies believe that livestock financing should not be 

too closely affiliated with the terminal marketing association. 
There is a danger of using the loan service to build up volume 
for the marketing agency without due consideration to safety 
of loans. However, there is but little question that the co
operative association, with its knowledge of the livestock busi
ness, is in a better position intelligently to finance feeding and 
grazing operations than are uninformed and disinterested 
loaning agencies. In some territories a loan service is very 
es.ential to the development of a successful cooperative. In 
this connection studies should be made of the effect of 10all 
service on volume of business and of losses sustained by ter
minals. The Farm Board prepared a guide for making live
stock loans in eastern states in November 1932. 

2. Where cooperative commission agencies are originating loans, 
halldling the paper work on loans, and also taking care of in
spections. studies need to be made to determine the proper 
compensation for those services. This is especially true where 
the credit corporation handling the discounts is responsible 
for all losses-in other words, _ where terminal agencies do not 
endorse the livestock paper offered fat discount. 

VII. Rtrf .. 1Ul policy 
Which i. the better policy to pursue: lower commission charges or 
refund to shippers earnings above expenses on bnsiness handled? 
In this connection studies should be made of the effect of the 
recent orders by the Secretary of Agriculture to reduce commis
sion rates on the central markets. 

VIII. RewtiOfi between vol!,"'" of bu.ine.s IJ.nd earnings 
At what point in the growth,of a livestock commission agency are 
net earnings per carload of business handled largest? 
What is a proper charge for selling and buying livestock and per
forming the various services in the livestock commission business? 

IX. Relation bet.eem voz",,,,,, of reCeipts a1Ul t.erminal 'IIUlrket price. 
Determine the effect of receipts on market prices. 

X. Weight. and price. of livestock .old by the cooperative ~1Ul 
avtlrage mgM a1Ul price. of livestock for the 'IIUlrlt:et <u a whole 

The results of the comparison should be a check on the selling 
_ ability of the cooperative agency. 
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XI. Cod. of tM agency 
Study the cost. of the a~ncy by departments to.determine which 
are operating at a loIS and which at .. profit. 

XII. Sale. policie. 
Determine the sales policies of the organization and the informa
tion salesmen have upon which to base the price. at which they 
offer livestock for sale. . 

B,'.rflflCu: 
J. S. Montgom.ry, "The Organisation and Work of the Central eooperatift 

C<nnmissioo Asooclation." A"""""" O""".,...,ioto 19M, Vol. I, pp. 189-114. 
E. E. Woodman, "Some Problem. of the Farm ..... Union Cornrollal"" Companl ..... 

.tIm,ncan- Coop.rtltiorl 1916, VoL I, pp. 199-211. 
J. S. Montgomery, "The Terminal Marketing System," 4 .......... Coopo,alioto 

. 1980, Vol. 11, pp. 268-68. 
P. O. Wilson, "Probl ..... of a National Livestock Mark.tlng Asooclatlon," ..4 ....... 

CmI Coop.ratiOtt 19!1. VoL 11, p. 116. 
B. G. Nourse, ·Cooperative Structure and Fann Board PoHey," ..4",,",,,, .. 00-

"1'oralioto 1981, pp. 841-98. . 

PROJECT 54. SeUing PraLle.... of Deeentralized 
Cooperative Auoclationa 

(By James M. Tinley) 

Many articles or bulletins have been published on the operations 
of large-scale cooperative associations of the federated type. Sev
eral studies have been or are being IJ!ade of the operations of the 
California Fruit Grower. Exchan~, the Land O'Lakes Creamene., 
Inc., the American Cotton Growers Exchan~, the California Fruit 
Exchange, the Wisconsin Cheese Produce .. Federation, and the 
Tillamook County Creamery Association. The primary objective 
of these studies has been to present a balanced analysis of the opera
tions of particular associations, including the reasonl for and 
methods of formation,.Jegal.and structural set-up, methods of financ
ing, and of operation, price and sales policies and methods, member
ship relations, and the extent to which the a8l0ciationa have IUC

Ceeded or failed to attain their objectives. Many of these .tudie. 
throw Borne light on the problem of selling methods of decentralized 
coOperative associations. But several new federation. have been set 
up in recent years, and the older federations are finding that the 
depressed bu.inesB eonditions have brought to the front special seIl
i!1g problems which directly arise out of Or are. related to their 
structural ·organization. These developments and chan~s are of 
relatively recent origin and are not treated in the earlier literature. 
Morevover, most of the literature deal. with the operations of in-
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dividual associations. There is urgent need to bring together the 
selling experience of various federated organizations in order to 
point out more clearly the advantages and limitations connected .. 
with the handling and selling of various types of agricultural com
modity through federated cooperative associations under different 
business conditions. 

Selling methods and price policies of coOperative a.sociations 
depend upon and are influenced by a number of factors such as area 
covered, organizational structure, the type of commodity handled, 
its destination (lPCal or distant markets), nature of competition from 
independent dealers, pr~sting methods of marketing (type of 
product). It is proposed in this project to analyze the interrela
tionship between selling methods and organizational set-up, bearing 
in mind, however, that the set-up of an association may itself be 
conditioned to a certain extent by some of the other· factors men
tioned above. For instance, pre-existing conditions for the market
ing of a particular commodity or the area to be covered may be the 
most important factor determining the type of cooperative associa
tion that is developed. 

Control of selling policies of a federated cooperative association is 
in large cfegree in the hands of the locals comprising its membership, 
whereas in a centralized organization it is in the hands of the central 
office. However, some of the cooperative associations operating in 
the United State. cannot be classified clearly as either federated or 
centralized cooperative associations. Moreover, in many associations 
while the nominal organizational set-up i. of the federated type, for 
some reason or other control over selling policies may actually have 
come to rest in the central association. It would probably be better 
to analyze first the selling methods and policies of a number of as
sociations which are formally and actually federated or decentralized 
in character and then to bring ina number of borderline cases, 
noting especially how selling methods and policies may be modified 
or changed by formal or actual departures from the purely decen
tralized type of association. 

This will resolve itself into a case analysis of a number of different 
associations, handling differ~nt commodities and operating under 
different conditions. Special attention must be given to. points of 
contrast or similarity between the various associations with a view 
to developing principles of sound organization and operation which 
may be valuable as a future gnide to cooperative associations. 

For each of the asso.ciations studied specific answers would he ob
tained to the (ollowing questions: 

(1) The reasons for the specific type of corporate set-up origin
ally adopted. What was this set-up: lines of control, voting priv
ileges, provisions for divisions of proceed. from sales between mem. 
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bers, proration of expense. of operation and of lavinga, D1 ... mberohip 
agreements, etc.? 

(2) To what extent has the original corporate 'set-up been modi
fied formaUy or in practice? What were the l'<'a50nS for the changel 
and when did they take place? 

(3) \Vhat was the original operating oet-up? (In greater detail 
than under (1).) Why, then and to what extent have operating 
methods been changed? Departments, methods of handling, lolling 
policiel, relationship between manager, talco manager and board of di
rector.. Historic"l analysis of the volume and value of commodities 
handled annuaUy by each as.ociation since it wa. organized, with a. 
much information as po.sible of unit coats of operation and the 
various coste involved. Also number of members of each association 
and memberohip of local association. 

(4 r The history of membership relations, especially reaoona for 
changes. Views of membership on policiel of alsociation, under
standing of selling policies, attitude towards management, Doe. 
the federation have direct contact with individual farment ' To 
what extent? 

(5) What wa. the original financial let-up of the associationt 
Stock or non-stock? Method of obtaining permanent and operating 
capital. Rotation plans, Why, when and to what extent wal origin
al financial set-up changed? 

(6) What were the original reaBOIUI for the formation of the 
aasoci .. tion.? What were the marieting conditions of the product 
at the time? Trade practices, marketing channels, conoumer demand, 
grading standards, territory irr which a88ociation W8. to operate, 
final destination of product, existence of surplus, by-product outleb? 
What percentage of total product did .. o.ociation handle? Any 
changes in percentage? Purpose of large percentage. 

(7) To what extent have the original conditions under which the 
association Was formed been changed by general economic condition. 
(or factors beyond the control of the association) or ... a reoult of 
the operations of the association? To what extent has the associa
tion changed ita objectives and method. of operation to meet these 
changed conditions? Do existing condition. under which the a .. o
c:iation i8 operating indicate the need for any further changea in its 
economic set-up? Why are such changes not made? Ha .. tbe ... _ 
ciation 8UCCeeded in improving the quality of products handled by 
its members? Has it attempted to exercise any control over pro
duction? Of what nature and to what extent WIUl it succes.ful? 

(8) Wh .. t were the original price and ... Ics policies of the a .. so
ciation? How far were commodities carried to conaumero (integra
tion) ? Is control over price and 8 .. les policies in tbe hand. of fed-



eratioD or of member associations? What were the reasons and #' 

time of any changes? 'What control hl!s federation or members over 
quality at time of delivery, time and plaCe of selling, proration be
tween ordinary marketing channels and by-product channels? Do 
members and association pool products? If so, on what basis? 
Time, nature and ~sons for changes. Does association have a 

,trade mark or brand, or do members have their own brands? Would 
the position of association and its members be improved if changes 
in price and sale. methods could be made? If so, what changes and 
why are they not ,made? 

(9) Basic to all these questions is the type of structural or
ganization which under different circumstances and for different 
commodities would best serve members as a selling agency. 

Such a study should include as many federated associations 
operating in the United States as possible. This would admit of 
the inclusion of a wide range of different conditions of operation and 
legal structure, and of more reliable generalizations. If other in
stitutions collaborate in such a study, it would be advisable to 
draw up an elaborate schedule of points to be covered and analyses 
to be made. It would be well if a project outlined on this scale could 
be centralized in the Department of Agriculture. In each state, a 
member of the staff of the college of agriculture would as.ist in col
lecting information on cooperative associations in his state. It 
would be advisable for the nation-wide leader to contact personally 
each and all the state collaborators so a. to ensure as far as possible 
uniformity in tnethod of collection and analysis. Some clerical 
assi.tance in the preparation and tabulation of data would be re
quired, probably in ,both the central office and the offices of the 
collaborators. The length of time spent by each collaborator would 
vary with the size 'and number of associations being studit!d in each 
state. The leader would probably have to spend a full year on the 
project and the state collaborator. from two weeks to three months. 
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PROJECI' 55. Selling Problema of Centralized 
Cooperative Aaeoelatio ... 

(By James l\f. Tinley) 

As in the case of decentralized associations, and for the aame 
reasons, many studies have heen made of the operation. of cen
tralized cooperative a88ociations. Some of the better known .tudies 
are those dealing with the operation. of the Poultry Producer. of 
Central California, the Cranberry Association, the Tri-.tate To
bacco Grower. Cooperative Association, the Burley Tobacco Growe •• 
Association, the Poultry Producers of Southern Caliromia, the Sun
Maid Raisin Growers Association. Most of theae .tudies alia were 
made several years ago and therefore have not treated very fully 
many of the problems which have arisen eince 1929. 

Much of the preliminary deductive analy.i. appearing under Proj
ect 5 would apply with equal force in this project. Many of the .. 11-
ing problema of centralized cooperative associations are similar to 
those of deeentr~lized aa.ocia tion8. On the other hand, there are 
many differences mostly arising from the greater concentration of 
control over place and time of delivery, grading standards, manner of 
selling, place and time of distribution, handling of surplu. and by
product., brand name., and even of objectives. It is probable that 
monopoly control figured more strongly in the original purpo ... of 
these associations than in those of the federated type; there i. also 
probably greater emphasis upon securing control over a larger pro
portion of the total crop. 

Further questions to whicli answers will be desired bring out the 
contrast between centralized and decentralized a •• ociatiollS. 

(1) Is the centralized association more I'kely to handle a product 
whose production ia higbly concentrated (e.g., cranberries, raisins) 
than a product which is grown over a wide area? 

(2) . Are marketing channels and destination of a product of im
portance in determining the type of organizational structure? 

(3) Are centralized association. in a stronger position to nerci .. 
control over quality and quantity of production than decentralized 
associations? 
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(40) Is a centralized association in a better position to educate 
and keep members informed of its operating policies,-including price 
and sales policies? 

The character of the information to be obtained would in most 
respects be similar to that obtained in the case of decentralized asso
ciations. 

PROJEcr 56. Problems .of Milk Producers' Organizations 

(By F. F. Lininger) 

This project deals primarily with the problems of cooperative Huld 
milk marketing organizations which are regional in scope of opera
tion, generally covering the entire area of tlle milk-shed contributory 
to the Huld-milk supply of large cities such as New York, Boston, 
Philadelphia, Washington and Chicago. They also function in the 
secondary markets of the region. Membership in the organization is 
not confined to the milk producers of one state. Many problems of 
these associations are common te organizations marketing Huld milk 
in cities of less size than those named above. 

One group of problems important to regional associations of either 
-the collective bargaining or operating type appear under the geeeral 
topic of market ccmtrol. The degree to which a cooperative asso
ciation may control a market, that is, exercise monop01istic tendencies 
within the area, depends on many factors. Oot of these considera
tions, the various problems arise, including: 

1. Does the plan of paying farmers contribute toward control of 
market supplies or is it advantageous for some farmers to re
main outside the cooperative association and sell elsewhere? 

2. What is the relation to market control of existing methods of 
regulating seasonal production? 

8. May not the buying plans be too_ complicated for producers 
to understand, thereby creatmg dissatisfaction and lessening 
control? 

40. How are concentration of the milk-producing area and avail
able transportation facilities related to market control? 

5. Does the plan of selling milk to distributors contribute to
ward control of Huid sales or i. it such that some distributors 
'can buy milk advantageously elsewhere? 

6. What policy sho)1ld the association follow with respect to 
store distribution of milk? 

7. How can price policies in seeondary markets be made'to co
incide ,with those in the primary market? 
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8. How do periodic change. in milk production, a. well a. 
changes in the trend of milk consumption, affect the degree 
of market controli' . 

9. To what extent may sanitary regulation. enforced by the 
board of health be relied upon a. a meana or market control? 

Another group of problems facing regional ftuid milk aaaudation. 
centers around the relation of the organization to its membera. How 
shall the membership be kept alert and active? Likewise, how .hall 
the leadership be made responsive to the legitima te desire. or the rank 
and file? J. K. Stern, in Bulletin 256 or the Pennsylvania Agri-

. cultural Experiment Station, Membership Problem. on a Milk Ma,... 
\j keting Organizatioo, reports the result of a survey of the memberohip 

dealing with this topic. Thi. group of problem. is di.euaaed in detail 
in Project. 10, 15, 16 and others, and brier mention i. made here in 
order to present the fuU scope of problems in this particular field. 

Also, the chier problema of local cooperative: organization. which 
operate in many small cities and town. are not dealt with at length 
in this project. These local organization. often perform all the mar
keting services between producer. and consumer., luch as maintain
ing truck service to collect milk at the farms and operating plant. to 
process it. They may sell part of the lupply to the wholesale trade, 
BUch as stores and restaurants, but usually depend on .elling the 
major portion to tbe consumer, delivering daily to hi. doorstep. The 
problema or these local as.ociationa are largely concerned with 
efficiency or plant management. A few large operating cooperative. 
owning some of the country facilities in large city marketo, e.g., the 
Dairymen's League Cooperative Association in the New York market, 
are also interested in efficiency or plant operation. These problem. 
are presented in detail in various projects in Group D in the report 
on Marketing of Farm Products. 

A project of this type will need to use both the statistical and caae 
methods of analysis. Quantitative data may be ohtained from moat 
if not all of the various sourees available. Quantitative analysi. ia 
likely to predominate in studies involving market control, while quali
tative analysis may be of greater significance in problema involving 
the relationships between the cooperative association and the mem
bership. 

Anyone of the foregoing nine problems of market control may be 
of sufficient scope to constitute a separate experiment station project. 
Each is therefore diseussed briefly in tbe succeeding paragraph •• 

1. It must be recognized that a plan of cooperative marketing of 
fluid milk should conaider the viewpoint of individual member-pro
ducers as well as the group 118 a whole. The following atatement of 
EastIack in a paper before the American Institute of CoOperation in 
.1930 is of real significance here: 

"Contrary to popular opinion, the 8OIutions to economic problema 
reveal themselves as rarely in mass data aa do the individual thoughte 
of a participant in a mob." 148 



An analysis of individual producers' records on file in the asso
ciation office, coupled with an' analysis of other existing statistics, 
for example, cow-testing association records, may "eveal the effect of 
the marketing plan on farm management practices and farm costs on 
individual farms. Such a "tudy is reported in Bulletin 231 of the 
Pennsylvania Agricultural Experiment Station entitled Tke Relation 
of tluJ Ba.ic-Su,rplw Marketing Plan to Milk Production'in tke ~ 
Philadelphia Milk Sked. Marketwise, there is also the ~nsideration 
of whether by remaining outside the organization the farmer may 
secure a better price than if he joined. A canvas. of producers in 
the area is most likely to yield information of value on this question. 

2. The regulation of seasonal production i. always an important 
factor in market control. Summer surpluses need to be reduced so 
that burdensome supplies do not "break" the market. Sufficient fall 
and winter milk must be available so that in this period of the year 
the margins of the shed need not be expanded. A statistical analysis 
of the seasonal production of nearby and distant producers and of 
farmers following different types of farming, as revealed by records 
of associations and of distributors, may disclose the response of the 
various groups to this type of control, and suggest ways of improving 
the situation. 

S. Research in progress at the Pennsylvania Agricultural Ex
periment Station appears to indicate that a large number of farmers 
do not understand how the price of milk is "figured". Dissatisfaction 
generated from this source may be registered through a survey of 
producers. Continued complaint of this sort is detrimental to any 
cooperative and may weaken the control of the market supply. 

4. The problem of market control and transportation facilities 
in relation to the concentration of the producing area has been ana
lyzed by T. K. Cowden and C. G. McBride in an Ohio study. The 
authors availed themselves also of secondary data from census re
ports, as well as of information supplied by a survey conducted 
among the milk dealers and other'information furnished by boards of 
health. The economy of established trucking routes should be 
scrutinized by .tatistical and case studies. 

5. Experience in most fluid milk markets of the country, whether 
the producers are highly organized or not, indicates that there must 
be some advantages to some distributors who do not buy their sup
plies through the farmers' cooperative associations. This generali
zation applies to all markets selling to distributors on a use basis 
and paying producers on a basic-surplus as well as on a pooling 
plan. No research pointing directly to this phase of the problem 
seems to be in progress. Interviews with non-cooperative distributors 
might suggest a procedure which would be fruitful in attacking this 
problem. • 

6.. Store milk distribution is an increasingly competitive problem 
for cooperating distributors. How is the producer association to 
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regard store distribution? Ia it • more economieaI method of di.
tribution, and to ... h .. t extent i. it likely to lupplant houae deliveries1 
If more economical, to what edent will it stimulate milk c:onlumptionP 
These problems have not been IOlved by reoe .. reh worker.. They are 
regional or national and not local in lCO,Pe. Most tangible, depend
able and usable results, however, win probably accrue from d"tail."f 
studies in local areas. provided there is lOme coordination of unita 
engaged in attacking the problem. 

7. Secondary markets within the shed of the primary market olTer 
possibilities for fruitful research in the way of market requirement. 
and the relation of prices in secondary and primary marketa. Family 
and per-capita milk consumption detennined by a study of conlumer 
purchases in relation to dealer sal ... are helpful. In Waugh'. Itudy 
of the Boston Metropolitan market, published by the New Engla'ld 
Research Council and cooperating agencies, honae-to-houae .urvey ~ 
suits were checked against retail eales. 

With reference to price differentials, should the price in the 
secondary market be the price of the primary market less COlt of 
transportation between the two markets? Or, should the price in the 
secondary market be determined on the ba.i. of the local lupply and 
demand situation? 

8. Market control varies with changes in the stage of the dairy 
cycle, and with changes in demand for fluid milk. The experience of 
coOperative fluid milk organizations dates back over only one c0m

plete production-cycle. An appraisal by the caae method of market 
c:ontrol at the various stages of the cycle in the important marketl of 
the country should yield worth while result., botb aa a mean. of 
forecasting the future and of more effectively meeting the lituation •• 

9. Sanitary regulations are important in market control. Again 
the case method of analysis by markets may be used to determine the 
reliance that has been placed on this method of control, and also per
haps to inrucate tbe degree of dependability that is likely to obtain 
in the future. The cooperation of board. of health il _ntial in 
launching and forwarding research of this character. 

Recently it has been advocated that collective bargaining asoo
ciations sbould as rapidly as possible obtain control of the country 
end of the fluid milk industry. The proposal implie. tbat hy 10 d0-
ing the producer association wonld gain more effective control over 
the market. No method of research has been devised which would 
give assurance that such a step should be undertaken, but useful in
formation bearing on the question JD&y be obtained by a case study of 
the experienee and the degree of control established by representative 
cooperative associations of botb the collective bargaining and opera
ting types. 

In recent years, also, especially .inee 1930, there haa been some sug
gestion from various quarters of the similarity between fluid:milk di .. 
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tribution and many other industries whose price policies are subject 
to the review of pUblic utility boards. The price of fluid milk to the 
producer has been unduly low and the price to the consumer relatively 
high, owing to the relatively high cost of milk distribution during this 
period. Research along the lines previously mentioned would yield 
facts having a bearing on whether the industry should be placed under 
public regula tion. Various cost studies by the accounting method 
would also be imperative. For example, the Pitcher Milk Control 
Bill ... as passed by the New York State Legislature in April 1938, 
upon the recommendation of a Legislative Committee. This Com
mittee, after extensive public hearings and testimonies, and after a 
statistical study of the costs of distributing milk made by Leland 
Spencer of Cornell University, recommended drastic action looking 
toward the control of the prices received by farmers and the prices 
paid by consumers. Also in Ohio, Pennsylvania and Connecticut the 
same problem has been considered by the legislature. The publ,c 
relations aspects of cooperation appear in projects discussed under 
Group E of this report. 
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PROJECT 57. Problems of Oearin,g House Associations , 
(By K A.Stokdyk) 

This project is broader in scope than Project 89, Directing Ship
ment., in Research in Marketing of Farm Pq;ducts but will include 
many of . the phases outlined therein. Three types of problem con
front clearing houses: (l) organizational, (2) financial, and (3) 
operating. A case analysis of several clearing houses should yield 
information on the principal problems which arise and how they are 
met. 
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The phase of this study which will be emphasized and the nne which 
i. likely to be most helpful to dearing houae aosociationl, i. the analy. 
sis of operating problems. Particular attention will be given to the 
methods used to determine the quantities which the organizationa 
aimed to place in the varioul market areal from time to time. Thil 
particular phase of the study i. of moat importance becauae the pri. 
mary objective of clearing-house aSlodation. i. to di.tribute IUp· 
plies among the principal market areas in such a manner ... to obtain 
the greatest total net returns with a given volume.' The aouree of 
infonnation and the methods of procedure will be similar to those out· 
lined in Project 39, noted above. It will be advantageou. if thia 
projeet and Project 89 can be conducted simultaneously. 
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GROUP G 

Project. Relating '0 Cooperaliu Buying 

PROJECT 58. Problems or Cooperative Selling 

(By Quentin Reynolds) 

In setting out to detennine either the need lor a prospective co
operative purchasing association, or the effectiveness of one already 
in existence, the ,first thing to consider is, "What do r armer. have a 
right to anticipate from their efforts in organizing and supporting 
the prospective a8.0';,tionl" or "What docs the organization do tor 
farmers, or what might it do for them to justify their continued 
support?" Many associations which have met all the requirement. of 

J. (I) See E .. A. S~okdyk, i!al .. Yothod. and Policin 0' fM Cal4t>o Or_or. 0' 
Califo"",", Cahfornla Bulletm ~39, pp. 23-29, far " diacuaalon of the ptaoolng of 
distribution among market areas.. 
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organization set-up have failed to supply a return to the members 
proportionate to the effort and risk involved beeause the service 
could not possibly operate on an economical basis. On the other 
hand, many associations in which members find it dillicult to influence 
policies directly have been profitable to the members beeause a real 
need has existed for the adequate service provided. 

Second in importance to ascertaining the need for the enterprise 
should rank the form of organization and the management. Need for 
the service may be clearly evident, but unless the representatives of 
the patron members select and support capable management, satis
factory service cannot be maintained. 

Cooperative purchasing should provide economies in distribution, 
advantageous prices through volume buying, and control of quality. 
Because the economies are secured often at either actual or imaginary 
sacrifice to the co'!Sumer, the economies of volume buying and the 
value of quality control must be significant: The extent to which 
these advantages may be secured will vary with the character and 
size of the enterprise as a whole, and with the character and volume 
of the particular commodity, or commodities, purchased. Both the 
limitations and the advantages of coDective purchasing a. applied 
to various classes of commodities are often more apparent than real, 
and great care should be exercised, first, to ascertain whether ad
vantages are actual, and second if they 'are actual, whether members 
and prospective members can be sufficiently convinced of the fact to 
contribute the volume necessary to carryon the coDective purchasing 
on sound" economical lines. 

Theoretically, the members of any group which is composed of 
consumers who have set out to secure the .benefits of collective -pur
chasing through the formation of a cooperative purchasing associa
tion should accept the opportunity to buy through their association 
any commodities they themselves consume which that association pur
chases for members, and thereby eliminate from the cost of such pur
chasing service the sales promotion expenses which constitute an 
essential and important part of the sales costs of concerns or indi
viduals engaged in' distribution for profit. Experience has proved 
that actuaDy consumers do not react in this way. Apparently con
sumers brought up under the influence of high-pressure selling de
velop an inertia which the mere availability of cooperatively pur
chased supplies does not overcome. However, when the service per- . 
formed by the cooperative justifies confidence, and when that con
fidence i. constructively developed by the cooperative promotional 
effort, that effort can be conducted at a relatiVely low cost. 

Before an association is formed, or before aD existing association 
is stimulated by new capital or personnel, a carefully conducted sur-
vey should be made to ascertain: . 
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1. The volume required to lupport the organization neceaaary 
to lupply the .. rvice demanded at least aa economical1y aa 
the .ervice oft'ered by other agencies . 

2. The existence of that volume in the area to be ae"ed 
3. The reasona.ble po .. ibility of developing that volume for the 

coopera live 
t. The possibility of eatabli.hing a more economical unit and/or 

providing better service by expanding either the area to be 
.. rved or the activities of the a88ociation 

5. The type of commodities which can be handled latisraetorily 
6. The availability of leadership in the area capable of establish

ing .ound policies and of developing effective management 
7. The type of organization mo.t likely to adapt itself to the 

need. of the farmer. to be ae"ed. 

1. The 1Il!ed for 'lIolwme 
Unle •• collective requirements of farmers in the community can 

provide sufficient volume to the cooperative al8Ociation to enable it to 
perform the services required a. economically as do other agencies 
through which the farmer. can buy. or unle .. the cooperative can 
provide values through selective purchasing which give the patrons 
greater value for the dollars they spend for lupplies, there i. no 
justification for burdening producers with an investment in a c0-

operative purchasing venture or adding to their other reoponaibiliticl 
the task of operating such a service. The fact that existing agencie. 
are adding margins for local service which appear exc ... ive may in
dicate that those agenci .. are securing exce •• ive profitl or are not 
operating efficiently. But they may indicate that the service con
nected with the handling of thnt particular clan of commoditicl or 
that the volume of sale. requires a high margin to cover the co.to in
volved. For example, a 50 per cent dealer mark-up on a milking 
machine may be inadequate to cover the sale. and service co.t. while 
an 8 per cent mark-up on dairy ration may yield a sub.tantial return 
to a dealer who handles both commodities efficiently. The fact that 
the local cooperative which handlc. 100 tons of dairy and poultry 
feeds a week can do 80 profitably on a 5 per cent mark-up doe. not 
mean that a local cooperative which cannot po.libly find a .imilar 
quantity can meet distribution cost. for a.nything Ie •• than the 12 
.per cent mark-up the local dealer serving a restricted volume com
munity has been charging. Unless volume required to operate exi.ts, 
it i. fony to attempt cooperative purchasing. 

2. The ellJi&tence of potential 'VOlume 
Before launching a new cooperative or expanding the faciliti .. of 

an old one great care should be exercised to ascertain the consump
tion in the territory and the probable trend. 
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3. Pos.ibility of developing the requisite "Vol .. me for the cooperative 
. Having established the fact that the potential volume exists to 

support cooperative purchasing in the area, it becomes necessary to 
establish the fact that the volume can be diverted to or developed for 
the cooperative. The type and quantity of competing agencies al
ready in the field and the type and number of farmers must be care
fully surveyed. It is difficult to break through the goodwill established 
over a period of years by certain distributors through the aetual 
value of the service and supplies which they have made available, or 
through their personality, or the force of their advertising and sales 
effort. The chanees for success are greatest when the volume antici
pated is spread among a large number of purchasers who buy small 
quantities. To such buyers dealers can less easily make concessions 
in either price or service, and favorable concessions are the coopera
tive purchasing association's strongest enemy-suicidal if the co
operative indulges in them, andirritating when competitors make head
way with them, especially when available volume is restricted. While 
it is true that the more intelligeot farmers should make the best· co
operators and that the more intelligent farmers tend to be found 
chiefly in the best farming areas, the fact remains that cooperative 
purchasing' thrives most peacefully in the regions where individuals 
are less successfully self·reliant and where the farm units are smaller. 
This is probably due to the fact that the severest competition among 
distributors tends to center in the best farming regions and that the 
farmers in these regions have learned to take advantage of the 
situation. This tendency.is most evident in the "second wind" stage 
of the association's development. Just after the venture is launched 
dealers and manufacturers with substantial interests at stake COn
centrate their efforts in these sections and effectively retard collective 
purch .... ing development. As the association grows and demonstrates 
it. value to the intelligent farmers, the big ar~ ready to go along with 
the small. It is well to cater to the modest farmsteads all through 
the development of cooperative purchasing, however, for they con
stitute the backlog of the volume. Their interests are most vitally 
tied in with the service, for it i. service which the little fellow can 
never expect to approximate for himself. 

Farmers have proved that they can secure economies by purchasing 
collectively even when dealers through whom they have purchased 
previously are neither inefficient in the generally accepted sense of the 
term nor reaping excessive profits. Competitive selling has developed 
the establishment of serviees which, though they make one dealer's 
service appear more attractive than another's, do not increase, and 
may actually decrease, the value of the supplies which the farmer 
buys for a dollar. Competition may force the grain dealer to stock 
and push a ration which costs him less and which he can sell for'leso. 
It rna y produce so much Ie •• when fed th& t it is not so good a pur
chase for the farmer as a higher priced feed would be. Competition 
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may have forced the dealer to extend credit to farm<'re who are pur
chasing current requirement. of feed and grain. The coat of tru. 
service i. reflected in the cost of the grain, and it may add more to 
production costa than the credit aecured i. worth to the farmer who 
can pay promptly for service which carries no credit chargee. Other 
aervice items, such as delivery and the provision of storage facilitiel 
in the village which duplicate delivery and storage facilitiea which the 
farmer may have, and if 80 must maintain, may be mentioned 
to illustrate further this point in connection ... ith the handling of 
feed. 

The correction of the c .... t-increa.ing features under tbe above can
not always be effected by cooperative purehasing. The farmer. them
selves must accept the economic. which their association make. avail
able. The association cannot rely on aecuring and maintaining 
patronage merely by pointing out weakneaael of competitorl. It 
must provide values which actually offset the Ilpparent advantage. 
which competing dealer. supply. Indeed, unless the cooperative a .. o
ciati,?n i. distinetly effcclive in the selection and distribution of IUp
plies, the discerning farmer may fare bettcr by milking hi. own 
choices from supplies offered by intelligent, far-sighted dealers. 

It must be remembered that the mere fact that a cooperative can 
serve the community of farmers successfully at price. which do not 
cover the coot of the service dealer. have been providing doe. not 
prove that the cooperative will ..... alk oft' with" the buoine... To 
protect their investment, dealers will meet cooperative competition 
with more service, more credit and more attractive prices, even though 
the practices entail doing business at a los8. For theae TealOn" the 
cooperative must not allow itself to establi.h volume, or _k to do 80, 

on the price appeal. It must establi.h volume by demonstrating that, 
being owned and controlled by the farmer. for whom it buys, it u_ 
their combined buying power to secure and to distribute the materials 
best .uited to their actual needs, in dependable, economical fashion. 
It must sliow that farmers will benefit by patronizing it in spite of 
service and price appeal oft'ered by dealers interested primarily in 
the profit they make from buying and distributing. 

4. The poaaibility of e.tablulUng 4 more economicnl ~mt and im
proving .eroice 
The tremendous development in distribution technique, togetber 

with the widening of trading areas, during tbe past few years, make 
it extremely difficult for a cooperative purchasing association, ... hich 
aimo to eater to a localized area, to purchase or to di.tribute more 
ECOnomically than the agencies with which it must com!"'te. The re
stricted volume is not sufficient to furni.h income adequate to de
velop significant selective or specification buying. By coo!",rating 
with associations with similar aims volume can he secured which pro
vides suflicient income at Jaw cost per unit of distribution to develop 
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adequate control over the supplies bought to give patrons the ad
vantage of this service. Even when local volume appears to be 
sufficient to finance apparent service needs, any survey attempting to 
establish the need for cooperative purchasing service should ascertain 
whether a far more satisfactory service could not he developed by 
combining locally with other local or regional coOperative purchasing 
effort. 

5. Types of commomty 
Experience indicates that cooperative purchasing associations do 

hest when they commence operations by handling commodities for 
which there is sustained demand in volume sufficient to cover operat
ing costs on relatively low margins-such items in the East as feed 
and grain for dairy and poultry farmers, and in the West, oil, gaso
line, egg crates-and that commodities which do not have a rapid 
turnover or which require servicing are likely to be handled hest by 
other agencies. . 

With the backlog of the desired. type of commodity, the association 
may he able to serve the interest of the memhers by adding com
modities which are not so ideal. In doing so, they tend to develop a 
dealer attitude, accepting the principle that volume and margins to 
the organization, instead of .ervice and savings to the memhers, i. the 
end of the association. It is difficult for a cooperative purchasing 
association to develop selective buying efficiently if tho.e in charge of 
the buying have to spread their efforts over too wide a variety of 
commodities. Unfortunate purchases of the less significant com
modities may weaken or appear to weaken the value of the serviCe 
actually performed for the commodities upon which the association 
is actually concentrating its efforts. . 

6. Availability of leadership 
But even after adequate volume is assured, the association may not 

succeed unless the group ean supply the leadership to develop and 
maintain the enterprise on sound lines. That leadership is not to he 
found in all communities. The leaders, with the support of the rank 
and file of farmers, must be able not only to assume responsibility for 
policies but also to select capable managers to whom administrative 
details may be delegated. 

7. Types of orgonizotio'll 
Other sections of this report eover thoroughly the adva.ntages and 

disadvantages of various type. of organization. Whether the pur
chasing cooperative should he of the stock or of the non-stock type 
the conditions the particular cooperative must face will largely de
termine. Although farmers join cooperative purchasing associations 
to seCUre advantages in purchasing, those who have invested 
in the capital stock are frequently influenced to continue purchas
ing, although service may be inadequate, to protect their interest 
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and principal. A federal bulletin published a lew y"ara ago urged a. 
one of the arguments in favor of the atock type of coOperative the 
fact that it tended to hold members in line. The pa troD of the noo
stock cooperative purchasing a88ociation i. in a position to leave it 
when the values offered by it cease to be advantagcou.. TIli. threat 
of loss of members is an ever-present stimulus to build values and to 
lower costs of service in the non-stock cooperative. 

The principles discussed here apply whether the cooperative under 
consideration performs a wholesale or retail, or a combined wholesale 
and retail service. Independent local purchasing cooperative. must 
have sufficient volume to employ management capable of developing 
and of sustaining service which can compete with private enterprise. 
Dependable volume seldom exceeds the quantity required to cover the 
cost of economical distribution service alone, and too orten fall •• hort. 
This problem of gaining and holding proper volume for effective 
operation leads either to the acceptance of weak patron. through the 
extension of credit or to affiliation with cooperatives in other .ections, 
gaining thereby the advantages of volume which make selective buy
ing possible and which in turn tend to 80 improve the values of the 
commodities offered· that volume increases and cosh pe, unit of pur
chase for members are reduced. 

The so-called wholesale cooperative purchasing associations tend 
to emphasize low purchase and distribution coats through quantity 
buying, and then to develop, with the support attendant Oil large 
volume, a selective buying service which aims to provide farmen with 
the advantages that corporations provide for themselves through pur
chasing departments. As stated in an earlier paragraph, farmer. do 
not accept unurged the advantages provided them by their a880-
ciations, and to sustain volume it becomes necessary to inform mem
bers aggressively and effectively oC the advantages of the service which 
their association. afford. For this reason, the regional a' whole.ale 
purchasing association finds it expedient to extend its influence into 
the territory through and around the local distributing agency to the 
farmer himsel£. To the observer who believes that the cooperative 
should develop from the ground up. this tendency i. repul8ive. It 
should not be condemned, however, until careful study hal determined 
whether the system is providing the consumer with effeelive .ervice 
and whether the consumer'. future interests are adequately protected . 
. To give farmers the most value for the dollars they .pend through 
their cooperative purchasing associations hy taking advantage of the 
advances in manufacturing and in science, the organization must do 
things on a sufficiently large scale to be able to perform the ... variou. 
services at a low cost per unit of purchase by the member.. Director. 
and managers selected in local groups and schooled in .mall-scale 
practices do not tend to develop sufficient vision to develop large
scale selective buying effectively. 
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The test of cooperative purchasing service is the value delivered to 
the farmers for the dollars which he spends. Only efficient cooperative 
purchasing can and should survive. Carefully conducted surveys, 
the findings of which are compared with the experience of other co
operatives, both successful and less successful, should greatly assist 
farmers to spend wisely and to refrain from spending unwisely in the 
development of cooperative purchasing. Farmers organize coopera
tive purchasing associations to gain advantages which they do not 
enjoy, or enjoy in less degree, when they purchase independently 
as individuals. The length to which associations can go in endeavor
ing to serve members effectively will be governed by the size of the 
enterprise as well as by the nature of the commodities which the mem
bers expect the cooperative to procure for them. It should be borne 
in mind that the cooperative purchasing association i. a means to an 
end and not an end in itself. While a successful !,ooperative purchas
ing association may have a profound social influence, this will be 
incidental, depending upon its economic value. 
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PROJECT 59. Problems of LoeaJ. Buying Units-
Filling Stations as an Example 

(By Rndolph K. Fraker) 

The purchase of gasoline and other petroleum products is one of 
the most recent developments in the cooperative movement among 
farmers. Form of organization and method of procedure in buying 
and .elling do not, therefore, follow as definite a pattern as in older 
types of cooperative. In many instances, the business is conducted 
as. a sideline to livestock, grain or other .:ooperative business. In 
mod instances, it is an independent business which is either wholesale 
(bulk station) or retail (filling station). There is'also a definite 
tendency toward federating these independent units. The purposes 
of this cooperative effort a!,e to obtain farm supplies of these pro-
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ducts at lower cost and to secure better service in their distribution. 
The research problem is greatly simplified because a single line of 
well-standardized product. i. handled but when plimning the liudy, 
a research worker must aloo consider the highly integrated and large
scale organization for producing and distributing petroleum pro
ducts. 

Mllny of the data for thi. study can be obtained .... tisf .. ctorily only 
by personal visita to cooperative associations. lIIany cooperative oil 
associations have annual or semi-annual audits prepared by public 
accounts. These afford more reliable financial and operating data 
for the cooperative oil a •• ociatione than can be secured from co
operatives that handle petroleum products as a .iddine. Several 
.tates keep complete records of the volume of each bulk .tation in con
nection with the inspection of gasoline and the collection of guoline 
taxe.. These records are a splendid Bource of data on the growth 
and relative importance of these companies and the area. in which 
they operate. Retail prices may be obtained from the record. of co
operative associations if it is deemed advisable to .tudy the advantage 
in price from cooperative purch .. se. Because of the relatively high 
degree of standardization of these products, the benefit. of coOpera
tion can be measured more easily than for most product. marketed 
cooperatively by farmers. 

The scope of the project should preferably be restricted to 
farmers' cooperative associutions. EXllmination of the entire gllso
line and oil di.tributive business should .be confined to obtaining luch 
information as gives the research worker an undel'8tllnding of the 
place of cooperative marketing in the marketing organization of the 
oil industry. Both cooperative oil companies and a.sociation. han
dling oil products as a sideline may be included. Analysi. of th .. 
functions and organization of the overhead purchasing federation 
may also be made in order to show it. relution to the cooperative oil 
movement. Otherwise, this part of the cooperative oil marketing 
organization may be reserved for intensive .tudy in a special .ub
project. 

An important problem for study is financial organization which 
includes such considerations as the amount of stock to be 8ublcribed, 
the supplementing of loans, and the provision for the retirement of 
these debts. Closely allied to this i. the credit extension to member. 
on purchases, and the control of this credit. All expense. in the 
operation of the association are, of course, to be carefully considered, 
and of no small importance is the proper disposition of the net in
come to reserves, stock and patronage dividend. and .urplus. The 
acceptance of all purchase discount. offered is also important.. 

Management problema are also to be con.idered carefully. The 
method of hiring lhe manager, his duties, and the responsibility of 
directors are important in any buoines. organization. These will be 
found to vary considerably among associations, 8B for example, in the 
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duties assigned to the manager, duties handled by the directors theni
selves, and in the commissions and salaries paid for similar service. 

A study of this type should not overlook the opportunity of deter
mining the retail margins on the various products, such as gasoline, 
kerosene, distillate, lubricating oils, grease, and misce~aneou. pro
duct. which rna j be handled as sidelines. A form for this type of 
information i. to be found in U. S. D. A. Circular 80, Cooperative 
()jJ, A •• ociGtw1I8 in Min1lesota. Stock account records should be care
fully analyzed to determine the shrinkage and loss in handling on 
thes. same products as tbis may be an important cost in retailing 
them. 

Inasmuch as a large proportion of the sales of these associations 
operating in state. like Minnesota and TIlinois are known as tank
wagon sales, the cost of these country deliveries make up well over 
50 per cent of the total operating expense. The project should be 
designed to give this item of cost careful study in terms of the 
method of hiring truck operators, commission rates, the planning of 
truck routes, and possibly also the location of the members with the 
purpose in mind of reducing the costs or improving the service. Un
usnal local conditions may also affect these costs. The effect of 

. volume on delivery expense as well as on total operating cost. should 
be considered. . 
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PROJECI' 60. Cooperative Supply as a Sideliue 
of Cooperative Selling 

OBJECI'IVE: To compare the methods and evaluate the re
sults of utilizing the organization and resources of com
modity ...,lIing associations for suhsidiary purchasing of 
farm and marketing supplies. 

(By H. S. Patton) 

The emphasis here is on cooperative supply as an enterprise mpo 
plementary to commodity soiling organizations. The inquiry is con
cerned primarily with the relation of such undertakings to (a) the 
internal economy of tbj! selling organization itself, and (b) the eco
nomic returns of its farmers members. 

The project may deal with the subsidiary supply business of a 
particula.r marketing organization (ease study)', or it may under-

(1) E.g. Fruit Growe ... ' Supply Co., see U. S. D. A. Deparlment Bullelin 11l8'f. 
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take to analyze the purchasing op<'rRtiono or varioul coopt'ra!i .... 
odling associations in a given region (compar"tive or lurvey 
method)." The feasibility and form of ouch undertaking mUlt be 
studied in relation to the commodity and .tructurnI characler of the 
marketing organization. Thu8 car-door 8upply may be combined 
with coop<'rlltive livestock shipping. The local .. arehouael of 
elevator, tobacco and potato cooperatives may be adapted to the 
joint handling of feeds, seeds, fertilizers, etc. Such cooperatives as 
creameries, cheese factories, egg and poultry and fruit-packing planh 
may engage in the collective purchase of supplies r"'luired for the 
processing or market preparation of their resp""tive products, al 
well as of those for farm-home use by members. 

The structural character of the organization has also an important 
bearing on the possibilities and problems of purchasing and dis
tribution. Independent locals, through their direct relations with 
members, may be in a favorable position with respeet to distribution. 
but at a disadvantage in purchasing, owing to the limited volume of 
their business. Central marketing organizations, with greater re
aources, maybe able to make large-scale purcha... on favorable 
terms, but experience administrative difficulti". in developing latil
factory distribution relations through their branch plunt. or 
federated locals. 

I. Relation uf Supply Operatiom to Internal Economy of Mar
keting Organization 

The term supply ia used to include the twofold operations of pur
chasing and distribution. The analysis here i. concerned with the 
elf"ct. of alternative purchasing and distribution polici.. and 
methods upon the net income of the marketing organization. This 
involves an examination of the following relationships: 

(1) Distribution of O'VcrlU!{ul co.b. How far do sub.idiary 
supply operations make possible fuller and more continuous utili
zation of the exiating facilities and management of the organizlltionP 
In so far as the additional income from such busin ••• exceed. the 
separable costs, it reduces the unit overhead eXp<'n.es chargeable 
to marketing operations. (See report on Marketing of Farm Pro
ducts, p. 78.) The possibilities of realizing this result are generally 
greater in the field of distribution than in that of purchaBing, and 
are th~refore more applicable to local than to centr .. l cooperatives. 

(2) Effect on direct marketing costs. How far may the ex
penses of processing or market preparation of the farm products .old 
by the coij~rative be redueed through collective purch"se of .Asential 
supplies (e~g., sacks, contuiners, labels, gratiera., creamer, and can-

I (2)- E.g., R. fi. Ellsworth, (Joop".aliu. -MMk.tmg aad P .... Iuul",. U. S. D. A • 
...... Cin.'Ular 121" pp. 52-65. 

In GraiR Of'Ofl}~r" Coopt!ratm in Ws.t.rn CantUln (Chnpt*,11) H. S. Patton 
compares the experiences in cooperative supply 01 the United Grain GroweH', 
LtdoJl and the Saskatchewan Grain Grow-en' A.uoeiatiOJL 
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ning supplies)? This implies bulk 'purcbase by centrals for branches 
or federated locals, or througb cooperative wholesale associations for 
independent locals. The possibilities of economies depend largely 
upon the volume handled and upon the ratio of supply costs to total 
marketing expenses. 

(3) Relation to capital resou.rces and risk i'Iuool'Oea. How far 
do subsidiary supply operations contribute to a higher rate of 
capital turnover, and how far do they serve to tie up capital or make 
its employment more risky? This depends on such factors as (a) the 
size of the capital and surplus of the cooperative; (b) the borrowing 
power; (c) seasonal relation of peak demand for supplies bandied and 
peak marketing activity; (d) nature of supplies handled-in relation 
to rate of turnover, perishability, servicing involved, etc.; (e) method 
of procuring supplies--order assembling and purchasing on com
mission, purcbase at firm price, purchase contract under own brand, 
direct manufacture through subsidiary or joint agency; (f) terms of 
sale-cash only, discount for cash, charge for credit, etc. From a 
management standpoint, the most effective criterion will be changes 
in the rate of return on capital employed, as affected by supply 
undertakings. 

ll. Relation tb EcO'lW11lic Returm of Cooperative Members 
Inasmuch as cooperative organizations are supposed to function 

for the benefit of their members and patrons, rather than to make 
profits for stockholders, the results of subsidiary supply under
takings must be studied in relation to the ultimate returns to their 
farmer members, as well as in relation to the financial position of the 
marketing organization. Analysis of the latter is important from 
the standpoint of measuring the economic efficiency of different pro
grams and methods, and the financial results to the cooperative in
directly affect farmers as owners, members or patrons. The ultimate 
analysis, however, is concerned with the results to farmers as pro
ducers and consumers. Are they any better. off tban if such 
operations had not been undertaken? 

These results may be analyzed under the following relationships: 
(1) Effect <>n farmer'. share of market price. The possibility 

of a gain in this direction depends on the reduction of unit overhead 
cost. and market preparation expenses, or more efficient use of work
ing capital, as noted under I. To the farmer who markets his 
produce through the cooperative such saving may accrue in the form 
of lower marketing margins, or a larger patronage dividend, or a 
greater return on hi. stock investment a. supplementary receipts. 
The possibility of detetmining the extent to which such savings are 
attributable to subsidiary supply operations will depend considerably 
upon the nature of the cooperatives' accounting records, and

o 
whether 

such business i. conducted tbrough a separate departmenf or sub
sidiary. The result, in a given instance, may of course show tbat the 

• 
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farmer's returns, Or equity in the cooperative, have been reduced 
through losse. incurred in such undertaking •• In any event appraisal. 
should be based on the net or averaged result of "lleration. over a 
numoor of years. 

(2) Effect on for Iller.' production and living eil.'peBle.. Thi. 
involves an estimate of the extent of the lavingl accruing to farmer 
patrons as consumers of farm production Or home conlumption good. 
purchased through the cooperative. It may be measured by multiply
ing the total quantity of various commodity iteml supplied to farmera 
by the calculated difference between the net cost to patron. and the 
price that would have been paid if the 8ame goods had been purchased 
through non-cooperative sources. In determining "net COlt to 
patrons" consideration must be given not only to differential. in oell
ing priceo. hut also to such iteml al cash discountl, patronage divi
dends, conditions of delivery. To be authentic auch finding •• hould 
pay due regard to the quality a. well as the price of the commodities 
supplied through the agencies compared. Consideration Ihould aloo 
be given to the indirect results of cooperative lupply aelion •. B""auae 
of the competition thus introduced, commercial dealera or retailer. 
may lower their own prices, or improve their quality or aervice. Here 
the benefit is extended, temporarily at lenst, beyond the rankl of co
operative patrons. The measurement of such indirect gain. i. 

- generally an elusive task, but evidences of it may be recorded, and 
in any case it should be taken into account. 
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PROJECT 61. Cooperative Supply as an Adjunct 10 
Farme...,' Service Organization. 

OBJECTIVES: To determine the eonditiOll8 under ,which eo
operative supply services may be advantageously unde .... 
taken by Carmen' associations not organized on a eommodity 
basis; and to examine the elfed8 on member8hip relation. 
of VariOU8 methods oC eondocling lJoeh lIub.idiary enler-
prise8. 

(By H. S. Patton) 

The project i. concerned with an analysil of methods and result. 
of cooperative lupply undertakings by farmers' associationa or-
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ganized on a class rather than a commodity basis, whose prim ..... y pur
poses are protective, educational; political and mutual welfare, rather 
than of a business character; for example, the Grange, State Farm 
Bureaus, Society of Equity, or provincial farmers' associations in 
Canada. The effects of supply activities may be studied in relation 
both to the orgauization sponsoring or conducting them, and to their 
members as consumers. One of the most effective secondary sources' 
for comparing and appraising such experiences is to be found in the 
A1II1l<t<ll Proc«ding8 of the American Imtitute of Cooperatio7lr-
section on Coopera tive Purchasing. , 

(1) Motives for engaging On cooperative .u.pply. Since c .... 
operative purchasing has been a derived rather than a primary 
function of farmers' service or protective organizations, a case or 
historical study should consider the circumstances and motives which 
led to such undertakings.' How far did the demand arise from the 
membership, and how far was it projected by the executive? Was 
service the primary considera tion, or was it undertaken mainly with a 
view to maintaining the membership and strengthening the resources 
of the central organization? What has been the effect on the mem
bership revenue of organizations such as the Indiana or Michigan 
Sta te Farm Bureaus' or the United Farmers of Alberta, of the policy 
of requiring paid-up membership in the parent body as a condition of 
stock or patronage dividend par,ticipation in affiliated purchasing 
locals or cooperative stores? Such inquiries involve discriminating 
examination of convention proceedings, reports and house organ files, 
etc., as well as interviews with officers. 

(2) Relatiom between partmt organizl)tion and supply agencies. 
Analysis may be concentrated upon the relative merits of conducting 
operations through a trading department of the orgauization (e.g., 
Indiana Farm Bureau Purcbasing Department); through a sepa
rately incorporated supply subsidiary (Michigan Farm Bureau Serv
ices, Inc.); through a wholesale agency established in cooperation 
with other farmers' organizations (Grange--League-Federation 
Exchange); or through joint participation in a cooperative manu
facturing enterprise (Farm Bureau Oil Ca. of Indianapolis). Tbe 
inquiry may examine the current methods pursued by different or
ganizations, or trace the experience of the same organization with dif
ferent methods. . 

(li) ~tributi'/Je relatwn8 and _tlwd.. Locals 01' county units 
of farmer service organizations afford a potential basis for coopera
tive purchasing and distribution. This invites a study of the relative 
advantages and limitations of (II) mail orde'r buying hy individual 
members from the cooperative central or wholesale, (b) formation' 
of "car-door associations" within the local or county membership, (c) 

(l~ As developed. for example, by S. J. Buck in Th. <kGtloflor M ........ 1. 
• 
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establishment of local supply warehouses or retail stores (with stock 
locally .ubscribed by member .. or with common atock held by the serv
ice organization or its lupply .ubsidiary, and preferred .tock .ub
scribed by local members). Where local stores are set up, analy.i. 
must be extended to cover such mattera al (a) appointment, control 
and remuneration of local managers, (b) types of commodity handled, 
(c) accounting and inventory .ystems, (d) pricc, credit and 
patronage policies.' 

( 4) Rendt. to member.. Analysis of the economic benefits to 
member. of service organizations as consumers involve. the .ame 
methodology as that suggested under Project 60. It .hould be 
accompanied, however, by consideration of the indirect effects upon 
members' attitude to the parent organization and to the cooperative 
ideal! 

B~/erMlC.': . 
C. 1.. Brody. "Purcha.ing Activlti .. of the Michigan State l'ano Burea ... • A ....... 

ca .. 0""fJ_1i"" 1916, pp. '47-67. 
M. D. Lincoln .. "Centralization of Cooperative Purcluwng." 4I'lmmDtlA ODrpot'lllion 

1930, Vol. I, pp. 211-86. 
M. J. Bril'l!" "Cooperative Purchasing In Indiana," Am.ric .. " OooporaUott 103 •• 

pp. '4146. 

PROJECF 62. Cooperative Selling ... an Adjunct 
to Cooperative Buying 

(By Whiton Powell) 

Cooperative buying associations are likcly to undertake cooperative 
selling a. a sideline for any of three purposes: (1) to provide a serv
ice which is needed by the community and not provided by other 
agencies; (2) to bring greater patronnge to the buying enterpriae of 
the coOperative IlBsociation through the development of inte .... t on 
the part of persons who discover its possibilities while using the mar
keting service; (3) to reduce the C08t of the buying enterprise by the 
absorption of some of the fixed costs of operating the a880ciation in 
the margin afforded by the marketing enterprise. The objective of 
a research project in this field might well be to determine the degree 
to which an organization, or a group of organization. succeed. in 
performing any or all of the.e purposes . 

..J (2) See F. A. Harper, Cooperatroe P"""1uumg _ MarlulifJlI Orll""'=l_ 
'" NIIfl1 York 8tQ,t'~ Cornell Agricultural Experiment Station Bunetin 1U4~ Psu) 

.J A. Eke, OoopMati ... B .. ying ... W .. , Virg ....... West Virginia Agrirultural Ex
periment Station Bulletin 221. 

J (3) A. attempted, for example. In M""b ... Aip Probl4rru'" Farm .. '- 0""fJ",4-
1ifJ. Pvrc/oQia, Auoci4tioru. PerJDBYlvania State College Bulletin 268. 
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Measurement of success in furnishing a community with a needed 
service at a reasonable cost is not limited to this particular set of 
circumstances. As it is taken up in more general terms in other proj
ects, it is not considered here. For this project, the question i. 
probably answered adequately by a determination merely of the ex
tent to which the services offered are patronized by the community. 

Of the two remaining purposes, the success of the first is by far the 
simpler to measure, depending upon the determination of the pro
portion of the patronage of the purchasing enterprise that was pr .... 
ceded by patronage of the marketing enterprise. This requires, how
ever, a complete record of the account of each patron of the asso
ciation-material which is likely to be often lacking. Assuming its 
availahility, the accounta of the patrons may be classified in four 
groups: (1) those buying exelusively; (2) those marketing ex
c1usively; {3} those who started buying and later took up marketing; 
("') those who started marketing and later took up buying. The 
proportions of the total number of patrons and of the volume of busi
ness of the buying enterprise constituted by the fourth group may be 
taken as measures of the extent to which the marketing service may 
have brought business to the purchasing enterprise. The size of the 
third group may be taken as an indication of the potentialities of the 
marketing service in bringing further patronage to the purchasing 
service. This fundamental analysis might be supplemented, if it were 
desired, by further classification of the accounta in each group ac
cording to promptness of payment, size of purchase, or other factors 
ha \ing similar bearing on costs. 

Lacl-;ng a complete historical record of each patron'. account, a 
less satisCactory analysis might be made by combining the accounts 
of groups (3) and ("'), including all patrons who both buy and sell 
through the organization. Such a classification could be made on the 
basi. of the current records that would· be available in most inslances. 
Lacking any record whatever of the names of the patrons of the two 
enterprises carried on by the association, no analysis of this point 
seems possible. 

The determination of the effect upon costs of a marketing enter
prise as an adjunct t~ a cooperath-e buying association may be ap
proached either by the statistical method in terms of a number of 
enterprises, or by the accounting method for one or a few enterprises. 
Ideally, the two methods should be used to complement each other: 

The statistical approach requires a series of comparable operating 
statements for a given period from a group of fifty or more co
operative buying associations. some of which are engaged in market
ing as a sideline. When these stores are grouped according to the 
income derived from marketing. the relative variations in income and 
cost may be taken as an indication of the extent to which marketing 
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income absorb. part of the cost of the busineaa aa a whole. Any in
ferences as to cause and effed derived by this method are atrictly 
limited, however, by the wide variety of oth .. r fadors which may 
have a bearing on cost. Many other factor. may have an inlluence 
sufficiently important to distort or completely disguise the relation
ship in question. Consequently, final conclusions ahould not be drawn 
from this method of analysis except aftcr verificntion by mean. of 
Recounting analyois of sample casos. This method of attack i. 
further limited by the few instances in which a sufficiently largo! num
beJ: of comparablea cases i. available to e.tablish the validity of 
statistical inferences. 

A detailed analysis of the income and expense. of individual a .. o
ciations that engage in marketing a8 an adjunct to buying i. th~ moat 
practical method of attack. It is based upon a segregation of the 
income and the expense of the marketing enterprise from those of the 
buying enterprise in order that a separate net gain 0. los. may be 
computed. It nece •• itates acce88 to the detailed accounting record. 
of the associations selected for analysis. It may be assumed that 
in most instances the necessary 81'gregation of income can be made 
without difficulty. Under the circumstances u.ually prevailing, how
ever, expenses will not have been aegregated in the recorda. 

The question immediately arises wheth .. r to allocate to the market
ing enterprise only those co.ts which it directly involve., or to charge 
it with 11 proportionate share of the fixed co.ts of the .... ocia tion as a 
business unit. For the purposes of this project, in which marketing 
is an adjunct to the buying enterprise, the former seems clearly to be 
the proper solution. Care must be taken, however, to distinguish 
between instances of the sort which lie within the leope of thi. project 
anct associations in whicb the two enterprises are jointly necessary to 
operation of the bu.ines.. Under the latter circumstances, a different 
basi. of allocation of cost would be in order. 

A second problem involved in this method of anal y.is i. the deter
mination of facts upon whicb to base the allocation to the two enter
prises of eost. which are not .egregated in the ordinary bookkeeping 
process. Labor costs are an example of the difficulty, since, in alSO
ciation of the size likely to be con.idered in .uch a project, the lame 
individuals may work irregularly on both enterprises. Under aueh cir
cumstances, the proportion of labor costs to be allocated to each 
enterprise must be determined upon the basis of .stima tes of the 
persons concerned. Unless the estimates are many, errors may 
seriously affect the conclusions. Indirect costs, while less important 
in amount, involve even more difficult questions in the determination 
of any satisfactory basi. for apportionment. 

The foregoing considerations emphasize tbe importance of corn
plementing each method of approach with the other in order to avoid 
erroneous conclusions. 
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GRQUP H 

Projecta Relating '0 Cooperative Production 
(By George A. Pond) 

PROJECf 63. Breed Improvement and Breeding Associations 

Cooperation: Animal Husbandry 
Dairy Husbandry 

Problems: 1. Organization and financial set-up 
2. Number and size of herds to be included 
3. Quality of sires 
4. Rotation of sires between farms and association. 
5. Cooperative sales of stock 

PROJECf 64. Seed Improvement Associations 

Cooperation: Agronomy 
Plant Genetics 

Problem .. : 1. Organization 
2. Control of quality 
3. Cooperative relationships with agricultural experi

ment stations and state crop improvement ",ssocia
tions 

4. Marketing 

• ~ 

PROJECf65. Dairy Herd Improvement A_iations 

Cooperation: Dairy Husbandry 
Agricultural Extension 

Problems: 1. Promotion and organization 
2. Number of herds and number of cows to be included 

in ab association 
3. Frequency of tests and accuracy of production rec

ords 
4. Uniformity of methods within and between associa

tion" 
5. Edu~ational methods and rewards for improvement 
6. Incidental activities that may increase the usefulness 

of an ~ssociation 

PROJECf 66. Cooperative Farm Record-keeping A8lIOCiations 

OBJECTIVE: 'To determine the most effeetive method of 0 .... 

ganizing and conducting a cooperative farm record.keeping 
as8oclatio~ • 
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Cooperative farm accounting organization. in ,,·hich the 
cooperating farmers contribute direct finaneial .upport 
are relatively new in the United Statea although this 
type of work has been practiced for a considerable period 
of time in several European countries, notably Germany, 
Switzerland and Denmark.. The first a .. ociation of this 
type in the United State. was organized in lllinoi. in 
1925. Similar work ha. been done ror a .horter period 
in New York, Minnesota, Iowa, Kansas and several other 
~ta tes.' The problems to be atuwed include the follow
mg: 

I. Orgaoizll tion or work 
a. Determination of cooperating agcnCICI beat 

adapted .to conduct the work 
b. Selection or cooperator. 

1. Number 
2. Location 
3. Type of farming 

c. Financial organization 
I. Sources of Bupport 
2. Amount and baBi. of fee paymenh by 

farmers 
8. Contrach 
t. Time and method of payment 

TI. Determination or record. to be kept 
a. Kinds of record 

1. inventorleB 
2. Cash 
3. Feed 
4. Production 
5. Labor 
6. Farm practice 
7. Farm maps 

b. System of records 
I. Single entry 'V8. double entry 
2. Columnar 'V8. page tyJ'" 

c. Form of record book. 
1. Loose-leaf system 
2. Single book containing all information 
8. Combination of books and fonruo 

TIl. Administration of work 
a. Location of central ollice 
b. Field supervision 

(1) See the report on Agricultural Income In thb serin. 
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1. Representative of agricultural college or 
extension organization 

2. County agricultural agent 
S. Full-time field man 

c. Frequency and time of visits 
d. Methods of opening and closing records 
e. Methods of securing uniform valuations 
f. Methods of holding farmers' interest and stimu

lating accuracy and timeliness of record keeping 

IV. Methods of analyzing records 
a.. Measures of earning or financial success 

• b. Measures of size, quality. balance, organization 
and efficiency 

e. Statistical' methods 
. d. Office equipment 

1. Calculating 
2. Tabulating 
3. Filing 

e. Clerical assistants 
1. Kind 
2. Organization 

f. Labor-saving methods of checking and record
ing data 

V. Interpretation of records to cooperating farmers 
a. - Number and kind of reports 
b. Returning records to farmer 

1. Personnel 
2. Time 

c. Graphic methods of presentation 
d. Criticul analysis of farm business 
e. Budgeting future plans 
f. Use of outlook and other information to sup

plement accounting records 
g. Special services 

1. Farm planning 
2. Drainage 
3. Building construction and arrangemen~ 
41. Adaptation or adjustment of equipment 

h. Meetings and tours 

VI. Checking results 
a. Changes in earnings on same farm OVer a period 

of years ' 
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b. Compari80n of earningl of farms cooperating in 
the ..,rvice with earnings of' other farml of 
.imilar type o\..,r a period of yeara or after one 
ot more years of accounting 

~ c. Change. in farm organization 
1. Cropping .ystem. 
2. Livestock organization 

d. Change. in farm practice 
1. Crop practice. and yields 
2. Livestock practices and production 

Value of project: The problems outlined for this dudy are pri
marily problems of mcthodology. Cooperative 
farm record associations have been attracting 
much interest and attt'ntion for the paot ... v .. r~1 
years, and will probably lie expanded consid .. r
ably when farm earnings recover 8uflici .. ntIy to 
provide financial lupport. The results of Itudie. 
of this t ypc would make possible more efT ective 
work hI the association. now in existence and 
would be especially valuable in guiding the or
ganization of new association •. , 

Previous investigations with similar objectives: 

Organization: 

Little work has been done in this field bee au.., 
of the .short period of time theae a .. oeia tiona 
have been in existence. In 1932, Profea80r L. 
G. Allbaugh collected aome comparative data 
covering associations in Illinois, Iowa, Kanaaa 
and Minnesota. The material was largely de .. 
criptive. Some attention has been given to the 
problems listed in Sections V and VI of the 
above outline. Theae are reviewed by W. J. 
Roth and R. S. Kifer in another Bulletin in Ihis 
aeries.1 

Some of the problems suggeated under thi. proj
ect ~ might be studied by a single state .,xperi
ment station, especially if several cOOpera
tive farm accounting a •• ociations were in op
eration within the atate. Problema listed 
under VI (Objectives) could well be atudied 
within a single association. Prpblems deal
ing with organization and administration could 
be studied more advantageously if the 
project were sct up by the Bureau of Agri-

(I) Project I~. Testing Reorganimtion PiaruJ, In Research In l'anu Manage
ment. 
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cultural Economics of the United St .. to. De
partment of Agriculture in .ooperation with 
agricultural experiment stations in state. in 
wh~ch associa.tions a.re in operation. 

Methods of analysis: Most of the work in this field,. especially in' 
the earlier stages, wvuld involve the case 
method. The number of associations is too 
small at present to use the statistical method 
for most of the problems outlined. The ex
perimental method i. well adapted to certain 
phases of this project, particularly those 
dealing with the determination of the kind 
and number of records to be kept, the ad
ministration of the work, and the an~lysis 
and interpretation of records. 

PROJECT .67. Cooperative Provision of Farm Maehinery 

Cooperation: 

Problem. : 1. 
2. 

8. 

41. 

5. 

Agricultural Engineering 

Duty possibilities of different types of farm machine 
Seasonal demands for machine service and length of 
most advantageous use period for farm machines 
Equitable adjustment. of changes hetween farms 
using machine. for varying periods 
Provisions for insuring adequate care and adjust-
ments of cooperatively owned machines -
Provisions for the clll'tom use of cooperatively owned 
machines ' 

PROJECI' 68. Cooperation in Irrigation or Drainage 

Cooperation; 

Problems: 1. 
2. 
8. 

Agricultural Engineering 

·Organization of cooperative arrangement 
Drainage and irrigation laws 
Provisions for maintenance and cost sharing 

PROJECT 69. Cooperative Meat Rings 

Cooperation: Animal Husbandry 
Home Economics 

Problems: 1. Organjzation 
2. . Meat cutting and distribution of careass 
3. Uniformity of quality and adjustment of ,price ac

cording to quality 
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GROUP I 
Projech Relating to Cooperatil!e Credit and 'murlJlll'fI 

PROJECf 70. Loan. through Cooperative Markelln, 
. Aaaoelationa 

Projects 5 and 6 of the report on Agricultural Credit discu .. re
search in problem. of agricultural credit and livestock loan aollO
ciation. in general, and Project 13 in the problem of loan. through 
cooperative marketing as.ociation.. The activities of the Federal 
Farm Board in setting up credit subsidihriea of national cooperative. 
are presented briefly in its annual reports. A full analy.i. of thi. 
experience i. much needed n. a ba.i. for further developments along 
this line. 

R6fBrMfc~' : 
B. W. Ki1gore, "Cooperation and Production Credit in the South,'" Am,rica. 

Coop ... ati<m 19£6. Vol. II, pp. 870-84. 
E. L. Adams, "Credit Extension by the Cooperative to Gro ... n," .4 .... """" Co-

op.ration 19~8. Vol. 1, pp. 462-60. '_ 
A. H. Stone, U Agisting Members to Finance Crop Production,'" .Am#f"lD{ul Co

p ... ati<m 19t9, pp. 481-00. 
C A. Stewart, "Financing Livestock Feeder OpenUone." .dm.,u,fl3 Coop,ratimJ 

1931J Vol. II f pp. 129-34. I 

PROJECT 71. Farm Loan Aaaoeiatlona 

The cooperative aspects of the work of these units in our Federal 
Farm Loan System need to be analyzed a8 a basi. for improvement of 
the System. Project 8 in the report on Agricultural Credit eovera 
important aspects of this problem. 

PROJECf 72. Agricultural Credit Uolo ... 

See Project 14 in the report on Agricultural Credit. 

GROUP J 
Projech Relaling to Cooperati~e. in lhe Field 0/ Public UtUitiu 

PROJ~Cf 73. Cooperative lnauraoce 

Research in problems of cooperative insurance i. developed in detail 
in the report on Agricultural Insurance in this aeries. 
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PROJECT 74. Cooperative Provision of Electric Power 
and Light 

(By R. F. Buckman) 

During the last ten years considerable attention has been given the 
possibility of 'establishing separate electric distribution systems out
side incorporated villages and cities to meet rural requirements. Such 
systems would be distinguished from urban distribution systems in 
having distinct corporate entities, which could be established either 
as governmental units and operated as are the municipally owned 
systems, Or as cooperative units with control vested in the consumers. 

In a study of the problem of cooperatives in the electrical industry 
it would first be necessary to demonstrate the feasibility and de
sirability of establishing separate rural distribution systems; then 
the question of whether such units should be run as governmental or 
cooperative enterprises could be investigated. Facts and findings 
.elative to this problem would be very helpful in directing com
muuities and states along the road of greatest economic benefit. 

Cooperative electric distribution systems are common in the 
Scandinavian countries, The rural power districts of the province of 
Ontario and similar units in The Netherlands should give some inti
mation of the possibility of success of area units. In the United 
States, the various "state regulatory commissions should be able to 
advise whether any of the small operating companies have the 
characteristics of a cooperative organization even though it has been
.found desirable to organize under business corporation laws rather 
than under cooperative laws. 

In New York State two small corporations each operate a single 
line extension. Both are business corporations, but are organized 
and function as cooperatives rather than as ordinary business cor
porations. The1.:e has also been considerable experience with co
operative telephone operations in New York and other states. The_ 
experience of the telephone cooperatives may be a guide to the pos
sibilities of similar organizations for electric distribution altnough 
the difference in risk and public liability and the greater importance 
of continuity of service may be of some importance. 

Such a study should he made by a person who either has had some 
training in the technical aspects of the problem or who has a very 
definite interest in the technical side, since it i. too easy for the un
initiated layman to arrive at wrong conclusions due to the omission 
of very vital technical facts. Most of the information can be 
gathered by mail, and intelligent use of the questionnaire method 
should bring in satisfactory original data. < 

Consideration should be given to the fact that any change in the 
method of electric distribution will require provisions for the disposal 
of or blending into the new system such distribution facilities as exist 
at present, 
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If the findings are favorabl" and methods are advon«d ,,-"ieh can 
be put into proctice, one of the most coml'licnlro problems of electric 
distribution ... ilI be on the way to solution. H, on the olh .. r hand, 
the findings indicate that sucb distribulion .ystems ore not fcosible, 
much hardship, 10.8 and disllPpointmmt mlly be ll\'oidl-d. 

PROJECf 75. Cooperative Telephone Servl .... 

A limitro omoun! of informotion on cooperative telephone aervice 
i. publishro in several .tate bulletins, plunnro 10 inv('nlory all the 
cooperation enterprises in the .tutes.' In many .tate., th .. re are 
more cooperative associations providing tc\('I,honc acrv;ce than in 
any other line of economic activity. However, the majority are far 
from being pure cooperatives. Probnbly few farmers, ... pecially 
tenants, who move into an area, become membera of the as.ociation. 
The majority huy .ervice at a fixed rate. The 8ubject nero. greatly 
to be studied. 

PROJECf 76. Cooperative Motor Transportation· 

SECTION III 
Mucellaneoru 

PROJECf 77. Co-operative Theory and Its History 

OBJECfIVE: (1) To discover the view .. of COooperatlve p ... 
moters, organizers, officers and member-va.t and preaenl 
-regarding the operation of eeonomie force. In bu.in ....... 
organized cooperatively; (2) 10 organize the statement of 
th ..... theories into a body of eooperative doctrine or into 
several partly conai.tent and partly divergent economic 
phil080pbiea; (3) 10 show the relation to and eontra&t wilh 
other aeheme't of economic thought. 

(By E. G. Nourse) 

The various persons .. ho have planned. ';t up. and operait'd c0-

operative .... ociations have obviously held .. ""tain economic theories 

(J) For n-ample,. su Minnesota Bulletin ISO" Faf"mUr Cooper-atm is Mhm#
.oM (1919). 

I (0) H. S. yo~ 01',,,,t;"g a Coop ... "t;.,. Mot"" Truc" Rord., Fa"",,"' BoJ,. 
IJ letin 1032. U. S. D. A. (1919). 
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which have come tQ expression either explicitly or implicitly in these 
cooperative enterprises. A partial list of the points' of economie> 
theory involved might include the nature and value of competition, 
the division of labor in modern economic society, the nature of the 
price-making process, production control or guidance in the interest 
of economic stabilization, the distribution of wealth as between capital 
return and labor return. 

Various cooperatives at various times have held or appeared to 
hold different views on such questions of theory. In general, how
ever, they have represented a dissenting or even revolutionary view 
as against the prevailing patterns of speculative and competitive pri
vate capitalism. Often the distinction between cooperative and non
cooperative views has been confused- or obscured because of the pres
sure of practical compromises or ignorance of the economic distinc
tions involVed. If research should reveal these issues and clarify them 
through orderly exposition, both historical and comparative in 
character; it would go far toward having cooperation accepted or re
jected for what it is llnd to have it organized effectively for the 
attainment of its chosen objectives when this scheme of organization 
i. adopted. 

Such a project calls for both library and field work. The theories 
entertained by persons no longer living mu.t be secured from the 
written record. From persons still living, though widely scattered, 
views can in part he secured by correspondenee. Terms and issues 
should be defined, and persons inlluential in tbe cooperative movement 
induced to examine their own thinking of these points and to work 
out or accept explicit statement for what has perhaps been more or . 
less vague or merely implicit. - As an experiment station project, 
such a study should involve many personal conferences, so organized 
as to reveal the attitudes and beliefs of the rank and file as well as 
of tbe leadership group. They should be intermittent over a period 
sufficiently long to cover the whole situation without undue' pressure 
upon persons unaccustomed to consecutive theoretical analysis. 

After such materials have been gathered in a quantity sufficient to 
constitute a satisfactory sample, the work of analysis should be 
carried through by someone well grounded in economic theory. _ Ob-' 
viously materials of tbis sort cannot he run through calculating 
machines or handled hy ordinary statistical techniques. The worker 
in charge of the study must rely upon his own capacities tor theo
"..tical analysis to make a tentative exposition df the views actually 
held by cooperatjve groups. Both the validity of his generalizations 
and the adequacy and helpfulness of the plail of exposition whicb he 
adopt. will be better assured if he has his preliminary findings checked 
by others. They .should be submitted on the one hand to the co
operative groups whose views he has sought to analyze and on the 
other to academic workers in his own .field. The latter should in
clude not only economists who have given particular attention to the 
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subject of cooperative organization and of marketing but al80 non
agricultural economists whose field of opeciulizution i. economic 
theory in general. 

B_I·r,ftC •• : 
"Conference on Tests of Cooperation," Am.rica" Coop,rfl.tiOfi. 19f.'i, Val. I, PI" 

161-82. 
H. E. Erdman, "Some Eronomlc FundAmentals of Cooperation," 4'lm.nto41t Co-

op.mtima. 19Z;;, Vol. 1, pp. 69-78. 
Ric-hArd Pattee, .lPUrp0se8 of the American Institute of Cooperation,· AmM'it"mt 

(,'oope,.atitm lfJEG, Vol. If pp. 16-22-
E. G. Nourse, uThe Evolving Idea of Cooperation In the United Statea." Am.ri

('nn L'oop"alitm 1!JJ!8, Yol. I, pp. 18-26. 
Rohin Hood, wEhe Coope1'Btive Viewpoint," Anuricota C.Qo~rtJlion. lIJl9, pp. 

2"2.'1-32. 
C. R. Fav, "The R\'olution of tbe Cooperative ldea,"· Amnicfffl Coop"atlrm 

19:JO. V ~1. I, pp. 81 ~94. 

PROJECT 78. Syotems lor Reporting Current Developments 
in Cooperation in a State 

See Project 11 in the report on Rural Organization. 

PROJECT 79. Problems of a Particular Cooperative 

PROJECT 80. Pre-organization Surveys 

(By B. B. n .. rrick and T. B. Manny) 

The method. employed in a pre-organization Burvey will of couroe 
differ for each commodity to be marketed or purchased or each serv
ice to be rendered a8 well ao for each area Iludied. The following 
points, however, will in a general way secure the information needL-d 
to develop sound thinking among the prospective leaders and their 
membership as welI as provid .. the baais for determining the type of 
organization most likely to oucceed under the then known condition •• 

The research worker will wish to Becure for the proBpective or
ganization a compl .. te unbiased picture of the area to be organized. 
Following are some questions that a aurvey should answer affirma
tively before the organization of a cooperative .hould be undertaken. 

Are local conditions favorable to cooperative busine.s activity? 
Can a volume of business sufficient to provide for economical op

eration be obtained within an area of reasonable trlln8portation 
costs? ., . 

Is competent management available at a per unit coat well witbin 
the limits of economical operating C08t for the aloociation? 

Can adequate working capital be obtained at a reasonable intarest 
charge? 



Can sufficient capable leaders be found in the area to manage the 
affairs of the assoeiation? . 

Assuming that the above questions are answered in th.e affirmative, 
what type of organizational set-up will meet the needs of the com-
munity? ~ 

In order to determine this, the following types of information 
should be gathered and analyzed: 

1. Past and present cooperative effm'ts in and possibly adjacent 
to the area to be served by the proposed new organization. 

a. Percentages of farmers who have used or 'lXe using the serv
ices of past or existing cooperatives and trends in these per
centages over at least the preceding 10 years. 

b. Trends in volume of business handled by past and existing co
operatives during the same period, and if possible, th1' trends 
in volume of business handled by private agencies for the same \ 
commodi ties and services during this time period. 

c. The degree of satisfaction of farmers who have used or are 
using these cooperatives and their reasons. 

d. The reactions of reputable local business men to the accom
plishments of the cooperatives. 

2. A general study of the area from the standpoint of the com
modities to be handled or the services to be rendered by the proposed 
cooperative organization, including: 

a. Determination of the approximate boundaries of the area that 
may be profitably served by and included in the organization. 

• A. Per-farm production, consumption or utilization of 
t.he commodities to be marketed or J?urchased for the 
farmers, or other services to be renderro. , 

B. The transporh,tion and communication resources of 
the area. 

b. A survey of existing privat.e agencies rendering services to the 
area such as nre. proposed for the new cooperative; establish
ing, as far as possible, the apPl'Oximate volume of business 
handled by each in recent years, their methods of operation, 
services rendered, advantages and disadvantages of these serv
ices to the farmers of the area, and the probable effect upon 
the local price structure of the establishment of the new co
operative. 

c. The price-making factors that are controlled within or with
out the local area, including the effect of substitute producliS 
th"t compete from the standpoint of alternate use as well as 
the seasollal c<;Impotition that may be involved, and the way 
in which tire proposed cooperative will gear into this situation. 

d. The extent to which the commodities to be marketed for the 
farmers or purchased for them, or other services to be ren-
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dered to or for them, can be .tandardized ",ith ""of'l'Ct to 
quality, grade, packaging, variety, and other factor. for the 
purpose of securing better market outlet a, 1JI0re economical 
purchasing or more efficient service. and activitici undertaken. 

3. A very careCul survey of the physical facilities needl-d by the 
proposed eaoperative, including capitnl costs, upkcpp and depr<'Cia
tion of owned facilities or rental costs of leased facilities. 

a. Suitable locution or locations for the racilitie. required. 
b. Type and size of buildings and l'<luipment. 

'Vith probable volume of busine8& and relative coot factort de
termined the research worker .hould be in a Btrat"gic pORition to 
recommend to the leadership of the proposed orguniz"tion whether or 
not it is desirable t.o complete the cooperative organization. Ir hi. 
advice is to proceM he i. in an admirable po.i tion to suggest the 
type of cooperative a.sociation most adaptable to the 10c"I, state or 
na tional neMs. • 

The next step i. to determine the type and number of member. re
quired to make the organization a 8ucce8.. Experienced coOpera
tive leaders are now strongly convinced that no producer Ihould be 
solicited to become a member of a coopcrative 48lociation unle •• he 
is financially able nnd willing to stand by hi. a.sociation and ito ac
tivities nnd fulfill all membership obligations .. The member meeting 
these requirement. will in all probability eantinue to acquaint him ... 1f 
with the current problems of hi. association and for this reason 
will be a constant booster rutber than blaming it for condit:on. ot 
which it bas little or no knowledge. 

With information ot this character available to guide the future 
collperatlve association the membership enterl into th.ir organiza
tional activities fr .. from prejudice, and with a thorough un.In
standing of the problems facing their association. While admit
tedly taking more time to start the organization,' there i. no excuse 
for extravagant promises from organizers when this procedure i. 
followed. 

Once prospective member. realize the eampetition their organi
zation must meet locally and from other areas, they arc more likely 
to follow better production and marketing methods, knowing in ad
vance that the possibilities for improvement of services rendered to 
them and the limitations, are wholly dependcnt upon the degree of 
cooperation 'Obtained from the entire membership. 
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